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The main idea behind this book is to amalgamate the description of the basic concepts of the theory and the practical
methods of solving problems in one book. Therefore, each
chapter contains first a description of the theory of the
subject being considered (illustrated by concrete examples)
and then a set of selected problems with solutions. The problems are closely related to the text and often complement it.
Hence they should be analysed together with the text. In
author’s opinion, the selected problems should enable the
reader to attain a deeper understanding of many important
topics and /to`visualize (even without solving the problems
but just by going through them) the wide range of applications of the ideas presented in this book.
In order to emphasize the most important laws of electromagnetism, and especially to clarify the most difficult topics, the author has endeavoured to exclude the less important topics. In an attempt to describe the main ideas concisely, clearly and at the same time correctly, the text has been
kept free from superfluous mathematical formulas, and the
main stress has been laid on the physical aspects of the phenomena. With the same end in view, various model representations, simplifying factors. special cases, symmetry considerations, etc. have been employed wherever possible.
Sl units of measurements are used throughout the book.
However, considering that the Gaussian system of units is
still widely used, we have included in Appendices 3 and 4
the tables of conversion of the most important quantities
and formulas from SI to Gaussian units.
The most important statements and terms are given in
italics. More complicated material and problems involving
cumbersome mathematical calculations are set in brevier
type. This material can be omitted on hrst reading without
any loss of continuity. The brevier type is also used for
problems and examples.

6 Preface _
The book is intended as a textbook for undergraduate students specializing in physics (in the framework of the course
on general physics). It can also be used by university
teachers.
The author is grateful to Prof. A.A. Detlaf and Reader
L.N. Kaptsov who reviewed the manuscript. and made a
number of valuable comments and suggestions.
I. Irodov
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List of Notctions
Vectors are denoted by the bold-face upright letters
(e.g. r, E). The same letter in the standard-type print (r, E)
denotes the magnitude of the ,vector.
Average quantities are denoted by angle brackets ( ),
e.g. (v), (P).
The symbols in front of the quantities denote:
A is the finite increment of the quantity, viz. the difference
between its final and initial values, e.g. AE = E2 -—-El,
A<·2=¢2·r¢¤ . .. .. .
d is the differential (infinitesimal increment), e.g. dB, dep;
6 is the incremental value of a quantity, e.g. 6A is the elementary work.
Unit vectors: V
ex, ey, e, (or i, j, k) are the unit vectors of Cartesian coordinates sc, y, z;
ep, eq, e, are the unit vectors of cylindrical coordinates
p7 q-"
n is the unit vector of the normal to a surface element;
1 is the unit vector of the tangent to the contour or to an
interface.
Time derivative of an arbitrary function f is denoted by
-0fr'0t or by the dot above the letter denoting the function, f.
lntegrals of any multiplicity are denoted by a single symbol 5 and differ only in the notation of the element of integration: dV is the volume element, dS is the surface element and dl is the element of length. Symbol denotes the
integration over a closed contour or a closed surface.
Vector operator V (nabla). The operations involving this
operator are denoted as follows: Vqv is the gradient of
cp (grad cp), V·E is the divergence of E (div E), and V >< E
is the curl of E (curl E).
Vector product is denoted la .b], where a and b are
vectors.

lk Electrostatic Field in ¤ Vocuum
1.1. Elechit Field
Electric Charge. At present it is known that diverse phenomena in nature are based on four fundamental interactions
among elementary particles, viz. strong, electromagnetic,
weak, and gravitational interactions. Each type of interaction is associated with a certain characteristic of a particle.
For example, the gravitational interaction depends on the
mass of particles, while the electromagnetic interaction is
determined by electric charges.
The electric charge of a particle is one of its basic characteristics. It has the following fundamental properties:
(1) electric charge exists in two forms, i.e. it can be positive or negative;
(2) the algebraic suin of charges in any electrically insulated system does not change (this statement expresses the
law of conservation of electric charge);
(3) electric charge is a relativistic invariant: its magnitude does not depend on the reference system, in other words,
it does not depend on whether the charge moves or is fixed.
It will be shown· later that these fundamental properties
have f`ar—reaching consequences.
Electric Field. In accordance with modern theory, interaction among charges is accomplished through a field. Any
electric charge q alters in a certain way the properties of
the space surrounding it, i.e. creates an electric field'. This
means that another, “test" charge placed at some point. of
the field experiences the action of a force.
Experiments show that the force F acting on a fixed test
point charge q' can always be represented in the form
F = q'E. (1-1)
where vector E is called the intensity of the electric field at
a given point,. Equation (1.1) shows that vector E can be
defined as the force acting on a positive fixed unit charge.
Here we assume that the test charge q' is sufficiently small so
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that its introduction does not noticeably distort the field
under investigation (as a result of possible redistribution of
charges creating the field).
The Field of a Point Charge. It follows directly from experiment (Coulomb’s law) that the intensity of the field of a
fixed point charge q at a _distance r from it can be represented in the form
E :, .L. .9. c .
lmao rz rs (1.2)
where so is the electric constant and e,. is the unit vector of
the radius vector r drawn from the centre of the iield, where
the charge q is located, to the point we are interested in.
l~`or·muia (1.2) is written in SI. Here the coefficient
1/4:n;e0 := 9 >< 10° m/F,
the charge q is measured in coulombs (C) and the field intensity E i n volts per metre (V/m). Vector E is directed along r
or oppositely to it depending on the sign of the charge q.
Formula (1-2) expresses C0ul0mb’s law in the “iield" form.
It is important that the intensity E of the field created by a
point charge is inversely proportional to the square of the
distance r All experimental results indicate that this law
is valid for distances from 10*3 cm to several kilometres,
and there are no grounds to expect that this law will be
violated for larger distances.
It should also be noted that the force acting on a test
charge in the field created by a fixed point charge does not
depend on whether the test charge is at rest or moves. This
refers to a system of fixed charges as well.
Principle of Superposition. Besides the law expressed by
(1.2), it also follows from experiments that the intensity of
the field of a system of fixed point charges is equal to the
vector sum of the intensities of the fields that would be
created by each charge separately:
I
r ` 1 ~~
|E=ELi=j,g;E€‘?°rz» \ (1.3)
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where r, is the distance between the charge q, and the point
under consideration.
This statement is called the principle of superposizion. of
electric fields. lt expresses one of the most remarkable properties of fields and allows us to calculate field intensity of
any system of charges by representing this system as an aggregate of point charges whose individual contributions are
given by formula (1.2).
Charge Dbtribution. In order to simplify mathematical
calculations, it is of en convenient to ignore the fact that
charges have a discr te structure (electrons, nuclei) and
assume that they are " eared" in a certain way in space. In
other words, it is conv nient to replace the actual distribution of discrete pointlcharges by a fictitious continuous
distribution. This makds it possible to simplify calculations
considerably without introducing any significant error.
While going over to a continuous distribution, the concept
of charge depsity is introduced, viz. the volume density p,
surface density o, and linear density X. By definition,
0=—%§,-, }.=-gg-,
where dq is the charge contained in the volume dV, on the
surface dS, and in the length dl respectively.
Taking these distributions into consideration we can represent formula (1.3) in a different form. For example, if the
charge is distributed over the volume, we must replace q,
by dq = p dV and summation by integration. This gives
1 pe dl·' 1 ` pr dl'
E: 4JT.£0 S T2 -:2-ITEQS Ts ’
where the integration is performed over the entire space with
nonzero values of p.
Thus, knowing the distribution of charges, we can completely solve the problem of finding the electric field intensity
by formula (1.3) if the distribution is discrete or by formula (1.5) or by a similar formula if it is continuous. In the
general case, the calculation involves certain difficulties
(although they are not of principle nature). Indeed, in order
to find vector E, we must first calculate its projections El,
Ev, and E,, which means that we must take three integrals
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of the type (1.5). As a rule, the problem becomes much
simpler in cases when a system of charges has n certain 8`ymmetry. Let us consider two examples.
Example 1. 'I‘he tleld on the axis of a thin uniformly charged ring.
A charge q > 0 is uniformly distributed over a thin ring of radius a.
Find the electric iield intensity E on the axis of the ring as a function
of the distance z from its centre.
It can be easily shown that vector E in this casemust be directed
along the axis of the ring (Fig. 1.1). Let us isolate element dl on the
Ee
- % ig rdd
C •' ·
4 ` da
A,B
z
dB
OX`I
. ‘···'h•“'5
Fig. 1.1 Fig. 1.2
ring in the vicinity of po1ntA. We write the expression for the component dEz of the field created by this element at a point C:
1 hdl
dEz ··—;·_·;·· COS CZ,
where 2. = q/2mz. The values of r and cz will be the same for all the
elements of the ring, and hence the integration of this equation is simply reduced to the replacement of hdl by q. As a result, we obtain
:..2... .......E.....
E 4neo (a*-[-z*)'/’
lt can be seen that for z> a the field E z q/4ne0z’, i.e. at large distances the system behaves as a point charge.
Example 2. The Yield of a uniformly ehlnlged straight Element. A
thin straight filament of length 2l is unifo y charged by a cha q.
Find the held intensitly E at a point separated by a distance xrgxtéom
the midpoint of the ii ament and located symmetrically with respect
to its ends.
It is clear from symmetry considerations that vector E must be
directed as shown in Fig. 1.2. This shows the way of solving this
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problem: we must find the component dEx of the field created by the
element dl of the filament, having the charge dq, and then integrate
the result over all the elements of the filament. In this case
dE_y=dE COS Ct=-L COS *1,
imag rwhere lt = q/2l is the linear charge density. Let us reduce this equation
to the form convenient for integration. Figure 1.2 shows that
dl cos or = rda and r = x/cos ot; consequently, ..
dEx=-L-= cz-}- cos cz dot.
4:rsO r2 linens /
This -ex_pressio.1 can be easily integrated:
2. °° i
SCOSCL Cl@= 2SlHG0,
I)
where ono is the maximum value of tl1e angle cz, sin cz0= l/ }//l‘·i —}— ag?.
Thus,
E.;;°..%£. 2 ___.1..__
’¤¤€o* ]/l’—i—x*· !mc,,.z: 5/F-i—a:*'· '
In this case also E z q/4:tc,.z°’ for z > l as the field of a point charge.
Geometrical Description oi Electric Field. lf we know
vector E at each point, the electric tield can be visually represented with the help of field lines, or lines of E. Such a
line is drawn so that a tangent to it at each point coincides
with the direction of vector E. The density of the lines,
i.e. the number of lines per unit area normal to the lines is
proportional to the magnitude of vector E. Besides, the lines
are directed like vector E'. This pattern gives the idea about
the configuration of a given electric field, i.e. about. the direction and magnitude of vector E at each point of the iield.
On the General Properties of Field E. The iield E defined
above has two very important properties. The knowledge of
these properties helped to deeper understand the very concept of the field and formulate its laws, and also made it possible to solve a number of problems in a simple and elegant
way. These properties, viz. the Gauss theorem and the theorem on circulation of vector E, are associated with two most
important mathematical characteristics of all vector fields:
the flux and the circulation. It will be shown below that in
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terms of these two concepts not only all the laws of electricity but also all the laws of magnetism can be described. Let
us go over to a systematic description of these properties.
1.2. The Gauss Yhecrem
Flux of E. For the sake of clarity, we shall use the geometrical description of electric field (with the help of lines
of E). Moreover, to simplify the
“ analysis, we shall assume that the
density of lines of field E is equal
a E to the magnitude of vector E. Then
the number of lines piercing the
dg area element dS, the normal- nto
which forms angle oc with vector E,
Fig. 1.3 is determined as E·dS cos at (see
Fig *1.3). This quantity is just the
flux dd) of E through the area element dS. In a more compact
form, this can be written as
dCD = En dS = E·dS,
where En is the projection of vector E onto the normal n to
the area element dS, and dS is the vector whose magnitude
is equal to dS and the direction coincides with the direction
of the normal. It should be noted that the choice of the direction of n (and hence of dS) is arbitrary. This vector could
be directed oppositely.
If we have an arbitrary surface S, the flux of E through
it can be expressed as
·1»=S 12 as. (1.6)
s
This is an algebraic quantity. since it depends not only on
the configuration of the field E but also on the choice of the
normal. lf a surface is closed it is customary to direct the
normal n outside the region enveloped by this surface, i.e.
to choose the outward normal. Henceforth we shall always
assume that this isthe case.
Although we considered here the flux of E, the concept of
flux is applicable to any vector field as well.

~__ __ -*1.2. The Gauss Theqem I
The Gauss Theorem. The flux of E through an a1·bitrary
closed surface S has a remarkable property: it depends only
on the algebraic sum of the charges embraced by this surface, i.e.
I~4
E t3)Ees--E;q,,;-I (1.7)
where the circle on the integral symbol indicates that the
integration is performed over a closed surface.
This expression is essentially the Gauss theorem; the flux of
JS
.¤ E- S
\
s/
[
q
Fig. l·`ig. 1.5
E through a closed surface is equal to the algebraic sum of the
charges enclosed by this surface, divided by eo.
Proof. Let us first consider the iield of a single point charge
q. We enclose this charge by an arbitrary closed surface S
(Fig. 1.4) and hnd the [lux of E through the area element dS:
.. . _ QL. .2. W;.
d<I>-E"d&tgs\ot- 41180 rz dS coso.- MSO dS2, (1.8)
where df} is the solid angle resting on the area element dS
and having the vertex at the point where the charge q is located. The integration of this expression over the entire
surface S is equivalent. to the integration over the entire
solid angle, i.e. to the replacement of dQ by 4at. Thus we
obtain (D = q/eo, as is defined by formula (1.7).
It should be noted that for a more complicated shape of a
closed surface, the angles ct may be greater than at/2, and
hence cos ct and dt! in (1.8) generally assume either positive
or negative values. Thus, dS! is an algebraic quantity: if
dt} rests on the inner side of the surface S, (YQ > O, while if
it rests on the outer side, d£2 < O.
z-ist
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ln particular, this leads to the following conclusion: if
the charge q is located outside a closed surface S, the flux
of E through this surface is equal to zero. In order to prove
this, it is sufficient to draw through the charge q a conical
surface tangent to the closed surface S. Then the integration
of Eq. (1.8) over the surface S is equivalent to the integration over Q (Fig. 1.5): the outer side of the surface S will be
seen from the point q at an angle Q > O. while the inner side,
at an angle -9 (the two angles being equal in magnitude).
The sum is equal to zero, and CD =-= 0, which_ also agrees
with (1.7). ln terms of field lines or lines ·of E, this means
that the number of lines entering the volume enclosed by
the surfaceS is equal to the number of lines emerging from
this surface.
Let us now consider the case when the electric field is
created by a system of point charges ql, gz, . In this
case, in accordance with the principle of superposition E =
= E1 + E2 —i- . . ., where E, is the field created by the
charge ql, etc. Then the flux of E can be written i`n the form
§EdS= ch (E, liz-&·
T; E, as J.- @1;, as : age, gem,
ln accordance with what was said above, each integral on the
right-hand side is equal to q,/so if the charge q, is inside
the closed surface S and is equal to zero -if it is outside the
surface S. Thus, the right-hand side will contain the algebraic sum of only those charges that lie inside the surface S.
To complete the proof of the theorem, it remains for us
to consider the case when the charges are distributed continuously with the volume density depending on coordinates.
In this case, we may assume that each volume element dV
contains a "point" charge p dV Then on the right-hand side
of (1.7) we have
ml]; S
where the integration is performed only over the volume
contained within the closed surface S.
We must pay attention to the following important circum-
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stance; while the field E itself depends on the mutual configuration of all the charges, the flux of E through an arbitrary closed surface S is determined by the algebraic sum
of the charges inside the surface S. This means that if we
displace the charges, the held E will be changed everywhere,
and in particular on the surface S. Generally, the flux of E
through the surface S will also change. However, if the
displacement. of charges did not involve their crossing of
the surface S, the flux of E through this surface would remain unchanged, although, we stress again, the field E itself
may change considerably. What a remarkable property of
electric field!
1.3. Applications of the Gauss Theorem
Since the field E depends on the configuration of all charges,
the Gauss theorem generally does not allow us to determine this field. However, in certain cases the Gauss theorem
proves to be a very effective analytical instrument since it
gives answers to certain principle questions without solving
the problem and allows us to determine the field E in a very
simple way. Let us consider some examples and then formulate several general conclusions about the cases when application of the Gauss theorem is the most expedient.
Example 1. On the impossibility of stable equilibrium of a charge
in an electric field. Suppose that we have in vacuum a system of fixed
point charges in equilibrium. Let us consider one of these charges,
g.g. a charge q. Can i be stable?
In order to answer this question, let us envelop the charge q by a
small closed surface S (Fig. 1.6). For the sake of detiniteness, we assume that q > O. For the equilibrium of this charge to be stable, it is
necessary that the field E created by all the remaining charges of the
system at all the points of the surface S he directed towards the charge
q. Only in this case any small displacement of the charge q from the
equilibrium position will give rise to a restoring force, and the equilibrium state will actually be stable. But such a configuration of the
field E around the charge q is in contradiction to the Gauss theorem:
the [lux of E through the surface S is negative, while in accordance
with the Gauss theorem it must be equal to zero since it is created by
charges lying outside the surface S. Un the other hand, the fact that
E is equal to zero indicates that at some points of the surface S vector
E is directed inside it and at some other points it is directed outside.
2•
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Hence it follows that in any electrostatic,field_a charge cannot be in
stable equilibrium.
Example 2. The field of a uniformly charged Elaine. Suppose that
the surface charge density is o. It is c ear from t e symmetry of the
problem that vector E can only be normal to the charged plane. Moreover, at points symmetric with respect to this plane, vectors E obviously have the same magnitude but opposite directions. Such a configuration of the field indicates that a right cylinder should be chosen for
the closed surface as shown in Fig. 1.7, where we assume that o > 0.
S
S.:
I
EE‘G‘
Fig. 1.6 Fig. 1.7
The flux through the lateral surface of this cylinder is equal to
zero, and hence the total flux through the entire cylindrical surface
is 2E AS, where AS is the area of each endface. A charge o AS is
enclosed within the cylinder. According to the Gauss. theorem, 2lJ AS =
= o AS/so, whence E = o/2eo. In a more exact form, this expression
must be written as
En = c/2e,,, (1.10)
where En is the projection of vector E onto the normal n to the charged
plane, the normal n being directed away from this plane. If o > 0
then En > 0, and hence vector E is directed away from the charged
plane, as shown in Fig. 1.7. On the other hand, if o < 0 then En < U,
and vector E is directed towards the charged plane. The fact that E is
the same at any distance from the plane indicates thatj the corresgondgng electric field is uniform (both on the right and on the left of
t e ane).
Tlle obtained result is valid only for an infinite plane surface,
since only in this case we can use the symmetry considerations discussed above. However, this result is approximately valid for the region
near the middle of a finite uniformly charged plane surface far from
its ends.
Example 3. The field of two parallel planes charged uniformly with
densities o and —o by unlike charges.
This held can be easily found as superposition of the Eelds created
by each plane separately (Fig. 1.8). Here the upper arrows correspond
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to the field from the positively charged plane, while the lower arrows,
to that from the negatively charged plane. ln the space between the
planes the intensities of the fields being added have the same direction, hence the result (1.10) will be doubled, and the resultant held
intensity will be
E == or/eo, (1.11)
where 0 stands for the magnitude of the surface charge density. It can
be easily seen that outside this space the field is equal to zero. Thus,
I
1)
+1
·-——— ——-· —hA
Q _A' `_ &F
is-0 1;- -9- 12-0
"· 2a
Fig. 1.8 Fig. 1.9
in the given case the field is located between the planes and is uniorm.
This result is approximately valid for the plates of finite dimensions as well, if only the separation between the plates is considerably
smaller than their linear dimensions (parallel-plate capacitor). ln this
case, noticeable deviations of the fie d from uniformity are observed
only near the edges of the plates (these distortions are often ignored in
calculations).
Example 6. The field of an infinite circular cylinder uniformly
charged over the surface so that the charge K corresponds to its unit
ength.
In this case, as follows from symmetry considerations, the field
is of a radial nature. i.e. vector E at eacigoint iifperpendicular to
the cylinder axis, and its magnitude depen s only on the distance r
from the cylinder axis to the point. This indicates that a closed surface here should be taken in the form of a coaxial right cylinder
(Fig. 1.9). Then the {lux of E through the endfaces of the cylinder is
erflual to zero, while the flux through the lateral surface is E, 2 mh
w ere E,. is the projection of vector E onto the radius vector r coinciding with the normal n to the lateral surface of the cylinder of radius
r and height iz. According to the Gauss theorem, E,2mh M/z~·,, for
> a, whence
. it
lz = -——··-—— `. 1.12
r zag, " > “’ ‘
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For A > 0, E,. > 0 as well, i.e. vector E is directed away from
the charged cylinder, and vice versa.
lf r < a, the closed surface does not contain any cha since in
this region E === 0 irrespective of r. Thus, inside a circmr infinite
cylinder uniformly charged over the surface the held is absent.
h Eiample 5. The field of a spherical surface uniformly charged by
t e c arge q.
This held is obviously centrally symmetric: vector E from any
point passes through the centre of the sphere, while its magnitude
must depend only on the distance r from the point to the centre of the
sphere. It is clear that for such a conhguration of the held we should
take a concentric sphere as a closed surface. Let the radius of this
sphere be r > a. Then, in accord ance with the Gauss theo1~em,'E,4nr' =
___ *1
Er-4-———m0r, (r > a), (1.13)
where E,. is the projection of vector E onto the radius vector r coinciding
with the normal n to the surface at each of its points. The sign of the
charge q determines the sign of the projection E,. in this case as well.
Hence it determines the direction of vector E itself: either away from
the sphere (for q > 0) or towards it (for q < 0).
If r < a, the closed surface does not contain any charge and hence
within this region E = 0 everywhere. In other words, inside a uniformly charged spherical surface the electric held is absent. Outside
this surface the field decreases with the distance r in accordance with
the same law as for a point charge.
Example 6. The field of a uniformly charged sphere. Suppose that
a charge q is uniformly distributed over a sphere of radius a. Obviously, the held of such a system is centrally symmetric, and hence for determining the held we must take a concentric sphere as a closed surface. It can be easily seen that for the field outside the sphere we obtain
the same result as in the previous example [see (1.13)]. However,
inside the sphere the expression for the held will be different. The
sphere of radius r < a encloses the charge q' = q (r/a)’ since in our
case the ratio of charges is equal to the ratio of volumes and is proportional to the radii to the third power. Hence, in accordance with
the Gauss theorem we have
1r'
whence
F :....1.... -E-r (r<a) (114)
"` imeo a' \ ’ °
i.e. inside a uniformly charged sphere the held intensity grows linear·
ly with the distance r from its centre. The curve representing the dependence of E on r is shown in Fig. 1.10.
General Conclusions. The results obtained in the above
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examples could be found by direct integration (1.5) as well.
However, it is clear that these problems can be solved in a
much simpler way by using the Gauss theorem.
"' The simple solution of the problems considered above may
create an illusive impression about the strength of the method
based on the application of
the Gauss theorem and E
about"the possibility of °°' I dh,
solving many other prob- I
lems by using this the- I
orem. Unfortunately, it is _
not the case. The number of a f
problems that can be easily
solved with the help ofthe
Gauss theorem is limited. Fig_ M0
We cannot use it even to
solve the problem of finding the field of a symmetric charge
distributionfon a uniformly 'charged disc. In this case, the
field configuration is rather complicated, and a closed
surface for a simple calculation of the flux of E cannot be
found.
The Gauss theorem can be effectively applied to calculation of fields only when a field has a special symmetry (iu
most cases plane, cylindrical, or circular). The symmetry,
and hence the field configuration, must be such that, firstly,
a sufficiently simple closed surface S can be found and,
secondly, the calculation of the' flux of E can be reduced
to a simple multiplication of E (or E,.) by the area of the
surface S or its part. If these conditions are not satisfied,
the problem of finding the field should be solved either directly by formula (1.5) or by using other methods which
will be discussed below.
1.4. Differential Form of the Gauss Theorem
A remarkable property of electric field expressed by the Gauss
theorem suggests that this theorem be represented in a different form
which would broaden its possibilities as an instrument for analysis
and calculation.
In contrast to (1.7) which is called the integral form we shall seek
the diyerential form of the Gauss theorem, which establishes the relation between the volume charge density p and the changes in the field
intensity E in the vicinity of a given point in space.
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For this purpose, we hrst represent the charge q in the volume V
enveloped by a closed surface S in the form qm; = (p) V, where {p)
is the volume charge density, averaged over the-volume V. Then we
substitute this expression into Eq. (1.7) and divide both its sides by
V, which gives
-:7-§ E dS‘-=(P)/80. (1.15)
We now make the volume V tend to zero by contracting it to the
point we are interested in. In this case, (p) will obviously tend to the
value of p at the given point of the held, and hence the ratio on the
left-hand side of Eq. (1.15) will tend to pls,.
The quantity which is the limit of the ratio of § E dS to V as V -» 0
is called the divergence of the held E and is denoted by div E. Thus,
by dehnition,
1
d' E-.: l' ·—-·§EdS. 1.16
nv Vin; V ( )
The divergence of ang other vector held is determined in a similar
way. It- follows from ehnition (1.16) that divergence is a scalar
function of coordinates.
In order to obtain the expression for the divergence of the held E,
we must, in accordance with (1.16), take an inhnitely small volume V,
determine the flux of E through the closed surface enveloping this
volume, and hnd the ratio of t is flux to the volume. The expression
obtained for the divergence will depend on the choice of the coordinate system (in different systems of coordinates it turns out to be
diherent). For example, in Cartesian coordinates it is given by
. ___ as,. 61% _,_ as, s
d" E··*a:r+‘s7 · $7*- “·"’
Thus, we have found that as V —» 0 in (1.15), its right·hand side
tends to p/s,,, while the left-hand side tends to div E. Consequently,
the divergence of the held E is related to the charge density at the
same point through the equation
I divE=p/eo. ‘ (1.18)
This equation expresses the Gauss theorem in the differential form.
The form of many expressions and their applications can be considerably simplihed if we introduce the vector differential operator v.
In Cartesian coordinates, the operator v has the form
,000
V:] -5;+]-Z?-EI-+k-5; , (1.19)
where i, i, and k are the unit vectors of the X-, Y-, and Z-axes. The
operator v itself does not have any meaning. it becomes meaningful
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only in combination with a scalar or vector function by which it is
symbolically multiplied. For example, if we form the scalar product
of vector V and vector E, we obtain
666
V*E=VxEx+VyEy+VzEz=·$ Ex+·bE/·· Ey+··b;· EzIt follows from (1.17) that this is just the divergence of E.
Thus, the divergence of the held E can be written as div E or v ·E
(in both cases it is read as "the divergence of E"). We shall he using
the latter, more convenient notation. Then, for example, the Gauss
theorem (1.18) will have the form
I V·E=P/So- l (l-20)
The Gauss theorem in the differential form is a local theorem:
the divergence of the held E at a given point depends only on the
electric c arge density gi at this point. This is one of the remarkable
projnerties of electric he d. For example, the held E of a point charge
is iflerent at diherent [points. Generally, this refers to the spatial
derivatives 6E,/6::, 6Ey 6y, and 6E,/6: as well. However, the Gauss
thwrem states that the sum of these derivatives, which determines the
divergence of Eeitums out to be equal to zero at all points of the held
(outside the charge itself).
At the points of the held where the divergence of E is positive, we
have the sources of the helh (positive charges), while at the (points
where it_ is negative, we have sinks (negative charges). The hel lines
emerge from the held sources and terminate at the sinks.
1.5. Circulation ol Vector E. Potential
Theorem on Circulation of Vector E. It is known from
mechanics that any stationary held of central forces is conservative, i.e. the work done by the forces of this held is
independent of the path and depends only on the position
of the initial and hnai points. This property is inherent in
the electrostatic held, viz. the held created by a system ol
hxed charges. If we take a unit positive charge for the test
charge and carry it from point 1 of a given held E to point 2.
the elementary work of t he forces of the held done over the
distance dl is equal to E·dl, and the total work of the held
forces over the distance between points 1 and 2 is dehned as
2
S E J1. (1.21
l
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This integral is taken along a certain line (path) and is
therefore called the line integral.
We shall now show that from the independence oi line
integral (1.21) of the path between two points it follows
that when taken along an arbitrary closed path, this integral is equal to zero. Integral (1.21) over a closed contour is
called the circulation of vector E and is denoted by
Thus we state that circulation of vector E in any electrostatic field is equal to zero, i.e.
| &Edl :0. I (1.22)
1248 `
This statement is called the theorem on circulation of
vector E.
In order to prove this theorem, we break an arbitrary closed
path into two parts 1a2 and 2b1
2 (Fig. 1.11). Since line integral (1.21)
4 (we denote it by lu) does not
depend on the path between `points I
(al (bl
1
_b and 2, we havegl = lm. On the
2 ,_.
other hand, it is clear that
Fig Hi tb) tb) (bi
°' S =-— K ,wherel isthe
. 12 . 21 _ 21 _
integral over the same segment b but taken in the opposite
direction. Therefore
tai tb) ta) ti)
lizlrlzi S11-—.Ji2:O°
Q.E.D.
A field having property (1.22) is called the potential field.
Hence, any electrostatic field is a potential field.
The theorem on circulation of vector E makes it possible
to draw a number of important conclusions without resorting to calculations. Let us consider two examples}
Example 1. The field lines ol an electrostatic field E cannot be
closed.
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Indeed, if the opposite were true and some lines of held Ewere
closed, then taking the circulation of vector E along this line we would
immediately come to contradiction with theorem (1.22). This means
that actually there are no closed lines of E in an electrostatic held;
the lines emerge from positive charges
and terminate on negative ones (or go
to inhnity). .....+..........*....
Example 2. Is the configuration of an I I
electrostatic field shown in Fig. 1.12 l
possible? -+-—»-—-{No, it is not. This immediately becomes
clear if we apply the theorem on circula— ,_.{.....,....l_.
tion of vector E to the closed contour ,_____________|
shown in the hgure by the dashed line.
The arrows on the contour indicate the ——-——-—-—¤·—·—··—····
direction of circumvention. With such a
special choice of the contour, the contri- Fi 1 12
bution to the circulation from its ver- g' ‘
tical parts is equal to zero, since in
this case E _!_ dl and E·dl = O. It remains for us to consider the
two horizontal segments of equal lengths. The hgure shows that the
contributions to the circulation from these regions are opposite in
sign, and unequal in magnitude (the contribution from the upper segment is larger since the held lines are denser, and hence the value of
E is larger). Therefore, the circulation of B differs from zero, which
contradicts to (1.22).
Potential. Till now we considered the description of electric held with the help of vector E. However, there exists
another adequate way of describing it by using potential qa
(it should be noted at the very outset that there is a one-toone correspondence between the two methods). It will be
shown that the second method has a number of signihcant
advantages.
The fact that line integral (1.21) representing the work·of
the held forces done in the displacement of a unit positive
charge from point 1 to point 2 does not depend on the path
allows us tofstate that for electric held there exists a certain
scalar function qa (r) of coordinates such that its decrease is
given by
2
q>,——q>2= gEdl, (1.23)
1
where cp, and qa, are the values of the function qi at the
points 1 and 2. The quantity qa (r) dehned in this way is
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called the field potential. A comparison of (1.23) with the
expression for the work done by the forces of the potential
field (the work being equal to the decrease in the potential
energy of a particle in the field) leads to the conclusion
that the potential is the quantity numerically equal to the potential energy of a unit positive charge at a given point of the
yield.
We can conditionally ascribe to an arbitrary point 0 of the
field any value cp, of the potential. Then the potentials of
all other points of the field will be unambiguously determined by formula (1.23). If we change cp, by a certain value
Aqa, the potentials of all other points of the field will change
by the same value.
Thus, potential cp is determined to within an arbitrary
additive constant. The value of this constant does not play
any role, since all electric phenomena depend only on the
electric field strength. It is determined, as.will be"shown
later, not by the potential at a given point but by thefpotential difference between neighbouring points of the held.
The unit of potential is the volt (V).
Potential of the Field of a Point Charge. Formula (1.23)
contains, in addition to the definition of potential qa, the
method of finding this function. For this purpose, it is sufiicient to evaluate the integral S E dl over any path between two points and than represent the obtained result as
a decrease in a certain function which is just cp (r). We can
make it even simpler. Let us- use the fact that formula
(1..23) is valid not only for finite displacements butffor elementary displacements dl as well. Then, in accordance with
this formula, the elementary decrease in the potential over
this displacement is
—-dep E·dl. (1.24)
In other words, if we know the field E (r), then to find rp
we must represent E·dl (with the help of appropriate transformations) as a decrease in a certain function. This function
will be the potential qi.
Let us apply this method for finding the potential of the
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field of a lixed point charge:
` ---- ....1.. .3. » .
L·d|.. lama rz t, dl
l»..
'-Z ·l· LUll5l.) ,
where we took into account that e, dl 1-(dl),. s: dr, since
the projection of dl onto er, and hence on r, is equal to the
increment of the magnitude oi vector r, i.e. dr. The quantity
appearing in the parentheses under the differential is exactly tp (r). Since the additive constant contained in the formula-does not play any physical role, it is usually omitted in
order to simplify the expression for qa Thus, the potential
of the field of a point charge is given by
___ 1 q I r
The absence *6f an additive constant in this expression
indicates that we conventionally assume that the potential
is equal to zero at infinity (for r —» oo).
Potential oi the Field of a System of Charges. Let a system
consist of iixed point charges q1, gz, .... In accordance
with the principle of superposition, the field intensity at any
point of the field is given by E = E, + E2 -i— ., where
E1 is the {ield in-tensity from the charge q1, etc. By using
formula (1.24), we can then write
E·dl = (E1 —|— E2 -1- .) dl = E,·dl + E2·dl +
= —d<i>i —- dwg - ·—-dq>.
where cp = Expt, i.e. the principle of superposition turns out
to be valid for potential as well. Thus, the potential of a
system of lixed point charges is given by
z ._ 1 ·· q· imc
I *P — ZE; Zi »| ` )
where ri is the distance from the point charge qi to the point
under consideration. llere we also omitted an arbitrary con—
stant. This is in complete agreement with the fact that any
real system of charges is bounded in space, and hence its
potential can be taken equal to zero at infinity.
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lf the charges forming the system are distributed continuously, then, as before, we assume that each volume element dVcontains a "point" charge p dV, where p is the charge
density in the volume rlV Taking this into consideration,
we can write formula (1.26) in a different form:
. 1 ` adv .
`t,.;2.TE;(.;.,l (1.27)
where the integration is performed either over the entire
space or over its part containing the charges. If the charges
are located only on the surface S, we can write
1d.
tp:-Eg S P-if-, (1.2s)
where o is the surface charge density and dS is the element
of the surface S. A similar expression corresponds to the
case when the charges have a linear distribution.
Thus, if we know the charge distribution (discrete or continuous), we can, in principle, find the potential of any
system.
1.6. Relation Between Potential and Vector E
It is known that electric held is completely described by
vector function E (r). Knowing this function, we can find
the force acting on a charge under investigation at any point
of the field, calculate the work of field forces for any displacement of the charge, and so on. And what do we get by
introducing potential? First of all, it turns out that if we
know the potential cp (r) of a given electric held, we can reconstruct the field E (r) quite easily. Let us consider this
question in greater detail.
The relation between cp and E can be established with the
help of Eq. (1.24). Let the displacement dl be parallel to
the X—axis; then dl = i dsc, where i is the unit vector along
the X-axis and da: is the increment of the coordinate x. In
this case
E·dl : E·i dx == E,. dx,
where Ex is the projection of vector E onto the unit vector i
(and not on the displacement dll). A comparison of this ex-
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pression with formula (1.24) gives
Ex ¤= -0cp/Ox, (1.29)
where the symbol of partial_derivative emphasizes that the
function <p (x, y, z) must he dil'lerent.iated only with 1·espect
to :1:, assuming that y and z are constant in this case.
In a similar way, we can obtain the corresponding expressions for the projections EI, and E,. Having determined
Ex, Ev, and Ez, we can easily find vector E itself;
_ Ocp . 0r,o . arp
The quantity in the parentheses is the gradient of the potential cp (grad cp or vip). We shall be using the latter, more
convenient notation and will formally consider vqn as the
product of a symbolic vector V and the scalar cp. Then
Eq. (1.30) can be represented in the form
lE=——V<p,l (1.31)
i.e. the field intensity E'is equal to the potential gradient
with the minus sign. This is exactly the formula that can
be used for reconstructing the field E if we know the
function qa (r).
Example. Find the lléld intensity E if the field potential has the
form: (1) cp (:1:, y) = —a;ry, where a is a constant; (2) tp (r) ——a·r,
where a is a constant vector and 1- is the radius vector of a point under
consideration.
(1) By using formula (1.30); we obtain E = a (yi -{- mj).
(2) Let us first represent t e function tp as cp -—a,,.·r --- uyy -— azz, where ax, ay and az are constants. Then with the help of formula (1.30) we rind E == axi A- ayj -+- azk = a. lt can be seen that in
this case the field E is uniform.
Let us derive one more useful formula. We write the righthand side of (1.24) in the form E·dl ll, dl, where dl =
é ldlj is an elementary displacement and 15; is the pr»;jec—
tion of vector E onto the displacement dl. Hence
·*·—·····—····|
( El: -0cp,/dl, · (1.32)
i.e. the projection of vector E onto the direction of the dis-
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placement dl is equal to the directional derivative of the
potential (this is emphasized by the symbol of partial derivative).
Equipotential Surfaces. Let us introduce the concept of
equipotential surface, viz. the surface at all points of which
potential cp has the same value. We shall show that vector E
at each point of the surface is directed along the normal to
the equipotential surface and towards the decrease in the
potential. Indeed, it follows
¢ *:3 T4 ¢5 from formula (1.32) that the
,,1 ( ( projection of vector E onto
any direction tangent to the
_ \ \ ( equipotentlal surface atagiven
\ \ \ \ point is equal to zero. This
\ \ \ means that vector E is norm\\\ \ \ al to the given surface. Fur\ ther, let us take a displace` ment dl along the normal to the
8U.l'f&C6, towards decreasing
Fig- 1.13 q>. Then 6q> < 0, and according to (1.32), E; >0, i.e.
vector E is directed towards decreasing cp, or in the diroc·
tion opposite to that of the vector vcp. _
It is expedient Lto draw equipotential surfaces in such a
way that the potential difference between two neighbouring
surfaces be the same. Then the density of equipotential
surfaces will visually indicate the magnitudes of field intensities at different points. Field intensity will be higher in
the regions where equipotential surfaces are denser ("the
potential relief is steeper”).
Since vector E is normal to an equipotential surface everywhere, the field lines are orthogonal to these surfaces.
Figure 1.13 shows a two—dimen.siona1 pattern of an electric field.
The dashed lines correspond to equipotential surfaces, while the solid
lines to the lines of E. Such a representation aan be easily visualized.
It immediately shows the direction of vector E, the regions where field
intensity is higher and where it is lower, as well as the regions with
greater steepness of the potential relief. Such a pattern aan he used to
obtain qualitative answers to a number of questions, su ht as “In what
direction will a charge placed at a certain point move? Where is the
magnitude of the potential gradient higher? At which point will
the force acting on the charge be greater." etc.
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On the Advantages of Potential. lt was noted earlier that
electrostatic field is completely characterized by vector
function E (r). Then what is the use of introducing potential?
There are several sound reasons for doing that. The concept
of potential is indeed very useful, and it is not by chance
that this concept is widely used not only in physics but in
engineering as well. ,
{1. If we know the potential tp (r), we can easily calculate
the work of field forces done in the displacement of a point
charge q' from point 1 to point 2:
A12 2 qi (*91 "‘ (Pali (133)
where rp, and_q>, are the potentials at points 1 and 2. This
means that the required work is equal to the decrease in the
potential energy of the charge q' upon its displacement from
point 1 to 2. Calculation of the work of the field forces with
the help of formula (1.33) is not just very simple, but is
in some cases the only possible resort.
Example. A cllhrge q is distributed over a thin ring of radius a.
Find the work of the field forces done in the displacement of a point
charge q' from the centre of the ring to infinity.
Since the distribution of the charge q over the ring is unknown, we
cannot say anything definite about the intensity E of the field created
by this charge. This means that we cannot calculate the work by evaluating the integral S q’E dl in this case. This problem can be easily
solved with the help of potential. Indeed, since all elements of the
ring are at the same distance a from the centre of the ring, the potential of this point is qa., q/4ms,,e. And we know that rp = U at infinity.
Consequently, the work A = q’cp,, = q’q/Zirrsoa.
2. lt turns out in many cases that in order to find electric
field intensity E, it is easier first to calculate the potential
qn and then take its gradient than to calculate the value of E
directly. This is a considerable advantage of potential. lndeed, for calculating rp, we must evaluate only one integral,
while for calculating E we must take t/zree integrals (since
it is a vector). Moreover, the integrals for calculating qu are
usually simpler than those for Ex, 13,,, and E,.
Let us note here that this does not apply to a comparatively small number of problems with high symmetry, in
which the calculation of the field E directly or with the help
of the Gauss theorem turns out to be much simpler.
3-oiai
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There are some other advantages in using potential which
will be discussed later.
1.7. Electric Dipole
The Field of a Dipole. The electric dipole is a system of two
equal in magnitude unlike charges + q and —— q,separated
by a certain distance l. When the dipole field is considered,
cr
<¤> F di P " E
r. u °·>
I I'
r- l ly
*4
I.
q0P
l·`ig. 1.14
it is assumed that the dipole itself is pointlike, i.e. the distance r from the dipole to the points under consideration is
assumed to be much greater than l.
'I`he dipole field is axisymmetric. Therefore, in any plane
passing through the dipole axis the pattern of the iield is
the same, vector E lying in this plane.
Lehtt us lirst {ind the potential of the dipole field and then
its i ensity. According to (1.25), the potential of the dipole
field at the point P (Fig. 1.14a) is defined as
i q <1 __ 1 <1(r--·r)
Lp final, (T, "TI) — inte,) ry;. + °
Since r >> l_, it can be seen from Fig. 1.14a that r- ... r+ =
= lcos 0 and r+r_ = rz, where r is the distance from the
point P to the dipole (it is pointlikel). Taking this into
account, we get
____ 1 pcos0
(P7 7;.;,5* , (1-34)
where p = ql is the electric moment of the dipole. This quantity corresponds to a vector directed along the dipole axis
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from the negative to the positive charge:
P = ql, (1.35)
where q > O and I is the vector directed as p.
It can be seen from formula (1.34) that the dipole held
depends on its electric moment p. It will be shown below
that the behaviour of the dipole in an external held also
depends on p. Consequently, p is an important characteristic
of the dipole.
It should also be noted that the potential of the dipole held
decreases with the distance r faster than the potential of the
held of a point charge (in proportion to 1/rz instead of 1/r).
{In order to hnd the dipole held, we shall use formula (1.32)
and calculate the projections of vector E onto two mutually
perpendicular directions along the unit vectors e,. and eg
(Fig. 1.14b):
E ____Q_g>__ 1 Zpcosi}
il rl jr _ 4”°° if, (1.36)
E .-. -.9. = .L. A23
° no ew., r=· ·
Hence, the modulus of vector E will be
E=VE§+Eé=—4-1% {Q-V1-+3c¤s2o. (1.37)
In particular, for 1} = 0 and il = rt/2 we obtain the expressions for the held intensity on the dipole axis (Eu) and
on the normal to it (E _L):
-, _ 1 gp- _ 1
En --,,,,,0 ,3 , E1 —q,;;.; 3%, (1-38)
i.e. for the same r the intensity E u is twice as high as E _,_.
gg; The Force Acting on a Dipole. Let us place a dipole into
a nonuniform electric held. Suppose that El. and E- are
the intensities of the external held at the points where the
positive and negative dipole charges are located. Then the
resultant force F acting on the dipole is (Fig. 1.15a):
F == qE+ —qE- = q (E4- —— E-)The difference E+ —-— E- is the increment AE of vector E
on the segment equal to the dipole length l in the direction
at
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of vector l. Since the length of this segment is small, we can
write
aE:E,.*E_;-’¥J- 1 Z $3-z.
Substituting this expression into the formula for F, we
find that the force acting on the dipole is equal to
I rep?. I (1.2.9)
where p = ql is the dipole electric moment. The derivative
appearing in this expression is called the directional deriva(H tive of the vector. The symbol of
qH+ partial derivative indicates that it
s is taken with respect to a certain
M . direction, viz. the direction coincid_l ( ing with vector l or p.
/ Unfortunately, the simplicity of
-2/,./ formula (1.39) is delusive: taking
eq E_ the derivative OE/dl is a rather com` E•_E_ plicated mathematical operation.
(I1) We shall not discuss this question
· in detail here but pay attention to
B- the esserce of the obtained result.
Fig 1 15 First of all, note that in a uniform
‘ ° field 6E/dl = O and F = 0. This
means that generally the force acts
on a dipole only in a nonuniform field. Next, in the general case the direction of F coincides neither with vector E
nor with vector p. Vector F coincides in direction only
with the elementary increment of vector E, taken along the
direction of I or p (Fig. 1.15b).
Figure 1.16 shows the directions of the force F acting on a dipole
in the field of a point charge q for three different dipole orientations.
We suggest that the reader prove independently that it is really so.
If we are interested in the projection of force F onto a
certain direction JO, it is sufficient to write equation (1.39)
in terms of the projections onto this direction, and we get
0
F.=p <1·4<>>
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where GE,/6l is the derivative of the corresponding projection of vector E again onto the direction of vector l or p.
Let a dipole with moment p be oriented along the symmetry axis of a certain nonuniform field E. We take the positive
direction of the X-axis, for example,
as shown in Fig. 1.17. Since the incre- q•_______;=___?___
ment of the projection E, in the direc- F
tion of vector p will be negative, F,,< 0,
and hence vector F is directed to the
left, i.e. towards increasing field in- 4* _———— lp
tensity. If we rotate vector p shown in ·
the figure through 90° so that the dipole F
centre coincides with the symmetry °°""""'”E${
axis of the held, it can be easily seen
that in this position F,. = 0. Fig- U6
The Moment of Forces Acting on a
Dipole. Leteus consider behaviour of a dipole in an externai electric field in its centre-of-mass system and find out
whether the dipole will rotate or not. For this purpose, we
must find the moment of external forces with respect to the
dipole centre of mass*. '
$By definition, the moment of forces F+ = qE+ and F- =
= ——qE- with respect to the centre of mass C (Fig. 1.18) is
equal to
M = [r+ X F+] + [r_ X FJ = [r+ X qE+] — [r- X qE-1,
where ri. and r- are the radius vectors of the charges + q
and -— q relative to the point C. For a sufficiently small dipole length, E+ z E- and M = [(r+ --r_) X qEl. It remains for us to take into account that ro, -r_ = I and
ql = p, which gives
IM: [p X ELI (1.41)
This moment of force tends to rotate the dipole so that
its electric moment p is oriented along the external field E.
Such a position of the dipole is stable.
Thus, in a nonuniform electric field a dipole behaves as
* We take the moment with respect to the centre of mass in order
to eliminate the moment of inertial forces.
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follows: under the action of the moment of force (1.41),
the dipole tends to get oriented along the field (p E),
while under the action of the resultant force (1.39) it is
*4
I}
-——-—~···->·-——-··—¥»- C Po
F' Y" I
ia iq
Fig. 1.17 Fig. 1.18
displaced towards the region where the field E has larger
magnitude. Both these motions are simultaneous.
The Energy of a Dipole in an External Field. We know
that the energy of a point charge q in an external field is
W = qqn, where q> is the field potential at the point of location of the charge q. A dipole is the system of two charges,
and hence its energy in an external held is
W = q+<v+ + q-<v- = q (q>+ —— w-),
where cpl. and qa- are the potentials of the external field at
the points of location of the charges +q and -q. To within
a quantity of the second order of smallness, we can write
q)+`°q)--°: gg? ls
where 6cp/Ol is the derivative of the potential in the direction of the vector l. According to (1.32), Ocp/0l = —E;,
and hence mpi. — cp- = Ell = —E·l, from which we get
IW;-—p·E.I (1.42)
It follows from this formula that the dipole has the minimum energy (Wmm = ——pE) in the position pM E (the
position of stable equilibrium). If it is displaced from this
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position, the moment of external forces will return the dipole to the equilibrium position.
Problems
Q 1.1. A very thin disc is uniformly charged with surface charge
density o > 0. Find the electric field intensity E on the axis of this
disc at the point from which the disc is seen at an angle Q.
E
JE: · JE
•A+—
d+·
dQ f Q . -.
N" E 7;
1I
O ( + -•
+—
+ -.
Fig. 1.19 Fig. 1.20
Solution. It is clear from symmetry considerations that on the disc
axis vector E must coincide with the direction of this axis (Fig. 1.19).
Hence, it is snicient to tind the component dE, from the c arge of
the area element dS at the point A and then integrate the obtained
elgrression over the entire surface of {the disc. It can he easily seen
tt'
__ 1 odS
dE, —- Ei; 7;** COS 0.
In our case (dS cosd)/1-* = d0 is the solid angle at which the area
Element dS is seen from the point A, and expression (1) can be writn as
1
dE, —· E U dg.
Hence, the required quantity is
1
E— mg UQ.
It should be noted that at large distances from the disc, Q = S/r*•
where S is the area of the disc and E = q/4nc,r' just as the field of the
point charge q = oS. In the immediate vicinity of the point 0, the
solid angle Q = 2:: and E = 0/2:;,,.
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Q 1.2. A thin nonconducting ring of radius R is charged with a
linear density Z. = 1,, cos rp, where X., is a positive constant and qa
is the azimuth angle. Find the electric held intensity E at the centre
of the ring.
Solution. The given charge distribution is shown in Fig. 1.20.
The symmetry of this distribution implies that vector E at the point 0
is directed to the right, and its magnitude is equal to the sum of the
projections onto the direction of E of vectors JE from elementary
charges dq. The projection of vector dE onto vector E is
dE cos q>= -4-:%;- —?-fg; cos qa, (il
where dq = XR dcp = XOR cos qa dsp. Integrating (1) over rp between 0
and 2::, we find the magnitude of the vector E:
2. zu 2.
E_4¤s.,a °°°2“’d"’ trs,12 ·
0
It should be noted that this integral is evaluated in the most simple
way if we take into account that (cosz cp) = 1/2. Then
2n
S cos' q> dq>=(cos* cp) 2n-—=n.
b
O 1.3. A semi·infinite straight uniformly charged iilament has a
charge Z. per unit length. Find t e magnitude and t e direction of the
field intensity at the point separated from the filament by a distance y
and lying on the normal to the filament, passing through its end.
Solution. The problem is reduced to finding Ex and Ev, viz. the
projections of vector E (Fig. 1.21, where it is assumed that Z. > 0).
Let us start with Ex. The contribution to Ex from tbe"charge element
of the segment da: is
1 idx .
*·;;···SI[I 3.
Let us reduce this expression to the form convenient for integration.
In our case, dz = r dot/cos ct, r = y/cos ot. Then
l. .
dEx= SID G dd.
Integrating this expression over ot between 0 and ::}.2, we End
In order to iind the projection Ev, it is sufiicient to recall that
dEy differs from dEx in that sin a Qin (1) is simply replaced by cos q.
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This gives
dEy = (A cos on dc:)//ms,,y and EU = Z./4:re,,y.
We have obtained an interesting result: Ex = Ev independently of y,
E as l
y a is I
I
I
Ex
da l
al
f'
a/Xl
dx
, Fig. 1.21
ei
i.e. vector E is oriented at the angle of 45° to the filament. The modulus of vector E is ,
E=l/Ei+E§=7~ v’Y%74¤¤-oy.
O 1.4. The Gauss theorem. The intensity of an electric field depends only on the coordinates .1: and y as fo lows:
E == ¤ (xi ~!- yi)/(Ii -i- y“).
where a is a constant, and i and j are the unit vectors of the X- and
Y-axes. Find the charge within a sphere of radius` R with the centre
at the origin.
Solution. In accordance with the Gauss theorem, the required
charge is equal to the flux of E through this sphere, divided by e,.
In our case, we can determine the flux as follows. Since the field Eis
axisymmetric (as the field of a uniformly charged filament), we arrive
at the conclusion that the flux through the sphere of radius_f_R is equal
to the flux through the lateral surface of a cylinder having the same
radius and the height 2R, and arranged as shown in Fig. 1.22. Then
q=e,, § E dS=s,,E,.S,
where E, = a/R and S = 2nR•2R = 4nR’. Finally, we get
q == ·’me,,aR.
Q 1.5. A system consists of a uniformly charged sphere of radius
R and a surrounding medium filled by a charge with the volume density p = ct/r, where on is a positive constant and r is the distance from
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the centre of the sphere. Find the charge of the sphere for which the
electric field intensity E outside the sphere is independent of r. Find
the value of E.
Solutlon. Let the sought charge of the sphere be q. Then, using the
Fg
/A\
g ,4 J `$
Fig. 1.22 Fig. 1.23
Gauss theorem, we can write the following expression for a spherical
surface of radius r (outside the sphere wit the charge q):
T
E·4IIt‘2=—g—-+——1- —(E·4IIT2dT.
R
After integration, we transform this equation to
E·4nr’ = (q -— 2ncx.R’)/so + émxrz/2z-:0.
The intensity E does not depend on r when the expression in the parentheses is equal to zero. Hence
q = 2:taR’ and E = on/2so.
0 1.6. Find the electric iield intensity E in the region of intersection of two spheres uniformly charged by unlike charges with the
volume densities p and —-p, if t e distance between the centres of the
spheres is determined by vector l (Fig. 1.23).
Solution. Using the Gauss theorem, we can easily show that the
electric held intensity within a uniformly charged spliere is
E = (0/380) r.
WhE!’E l' is l·ll€ l'8(ll\lS V9Ct0l‘ 1'€l3l.lV€ to l.l”l€ COIll.l`€ of {lit! S]'!l'iE'l'€. W9
can consider the held in the region of intersection of the spheres as the
supergosition of the fields of two uniforlmy charged spheres. Then at
an ar itrary point A (Fig. 1.24) of this region we have
E == E+ —}— E, = p (r+ -—- r,.)/3s,, = pl/3s,,.
Thus, in the region of intersection of these spheres the field is unifotm. This conclusion is valid regardless of the ratio between the radii
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of the spheres and of the distance between their centres. In particular,
it is va id when one sphere is completely within the other or, in other
words, when there is a spherical cavity in a sphere (Fig. 1.25).
Q 1.7. Using the solution of the previous problem, find the field
intensity E insi e the sphere over which a charge is distributed with
/@
ea4
/ \ l 20
..Q
yeas ¤ j
Fig. 1.24 Fig. 1.25
the surface density o = oo cos 6, where on is a constant and 0 is
the polar angled
Solution. Let us consider two spheres of the same radius, having
uniformly distributed volume charges with the densities p and —p.
Suppose that the centres of the spheres are separated by the distance! (Fig. 1.26); Then, in
accordance with the solution of t e previous TZ
problem, the field in the region of intersection
of these spheres will be uniform: _ _
E = (0/3%) I- (1) _4‘ *._
In our case, the volume charge dihersfrom zero / \
only in the surface layer. For a very small l,
we shall arrive at the concept of the surface
char? density on the sphere. The thickness of \ /
the c arged layer at the points determined by ~` I';
angle 0 (Fig. 1.26) is equal to l cos il. Hence, *·§=§
in this region the charge ger unit area is
o=plcos0==o,,cos1‘}, were o0=pl,and _
expression (1) can be represented in the form Fig. 1.26
E = -—(o,/3eo) lr,
where lr is the unit vector of the Z-axis from which the angle fi is
measured.
Q 1.8. Potential. Tho potential of a certain electric field hasbthe
form cp = cz (xy —- zz). Find the projection of vector E onto the direction of the vector a = i —(— 3k at the point M (2, 1, -3).
Solution. Let us tirst find vector E:
E = -v¢ = —¤= (yi + zi —— 2*)-
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The sought projection is
E __E__q__ -—¤¤(vi—¤¤J·—2¤k)(i+3k)__ —¤¤(v-—6¤>
(I" °" —-—-—··· "" •
¤ i/1-1-* if 10
At the point M we have
-- (1+18) 19
E.
° 1/10 if 10 °°
Q 1.9. Find tlgnpotential cp at the edge of a thin disc of radius.}!
with a charge unifo y distributed over one of its sides with the snrface density 0.
Solutton. By definition, the potential in the case of a surface charge
distribution is dehned by integral (1.28). In order to simplify integration, we shall choose the area element dS in the form of a part
of the ring of radius r and widthfdr (Fig. 1.27). Then dS == 20:- dr,
r = 2R cos 6, and dr = -2R sin 0 dd. After substituting these expressions into integral (1.28), we obtain the expression for qi at the
point 0:
\` 0
i ¢p=.——-q?- S ·B·sin~3d·6.
EE0
st/2
.4 We integrate by parts, denoting 1*} = •
and sin df} = dv:
5~fisin{}dd·-.-=-—-0 cost}
Fig. 1.27 -|- l` cos6d0·= -0cos *}—|—sin 0,
which gives -1 after substituting the limits of integration. As a result, we obtain \/
cp = 0R lust,.
Q 1.10. The potential of the field inside a charged sphere depends
only on the distance r from its, centre to the point under consideration
in the following way: cp = ar” + b, where a and _b are constants.
Find the distribution of the volume charge p (r) within the {sphere.
Solution. Let us first find the field intensity. According to (1.32),
we have
E,. = —6q>/dr = —2ar. (1)
Then we use the Gauss theorem: 4m·’E,. = q/so. The diherential of
this expression is
4u d(r*E,,)=-L dq -.-:-2- p·4nr* dr,
Qc B9
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where dq is the charge contained between the spheres of radii r and
r -1- dr. Hence
rg dE,.—l—2rE,. dr=—-ggprz dr, (%€{·-l-·—§—·E, == TBP-;.
Substituting (1) into the last equation, we obtain
p == -66,la,
i.e. the charge is distributed uniformly within the sphere.
Q 1.11. Dipole. Find the force of interaction between two point
dipoles with moments pl and pl, if the vectors pl and pz are directed
along the straight line connecting the dipoles and the distance between the dipo es is l.
Solution. According to (1.39), we have
F = pl | OE/dl |,
where E is the field intensity from the dipole pl, determined by the
first of formulas (1.38):
_ 1. 2pg
E- énell I3 '
Taking the deriva-tive of this expression with respect to l and substituting it into the formula for F, we obtain
.._L. Bees.
F-_ 4HEg I4 •
It should be noted that the dipoles will be attracted when pl 11 pl and
mpulsed when pl 1t pl.
2. A Conductor in on Electrostatic Field
2.1. Field in a Substance
Micro- and Macroscopic Fields. The real electric field in
any substance (which is called the microscopic jield) varies
abruptly both in space and in time. It is different at different points of atoms and in the interstices. In order to iind
the intensity E of a real field at a certain point at a given
instant, we should sum up the intensities of the fields of all
individual charged particles of the substance, viz. electrons
and nuclei. The solution of this problem is obviously not
feasible. In any case_, the result would be so complicated
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that it would be impossible to use it. Moreover, the knowledge
of this field is not required for the solution of macroscopic problems. In many cases it is sufficient to have a simpler
and rougher description which we shall be using henceforth.
Under the electric field E in a substance (which is called
the macroscopic held) we shall understand the microscopic
held averaged over space (in this case time averaging is
superfluous). This averaging is performed over what is called
a physically infinitesimal volume, viz. the volume containing a large number of atoms and having the dimensions
that are many times smaller than the distances over which
the macroscopic field noticeably changes. The averaging over
such volumes smoothens all irregular and rapidly varying
fluctuations of the microscopic held over the distances of
the order of atomic ones, but retains smooth variations of
the macroscopic field over macroscopic distances.
Thus, the field in the substance is
E-:‘Em8CF0=<EmICf0>‘
The Influence ofa Substance on a Field. lf any substance is
introduced into an electric field, the positive and negative
charges (nuclei and electrons) are displaced, which in turn
leads to a partial separation of these charges. In certain
regions of the substance, uncompensated charges of different
signs appear. This phenomenon is called the electrostatic
induction, while the charges appearing as a result of separation are called induced charges.
Induced charges create an additional electric held which
in combination with the initial (external) field forms the
resultant field. Knowing the external field and the distribution of induced charges, we can forget about the presence of
the substance itself while calculating the resultant held,
since the role of the substance has already been taken into
account with the help of induced charges
Thus, the resultant field in the presence of a substance is
determined simply as the superposition of the external field
and the field of induced charges. However, in many cases
the situation is complicated by the fact that we do not know
beforehand how all these charges are distributed in space,
and the problem turns out to be not as simple as it could
seem at first sight. lt will be shown later that the distri-
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bution of induced charges is mainly determined by the properties of the substance, i.e. its physical nature and the
shape of the bodies. We shall have to consider these questions in greater detail.
2.2. Fields Inside and Outside a Conductor
Inside a Conductor E = 0. Let us place a metallic conductor into an external electrostatic field or impart a certain
charge to it. In both cases, the electric held will act on all
the charges of the conductor, and as a result all the negative
charges (electrons) will be displaced in the direction against
the lield. This displacement (current) will continue until
(this practically takes a small fraction of a second) a certain charge distribution sets in, at which the electric field
at all the points inside the conductor vanishes. Thus, in the
static case the electric field inside a conductor is absent
(E == O).
Further, since E = 0 everywhere in the conductor, the
density of excess (uncompensated) charges inside the conductor is- also equal to zerp at all points (p -·= 0).This canbe
easily explained with the help of the Gauss theorem. Indeed,
since inside the conductor E = O, the flux of E through any
closed surface inside the conductor is also equal to zero.
And this means that there are no excess charges inside the
conductor.
Excess charges appear only on the conductor surface with
a certain density o which is generally different for different
points of the surface. It should be noted that the excess
surface charge is located in a very thin surface layer (whose
thickness amounts to one or two interatomic distances).
The absence of a field inside a conductor indicates, in
accordance with (1.31), that potential cp in the conductor
has the same value for all its points, i.e. any conductor in
an electrostatic field is an equipotential region, its surface
being an equipotentiol surface.
The fact that the surface of a conductor is equipotential
implies that in the immediate vicinity of this surface the
field E at each point is directed along the normal to the surface. If the opposite were true, the tangential component of
E would make the charges move over the surface of the
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conductor, i.e. charge equilibrium would be impossible.
Example. Find the potential of an uncharged conducting sphere
provided that a point charge q iséocatgdiiit a distance r from its centre
iv. . .
, ( &l’otential tp is the same for all points
_· Q ++ of the sphere. Thus we can calculate
: g its value at the centre O oi the sphere,
f `3 because ouly_for this point it can
.q E O I be calculated in the most simple way:
Mg. Z`, where the first term is the potential of
the charge q, while the second is the
potential of the charges induced on
the surface of the sphere. But since all induced charges are at the same
distance a from the point O and the total induced charge is equal to
zero, cp' =0 as well. Thus, in this case the potential of the sphere will
be determined only by the lirst term in tl).
Figure 2.2 shows the field and the charge distributions for
a system consisting of two conducting spheres one of which
(left) is charged. As a result of electric induction, the charges
of the opposite sign appear on the surface of the right
uncharged sphere. The field _of these__charges will in turn
cause a redistribution of charges on the surface of the left
sphere, and their surface distribution will become nonuniform. The solid lines in the figure are the lines of E, while
the dashed lines show the intersection of equipotential surfaces with the plane of the figure. As we move away from
thisésystem, the equipotential surfaces become closer_and
closerto spherical, and the field lines become closer to radial. The field itself in this case resembles more and more the
field of a point charge q, viz. the total charge of the given
system.
The Field Near aConductor Surface. We shall show that
the electric field intensity in tl1e immediate vicinity of the
surface of a conductor is connected with the local charge
density at the conductor surface through a simple relation.
This relation can be established with the help of the Gauss
theorem.
_ Suppose that the region of the conductor surface we are
interested in borders on a vacuum. ’l`he field lines are normal to the conductor surface. Hence for a closed surface we
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shall take a small cylinder and arrange it as is shown in
Fig. 2.3. Then the flux of E through this surface will be
equal only to the flux through the "outer" endface of the
cylinder (the fluxes through the lateral surface and the
inner endface are equal to zero). Thus we obtain E,, AS =
’x
/
IC,\n
II1
I \ \ l` 0,Z:U€( {J
~ .. M “ [ .,
\ / V7 l I, /
1={§. 2.2 rag. 2.3
= 0AS/:-:0, where Enj is ,the projection of {vector E onto
the outward normal n (with respect to the conductor), AS
islthe cross-sectional area of the cylinder and o is the local
surface charge density of the conductor. Cancelling both
sides of this expression by AS, we get
I E,,=o/eo. I (2.2)
If o > 0, then E,, > 0, i.e. vector E is directed from the
conductor surface (coincides in direction with the normal n).
lf o < 0, then E,, < 0, and vector E is directed towards the
conductor surface.
Relation (2.2) may lead to the erroneous conclusion that
the field E in the vicinity of a conductor depends only on
the local charge density 0. This is not so. The intensity E
is determined by all the charges of the system under consideration as well as the value of o itself.
2.3. Forces Acting on the Surface ot a Conductor
Let us consider the case when a charged region of the surface of a conductor borders on a vacuum. The force acting
on a small area AS of the conductor surface is
AF = oAS·E,,, (2.3)
4-om
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where 0 ASQis the charge of this element and E0 is the field
created by all the other charges of the system 'Qin the region
where the charge 0 AS is located. It should be noted at the
very outset that E0 is not equal to the field intensity E in
the vicinity of the given surface element of the conductor,
although there exists Qa certain relation between them. Let
us find this relation, i.e. express E0 through E.
Let E0 be the intensity of the field created by the charge
on the area element AS at the points that are very close to
this element. In this region, it behaves as an infinite uniformly charged plane. Then, in accordance with (1.10), E0 =
== 0’/28 .
The ieesultant field both inside and outside the conductor
(near the area element AS) is the superposition of the fields
E0 and E0. On both sides of the area element AS the field E0
is practically the same, while the held E0 has opposite directions (see Fig. 2.4 where (for the sake of definiteness it is
assumed that 0 > 0). From the condition E = O inside the
conductor, it follows that E0 == E0, and then outside the
conductor, near its surface, E = E0 + E0 = 2E0. Thus,
E=E,.
E_2E°· 0 /2 (2 4)
n and Eq. (2.3) becomes
E0 U AF=-% 0AS·E. (2.5)
AS
I tx Dividing both sides. of this
yl equation by AS, we obtain the
expression for the force acting
// ' on unit surface of a conductor:
% / F0- ger:. (2.6)
Fig. 2.4 T We can write this expression
in a different form since the
quantities 0 and E appearing in it are interconnected. Indeed,
in accordance with (2.2), E0 = 0/e0, or E = (0/e0) n, where
n is the outward normal to the surface element at a given
point of the conductor. Hence
0* c .E’
"~=·ez,·"=%· *·· (2-7)
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where we took into account that o = e,E,,§ and E3, = E2.
The quantity Fu is called the surface density of force. Equation (2.7) shows that regardless of the sign of o, and hence
of the direction of E, the force Fu is always directed outside
the conductor, tending to stretch it.
Example. Find the expression for the electric force acting in a
vacuum on a conductor as a whole, assuming that the held intensities
E are known at all points in the vicinity of the conductor surface.
Multiplying (2.7) by dS, we obtain the expression for the force dF
acting on the surface element dS:
dF =-% c0E“ dS,
where dS = n dS. The resultant force acting on the entire conductor
can be found by integrating this equation over the entire conductor
surface:
F = %t§ 12* as.
2.4. Properties ol a Closed Conducting Shell
It was shown that in equilibrium there_are no excess charges
inside a conductor, viz. the material inside the conductor is electrically neutral. Consequently, if the substance is
removed from a certain volume inside a conductor (a closed
cavity is created), this does not change the held anywhere,
i.e. does not affect the equilibrium distribution of charges.
This means that the excess charge is distributed on a
conductor with a cavity in the same way as on a uniform
conductor, viz. on its outer surface.
Thus, in the absence of electric charges within the cavity
the electric held is equal to zero in it. External charges,
including the charges on the outer surface of the conductor, do
not create any electric field in the cavity inside the conductor.
This forms the basis of electrostatic shielding, i.e. the screening
of bodies, e.g. measuring instruments, from the influence
of external electrostatic helds. In practice, a solid conducting shell can be replaced by a sufficiently dense metallic
grating.
That there is no electric held inside an empty cavity can
be proved in a different way. Let us take a closed surface S
enveloping the cavity and lying completely in the material
it
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of the conductor. Since the held E is equal to zero inside the
conductor, the flux of E through the turface S is also equal
to zero. Hence, in accordance with the Gauss theorem, the
total charge insideS is equal to zero as well. This does not
exclude the situation depicted in Fig 2.5, when the surface
‘ 1%%]
'/
dye? ·:%¢ A P
%o'’O
I.
waz / W
Fig. 2.5 Fig. 2.6
of the cavity itself contains equal quantities of positive
and negative charges. However, this assumption is prohibited by another theorem, viz. the theorem on circulation of
vector E. Indeed, let_the contour l` cross the cavity along
one of the lines of E and be closed in the conductor material.
It is clear that the line integral of vector E along this contour
differs from zero, which is in contradiction with the theorem
on circulation.
Let us now consider the case when the cavity is not empty
but contains a certain electric charge g (or several charges).
Suppose also that the entire external space is filled by a
conducting medium. In equilibrium, the field in this medium
is equal to zero, which means that the medium is electrically neutral and contains no excess charges.
Since E = 0 inside the conductor, the field flux through a
closed surface surrounding the cavity is also equal to zero.
According to the Gauss theorem, this means that the algebraic sum of the charges within this closed surface is equal to
zero as well. Thus, the algebraic sum of the charges induced
on the cavity surface is equal in magnitude and opposite in
sign to the algebraic sum of the charges inside the cavity.
In equilibrium the charges induced on the surface of the
cavity are arranged so as to compensate completely, in the
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space outside the cavity, the field created by the charges
located inside the cavity.
Since the conducting medium is electrically neutral everywhere, it does not influence the electric field in any way.
Therefore, if we remove the medium, leaving only a conducting shell around the cavity, the field will not be changed
anywhere, and will remain equal to zero beyond this shell.
Thus, the field of the charges surrounded by a conducting
shell and of the charges induced on the surface of the cavity
(on the inner surface of the shell) is equal to zero in the entire outer space.
We arrive at the following important conclusion: a closed
conducting shell divides the entire space into the inner .and
outer parts which are completely independent of one another
in respect oj electric fields. This must be interpreted as follows:
any arbitrary displacement of charges inside the shell does
not introduce any change in the field of the outer space,
and hence the charge distribution on the outer surface of the
shell remains unchanged. The same refers to the field inside
the cavity (if it contains charges) and to the distribution of
charges induced on the cavity walls. They will also remain
unchanged upon the displacement of charges outside the
shell. Naturally, the above arguments are applicable only
in the framework of electrostatics.
Example. A point charge q is within an electrically neutral shell
whose outer surface has spherical shape (Fig. 2.6). Find the potential
qa at the point P lying outside the shell at a distance rfrom the
centre O of the outer surface.
The field at the point P is determined only by charges induced on
~tl1e outer spherical surface since, as was shown above, the field of the
point charge q and of the charges induced on the inner surface of the
Sphere is equal to zero everywhere outside the cavity. Next, in view of
Symmetry, the charge on the outer surface of the shell is distributed
uniformly, and hence
-1¤
*° ·7;;7 orAn infinite conducting plane is a special case of a closed
conducting shell. The space on one side of this plane is
electrically independent of the space on its other side.
We shall repeatedly use this property of a closed conducting shell. _
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2.5. General Problem of Eleclroslatics.
Image Method
Frequently, we must solve problems in which the charge
distribution is unknown but the potentials of conductors,
their shape and relative arrangement are given. We must
lind the potential cp (r). at any point of the field between the
conductors. It should be recalled that if we know the potential cp (r), the field E (r) itself can be easily reconstructed
and then its value in the immediate vicinity of the conductor
surfaces can be used for determining the surface charge
distribution for the conductors.
The Poisson and Laplace equations. Let us derive the differential
equation for the function qa (potential). For this purpose, we substitute
into the left-hand side of (1.20) the expression for E in terms of cp,
i.e. E = -—vq>. As a result. wo obtain the general differential equation
for potential, which is called the Poisson equation:
I V°q>= -9/Se. I (2-8)
where V2 is the Laplace operator (Laplacian). In Cartesian coordinates
it has the form
62 63 63
V° Z we +‘an"+a‘i
i.e. is the scalar product v·v [see (1.19)].
lf there are no charges between the conductors (p = 0), Eq. (2.8)
is transformed into a simpler equation, viz. the Laplace equation:
V*q>-.:0. I (2.9)
To determine potential, we must find a function cp which satisfies
Eqs. (2.8) or (2.9) in the entire` space between the conductors and acquires the given values cpl, cp,, on the surfaces of the conductors.
It can be proved theoretically that this problem has a unique solution. This statement is called the uniqueness theorem. From the physical point of view, this conclusion is
quite obvious: if there are more than one solution, there
will be several potential "re1iefs", and hence the held E at
each point generally has not a single value. Thus we arrive
at a physically absurd conclusion.
Using the uniqueness theorem, we can state that in a
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static case the charge is distributed over tbhe surface of a
conductor in a unique way as well. Indeed, thiere is a one-toone correspondence (2.2) between the charges: on the conductor and the electric field in the vicinity of itts surface: 0 =
49Q
• I;
· {Zi.
{ .' . ,.4
`7 6
-0 4*-Q2
(3) (bl (fil)
Fig. 2.7
= e,,E,,. Hence it immediately follows that the uniqueness
of the field E determines the uniqueness of the charge
distribution over the conductor surface.
The solution of Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) in the generail case is a complicated and laborious problem. The analytic solutions s of these equations
were obtained only for a few particular cases. As ffor the uniqueness
theorem, it simplifies the solution of a number of eelectrostatic problems. If a solution of the problem satisfies the Laiplace (or Poisson)
equation and the boundary conditions, we can statee that it is correct
and unique regardless of the methods by which itt was obtained (if
only by guess).
Example. Prove that in an empty cavity of a cconductor the field
is absent.
The potential qa must satisfy the Laplace equaticon (2.9) inside the
cavity and acquire a certain value q>0 at the’cavity’s wwal s. The solution
of the Laplace equation satisfying this condition caan immediately be
found. It is cp = cpo. In accordance with the uniquemess theorem, there
can be no other solutions. Hence, E == —V<p = t0.
Image Method. This is an artificial methoad that makes it
possible to calculate in a simple way the electric field in
some (unfortunately few) cases. Let us consiider this method
by using a simple example of a point charge qq near an infinite
conducting plane (Fig. 2.7a).
The idea of this method lies in that we rmust find another
problem which can be easily solved and whtose solution or a
part of it can be used in our problem. In ourr case such a simple problem is the problem about two chanrges: q and ——-q.
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The field of this system is well known (its equipotential
surfaces and field lines are shown in Fig. 2.7b).
Let us make the conducting plane coincide with the middle equipotential surface (its potential cp == 0) and remove
the charge ———q. According to the uniqueness theorem, the
field in the upper half—space will remain unchanged. Indeed,
cp == O on the conducting plane and everywhere at infinity.
The point charge q can be considered to be the limiting case
of a small spherical conductor whose radius tends to zero
and potential to infinity. Thus, the boundary conditions for
the potential in the upper half-space remain the same, and
hence the field in this region is also the same (Fig. 2.70).
It should be noted that we can arrive at this conclusion
proceeding from the properties of a closed conducting shell
lsee Sec. 2.4]. since both half—spaces separated by the conducting plane are electrically independent of one another,
and the removal of the charge —-q will not affect t.he field
in the upper half-space.
Thus, in the case under consideration the field differs from
zero only in the upper half—space. ln order to calculate this
field, it is sufficient to introduce a fictitious image charge
q' = ——q, opposite in sign to the charge q, by placing it on
the other side of the conducting plane at the same distance
as the distance from q to the plane. The fictitious charge q'
creates in the upper half—space the same field as that. of the
charges induced on the plane. This is precisely what is
meant when we say that the fictitious charge produces the same
"effect" as all the induced charges. We must only bear in
mind that the "effect" of the fictitious charge extends only t.o
the half-space where the real charge q is located. In another
half—space the field is absent.
Summing up, we can say that the image method is essentially based on driving the potential to the boundary conditions, i.e. we strive to find another problem (configuration of charges) in which the field configuration in the region
of space we are interested in is the same. The image method
proves to be very effective if this"can be done with the help
of sufficiently simple configurations. Let us consider one
more example.
Example. A point charge q is placed between two mutually perpendicular half-planes (Fig. 2.8a). Find the location of fictitious point
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charges w·hose action on the charge q is equivalent to the action of all
charges induced on these half planes. *
We have to iind a system of(point charges for which the equipoten—
tial surfaces with cp = U woul
coincide with the conducting (a) (lz)
half-planes. One or two fictitious _
charges are insuflicient in this ’ l
case; there should be three of Q ·q q
them (Fig. 2.8b). Only with such a |
con tiguration of the system of four ’ I
charges we can realize the re- _|_
quired "trimming", i.e. ensure A " "' "" "'
that the potential on the con- l
ducting hall—planes be equal to l
zero. These three lictitiousehar- q -q
ges create just the same lield |
within the "right angle" as the lQ`i r ., 8
tield of the charges induced on i" “'
the conducting planes.
Having found this configuration of point charges (another problem),
we can easily answer a number of other questions, for example, {ind
the potential and iield intensity on any point within the "right angle"
or determine the farce acting on the charge q.
2.6. Capacitance. Capacitors
Capacitance of an Isolated Conductor. Let us consider a
solitary conductor, i.e. the conductor removed from other
conductors, bodies, and charges. Experiments show that the
charge q of this conductor is directly proportional to its
potential cp (we assumed that at iniinity potential is equal to
zero)t qi oc q. Consequently, the ratio q/cp does not depend
on the charge q and has a certain value for each solitary
conductor. The quantity
C qfq> (2.10)
is called the electrostatic capacitance of an isolated conductor
(or simply capacitance). It is numerically equal to the charge
that must be supplied to the conductor in order to increase
its potential by unity. The capacitance depends on the size
and shape of the conductor.
Example. Find the capacitance of an isolated conductor which has
the shape of a sphere of radius R.
It can be seen from formula (2.10) that for this lpurpose we must
mentally charge the conductor by a charge q and ca culate its poten-
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tial qa. In accordance with (1.23), the potential of a sphere is
1q1q
"’= l Er"'="aa;; 7 "' :2;;; ur12 12
Substituting this result into (2.10), we find
C = 4:ta,,R. (2.11)
The unit ‘of capacitance is the capacitance of a conductor
whose potential changes by 1 V when a charge of 1 C is
supplied to it. This unit of capacitance is called the farad (F).
The farad is a very large quantity. It corresponds to the
capacitance of an isolated sphere 9 >< 10° km in radius,
which is 1500 times the radius of the Earth (the capacitance
of the Earth is 0.7 mF). In actual practice, we encounter
capacitances between 1 pF and 1 pF.
Capacitors. If a conductor is not isolated, its capacitance
will considerably increase as other bodies approach it. This
is due to the fact that the field of the given conductor causes
a redistribution of charges on the surrounding bodies, i.e.
induces charges on them. Let the charge of the conductor
be q > 0. Then negative induced charges will be nearer to
the conductor than the positive charges. For this reason, the
potential of the conductor, which is the algebraic sum of the
potentials of its own charge and of the charges induced on
other bodies will decrease when other uncharged bodies
approach it. This means that its capacitance increases.
This circumstance made it possible to create the system
of conductors, which has a considerably higher capacitance
than that of an isolated conductor. Moreover, the capacitance
of this system does not depend on surrounding bodies.
Such a system is called a capacitor. The simplest capacitor
consists ’of two conductors (plates) separated by a small
distance.
In order to exclude the effect of external bodies on the
capacitance of a capacitor, its plates are arranged with respect to one another in such a way that the field created by
the charges accumulated on them is concentrated almost
completely inside the capacitor. This means that the lines
of E emerging on one plate must terminate on the other,
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i.e. the charges on the plates must be equal in magnitude
and opposite in sign (q and ——q).
The basic characteristic of a capacitor is its capacitance.
Unlike the capacitance of an isolated conductor, the capacitance of a capacitor is defined as the ratio of its charge to
the potential difference between the plates (this differenceis
called the voltage):
I C: q/U I (2.12)
The charge q of a capacitor is the charge of its positively
charged plate.
Naturally, the capacitance of a capacitor is also measured
in farads. l
The capacitance of a capacitor depends on its geometry
(size and shape of its pl tes), the gap between the plates,
and the material that fillls the capacitor. Let us derive
the expressions for the capacitances of some capacitors
assuming that there is a vacuum between their plates.
Capacitance of a Parallel-plate Capacitor. This capacitor
consists of two parallel plates separated by a gap of width hIf the charge of the capacitor is q, then, according to (1.11),
the intensity of the field between its plates is E == 0/e,,
where 0 = q/S and S is the area of each` plate. Consequently, the voltage between the plates is
U = Eh = qh/e0S.
Substituting this expression into (2.12), we obtain
C = e0S/h. (2.13)
This calculation was made without taking into account
field distortions near the edges of the plates (edge effects).
The capacitance of a real plane capacitor is determined by
this formula the more accurately the smaller the gap h in
comparison with the linear dimensions of the plates.
Capacitance oi a Spherical Capacitor. Let the radii of the
inner and outer capacitor plates be a and b respectively. I1
the charge of the capacitor is q, field intensity between the
plates is determined by the Gauss theorem:
... .1. 1.
Er - 4nZo T. •
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The voltage of the capacitor is
b
- _ 4.. .1.. .. J.)
U"*$E"dr`_4rie0(a b ‘
G.
It can be easily seen that the capacitance of a spherical
capacitor is given by
ab
It is interesting that when the gap between the plates is
small, i.e. when b —— o <a (or b), this expression is reduced to (2.13), viz. the expression for the capacitance of a
parallel-plate capacitor.
Capacitance of a Cylindrical Capacitor. By using the same
line of reasoning as in the case of a spherical capacitor, we
obtain
- 2:rte0l
C - ·E—(5F5 , (2.15)
where I is the capacitor’s length, a and b are the radii of the
inner and outer cylindrical plates. Like in the previous
case, the obtained expression is reduced to (2.13) when the
gap between the plates is small.
The influence of the medium on the capacitance of a capacitor will be discussed in Sec. 3.7.
Problems
Q 2.1. On the determination oi potential. A point charge q is at
a distance r from the centre O of an uncharged spherical conducting
layer, whose inner and outer radii are equal to a and b respectively.
Find the potential at the point O if r ·; a.
Solution. As a result of electrostatic induction, say, negative charges
will be induced on the inner surface of the layer and positive charges on its outer surface (Fig. 2.9). According to the principle of superposition, the sought potential at the point O can be represented in
the form
__ 1 q f o-dS ,(’\o.,dS
(Pm 421:-:0 (-7--l-`§ rt T`}/_ b )’
where the first integral is taken over all the charges induced on the
inner surface cf the layer, while the second integral, over all the
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charges on the outer surface. It follows from this expression that
_q111
(Ph-4:1;e0(r u+b)'
It should be noted that the potential can be found in such a simple
form only at the point 0 since all the like induced charges are at the
same distance frlomhthis polilnt and their
distribution (w ic is un own to us) ·
does not play any role.
Q 2.2. A system consists of two "@.
concentric spheres, the inner sphere of · ,/‘
radius R, having a charge q,. What cha- / %
rge q2 must be placed onto the outer • ,,/·
sphere of radius R2 to make the poten- / )M
tial of the inner sphere equal to zero? f · /
What will be the dependence of poten- / /
tial q> on the distance r from the cen- ` %
tre of the siystem? Plot schematically < ,
the graph o this dependence, assuming
that qi < 0- A,} frag. 2.9
Solution. We write the expressions
for potentials outside the system (q>H) and in the region between the
spheres (q>I): '
_ 1 91+92 __ 1 91
(puh {mso r ’ (pr- 4:1e,, -}_+q)°’
where quo is a certain constant. Its value can be easily found from the
boundary condition: for r = R2, cpu = q>I. Hence
cpu = q2/—'1n:€0R2.
From the condition qq (R,) = 0 we find that gz = —q1R2/R1.
The <p (r) dependence (Fig. 2.10) will have the form:
_ q1 1-RRJIRI __ q1
(pu_ 4neO r ’ (pI— 4:teO r RT) ’
Q 2.3. The force acting on a surface charge. An uncharged metallic sphere of radius R is placed into an external uniform field, as a
result of which an induced charge appears on the sphere with surface
density 0 = 0,, cos il, where 0,, is a positive constant and 0 is a polar
angle. Find the magnitude of the resultant electric force acting on
like charges.
Solution. According to (2.5), the force acting on the area element
dS is
or Z -§- on ds. (ii
It follows from symmetry considerations that the resultant force F
is directed along the Z—axis (Fig. 2.11), and hence it can be represented
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as the sum (integral) of the projections of elementary forces (1) onto
the Z-axis:
dFz = dF cos 1‘}. (2)
It is expedient to take for the area element dS a spherical zone dS =
Z1
F
¤lHIi¤=>. ""
W
rW
I ·'
'P1
lpu
l
-I
0 R, R, r
Fig. 2.10 Fig. 2.11
= 2nR sin 0-R di}. Considering that E = o/eo, we transform (2) as
follows:
dFz = (no’R“/eo) sin 0 cos i} di} = — (:wgR’/F0) coss 1*} d (cos 0),
Int?rating this expression over the half-sphere (i.e. with respect to
cos between 1 and 0), we obtain
F = :rw§R“/4eo.
Q 2.4. Image method. A point charge q is at a distance l from an
infinite conducting plane. Find the density of surface charges induced
on the plane as a function of the distance r from the base of the perpendicu ar dropped from the charge q onto the plane.
Solution. According to (2.2), the Qsurface chargefdensity on a conductor is connected with the electric field near its surface (in vacuumg
through the relation o = e0E,,. Consequently, the problem is reduce
to determining the field E in the vicinity of the conducting plane.
Using the image method, we find that the field at the point P
(Fig. 2.12) which is at a distance r from the point O is
... .. ._L. J.
E-2Eq cosot-2 43180;% I ,
Hence
2:1 (l°+r“)’/* ’

where the minus sign indicates that the induced charge is opposite
to sign to the point charge q.
O 2.5. A point charge q is at a distance l from an inhnite conducting plnne. Find the work of the electric force acting on the charge q
done upon its slow removal to a very large distance from the plane.
'»
Ix
7
P
[ ` E? A -4 I F 4
aO
I \ / Eq x dx X
_Q E
Fig. 2.12 Fig. 2.13
Solution. Byldehnition, the work of this force done upon an elementary displacement dx (Rig. 2.13) is given by
- - --.23.6A...F,, da:- 4:180 (ZJ), dx,
where the expression for the force is obtained with the help of the
method. Integrating this equation over :: between I and oo, we
S
,4: --21.. S ii.- --2L16:tc, I ::’ "` 16ne0l °
Remark. An attempt to solve this problem in a different way (through
potential) leads to an erroneous result which differs from what
was obtained by us by a factor of two. This is because the relation
A = q(q>1 —- cp,) is valid only for potential helds. However, in the
reference system hxed to the conducting plane, the electric held of
induced charges is not a potential held: a displacem_ent of the charge
q leads to a redistribution of the induced charges, and their held turns
out to be time-dependent.
Q 2.6. A thin conducting ring of radius R, having a charge q, is
arranged so that it is paralle to an inhnite conducting plane at a distance la from it. Find (1) the surface charge density at a point of the
glane, which is symmetric with respect to the ring and (2) the electric
eld potential at the centre of the ring.
Solution. It can be easily seen that in accordance with the image
method, a hctitious charge -q must be located on a similar ring but
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on the other side of the conducting plane (Fig. 2.14). Indeed, only in
this case the potential of the midp ane between these rings is equal to
zero, i.e. it coincides with the potential of the conducting plane. Let
us now use the formulas we already know.
(1) ln order to fund 0 at the point O, we must, according to (2.2),
{ind the field E at this point (Fig. 2.14). The expression for E on the
R
q a Fr
ag- ———— -T·a 49-- ·a
[ Ia/2 I l F
A t 0 n _ ¤___0 ¤
0 . Ia A -l I |
I # " ° .,2· · . ·
II --*:1 ·¢$———1-—-$4
| B !B
- -"§"°‘i'— .... -·> <·> an
Fig. 2.14 Fig. 2.15
axis of a ring was obtained in Example 1 (see p. 14). In our case, this
expression must be doubled. As a result, we obtain
O' ··_;_—
2n (RI+l2)I/I °
(2) The potential at the centre of the ring is equal to the algebraic
sum of the potentials at this point created y the charges q and --q:
.,,-..2... (.@.........@.....)
4It80 R l/'R$+4lt °
Q 2.7. Three unlike point charges are arranged as shown in
gg. 2.15a, where AOB is the right angle formed by two conducting
f-planes. The magnitude of each of the charges is I q land the distances between them are shown in the figure. Find (1) the total charge
induced on the conducting half—planes and (2) the force acting on t e
charge -q.
Solution. The half—p1anes forming the angle AOB go to infinity,
and hence their potential rp == 0. It can be easily seen that a system
having equipotential surfaces with tp = 0 coinciding with the conducting half-planes has the form shown in Fig. 2.152:. Hence the action
of the charges induced on the conducting hali—planes is equivalent to
the action of the fictitious charge -·-q placed in the lower left corner of
the dashed square.
Thus we have already answered the first question; -—q.
By reducing the system to four point charges, we can easily find
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the required force (see Fig. 2.15b)
2 ]/2——1 Q2
FZ`; F2"F1_; 2(12 7
and answer the second question.
O 2.8. Capacitance of parallel wires. Two long straight wires
with the same cross section are arranged in air parallel to one another.
50
12
IA <p.l 90+
% ~··—·~
-— ———— A B
r- . IM"-!
Fig. 2.16 Fig. 2.17
The distance between the wires is 1] times larger than the radius of the
wires’ cross section. Find the capacitance of the wires per unit length
provided that 1] > 1.
Solution. Let us mentally charge the two wires by charges of the
same magnitude and opposite signs so that the charge per unit length
is equal to Pt. Then, by definition, the required capacitance is
0,, = 2./ U, (1)
and it remains for us to find the potential difference between the wires.
It follows from Fig. 2.16 showing the dependences of the potentials
+ and cp- on the distance between the plates that the sought potential
difference is
U= lA<P+l+|A¢>-|=2IA<P+l· (2)
The intensity of the electric held created by one of the wires at a distance sc from its axis can be easily found with the help of the Gauss
theorem: E = Pt/2:te0:r. Then '
b`° 2. zi
—a
(1
where a is the radius of the wires’ cross section and b is the separation
between the axes of the wires.
5-0181
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It follows from (1), (2) and (3) .nat
Cu = ns,)/ln 1],
where we took into account that b >> a.
Q 2.9. Four identical metallic plates are arranged in air at the
same distance h from each other. The outer plates are connected by a
conductor. The area of each plate is equal to S. Find the capacitance
of this system (between points 1 and 2, Fig. 2.17).
Solution. Let us charge the plates 1 and 2 by charges qc and —q,,.
Under the action of the dissipation field appearing between these
plates (edge effect), a charge will move in the connecting wire, after
which the plate A will be charged negatively while the plate B will
acquire a positive charge. An electric field appears in the gaps between the plates, accompanied by the corresponding distribution of
potential q; (Fig. 2.18). lt should be noted that as follows from the
symmetry of the system, the potentials at the [middle of the system as
well as on its outer plates are equal to zero.
By definition, the capacitance of the system in this case is
C = qo/U (il
where U is the required potential difference between the points 1
and 2. Figure 2.18 shows that the potential difference U between the
inner plates is twice as large as the potential difference between the
outside pair of plates (both on the right and on the left). This also
refers to the field intensity:
E = ZE'. (2)
And since E (X 0, we can state that according to (2) the charge qo on
plate 1 is divided into two parts: qa/3 on the left side of the plate 1
and 2q,,/3 on its right side. Hence
and the capacitance of the system (between points 1 and 2) is
3BOS
C · TQ 2.10. Distribution of an induced charge. A point charge q is
placed between two large parallel conducting plates 1 and 2 separated by a distance l. Find the total charges q1 and q2 induced on each
plate, if the plates are connected by a wire and the charge q is located
at a distance ll from the left plate 1 (Fig. 2.19a).
Solution. Let us use the superposition principle. We mentally
place somewhere on a plane P the same charge q. Clearly, this will
double the surface charge on each plate. If we now distribute uniformly
on the surface P a certain charge with surface density 0, the electric
field can be easily calculated (Fig. 2.19b).
The plates are connected by the wire, and hence the potential
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diHerence between them is equal to zero. Consequently,
Elxll + E2:} —`° ll) o; OI
where E1, and E x are the projections of vector E onto the X-axis to
the left and to the right of the plane P (Fig. 2.19b).
On the other hand, it is clear that
0 = ——(¤i + vi).
where, in accordance with (2.2), ol = e0E,,,1 = coli]; and 0, =
== e°E,,,*= —e0E2x (the minus sign indicates that the normal n2
is directed oppositely to the unit vector of the X-axis).
Eliminating Eu and E2,. from these equations, we obtain
01 = -0 (l -- ll)/Z, 02 = —0l1/l.
The formulas for charges q1 and q2 in terms of q have a similar form.
It would be difficult, however, to solve this problem with the help
P
° ‘ · -.
I =1
if F-=
A L -I-L J- B E1 X
/2
tv { E1
0 '..// ». · E`V X 1 nl 2*
fa) fb)
Fig. 2.18¤ Fig. 2.19
of the image method, since it would require an infinite series of fictitious charges arranged on both sides of t.he charge q, and to find the
field of such a system is a complicated problem.
3. Electric Field in Dielecirics
3.1. Polarization of Dielectrics
Dielectrics. Dielectrics (or insulators) are substances that
practically do not conduct electric current. This means that
1n contrast, for example, to conductors dielectrics do not
contain charges that can move over considerable distances
and create electric current.
5s
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When even a neutral dielectric is introduced into an external electric held, appreciable changes are observed in the
held and in the dielectric itself. This is because the dielectric is acted upon by a force, the capacitance of a capacitor
increases when it is hlled by a dielectric, and so on.
In order to understand the nature of these phenomena, we
must take into consideration that dielectrics consist either
of neutral molecules or of charged ions located at the sites
of a crystal lattice (ionic crystals, for example, of the NaCl
type). The molecules can be either polar or nonpolar. In a
polar molecule, the centre of "mass” of the negative charge
is displaced relative to the centre of "mass" of the positive
charge. As a result, the molecule acquires an intrinsic dipole
moment p. Nonpolar molecules do not have intrinsic dipole
moments, since the "centres of mass" of the positive and negative charges in them coincide.
Polarization. Under the action of an external electric
held, dielectric is polarized. This phenomenon consists in
the following. lf a dielectric is made up by nonpolar molecules, the positive charge in each molecule is shifted along the
held and the negative_, in the opposite direction. lf a dielectric consists of polar molecules, then in the absence of the
held their dipole moments are oriented at random (due to
thermal motion). lander the action of an external held, the
dipole moments acquire predominant orientation in the
direction of the external held. Finally, in dielectric crystals
of the NaCl type, an external held displaces all the positive
ions along the iield and the negative ions, against the held.*
Thus, the mechanism of polarization depends on the structure of a dielectric. For further discussion it is only important that regardless of the polarization mechanism, all the
positive charges during this process are displaced along the
held, while the negative charges, against the held. It should
be noted that under normal conditions the displacements of
charges are very small even in comparison with the dimensions of the molecules. This is due to the fact that the intensity of the external held acting on the dielectric is consider" There exist ionic crystals polarized even in the absence of an
external held. This property is inherent in dielectrics which are
called eleclrets (they resemble permanent magnets).
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ably lower than the intensities of internal electric fields in
the molecules.
Bulk and Surface Bound Charges. As a result of polarization, uncompensated charges appear on the dielectric surface
as well as in its bulk. To understand better the mechanism
=0
EL
I * P9
I¤
JIEZZ2; _ I
I·
xxx
(¤) (b) fc)
Fig. 3.1
of emergence of these charges (and especially bulk charges),
let us consider the following modelf Suppose that we have a
plate made of a neutral inhomogeneous dielectric (Fig. 3.10.)
whose density increases with the coordinate x according
to a certain law. We denote by pi and p; the magnitudes of
the volume densities of the positive and negative charges in
the material (these charges are associated withtnuclei and
electrons). if
In the absence of an external field, pQ_ = p; at each point
of the dielectric, since the dielectric is electrically neutral.
However, pi as well as pQ increase with x due to inhomogeneity of the dielectric (Fig. 3.1b). This figure shows that in
the absence of external field, these two distributions exactly coincide (the distribution of p;_(a:) is shown by the
solid line, while that of p; (.2:), by the dashed line).
Switching on of the external field leads to a displacement
of the positive charges along the field and of the negative
charges against the field, and the two distributions will be
shifted relative to one another (Fig. 3.1c). As a result, uncompensated charges will appear on the dielectric surface as
well as in the bulk (in Fig. 3.1 an uncompensated negative
charge appears in the bulk). It should be noted that the re-
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version of the field direction changes the sign of all these
charges. It can be easily seen that in the case of a plate made
of a homogeneous dielectric, the distributions pl (x) and
p; (x) would be H-shaped, and only uncompensated surface
charges would appear upon their relative displacement in
the field E.
Uncompensated charges appearing as a result of polarization of a dielectric are called polarization, or bound, charges.
The latter term emphasizes that the displacements of these
charges are limited. They can move only within electrically
neutral molecules. We shall denote bound charges by a prime
(q'. p'. G')Thus, in the general case the polarization of a dielectric
leads to the appearance of surface and bulk bound charges
in it.
We shall call the charges that do not constitute dielectric
molecules the extraneous charges.* These charges may be
located both inside and outside the dielectric.
The Field in a Dielectric. The field E in a dielectric is the
term applied to the superposition of the field E0 of extraneous charges and the field E' of bound charges:
E = E0 + E', (3.1)
where E0 and E' are macroscopic fields, i.e. the microscopic
iields of extraneous and bound charges, averaged over a
physically infinitesimal volume. Clearly, the field E in the
dielectric defined in this way is also a macroscopic field.
3.2. Polarization
Definition. It is natural to describe polarization of a dielectric with the help of the dipole moment of a unit volume.
If an external field or a dielectric (or both) are nonuniform,
polarization turns out to be different at different points of
the dielectric. In order to characterize the polarization at a
given point, we must mentally isolate an infinitesimal volume
AV containing this point and then find the vector sum of the
* Extraneous charges are frequently called [ree charges, but this
ltegiimfize not convenient in some cases since extraneous charges may be
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dipole moments of the molecules in this volume and write
the ratio
f
P: W E p,. (3.2)
Vector P deiined in this way is called the polarization of a
dielectric. This vector is numerically equal to the dipole moment of a unit volume of the substance.
There are two more useful representations of vector P.
Let a volume AV contain AN dipoles. We multiply and divide the right·hand side of (3.2) by AN. Then we can write
P = n (p }, (3.3)
where n = AN/AV is the concentration of molecules (their
number in a unit volume) and (pl = (Ep,)/AN is the mean
dipole moment of a molecule.
Another expression for P corresponds to the model of
a dielectric as a mixture of positive and negative "fluids”.
Let us isolate a very small volume AV inside the dielectric.
Upon polarization, the positive charge py AV contained
in this volume will he displaced relative to the negative
charge by a distance l, and these charges will acquire the
dipole moment Ap = pi AV·l. Dividing both sides of this
formula by AV, we obtain the expression for the dipole moment of a unit volume, i.e. vector P:
P = p§.l. (3.4)
The unit of polarization P is the coulomb per square meter
(C/m').
Relation Between P and E. Experiments show that for
a large number of dielectrics and a broad class of phenomena,
polarization P linearly depends on the field E in a dielectric.
For an isotropic dielectric and for not very large E, there
exists a relation
P = xe,E, (3.5)
where at is a dimensionless quantity called the dielectric
susceptibility of a substance. This quantity is independent
of E and characterizes the properties of the dielectric itself.
x is always greater than zero.
Henceforth, if the opposite is not stipulated, we shall
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consider only isotropic dielectrics for which relation (3.5)
is valid.
However, there exist dielectrics for which (3.5) is not
applicable. These are some ionic crystals (see footnote on
page G8) and ferroelectrics. The relation between P and E
for ferroelectrics is nonlinear and depends on the history
of the dielectric, i.e. on the previous values of (thislphenomenon is called hysteresis).
3.3. Properties cl the Field ol P
The Gauss Theorem for the Field of P. We shall show
that the field of P has the following remarkable and important property. It turns out that the flux of P through an
"P
4 '·
lf S
la) (b)
Fig. 3.2
arbitrary closed surface S is equal to the excess bound charge
(with the reverse sign) of the dielectric in the volume enclosed by the surface S, i.e.
I §Pd$= —q{m· ‘ (3-6)
This equation expresses the Gauss theorem for vector P.
Proof of the theorem. Let an arbitrary closed surface S
envelope a part of a dielectric (Fig. 3.2a, the dielectric is
hatched). When an external electric field is switched on,
the dielectric is polarized—its positive charges are displaced
relative to the negative charges. Let us {ind the charge which
passes through an element dS of the closed surface S in the
outward direction (Fig. 3.2b).
Let 1+ and l_ be vectors characterizing the displacement
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of the positive and negative bound charges as a result of
polarization. Then it is clear that the positive charge
p;l+dS cos on inclosed in the "inner” part of the oblique
cylinder will pass through the area element dS from the
surface S outwards (Fig. 3.2b). Besides, the negative charge
pQl_dS cos on enclosed in the "outer” part of the oblique cylinder will enter the surface S through the area element dS.
But be know that the transport of a negative charge in a
certain direction is equivalent to the transport of the positive charge in the opposite direction. Taking this into account,
we can write the expression for the total bound charge passing through the· area element dS of the surface S in the outward direction:
dq' = pllr, dS cos ot + |pQ|l_ dS cos cx.
Since [ pj [ = pi we have
dq' = pj, (I+ + l-) dS cos ot = pll dS cos oz,
(3.7)
where l = l+ + l-- is the relative displacement of positive
and negative bound charges in the dielectric during polarization.
Next, according to (3.4), pj = P and dq' = P dS cos cz,
or
dq' = P,, dS = P·dS. (3.8)
Integrating this expression over the entire closed surface
S, we find the total charge that left the volume enclosed
by the surface S upon polarization. This charge is equal to
§ P·dS. As a result, a certain excess bound charge q' will
be left inside the surface S. Clearly, the charge leaving the
volume must be equal to the excess bound charge remaining
within the surface S, taken with the opposite sign. Thus, we
arrive at (3.6).
Differential form of Eq. (3.6). Equation (3.6), viz. the Gauss
theorem for the field of vector P, can be written in the differential form
as follows:
l V ·P=-—p', U (3.9)
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i.e. the diver ence of the field of vector P is equal to the volume density
of the excessiound charge at the same point, but taken with the opposite sign. This equation can be obtained from @6) in the same manner
as the similar expression for vector E was o tained (see p. 24). For
this purpose, it is sufficient to replace E by P and p by p'..
When Is p' Equal to Zero in a Dielectric? We shall show
that the volume density of excess bound charges in a dielectric is equal to zero if two conditions are simultaneously
satisfied: (1) the dielectric is homogeneous and (2) there
are no extraneous charges within it (p = O).
Indeed, it follows from the main property (3.6) of the
held of vector P that in the case of a homogeneous dielectric,
we can substitute xe,,E for P in accordance with (3.5), take
at out of the integral, and write
x(§e0E·dS•= -q*.
The remaining integral is just the algebraic sum of all the
charges——extraneous and bound—inside the closed surface
S under consideration, i.e. it is equal to q + q' Hence,
sc (q + q') = ——— q', from which we obtain
Q, = —-7-::c* Q.
This relation between the excess bound charge q' and
the extraneous charge q is valid for any volume inside the
dielectric, in particular, for a physically infinitesimal volume, when q' —» dq’ = p'dV and q -—> dq = pdV. Then, after
cancelling out dV, Eq. (3.10) becomes
pg -Tj:£.p, (3.11)
Hence it follows that in a homogeneous dielectric p' = 0
when p = O.
Thus, if we place a homogeneous isotropic dielectric of
any shape into an arbitrary electric held, we can be sure
that its polarization will give rise only to the surface bound
charge, while the bulk excess bound charge will he zero at
all points of such a dielectric.
Boundary Conditions for Vector P. Let us consider the
behaviour of vector P at the interface between two homogeneous isotropic dielectrics, We have just shown that in
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such a dielectric there is no excess bound bulk charge and
only a surface bound charge appears as a result of polarization.
Let us find the relation between polarization P and the
surface density o' of the bound charge at the interface between the dielectrics. For this purpose, let us use property
(3.6) of the field of vector P. We u
choose the closed surface in the S
form of a flat cylinder whose end- D
faces are on different sides of the 2
interface (Fig. 3.3). We shall as- I l
sume that the height of the cyl- *
inder is negligibly small and the "'
area AS of each endface is so small Fig- 3·3
that vector P is the same at all
points of each endface (this also refers to the surface density
o' of the bound charge). Let n be the common normal to the
interface at a given point. We shall always draw vector n
from dielectlic 1 to dielectric 2.
Disregarding the flux of P through the lateral surface
of the cylinder, we can write, in accordance with (3.6):
where Pm and Pm. are the projections of vector P in dielectric 2 onto the normal n and in dielectric 1 onto the normal
n' (Fig. 3.3). Considering that the projection of vector P onto
the normal n' is equal to the projection of this vector onto
the opposite (common) normal n, taken with the opposite
sign, i.e. Plnr = -- Pm, we can write the previous equation
in the following form (after cancelling AS):
P2,, — Pm = — o' (3.12)
This means that at the interface between dielectrics the
normal component of vector P has a discontinuity, whose
magnitude depends on o' In particular, if medium 2 is a
vacuum, then P2,, = 0, and condition (3.12) acquires a
simpler form:
o' = P,,, (3.13)
where P,, is the projection of vector P onto the outward normal to the surface of a given dielectric. The sign of the pro-
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jection P., determines the sign of the surface bound charge
o' at a given point. Formula (3.13) can be written in a different form. In accordance with (3.5), we can write
o' = xe,,E,,, (3.14)
where E., is the projection of vector E (inside the dielectric
and in the vicinity of its surface) onto the outward normal.
Here, too, the sign of En determines the sign of o'.
A Remark about the Field of Vector P. Relations (3.6)
and (3.13) may lead to the erroneous conclusi_on that the
field of vector P depends only on the bound charge. Actually,
this is not true. The field of vector P, as well as the field of E,
depends on all the charges, both bound and extraneous.
This can be proved if only by the fact that vectors P and
E are connected through the relation P = xe,,E. The bound
charge determines the flux of vector P through a closed SUI'face S rather than the field of P. Moreover, this flux is determined not by the whole bound charge but by its part
enclosed by the surface S.
3.4. Vector D
The Gauss Theorem for Field D. Since the sources of an
electric field E are all the electric charges-—extraneous and
bound, we can write the Gauss theorem for the field E in
the following form:
§80E d$= (q+ q’)mn (3-15)
where q and q' are the extraneous and bound charges enclosed by the surface S. The appearance of the bound charge
q' complicates the analysis, and formula (3.15) turns out
to be of little use for finding the field E in a dielectric even
in the case of a "suff1ciently good" symmetry. Indeed, this
formula expresses the properties of unknown field E in terms
of the bound charge q' which in turn is determined by unknown field E.
This difhculty, however, can be overcome by expressing
the charge q' in terms of the flux of P by formula (3.6). Then
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expression (3.15) can be transformed as follows:
<§ (EOE + P) dS = qua- (3-16)
The quantity in the parentheses in the integrand is denoted
by D. Thus, we have defined an auxiliary vector D
)D=e0E—§—P,l (3.17)
_whose flux through an arbitrary closed surface is equal to the
algebraic sum of extraneous charges enclosed by this surface:
(<§ D dS = gmt.) (3.18)
This statement is called the Gauss theorem for field D.
It should bepnoted that vector D is the sum of two completely different quantities: e0E and P. For this reason, it is
indeed an auxiliary vector which does not have any deep
physical meaning. However, the property of the field of
vector D, expressed by equation (3.18), justihes the introduction of this vector: in many cases it considerably simplilies the analysis of the field in dielectrics.*
Relations (3.17) and (3.18) are valid for any dielectric,
both isotropic and anisotropic.
Expression (3.17) shows that the dimensions of vector
D are the same as those of vector P. The quantity D is
measured in coulombs per square metre (C/mz).
Differential form of Eq. (3.18) is
I V·D=P». (3.19)
i.e. the divergence of the field D is equal to the volume density of an
extraneous charge at the same point.
This equation can be obtained from (3.18) in the same way as it
was done for the field E (see p. 24). It suffices to replace E by D and
take into account only extraneous charges.
* The quantity D is often called dielectric displacement, or electrostatic induction. We shall not be using this term, however, in order to
emphasize the auxiliary nature of vector D.
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At the points where the divergence of vector D is positive we have
the sources of the field D (P > 0), while at the points where the divergence is negative, the sinks of the field D (p < U).
Relation Between Vectors D and E. In the case of isotropic dielectrics, polarization P = x,,E. Substituting this
expression into (3.17), we obtain D = so (1 + x) E, or
I D=e,,eE, N (3.20)
where e is the dielectric constant of a substance:
e = 1 + nc. (3.21)
The dielectric constant e (as well as oi) is the basic electric
characteristic of a dielectric. For materials e > 1, while
for vacuum e = 1. The value of e depends on the nature of
the dielectric and varies betwe.en the values slightly differing from unity (for gases) and several thousands (for some
ceramics). The value of e for water is rather high (e = 81).
Formula (3.20) shows that in isotropic dielectrics vector
D is collinear to vector E. For anisotropic dielectrics, these
vectors are generally noncollinear.
The field D can be graphically represented by the lines
of vector D, whose direction and density a1·e determined in
the same way as for vector E. The lines of E may emerge and
terminate on extraneous as well as bound charges. We say
that any charges may be the sources and sinks of vector E.
The sources and sinks of field D, however, are only extraneous
charges, since only on these charges the lines of D emerge and
terminate. The lines of D pass without discontinuities
through the regions of the field containing bound charges.
A Remark about the Field of Vector D. The field of vector
D generally depends on extraneous as well as bound charges
(just as the field of vector E). This follows if only from the
relation D = e,,eE. However, in certain cases the field of
vector D is determined only by extraneous charges. It is
just the cases for which vector D is especially useful. At`
the same time, this may lead to the erroneous conclusion
that vector D always depends only on extraneous charges
and to an incorrect interpretation of the laws (3.18) and
(3.19). These laws express only a certain property of iield
D but do not determine this held proper.
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Let us illustrate what was said above by several examples.
Example 1. An extraneous point. charge q is located at the centre
of a sphere of radius iz, made of an isotropic dielectric with a dielectric
5D
1r\
We /»/· 0 f { · '
@4 zi/c ~ iq
Mm! ‘~~____./ t
l·`ig. 3.5
constant e. l·`ind·‘*t}ie projection li,. of field intensity li as a function of
the distance r from the centre of this sphere.
’l`he symmetry of the system allows us to use the Gauss theorem
for vector D for solving the °problein (we c’annot use here the similar
theorem for vector E, since the bound charge is unknown to us). l·`or a
sphere of radius r with the centre at the point of location of the charge
q, we can write the following relation: 4:tr”U, = q. lience we can find
IJ, and then, using formula (3.20), the required quantity I;`,.:
f rt l q
.‘t. ·——-- --—+ E -——--— •?
Er ("< al 4,,80 we , r tr >a) 4,,80 ri ·
Figure 3.4 shows the curves D (r) and li (r).
Example 2. Suppose that a system consists of a point charge q > 0
and an arbitrary sample of a homogeneous isotropic dielectric
(Fig. 3.5), where .>` is a certain closed surface. Find out what will happen to the fields of vectors E and D (and to their fluxes through the
surface .5) if the dielectric is removed.
The field E at any point of space is determined by the charge q
and by hound charges of the polarized dielectric. Since in our case
D = s0cE, this refers to the field D as well: it is also determined by
the extraneous charge q and by the bound charges of the dielectric.
_ The removal of the dielectric will change the field E, and hence the
field D. The flux] of vector E through the surface S will also change,
since negative bound charges will vanish from inside this surface.
However, the flux of vector D through the surface S will remain the
same in spite of the change in the field D.
Example 3. Let us consider a system containing no extraneous
charges and having only bound charges. Such a system can, for
example, be a sphere made of an electret (see p. 68). 1·`igure 3.6a shows
the field E of this system. What can we say about the field D?
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First of all, the absence ol extraneous charges means that the field
I) ll{iS H0 SOUPCOSZ Lll0 llIl€S of D (ll') HOL 0IIl0I‘g0 0I` i.0I`fl`ilil3lL(2 HI1yWll(‘l°(:.
llowever, the held l) exists and is shown in Fig. 3.Ub. The lines el E
are
ttzit
Lines ofE Lines 0fD
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l·`ig. 3.6
and D coincide outside the sphere, but inside the sphere they have
opposite directions, since here the relation D = e0eE is no longer valid and U = r=,,E + P.
3.5. Boundary Conditions
Let us first consider the behaviour of vectors E and D
at the interface between two homogeneous isotropic dielectrics. Suppose that, for greater generality, an extraneous
surface charge exists at the interface between these dielectrics. The required conditions can be easily obtained with
the help of two theorems: the theorem on circulation of
vector E and the Gauss theorem for vector D:
&E dl = 0 and ·§ D dS =·: gm,.
Boundary Condition for Vector E. Let the Held near the
interface be E, in dielectric 1 and E2 in dielectric 2. We
choose a small elongated rectangular contour and orient it as
shown in Fig. I3 7 The sides of the contour parallel to the
interface must have such a length that the field E over this
length in each dielectric can be assumed constant. The
“heig|it" of the contour must be negligibly small. Then, in
accordance with the theorem on circulation of vector E,
we have
Emi -5- EW! == O,
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where the projections of vector E are taken on the direction
of the circumvention of the contour, shown by arrows in
the figure. lf in the lower region of the contour we take the
n
n
2IeQ{
1 TO A! Wn,
l·`ig. 3.7 l·`ig. 3.8
projection of vector E not onto the unit vector 1:' but onto
the common unit vector 1, then EW = —-— EH, and it follows from the above equation that
Ei.=Ez~ D (322)
i.e. the tangential component of vector E turns out to be
the same on both sides of the interface (it does not have a
discontinuity).
Boundary Condition for Vector D. Let us take a cylinder
of a very small height and arrange it at the interface between two dielectrics (Fig. 3.8). The cross section of the
cylinder must be such that vector D is the same within each
of its endfaces. Then, in accordancewith the Gauss theorem
for vector D, we have
D2n'AS '+' Dlnr 'AS ·T·
where o is the surface density of the extraneous charge at
the interface. Taking both projections of vector D onto the
common normal n (which is directed from dielectric 1 to
dielectric 2), we obtain D,,,,· == ——D1,,, and the previous
equation can be reduced to the form
I D2n—D1n:‘G• {
It follows from this relation that the normal component
of vector D generally has a discontinuity when passing
6-0181
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through the interface. lf, however, there are no extraneous
charges at the interface (o = 0), we obtain
|l)in l)LZn· ’
ln this case the normal components of vector Ddo not have
a discontinuity and turn out to be the same on different
sides of the interface.
Thus, in the absence of extraneous charges at the interface between two homogeneous isotropic dielectrics, the
components IC, and ]),, vary continuously during a transition through this interface, while the components En and
D, have discontinuities.
liefraction of E and D Lines. The boundary conditions
which we obtained for the components of vectors E and D
at the interface between two dielectrics indicate (as will
be shown later) that these vectors have a break at this interface, i.e. are refracted (Fig. 3.9). Let us find the relation
between the angles oil and otz.
In the absence of extraneous charges at the interface,
we have, in accordance with (3.22) and (3.24), E2. E1.,
and e2lZ’2,, eIE,,,. Figure 3.9 shows that
tan CL2 ·_` E2T/Ezn
tance, v Eu/lim °
Taking into account the above conditions, we obtain the
law of refraction of lines E, and hence of lines D: `
...:‘"‘ “= 2 (:2.25)
an oz, el
This means that lines of D and E will form a larger angle
with tl1e normal to the interface in the dielectric with a
larger value of e (in Fig. 3.9, ez > el).
Example. Let us represent graphically the fields E and D at the
·ri‘aee between two homogeneous dielectrics 1 and 2, assuming that
> r--, and there is no extraneous charge on this surface.
Since rz >:-·1-, in accordance with (3.25) org > oil (Fig. 3.10).
Considering that the tangential component of vector E remains unchanged and using Fig. 3.9, we can easily show that [C2 < lc', in
magnitude, i.e. the lines of E in dielectric 1 must be denser than in
dielectric 2, as is shown in l·`ig. 3.10. 'l`he fact that the normal com-

.e
poneutsof vectors I) are equal leads to the conclusion that U2 > U,
in magnitude, 1.e. the lines of D must be denser in dielectric 2.
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Fig 3.9 Fig. 3.10
We see that in the case under consideration, the lines of E are
refracted and undergo discontinuities (due to the presence of bound
charges), while the lines of D are only retracted, without discontinuities (since there are no extraneous charges at the interface).
Boundary Condition ron the Conductor-Dielectric Interface. If medium 1 is a conductor and medium 2is adielectric
(see Fig. 3.8), it follows from formula (3.23) that
I D,,:0, I (3.26)
where n is the conductor’s outward normal (we omitted the
subscript 2 since it is inessential in the given case). Let us
verify formula (3.26). ln equilibrium, the electric field
inside a conductor is E O, and hence the polarization
P = 0. This means, according to (3.17), that vector D O
inside the conductor, i.e. in the notations of formula (I. .23)
D1 = O and Dm = O. llence Dm, = U.
Bound Charge at the Conductor Surface. lf a homogeneous
dielectric adjoins a charged region of the surface of a conductor, bound charges of a certain density o' appear at the
conductor-dielectric interface (recall that the volume donsity of bound charges p' = O for a homogeneous dielectric).
Let us now apply the Gauss theorem to vector E in the same
way as it was done while deriving formula (2.2). Considering that there are both bound and extraneous charges (o
ga
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and o') at the conductondielectric interface we arrive at
the following expression: E,, = (0 + 0’)/e0. On the other
hand, according to (3.26) E,, = D0/ee0 = 0/e0. Combining these two equations, we obtain 0/e == 0 -{- o', whence
, e-i
' 0 := —·--;-0. I (3.27)
lt can be seen that the surface density 0' of the bound
charge in the dielectric is unambiguously connected with
the surface density 0 of the extraneous charge on the conductor, the signs of these charges being opposite.
3.6. Field in a Homogeneous Dielectric
It was noted in Sec. 2.1 that the determination of the
resultant field E in a substance is associated with considerable difficulties, since the distribution of induced charges in
the substance is not known beforehand. It is only clear
that the distribution of these charges depends on the nature
and shape of the substance as well as on the configuration
of the external field. E0.
Consequently, in the general case, while solving the problem about the resultant field E in a dielectric, we encounter
serious difficulties: determination of the macroscopic field
E' of bound charges in each specific case is generally acoinplicated independent problem, since unfortunately there
is no universal formula for finding E'
An exception is the case when the entire space where there
is a held E0 is filled by a homogeneous isotropic dielectric.
Let us consider this case in greater detail. Suppose that we
have a charged conductor (or several conductors) in a vacuum. Normally, extraneous charges are located on conductors. As we already know, in equilibrium the field E inside
the conductor is zero, which corresponds to a certain
unique distribution of the surface charge 0. Let the field
created in the space surrounding the conductor be E0.
Let us now fill the entire space of the field with a homogeneous dielectric. As a result of polarization, only surface
bound charges 0 will appear in this dielectric at the interface with the conductor. According to (3.27) the charges
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0' are unambiguously connected with the extraneous charges
0 on the surface of the conductor.
As before, there will be no field inside the conductor (E =
== 0). This means that the distribution of surface charges
(extraneous charges 0 and bound charges 0’) at the conductordielectric interface will be similar to the previous distribution of extraneous charges (0), and the configuration of
the resultant field E in the dielectric will remain the same
as in the absence of the dielectric. Only the magnitude of
the field at each point will be different.
In accordance with the Gauss theorem, 0 + 0’ = e0E,,,
where En = D,,/ceo = 0/seo, and hence
0 + 0' = 0/e. (3.28)
But if the charges creating the field have decreased by a factor
of e everywhere at the interface, the field E itself has become
less than the field E0 by the same factor:
E = E,/e. (3.29)
Multiplying both sides of this equation by seo, we obtain
° D = D0, (3.30)
i.e. the field of vector D does not change in this case.
It turns out that formulas (3.29) and (3.30) are also valid
in a more general case when a homogeneous dielectric fills
the volume enclosed between the equipotential surfaces
of the field E0 of extraneous charges (or of an external field).
In this case also E = E0/e and D = D0 inside the dielectric.
In the cases indicated above, the intensity E of the field
of bound charges is connected by a simple relation with
the polarization P of the dielectric, namely,
E' = ——P/eo. (3.31)
This relation can be easily obtained from the formula E =
= E0 + E' iff we take into account that E0 = eE and
P = xe,E.
As was mentioned above, in other cases the situation
is much more complicated, and formulas] (3.29)-(3.31) are
inapplicable.
Corollaries. Thus, if a homogeneous dielectric fills the
entire space occupied by a field, the intensity E of the field
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will be lower than the intensity E0 of the field of the same
extraneous charges, but in the absence of dielectric, by a
factor of e. Hence it follows that potential cp at all points
will also decrease by a factor of ez
<v = wo/8. (332)
where cp., is the held potential in the absence of the dielectric.
The same applies to the potential difference:
U = U0/e, (3.33)
where UO is the potential difference in a vacuum, in the
absence of dielectric.
In the simplest case, when a homogeneous dielectric
fills the entire space between the plates of a capacitor, the
potential difference U between its plates will be by a factor
of e less than that in the absence of dielectric (naturally,
at the same magnitude of the charge q on the plates). And
since it is so, the capacitance C —= q/ U of the capacitor
filled by dielectric will increase e times
C ' = aC, (3.34)
where C is the capacitance of the capacitor in the absence
of dielectric. It should be noted that this formula is valid
when the entire space between the plates is filled and edge
effects are ignored.
Problems
O 3.1. Polarization oi a dielectric and the bound charge. An extraneous point charge q is at the centre of a spherical layer of a heterogleneous isotropic dielectric whose dielectric constant varies only in t e
radial direction as c = on/r, where cx is a constant and r is the distance
from the centre of the system. Find the volume density p' of a bound
charge as a function of r within the layer.
Solution. We shall use Eq. (3.6), taking a sphere of radius r as
the closed surface, the centre of the sphere coinciding with the centre
of the system. Then
4:tr2·P, = —q' (r),
where q' (r) is the bound charge inside the sphere. Let us take the
differential of this expression:
4n d(r’•P,) = — dq'. (1)
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Here dq' is the bound charge in a thin layer between the spheres with
radii r and r —|— dr. Considering that dq' = p'4m·” dr, we transform (1)
as follows:
rz dP,. —|— 2rP,. dr = -—-p'r2 dr,
whence
P =··(a$+—r Pr)- <2>
In the case under consideration we have
s-1 e--1 q
’°*="i°E·*=‘—€" D*:“‘é" ZE?
and after certain transformation expression (2) will have the form
.1q
P is lm :3
which is just the required result.
Q 3.2. The Gauss theorem for vector D. An inhnitely large plate
made of a homogeneous dielectric with the dielectric constant s is
uniformly charged by an extraneous
charge with vo ume densitY P > 0. E v
The thickness of the plate is 2a. (1) _ I _
Find the magnitude of vector E and §§§Z§:§:§:§:§:§:§§
the potential cp as functions ofthe di- ggggigigigggigigg Ex
stance l from the middle of the plate §;;;$;g·;§;§;§; ‘
(assume that the potential is zero in [;§;§;§;2$§;{;§;§;§
the middle of the plate), choosing the O —n $:§:§:§]Y{;f:§:§:§: 41
X -axis perpendicular to the plate. gg§:§:§:j;ggj:§§§§§ X
Plot schematic curves. for the pro- / g:§t§£§:§1;Z§:;Z$;;
• · ·· • 5°,°• •°•°•°•°•°•°•€ \
jection hx (1:) oi vector E and the po- / 2;;::;;:;:::::;:::::; \ _
tential cp (2) Find the surface and / \€°
volume densities of the bound charge. ;§:§E§:§:§E§:¥:§;§:§ \
Solution. (1) From symmetry con- /
siderations it is clear that E = 0 in Fi 3 H
the middle of the plate, while at all g' ’
other points vectors E are perpendficular to the surface of the plate. In order to determine E, we shall
use the Gauss theorem for vector D (since we know the distribution of only extraneous charges). We take for the closed surface a
right cylinder of height l, one of whose endfaces coincides with the
midplane (.1: = 0). Let the cross-sectional area of this cylinder be S.
Then
DS = pSl, D = pl, E = pl/S80 (l { a),
DS = pSa, D = pu, E = pa/so (l > a).
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The graphs of the funtions Ex (x) and cp (.1:) are shown in Fig. 3.11.
It is useful to verify that the graph of Ex (sc) corresponds to the derivative- -6cp/6::.
(2) In accordance with (3.13), the surface density of the bound
charge is
az-ep,-;¤e,En-.a(8-1) pays.-;.‘?.Zi.L pa> 0.
This result is valid for both sides of the plate. Thus, if the extraneous
charge p > 0, the bound charges appearing on both surfaces of the
plate are also positive.
In order to find the volume density of the bound charge, we use
Eq. (3.9) which in our case will have a simpler form:
,__ 6P,,_ e--1 _" e—1
P- Ox _ 6::: -—?—pz)-_ 8 p°
It can be seen that the hound charge is uniformly distributed over
the bulk and has the sign opposite to that of the extraneous charge.
Q 3.3. A homogeneous dielectric has the shape of a spherical
layer whose inner and outer radii are a and b. Plot schematically the
curves of intensity E and potential qa of the electric field as functions
of the distance r from the centre of the system, if the dielectric is
charged by a positive extraneous charge distributed uniformly (1)
over the inner surface of the layer, (2) over the layer’s bulk.
Solution. (1) We use the Gauss theorem for vector D, taking
for the closed surface a sphere of radius rz
4Jtr“D == q,
where q is the extraneous charge within this sphere. Hence it follows
that
D (r < a) = 0, D (r > a) = q/4nr“.
The required intensity is
E(r<a) = O, E(r>a) = D/eso.
The curve for E (r) is shown in Fig. 3.12a. The curve for cp (r) is also
shown in this figure. The curve cp (r) must have such a shape that the
derivative Ocp/6r taken with the opposite sign corresponds to the curve
of the function E (r). Besides, we must take into account the normalization condition: qi -» O as r-» oo.
It should be noted that the curve corresponding to the function
X (r) is continuous. At the points where the function E (r) has finite
iscontinuities, the function cp (z-) is only broken.
(2) In this case, in accordance with the Gauss theorem, we have
4:tr’D= -3- at (r°—a’) p,
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where p is the volume density of the extraneous charge. Hence
E = ..D - Z i.. [Z.? _
ec, 3eoc r
The corresponding curves for E (r) and cp (r) are shown in Fig. 3.12b.
II
IP I
' 'P
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IIIE
0 a b r 0 a b _r
ta) (¤>
Fig. 3.12
Q 3.4. Extraneous charge is uniformly distributed with the volume
density 0 > 0 over a sphere of radius o, made of a homogeneous dielectric with the permittivity c. Find (1) the magnitude of vector E as a
function of the distance r from the centre of the sphere and plot the
curves of the functions E (r) and cp (r); (2) the surface and volume densities of bound charge.
Solution. (1) In order to determine E, we shall use the Gauss theorem for vector D since we know the distribution of only extraneous
charge:
.4pD0
I ; —·— 3 z -·-— 1 1- Z ···—rga, 4m D 3 nr p, D 3 r, E 880 3880 r,
4 _ pa’ D pa’ 1
2 .77-; · 2-**-*-- i ;·i—-·—··· ··•·*··•
r’>a’ [mr D 3 nap' D 3r* ’ E co Boo F2 °
The curves for the functions E (r) and 3 (r) are shown in Fig. 3.13.
(2) The surface density of the boun charge is
, __ ____ c——·1 E
0 wpnr c 3 °
In order to find the volume density of bound charge, it is sufficient to
repeat the reasoning that led us to formula (3.11), and we get
, c-—-1
P * *-7- I)- (I)
This result can be obtained in a different way, viz. by using
Eq. (3.9). Since P == >cs•E and it docs not depend on coordinates (in-
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side the sphere), we obtain
p' = ——V•P = —xe¤V•E,
where coV ·E = p + p' Hence p' == ——>< (p + p'), which gives formula (1).
Q 3.5. Capacitance of a conductor. Find the capacitance of a
spherical conductor of radius a, surrounded by a layer of a homoge¢l¢
EEE
r!
00fOabr
·Fig. 3.13 Fig. 3.14
neous dielectric and having the outer radius b and the dielectric constant r. Plot approximate curves for E (r) and cp (r), where r is the distance from the centre of the sphere, if the sphere is charged positively.
Solution. By definition, the capacitance C ·—= q!q>. Let us find the
potential q> of the conductor, supplying mentally a charge q to it:
on 1 b 1 oo
- H - ......... JL. -» ........ .3..
(P-- Er dr'- éneq S er” dr T 4neO S rz dr`
0 ri b
Integrating this expression, we obtain
___ q e—--1 ) C____ 4ns,,ca
(P- éncoe a b ’ d 1+(e——1)a/b '
The curves for E (r) and cp (r) are shown in Fig. 3.14.
Q 3.6. Capacitance of a capacitor. A spherical capacitor with
the radii of the plates a and b, where a < b, is filled with an isotropic
heterogleneous dielectric whose permittivity depends on the distance r
from t e centre of the system as e == oi/r, where on is a constant. Find
the capacitance of the capacitor.
Solution. In accordance with the definition of the capacitance of a
capacitor (C = q/U), the problem is reduced to determination of the
potential difference U for a given charge q:
zi
U: S E di-, (1)
L
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where we assume that the charge of the inner plate is q > 0. Let us
Gnd E with the help of the Gauss theorem for vector D:
D11
4"r3D=q’ EZEKZEE {F?
Substituting the latter expression into (1) and integrating, we find
__ q b __ Imsocx
U—4:ie,,or. ln a ’ C- ln(b/a) °
O 3.7. The Gauss theorem and the principle oi superposition.
Suppose that we have a dielectric sphere which retains polarization
of "q D
/ rl A \ I ao E0
I r- W
\I
\I
@»
Fig. 3.15 Fig. 3.16
after an external electric field is switched off. lf the sphere is_polarized uniformly, the field intensity inside it is E' = —·P/Seo, where P
is the polarization. (1) Derive this formula assuming that the sphere is
polarized as a result of a small displacement of all positive charges of
the dielectric with respect to all its negative charges. (2) Using this
formula, find the intensity E0 of the field in the spherical cavity inside
an inhnite homogeneous dielectric with the permittivity a if the field
intensity in the dielectric away from the cavity is E.
Solution. (1) Let us represent this sphere as a combination of two
spheres of the same radii, bearing uniformly distributed charges with
volume densities p and --p. Suppose that as a result of a small shift,
the centres of the spheres are displaced relative to one another by a
distance l (Fig. 3.15). Then at an arbitrary point A inside the sphere
we have
nuts;-+·E;:§%(r+-r-):
where we used the fact that field intensity inside a uniformly charged
sphere is E == pr/3eO, which directly follows from the Gauss theorem.
It remains for us to take into account that in accordance with (3.4),
p = P.
’2) The creation of a spherical cavity in a dielectric is equivalent
to the removal from a sphere of a ball made of a polarized material.
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Consequently, in accordance with the principle of superposition, the
field E inside the dielectric can be represented as the sum E == E' +
-i— E0. Hence
Ea: E—E' = E+P/3+:0.
Consdering that P == (e f- 1) c0E, we obtain
E0 == (2 —|— e) E/3.
Q 3.8. Boundary conditions. In the vicinity of point A (Fig. 3.16)
belonging to a dielectric-vacuum interface, the electric field intensity
in vacuum is equal to E0, and the vector E0 forms the angle an with
the normal to the interface at the given point. The dielectric pcrmitti vity is s. Find the ratio E/E0, where E is the intensity of the field inside the dielectric in the vicinity of point A.
Solution. The field intensity inside the dielectric is
Iz`:]/EQ-}—E§,. (1)
Using conditions (3.22) and (3.24) at the interface between dielectrics,
we find
E., = E0 sin a0, En = 1),,/es0 == E0,,/s = E0 cos ot0/e,
where E0,, is the normal component of the vector E0 in a vacuum.
Substituting these expressions into (1), we obtain
E . .- ’
-E-.0: I/lsmz f10—l— < 1,
i.e. E < E0.
Q 3.9. A point charge q is in a vacuum at a distance l from the
plane surface of a homogeneous dielectric filling the half-space below
the plane. The dielectric‘s permittivity is c. Find (1) the surface density of the bound charge as a function of the distance r from the point
charge qr and analyse t e obtained result; (2) the total bound charge on
the surface of the dielectric.
Solution. Let us use the continuity of the normal component of
vector D at the dielectric—vacunm interface (Fig. 3.17):
D2n = Dlnv E2n = SE1};
or
1 q o' 1 q G'
----. .-.- 0. .....:, ........ .... ns.)
4m»10 r* COS l- 2e0 F ( 4ne0 rl cos 1 2120 ’
where the term o'/2a0 is the component of the electric field created
near the region of the plane under consideration, where the surface
charge density is o'. From the last equality it follows that
s——1 ql
I Y -*41-•——— -----1 »
0 8+1 2:rtr“ ' )
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Here we took into account that cost} = l/r. As l-» 0 the quantity
o' —» O, i.e. if the charge q is just at the interface, there is no surface
charge on the plane.
(2) Let us imagine at the interface a thin ring with the centre at
the point 0 (Fig. 3.17). Suppose that the inner and outer radii of this
ring are r' and r' —i— dr'. The surface
q » bound charge within this ring is
dq'=o' • 2m·' dr'. It can be seen
F ¤ from the figure that r° = 1* + r'°,
{ 0 whence r dr = r' dr', and the expres` /2 sion for dq' combined with (1) gives
. » --1 dr
i -.*0 ·: ...£... __
/ Integrating this equation over r between Z and cc, we obtain
Fig. 3.17 l 8....1
q `" "é`—TT q'
Q 3.10. A pojnt charge q is on the plane separating a vacuum
from an infinite homogeneous dielectric with the dielectric permittivi·
ty e. Find the magnitudes of vectors D and E in the entire space.
Solution. In this case, it follows from the continuity of the normal
component of vector D that Em = slim. Only the surface charge o'
will contribute to the normal component of vector E in the vicinity
of the point under consideration. Hence the above equality can be
written in the form
o'/2120 = c (-—o'/2s0).
We immediately find that o' = O.
Thus, in the given case there is no bound surface charge (with the
exception of the points in direct contact with the extraneous point
charge qi. This means that the electric field in the surrounding space
is the he d of the point charge q + q', and E depends only on tie distance r from this charge. But the charge q' is unknown, and hence
we must use the Gauss theorem for vector D. Taking for the closed
surface a sphere of radius r with the centre at the point of location of
the charge q, we can write
2Jtr2DU -§— 2nr2I) =—· q,
where Dc and 1) are the niagnifades of vector D at the distance r
from the charge q in the vacuum and in the dielectric respectively.
Besides, from the continuity of the tangential component ef vector
E it follows that
U =·“ BU;).
Combining these two conditions, we find
—......fL_,- -.-.....2.....
D0`- 2n(1·|—s) r2 ’· Dr 2:1 (1+s) r2 ’
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and the electric field intensity in the entire space is
e J2; E ...1.....
E- eo M 2n(l—|——s)e,,r2 '
lt can be seen that for s = 1 these formulas are reduced to the already familiar expressions forl) and E of the point charge in a vacuum.
The obtained results are represented graphically in Fig. 3.18. It
Fi¢ld F riadn
Fig. 3.18
should be noted that the field l) in this case is not determined by the
extraneous charge alone (otherwise it would have the form of the lield
of a point charge).
4. Energy of Electric Field
4.1. Electric Energy of a System of Charges
Energy Approach to Interaction. The energy approach
to interaction between electric charges is, as will be shown,
rather fruitful in respect of its applications. Besides, this
approach makes it possible to consider the electric field
from a different point of view.
First of all, let us find out how we can arrive at the concept of the energy of interaction in a system of charges.
1. Let us first consider a system of two point charges 1
and 2. We shall llnd the algebraic sum of the elementary
works of the forces F1 and F, of interaction between the
charges. Suppose that in a certain system of_reference K
the charges were displaced by dll and dlz during the time

II
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dt. Then the corresponding work of these forces is
6./I ll 2 == Fl·dll -1- F2·dl2.
Considering that F2 = -- Fl (according to the Newton
l 2 third law), we can write this expression in the form?
The quantity in the parentheses is the displacement of
‘ charge 1 relative to charge 2. In other words, it is the displacement of charge 1 in the system of reference K', which
is rigidly lixed to charge 2 and accomplishes with it a translational motion relative to the initial reference system K.
I Indeed, the displacement dll of charge 1 in system K can
be represented as the displacement dll of system K' plus
the displacement dll of charge 1 relative to system
K' dll = dll sl- dlf. Hence, dll —- dll = dll, and
Thus, it turns out thatlthe sum of the elementary works
done by two charges in an arbitrary system of reference K
is always equal to the elementary work done by the force
acting on one charge in another reference system (K') in
which the other charge is at rest. In other words, the work
6Al_l does not depend on the choice of the initial system of
reference.
The force Fl acting on charge 1 from charge 2 is conservative (as a central force). Consequently, the work of the given
force in the displacement dll can be represented as the decrease in the potential energy of interaction between the
pair of charges under consideration:
6Al_ —— d Wm,
where Wll is the quantity depending only on the distance
between these charges.
2. Let us now go over to a system of three point charges
(the result obtained for this case can be easily generalized
for a system of an arbitrary number of charges). The work
performed by all forces of interaction during elementary
displacements of all the charges can be represented as the
sum of the works of three pairs of interactions, i.e. 6.4
= GAM —l- 6/11,3 -l— Brill. But as it has just been shown,
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for each pair of interactions 6A,_ h == — dW,,,, and hence
6A = -—d (W12 + Wis + Wn) = —dW.
where W is the energy of interaction for the given system of
charges:
W = W12 'l" W13 `l‘ W23•
Each term of this sum depends on the distance between
corresponding charges, and hence the energy W of the given
system of charges is a function of its configuration.
Similar arguments are obviously valid for a system of
any number of charges. Consequently, we can state that to
each configuration of an arbitrary system of charges, there
corresponds a certain value of energy W, and the work of
all the forces of interaction upon a change in this configuration is equal to the decrease in the energy W
6A = —- dw. {4.1)
Energy of Interaction. Let us find the expression for the
energy W. We again iirst consider a system of three point
charges, for which we have found that W = W1, + W1, -1-|— W2,. This sum can be transformed as follows. We
represent each term WU, in a symmetric form: Wu, ==
=% (Wgk + Why), since Wgh = Wh;. Th9I1
1IY
W: 7 (Wiz +Wz1 + Wis + Wai + was T waz)Let us group the terms with similar first indices:
17
W ='§'l(I/{,12+ W1s)+(Wzi + W za) + (Wei ‘l‘ WallEach sum in the parentheses is the energy W, of interaction
between the ith charge with all the remaining cling.
Hence the latter expression can be written in the form
z
W.=—§—(W,·{-W2+W,) Wi.
a=1
This expression can be generalized to a system of an arbitrary number of charges, since the above line of reasoning
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obviously does not depend on the number of charges constituting the system. Thus, the energy of interaction for
a system of point charges is
nr E w,. (4.2)
Considering that ll', qitpi, where q, is the ith charge of
the system and cp, is the potential created at the point of
location of the ith charge by all the remaining charges, we
obtain the linal expression for the energy of interaction of
the system of point charges:
‘ IV E qitpi, ` (4.3)
Example. Four similar point. charges q are located at the vertices
0I' a tetrahedron with an edge a (Fig. 4.1). l·`ind the energy of interaction of charges in this system.
'1‘he energy of interaction foreach pair of charges of this system is
the same and equal to W, = q2/énroa. It can be seen from the figure
that the total number of interacting pairs is six, and hence the energy
of interaction of all point charges of the system is
W = 6W, = Bq?/éneca. q
Another approach to the solution of this
problem is based on formula (4.3). 'l`he potentialqi at the point of location of one of t.he
charges, created by the held of all the other
charges, is cp = 3q/éneoa. llence q q
iL11‘"
W ;T . , ...— Jl ); —-—.. E
z we 2 W" fmco 0 q
'=‘ l·`ig. 4.1
Total Energy of Interaction. lf the charges are arranged
continuously, then, representing the system of charges as
a combination of elementary charges dg = pdV and going
over in (4.3) from summation to integration, we obtain
.'
l W -5- ptp JV, ' (4.4)
7-0181
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where rp is the potential created by all the charges of the
system in the volume element dV A similar expression can
be written, for example, for a surface distribution of charges.
For this purpose, we must replace in (4.4) p by 0* and dV by
dS.
Expression (4.4) can be erroneously interpreted (and
this often leads to misunderstanding) as a modification of
expression (4.3), corresponding to the replacement of the
concept of point charges by that of a continuously distributed charge. Actually, this is not so since the two expressions differ essentially. The origin of this difference is in
different meanings of the potential cp appearing in these expressions. Let us explain this difference with the help of
the following example.}
Suppose a system consists of two small balls having
charges q1 and q2. The distance between the balls is considerably larger than their dimensions, hence q1 and q2 can be
assumed to be point charges. Let us find tl1e energy W of
the given system by using both formulas.
According to (4.3), we have
W=%'(q1(P1+ 92(P2) Z 91(Pi `·'= q2(p2v
where q>1(cp2) is the potential created by charge q2 (q1) at
the point where charge q1 (q2) is located.
On the other hand, according to formula (4.4) we must
split the charge of each ball into infinitely small elements
p dV and multiply each of them by the potential qa created
by not only the charge elements of another ball but by the
charge elements of this ball as well. Clearly, the result will
be completely different:
W = W1 + W2 + Wm (4-5)
where W1 is the energy of interaction of the charge elements
of the first ball with each other, W2 the same but for the
second ball, and W12 the energy of interaction between the
cgarge elements of the first ball and the charge elements of
t-e second ball. The energies W1 and W2 are called the
intrinsic energies of charges q1 and q2, while W12 is the energy
of interaction between charge q1 and charge q2.
Thus, we see that the energy W calculated by formula (4.3)
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corresponds only to the energy Wm, while calculation by
formula (4.4) gives the total energy of interaction: in addition to W12, it gives intrinsic energies W, and W2. Disregard of this circumstance is frequently a cause of gross
errors.
We shall return to this question in Sec. 4.4. Now, we
shall use formula (4.4) for obtaining several important results.
4.2. Energies ot a Charged Conductor and
a Charged Capacitor
Energy of an Isolated Conductor. Let a conductor have
a charge q and a potential cp. Since t.l1e value of rp is the
same at all points where charge is located, we can take cp
in formula (4.4).+out of the integral. The remaining integral
is just the charge q on the conductor, and we obtain
tip W cq>2_ q= .
I l/V *:5* -— T ——— gi: , l (4.6)
These three expressions are written assuming that C q/qy.
Energy of a Capacitor. Let q and q>+ be the charge and
potential of the positively charged plate of a capacitor.
According to (4.4), the integral can be split into two parts
(for the two plates). Then "
1
W ; 3- (0+20+ + q-<r>-)·
Since q_ Z — q+, we have
11
W-=·j2—<1+ (€P+ ·<P-)=·"yQU»
where q = q+ is the charge of the capacitor and U is the
potential difference across its plates. Considering that
C = q/ U, we obtain the following expression for the energy
of the capacitor:
I---——————
__ gU _ CU? q2
‘ T --— T ——— "2'"6'.`
’]•
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It should be noted here that these formulas determine the
lulal energy of interaction, viz. not only the energy of interaction bctv~ een the charges of one plate and those of the
other plate, but also the energy of i11teractio11 of charges
within each plate.
And What if We Have a Dielectric? We shall show that
formulas (4.0) and (4.7) are valid in the presence 0] a dielectric.
For this purpose, we consider the process of charging a
capacitor as a transport of small portions of charge (dq')
from one plate to the other.
The elementary work performed against the forces of the
iield in this case is
oil U' dq' (q'/C) dq'
where U' is the potential difference between the plates at
the moment when the next portion of charge dq' is being
transferred.
Integrating this expression over q' between 0 and q, we
obtain
A = q2/2C,
which coincides with the expression for the total energy of
a capacitor. Consequently, the work done against the forces
of the electric field is completely spent for accumulating
the energy W of the charged capacitor. Moreover, the expression obtained for the work A is also valid in the case when
there is a dielectric between the plates of a capacitor. Thus,
we have proved the validity of (4.7) in the presence of a
dielectric.
Obviously, all this applies to (4.6) as well.
4.3. Energy ot Electric Field
On Localization: of Energy. Formula (4.4) defines electric
energy W of any system in terms of charge and potential.
lt turns out, however, that energy W can also be expressed
through another quantity characterizing the field itself,
viz. through field intensity E. Let us at first demonstrate
this by using the simple example of a parallel-plate capacitor, ignoring field distortions near the edges of the plates
(edge effect). Substituting into the formula W-= CU2/2
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the expression C == se0S/hi, we obtain
_ CU* _ ce,,SU* _ eco U 2
W··T ——T··T(‘rl ·"‘·
And since U/h = E and Sh = V (the volume between the
capacitor plates), we get
W '—;—` 'g"' 80€EzV•
This formula is valid for the uniform field which fills the
volume V.
In the general theory, it is proved that the energy W
can be expressed in terms of E (in the case of an isotropic
dielectric) through the formula
` w:j€¤g€i'av=j.Eg’.av. l (4.9)
The integrandéiin this equation has the meaning of the energy
contained in the volumerdV. This leads us to a very important and fruitful physical idea about localization of energy
in the field. This assumption was confirmed in experiments
with fields varying in time. It is the domain where we encounter phenomena that can be explained with the help of
the notion of energy localization in the field. These varying
fields may exist independently of electric charges which
have generated them and may propagate in space in the
form of electromagnetic waves. Experiments show that
electromagnetic waves carry energy. This circumstance confirms the idea that the field itself is a carrier of energy.
The last two formulas show that the electric energy is
distributed in space with the volume density
__ e0eE” __ E·D [
‘w»--—T— 2 .l (4.10)
It should be noted that this formula is valid only in the
case of isotropic dielectrics for which the relation P = xe,,E
holds.
For anisotropic dielectrics the situation is more complicated.

Another substantiation for formula (4.9). It is known that the
energy of an isolated charged conductor is W = qep/2. Let us show that
this formula is correct, proceeding from the idea of localization of
energy in the field.
Let us consider an arbitrary positively charged conductor. We
mentally isolate a tube of infinitesimal cross section, which is bounded by lines of E (Fig. 4.2), and take in it an elementary volume dV==
=dS dl.This volume contains the energy
dl -I-lBdSdl=—l-2-(!$g—Edl.
22
A. dS Let us now find the energy localized in the entire isolated tube. For
this purpose, we integrate the last ex¢ pression, considering that the product
D dS is the same in all cross sections
of the tube and hence it can be taken
out of the integral:
Fig. 4.2 dW=-Qilig Edl=—Q—€`-S; cp,
2 ,, 2
A
wh ere A is a point at the beginning of the imaginary tube.
It remains for us to make the last step, i.e. integrate the obtained
expression over all the tubes, and find the energy localized in the entire
fie d. Considering that potential cp is the same at the endfaces of all
the tubes (since they originate on the surface of the conductor), we
write
wz.}; § D ds,
2
where the integration is performed over a closed surface coinciding
with one of the equipotential surfaces. In accordance with the Gauss
theorem, this integral is equal to the charge q of the conductor, and
we finally get
W = qcp/2,
Q.E.D.
Let us consider two examples illustrating the advantages
we get by using the idea of energy localization in the field.
Example i. A point charge q is at the centre of a spherical layer
made of a homogeneous dielectric with the dielectric constant s. The
inner and outer radii of the layer are equal to a and b respectively.
Find the electric energy contained in this dielectric layer.
We mentally isolate in the dielectric a very thin concentric_spherical layer of radius from r to r —}— dr. The energy localized in this
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layer is given by
dW Z 59%; twar,
where E = 2/4nc0cr”; Integrating this expression over r between a
and b, we othtain
.. ¤’ L ....4..
W- Bneoe ( a b )
‘Example 2. Find the work that must be done against the electric
forces in order to remove a dielectric plate from a parallel-plate charged capacitor. _lt is assumed that the charge q of the capacitor remains
unchanged and that the dielectric fills the entire space between the
capacitor plates. The capacitance of the capacitor in the absence of
the dielectric is C.
The work against the electric forces in this system_is equal to the
increment of the electric energy of the system:
A = AW = W2 —— W1,
where W, is the energy of the field between the capacitor plates in
the presence of theitlielectric and W2 is the same quantity in the absence
ofthe dielectric. Bearing in mind that the magnitude of vector D
will not change as a resu t of the removal of the plate, i.e. that D, =
= D, = o, we can write '
- ,_ ../*2--.2.) .. .£( ML)
"rW= Wlrx ze, zag V 20 ‘ 8 ·
where V = Sh and C= e,,S/h, S being the area of each plate and h
the distance between them.
The Work of the Field During Polarization ol a Dielectric.
An analysis of formula (4.10) for the volume energy density
reveals that for the same value of E, the quantity w is e
times greater in the presence of a dielectric than when it is
absent. Atlirst glance this may seem strange: field intensity
in both cases is maintained the same. As a matter of fact.
when a field is induced in a dielectric, it does an additional
work associated with polarization. Therefore, under the
energy of the field in the dielectric we must understand the
-sum of the electric energy proper and an additional work
which is accomplished during polarization of the dielectric.
In order to prove this, let us substitute into (4.10) the
quantity e0E —{— P for D, which gives
.2_
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The first term on the right-hand side coincides with the
energy density of the field E in a vacuum. It remains for
us to verify that the "additional" energy E·P/2 is associated
with polarization.
Let us calculate the work done by the electric held for
polarization of a unit volume of the dielectric, i.e. for the
_dl— I- |, dI+
·•- -·-•»
I- lr L
Fig. 4.3
displacements of charges pj, and pf. respectively along and
against the field upon an increase in the field intensity from
E to E + dE. Neglecting the second-order terms, we write
6A = pQE·dl+ + p;E·dl_
where dl+ and dl- are additional displacements due to an
increase in the iield by dE (Fig. 4.3). Considering that
pl = -·— pir, we obtain
6.4 = pf, (dl,. -- dl_) ·E == pi dl ·E,
where dl = dl+ ——dl- is the additional displacement of
the positive charges relative to the negative charges. According to (3.4), phd! = dP and we get
6A = E·dP. (4.12)
Since P =·- xr-;,,E, we have
xc E2 E-P
6A=E·xe0dE¤d (-—?2——·)=d
Hence, the total work spent for the polarization of a
unit volume of a dielectric is
A = E·P/2, (4.13)
which coincides with the second term in formula (4.11).
Thus, the volume energy density w = E·D/2 includes
the energy e,,E“/2 of the field proper and the energy E·P/2
associated with the polarization of the substance.
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4.4. A System of Two Charged Bodies
Suppose that we have a system of two charged bodies in a
vacuum. Let one body create in the surrounding space the
field E1, while the other body, the field E2. The resultant
field is E == E, -l— E2, and the square of this quant.ity is
E2=Ef+ E§ —l— 2E,·E2.
Therefore, according to (4.9), the total energy W of the
given system is equal to the sum of three integrals:
R2 2
W { are dV 1, S E,,e,·r:2tzv, (4.14)
which coincides with formula (4.5) and reveals the field
meaning of the terms appearing in this sum. The first two
integrals in (4.14) are the intrinsic energies of the first and
second charged bodies (W, and W2), while the last integral
is the energy of their interaction (W,2).
The following important circumstances should be mentioned in connection with formula (4.14).
f. The intrinsic energy of each charged body is an essentially positive quantity The total energy (4.9) is also always
positive. This can be readily seen from the fact that the integrand contains essentially positive quantities. However,
the energy of interaction can be either positive or negative.
2. The intrinsic energy of bodies remains constant upon
all possible displacements that do not change the configuration of charges on each body. and consequently this energy
can be assumed to be an additive constant in the expression
for the total energy W In such cases, the changes in W are
completely determined only by the changes in the interaction energy W,2. In particular, this is just. the mode of behaviour ef the energy of a system consisting of two point
charges upon a change in the distance between them.
3. Unlike vector E, the energy of the electric field is
not an additive quantity, i.e. the energy of a field E which
is the sum of fields E, and E2 is generally not equal to the
sum of the energies of these fields in view of the presence of
the interaction energy W12. In particular, if E increases rz
times everywhere, the energy of the field increases nz times.
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4.5. Forces Acting in a Dielectric
Electrostriction. Experiments show that a dielectric in
an electric field experiences the action of forces (sometimes
these forces are called ponderomotive). These forces appear
when the dielectric is neutral as a whole. Ponderomotive
forces appear in the long run due to the action of a nonuniform electric field on dipole molecules of the polarized dielectric (it is known that a dipole in a nonuniform electric
field is acted upon by a force directed towards the increasing
field). In this case, t.he forces are caused by the nonuniformity of not only the macroscopic field but the microscopic
field as well, which is created mainly by the nearest molecules of the polarized dielectric
Under the action of these electric forces, the polarized
dielectric is deformed. This phenomenon is called electrostrictiorz. As a result of electrostriction, mechanical stresses
appear in the dielectric.
Owing to electrostriction, not only the electric force
(which depends on the charges) acts on a conductor in a
polarized dielectric, but also an additional mechanical
force caused by the dielectric. In the general case, the effect
of a dielectric on the resultant force acting on a conductor
cannot be taken into account by any simple relations, and
the problem of calculating the forces with simultaneous
analysis of the mechanism of their appearance is, as a rule,
rather complicated. However, in many cases these forces
can be calculated in a sufficiently simple way without a
detailed analysis of their origin by using the law of conservation of energy.
Energy Method for Calculating Forces. This method iS
the most. general. It allows us to take into account automatically all force interactions (both electric and mechanical)
ignoring their origin, and hence leads to a correct result.
Let us consider the essence of the energy method for calculating forces. The simplest case corresponds to a situation when charged conductors are disconnected from the
power supply. In this case, the charges on the conductors
remain unchanged, and we may state that the work A of
all internal forces of the system upon slow displacements
of the conductors and dielectrics is done completely at the
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expense of a decrease in the electric energy W of the system
(or its field). Here we assume that these displacements do
not cause the transformation of electric energy into other
kinds of energy. To be more precise, it is assumed that suchtransformations are negligibly small. Thus, for infinitesimal
displacements we can write
6A = —dW|q, (4.15)
where the symbol q emphasizes that the decrease in the
energy of the system must be calculated when charges on
the conductors are constant.
Equation (4.15) is the initial equation for determining
the forces acting on conductors and dielectrics in the electric
Held. This can be done as follows. Suppose that we are interested in the force acting on a given body (a conductor or
a dielectric). Let us displace this body by an infinitesimal
distance dx in the direction X we are interested in. Then
the work of the required force F over the distance da: is
6A = Fxdx, where Fx is the projection of the force F onto
the positive direction of the X—axis. Substituting this expression for GA into (4.15) and dividing both parts of (4.15)
by dsc, we obtain
( Fx-.: —-ig;-lilq. I (4.1s)
We must pay attention to the following circumstance.
It is well known that the force depends only on the position
of bodies and on the distribution of charges at a given instant. It cannot depend on how the energy process will develope if the system starts to move under the action of forces.
And this means that in order to calculate Fx by formula
(4.16),we do not have to select conditions under which all
the charges of the conductor are necessarily constant
(q = const). We must simply find the increment dW under
the condition that q = const, which is a purely mathematical operation.
It should be noted that if a displacement is performed at
constant potential on the conductors, the corresponding
calculation leads to anotherlexpression for the force: Fx =-·
= + 8W/0::: |,,. However (and it is important!) the result
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of the calculation of Fx with the help of this formula or
(4.16) is the same, as should be expected. Therefore, henceforth we shall confine ourselves to the application of only
formula (4.16) and will use it for any conditions, including
those where q ak const upon small displacements. We must
not be confused: the derivative OW/0.2: will be calculated
at q = const in such cases as well.
Example. Find the force acting on one of the plates of a parallelplate capacitor in a liquid dielectric, if the distance between the
plates is h, the capacitance of the capacitor under given conditions is
C and the voltage U is maintained across its plates.
In this case, if we mentally move the plates apart, the voltage U
remains constant, while the charge q of the capacitor changes (this
follows from the relation C = q/ U). In spite of this, we shall calculate
the force under the assumption that q =
X == const, i.e. with the help of formula
pdx (4.16). Here the most convenient expres-q———- — ———— sion for the energy of the capacitor is
.1: x W qs qs
*4 ° 0 ="?cT"".‘?€éK.`? x'
F. 4 where e is the permittivity of the dieleclg: ‘ tric, S is the area of each plate, and :: is
the distance between them (er = h).
Next, let us choose the positive direction of the X-axis as is shown
in Fig. 4.4. According to (4.16), the force acting on the upper plate
of the capacitor is
OW ___ ___ q’
Fx: _ -?7_.1Tlq'_ 2se0S ° (1)
The minus sign in this formula indicates that vector F is directed
towards the negative values on the X-axis, i.e. the force is attractive
by nature. Considering that q = US = DS = ee0ES and E = Ufh,
we transform (1) to
Fx = —-CU'/2h.
Forces in a Liquid Dielectric. Formula (1) of the last
example shows that the force of interaction between the
plates of a parallel-plate capacitor in a liquid dielectric
is smaller than the corresponding force in a vacuum by a
factor of c (in vacuum e = 1). Experiment shows that this
result can be generalized: if the entire space occupied by a
field is filled by a liquid or gaseous dielectric, the forces of
interaction between charged conductors (at constant charges
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on them) decrease by a factor of cz
F = F0/s. (4.17)
Hence it follows that two point charges ql and gz separated by a distance r and placed into an infinite liquid or gaseous dielectric interact with the force
1
F I mg (4.12;)
which is smaller than the force in a vacuum by a factor of
s. This formula expresses the Coulomb law for point charges
in an infinite dielectric.
We must pay a special attention to the fact that point
charges in this law are extraneous charges concentrated on
macroscopic bodies whose dimensions are small in comparison
with the distance between them. Thus, the law (4.18) has,
unlike the Coulomb law in vacuum, a very narrow field
of applicationarthe dielectric must be homogeneous, infinite,
liquid or gaseous, while the interacting bodies must be
pointlike in the macroscopic sense.
It is interesting to note that the electric field intensity
E, as well as the force F acting on a point charge q in a
homogeneous liquid or gaseous dielectric filling the entire
space of the field, are by a factor of s smaller than the values
of E, and F 0 in the absence of dielectric. This means that
the force F acting on the point charge q in this case is determined by the same formula as in vacuum:
F = qE, (4.19)
where E is the field intensity in the dielectric at the point
where the extraneous charge q is placed. Only in this case
formula (4.19) makes it possible to determine the field E
in the dielectric from the known force F. It should be noted
that another field differing from the field in the dielectric
will be acting on the extraneous charge itself (which is
located on some small body). Nevertheless, formula (4.19)
gives the correct result, strange as it may seem.
Surface Density of a Force. We shall be speaking of the
force acting on a unit surface area of a charged conductor
in a liquid or gaseous dielectric. For this purpose, let us
consider a parallel-plate capacitor in a liquid dielectric.
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Suppose that the capacitor is charged and then disconnected
from the power supply to maintain the charge and the field
E of tl1e capacitor constant when the plates are moved apart.
Let us consider once again Fig. 4.4. The energy of the
capacitor is the energy of the field within it. In accordance
with (4.9), this energy is W = (1/2) EDSx, where S is the
surface area of each plate and sc is the distance between them
(Sx is the volume occupied by the field). By formula (4.16),
the force acting on the upper plate is
Fx :: ---gwhence the surface density of the force is
E·D l
I 1%:-5-. I (4.20)
We have obtained an interesting and important result
of a general nature (for a liquid or gaseous dielectric). It
turns out that the surface density of the force acting on a
conductor is equal to the volume density of the electric
energy near the surface. This force is directed always outward along the normal to the surface of the conductor (tending to stret.ch it) regardless of the sign of the surface charge.
Problems
Q 4.1. Energy of interaction. A point charge q is at a distance Z
from an infinite conducting plane. Find the energy W of interaction
between this charge and the charges induced on the plane.
Solution. Let us mentally "freeze" the charge distributed over the
plane and displace under these conditions the point charge q to infinity. In this case the charge q will move in the potential eld which
is ·equivalent to the field of a fixed fictitious point charge --q, located
at a fixed distance l on the other side of the plane. We can write
straightaway
_ 1 Q2
wr *.27Q 4.2. Intrinsic, mutual, and total energies. A system consists
of two concentric metallic shells of radii R1 and H, with charges I
and q2 respectively. Find intrinsic energies W, and W., of each shell,
the energy W 2 of interaction between the shells, and the total electric energy of the system W, if Hg > R1,
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Solution. In accordance with (4.6), the intrinsic energy of each
shell is equal to qcp/2, where cp is the potential of a shell created only
bi; the charge q on it, i.e. rp = q/4:te,,R, where Il is the shell radius.
T us, the intrinsic energy of each shell is
W _ 1 qfv 2
mw 4:tsO 2R1,2 '
The energy of interaction between the charged shells is equal to the
charge q of one shell multiplied by the potential cp created by the charge
of the other shell in the point of location of the charge qi W12 = qrp.
In our case (R2 > H), we have
__ 1 Q2 ___ 1 qiqcz
Wl2Lq1 (mso R2 -_ [mi-:2 lf.2 ’
The total electric energy of the system is
__ . __ 1 qi - U5 · (7192
W··Wi* Wai ‘”e·m;;,"("27iTtiiH‘t ii.
Q 4.3. Two small metallic balls of radii H1 and R2 are in vacuum
at a distance considerably exceeding their dimensions and have a
certain total charge. Find the ratio q1/q2 between the charges of the
balls at which the energy of1the system is minimal. What is the potential difierence between the balls in this case?
Solution. The electric energy of this system is
1 02 0? 0i0·»
-·_;__— - -1.- V :—j:. .......L - --1 )
W W1 W2·l*2 lmao (2121 *21:211 ’
where W1 and W2 are the intrinsic electric energies of the balls (qtp/2),
W12 is the energy of their interaction (q1cp2 or q2q>1), and l is the distance between the balls. Since q2 q —- q1, where q is the total charge
of the system, we have
1 02 (0-0 >’ 0 (0*-0)
r:_.. ;;.
The energy W is minimal when OW/0q1 U. Hence
0] ~0—@—— a¤·l0z~0—1`i?—H1`i`R2 H1*l‘H2
where we took into account that R1 and R2 are considerably smaller
than l and
The potential ol each ball (l.ll(3}`(`ill'1 he considered isolated) is cp gx q/R,
Hence it follows from the above relation that q.-, q=2, i.e. the potential difference is eqnal to zero for sneh a tlistrilnilioii.
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Q 4.4. Energy localization in the field. A charge q is uniformly
distributed inside a sphere of radius R. Assuming that the dielectric
constant is equal to unity everywhere, find the intrinsic electric energy
of the sphere and the ratio of the energy W1 localized inside the sphere
to the energy W2 in the surrounding space.
Solution. Let Us first find the fields inside and outside the sphere
with the help of the Gauss theorem:
_ ...9.... - .L.. .1..
We can now calculate the intrinsic electric energy of the sphere:
R 80E? 4 g d “80Eg 4 3 qi 1
W=w1.t.W2:.·S -2-— nr r —|»—§—-T2- nr dr=§;t—:;-3-1T(§-+1),
0R
Hence, it follows that
—4:rtz0 5R ’ W2-`5‘
It is interesting to note that the ratio W1/W, does not depend on
the radius of the sphere.
Q 4.5. A spherical shell is uniformly charged by a charge q.
A point charge q is at its centre. Find the work of electric forces upon
the expansion ofo the shell from radius R1 to R2.
Solution. The work of electric forces is equal to the decrease in
the electric energy of the system:
A i ‘" W2.
ln order to find the difference W, — W2, we note that upon the expansion of the shell (Fig. 4.5), the electric field, and hence the energy
localized in it, changed only in the hatched spherical layer. Consequently,
R2
W1—W2= S E; (E§— Eg) 41ITz dr,
R1
where El and E2 are the field intensities (in the hatched region at a
distance r from the centre of the system) before and after the expansion of the shell. By using the Gauss theorem, we find
_ 1 9+90 · _ 1 90
E‘”"4.E”TV" E2- 4neo r* ‘

...
As a result of integration, we obtain
A: <1(q0+<i/2) (__{_ _ 1 )
4:1120 R, Ii, , °
Remark. lf we try to calculate the work in terms of the potential.
HS A = q_(q>, —— <p2),_where cp is the potential created by the charge q,,
at the point of location of the charge q, the answer would be different
K¢__W/
Fig. 4.5 Fig. 4.6
and incorrect. This is due to the fact that this approach does not take
into account the additional work performed by electric forces upon
the change in the configuration of the charge q located on the expanding shel .
Q 4.6. A point charge q is at the centre of a sphcrical uncharged
00Dd\lCtil1g l3y€l‘ whose lI’1Il€I` Ellld Ol1l.(2I' I°&(lll {IFB 0 Eilltl b 1‘€5[}()Ci.lVCly.
Find the work done by electric forces in this system upon the removal of the charge q from its original position through a small hole
(Fig. 4.6) to a very large distance from the spherical layer.
Solution. We shall proceed from the fact that the work of electric
f0l‘C8S is Bqllal to H10 (l€CI‘€3S€ lfl the 0l0Cl.I‘lC 0I10I'gy of Ill0 SySf.0II1. As
is well known, the latter is localized in the field itself. Thus, the problem is reduced to determination of the change in the field as a result
of this process.
It can be easily seen that the field around the charge q will change
only within the spherical layer with the inner radius o and the outer
radius b. Indeed, in the initial position of the charge, there was no
field in this region, while in the hnal position there is a certain field
(SUICB thi! C0l1d\lCIiIlg Spl'l€I`lC3l l3y0l` is fill` l`I‘OI'Il thi} Cl'l£1I`g0 q). COIlS€·
quently, the required work is
zi
E2
A=O—W;= -5 %""" dV
(I
Considering that E = q/4n0r2 and dV = 4m? dr, and integrating,
we obtain
_ q” a—b
Ar am, T <"·
8-01:21
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Q 4.7. The work done upon moving capacitor plates apart.
A parallel-plate air capacitor has the plates oi area S each. Find the
work A ’ against the electric forces, done to increase the distance between the plates from xl to .12, ii (1) the charge q of the capacitor and
(2) its voltage U are maintained constant. Find the increments of the
electric energy of the capacitor in the two cases.
Solution. (1) The required work is
. . qi
A xdbitxz-1`i)=·2·:€;·S·(x2-$1}•
where E1 is the intensity of the field createsl by one plate (E = c:}2e0).
It is in this field that the charge located on the other plate moves.
This work is completely spent for increasing the electric energy:
AWA’
(2) In this case, the force acting on each capacitor plate will depend on the distance between the p ates. Let us write the elementary
work of the force acting. on a plate during its displacement. over a distance- dr relative to t e other plate:
.. , e SU2 dx
where we took into account that q = CU, E, = U/2;::, and C eo.?/x.
Alter integration, we obtain
_· _r2
L-; >(;_
A QCI T2
The increrne energy of the capacitor is
. a SH2 1 1
All/V $-37;*- {--* -·-) (I
· \ x2 xl
It. should be noted that AW = ——A'
Thus, by moving the plates apart, we plerform a positive work
(against the electric forces). The energy of t e capacitor decreases in
this case. In order to understand this, we must consider a sovrce maintaining the potential ditlcrence of the capacitor at a constant value.
This source also accomplishes the work AS. According to the law ol
conservation of energy A A = AW, whence AS = AW -——- A' =
==· -2.4 ' Q O.
0 6.8. Forces acting between conductors in a dielectric. A parallcl—p1ate capacitor is immersed, in the horizontal positien, into a liq—
uid dielectric with the dielectric constant c, filling the gap of width h
between the plates. Then the capacitor is connected to a source of
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permanent voltage U. Find the force j' acting on a unit surface of the
plate from the dielectric.
Solution. The resultant force [ acting per unit area of each plate
can be represented as
f = fo -— f'. (1)
where fn is the electric force acting per unit area of a plate from the
other plate (it is just the force per unit area when the dielectric is
absent). In our case, we have
f’—= fu/6. fo I UE = U2/2€¤» (2)
where E is the field intensity in the region occupied by one plate, created by the charges of the other plate. Considering that 0 -= D =
= ee0U/h and substituting (2) into (1), we obtain
j' = fg (1 — 1/e) = c (e — 1) e0U2/2h2.
For example, for U = 500 V, h 1.0 mm and e = 81 (water), we get
j' = 7 kPa (0.07 atm).
Q 4.9. The force acting on a dielectric. A cylindrical layer of a
homogeneous di lectric with the dielectric constant e is introduced
into a cylindricill carilacitor so that the layer fills the gap of width d
between the plates. T e mean radius of the plates is ll such that R > tl.
The capacitor is connected tp a source of a permanent voltage U. Find
the force pulling the dielectric inside the capacitor.
Solution. Using the formula W = q2/2C for the energy of a capacitor, we find that, in accordance with (4.16), the required force is
I', _ __ 0W I __i OC/Ox OC (1)
°°_ 6:: _q_ 2 C2 __ 2 0x ‘
Since d ( R the capacitance of the given capacitor can be calculated
by the formula for a parallel—p1ate capacitor. Therefore, if the dielectric is introduced to a depth x and the capacitor length is l, we have
CZ: 8·‘?»o$•2JTH _§_ 80 (l—$)·2JTR T: 80·2JtR (8x+l__x)·
ddd
Substituting (2) into (1), we obtain
Fx = Eg (e -— 1) JIRU2/d.
O 4.10. A capacitor consists of two fixed plates in the form of a
semicircle of radius R and a movable plate of thickness h made of a
dielectric with the dielectric constant e, placed between them. 'I‘he
latter plate can freely rotate about the axis O (Fig. 4.7) and practically hlls the entire gap between the fixed plates. A constant voltage U is
maintained between the plates. Find the moment M about the axis O
of forces acting on the movable plate when it is placed as shown in the
hgure.
Solution. The work performed by the moment of forces M upon
Si
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the rotation oi the Plate through an raglejfelement dot is equal to the
decrease in the electric energy oi the system at q = const [see (4.16)]:
where W = q’/2C. Hence
_ BW _ _ q’ OC/Got
Mz—_--5.5-Iq-·— 2 C2 •
In the case under consideration, C = C1 + CE, where C, and C8
are the capacitances of the parts oi the capacitor with and without the
dielectric. The area of a sector with an angle ot is determined as S =
== o:R2Y2, and hence
C €¤<zR2/2h + eee (rr — et) R2/2h,
·°;<;$.{Z·‘f°.:2) Diilerentiating with respect to ot, we {ind
/1-I ·_`.· Z-52]; " ·;:}.=-gz`-F7 0C/oct = (e0R”/2h) (1-e). Substituting
,-_· S`P_·;-‘·f}_ __ a this expression into formula Q) and con`Q_Zff]}C`f'.,i;°_:_." sidering that C = q/ U, we 0 tain
r;..».=::-V :£.2i·.5.. ..
rig. 4.7 __ __ ___ ¤¤R“U“
.- (e 1) ————-4h <O.
The negative sign of M I indicates that the moment of the force is
acting clockwise (oppositely to the_positive direction of the angle ot;
see Fig.. 4.7). This moment tends to pull the dielectric inside the capacitor.
lt should be noted that MZ is independent of the angle cz. However,
in equilibrium, when ot = 0, the moment Mz == 0. T is discrepancy
is due to the fact that for small values of ct we cannot ignore edge effects
as was done in the solution of this problem.
5. Direct Current
5.1. Current Density. Continuity Equation
Electric Current. ln this chapter, we shall confine ourselves to an analysis of conduction current in a conducting
medium, especially in metals. It is well known that electric
current is the transfer of charge through a certain surface
S (say, the cross section of a conductor).
In a conducting medium, current can be carried by electrons (iu metals), ions (in electrolytes), or some other particles. In the absence of electric field, current carriers perform
chaotic motion and on average the same number of carriers
of either sign passes through each side of any imaginary
surface S. Thus, the CUI‘l‘€Ill. passing through S in this case
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is zero. However, when an electric field is applied, an ordered motion with a certain average velocit.y u is imposed on
the chaotic motion of the carriers, and a current flows
through the surface S. Thus, an electric current is essentially
an ordered transfer of electric charges.
The quantitative measure of electric current is intensity
I, defined as the charge transferred across the surface S in
a unit time:
I = dQ/dz.
The unit of current is the ampere (A).
Current Density. Electric current may be distributed nonuniformly over the surface through which it passes. Hence,
in order to characterize the current in greater detail, current
densityyector j is introduced. The magnitude of this vector
is equal to the ratio of the current dl through a surface
element perpendicular to the direction of motion of charge
carriers to thén area dS L of this element: j dl/dSl. For
the direction of vector j we take the direction of velocity
vector u of the ordered *motion of positive carriers (or the
direction opposite to that of the velocity vector of the ordered motion of negative carriers). If the current. consists of
positive and negative charges, its density is defined by the
formula
i =—‘ P+¤+ + PJ!-» (5-1)
where pa, and p_ are the volume densities of positive and
negative charge carriers respectively, and uq- and u- are the
velocities of their ordered motion. In conductors, where the
charge is carried only by electrons (p_ < O and u+ O),
the current density is given by
j = p-u-. (5.2)
The field of vector j can be graphically represented with
the help of lines of current (lines of vector j), which are
drawn in the same way as for vector E.
Knowing the cu1·rent density vector at each point of the
surface S under consideration, we can also find the current.
passing through this surface as the flux of vector j:
I = 5 j·dS. gi)
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Current I is a scalar algebraic quantity. It can be seen
from formula (5.3) that besides other factors, the sign of
the current is determined by the choice of the direction of
the normal at each point on the surface S, i.e. by the choice
of the direction of vectors dS. If the directions of all the
vectors dS are reversed, the current I changes sign.
Continuity Equation. Let us imagine a closed surface S
in a conducting medium through which a current is passing.
It is customary to choose the outward direction for vectors
normal to closed surfaces, and hence, for vectors dS. Consequently, the integral :5 j dS gives the charge leaving
the volume V (enveloped by the surface S) per unit time.
According to the law of conservation of charge, this integral
is equal to the decrease in the charge inside volume V per
unit time:
'§5as;-%L, I (5.4)
This relation is called the continuity equation. It is an expression for the law of conservation of charge.
In the case of a steady-state (direct) current. the charge
distribution in space must remain unchanged. In other
words, on the `l'lQ`llt—llHll(l side of Eq. (5.4) dq/dt =< O. Con—
sequently, for direct current we have.
Q 5 dS Z o. (5.5)
This means that in this case, the lines of vector j do not
start or terminate anywhere. The field of vector j is said
to have no sources in the case of direct current.
Differential form of the continuity equation. Let us write Eqs.
(5./}) and (5.5) in the differential form. For this purpose, we express t ne
charge q as lp dV and the right--hand side of Eq. (5.4) as —--1% Sp di'
dl·’ Here, we have taken the partial time derivative of p,
SlU(’(‘ P CHI] (l(*p(‘Ill-l (lll fllllO {IS \V(‘ll RS OU COOI'(lll'lIltl‘.. TlI\IS,
3 rise: - av.
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pl'0C00€lil'l[{ lll [h€ S£lHl(! Way 38 f()l` thé flux of VOCl0I` E ill SOC. Wt}
iind that the divergence of vector j at a certain point. is equal to the
d9Cl`€3% in the CllHI'g’€ ClP"Sll§y PGP l1l'lllS time at the S3lll€ pOlIll.Z
l V-3:-op/oz. I (5.6)
This leads In the steady-state condition (when dp/Ot = 0):
|v.j:0_ [ (5.7)
This means that for direct current the iield of vector j does not have
SOUYCQS.
5.2. 0hm's Law tor a Homogeneous Conductor
()hm’s law, which was discovered experimentally, states:
the current passing through a homogeneous conductor is proportional to the potential dijierence across its terminals (or
to the voltagr "`·
Irzom, | (ss)
where ll is the electric resistance of the conductor.
The unit of resistance is the ohm (S2).
Resistance R depends on the shape and size of the conductor, on its material and temperature, and above all on the
configuration (distribution) of the current through the conductor. The meaning of resistance is quite clear when we
are dealing with a wire. In a more general case of the volume
distribution of current, it is meaningless to speak of resistance until we know either the position of the leads attached to the conductor or the current configuration.
In the simplest case of a homogeneous cylindrical conductor, resistance is given by
R=i »-3, ow
where Z is the length of the conductor, S is its cross-sectional
area, and p is the resistivity, which depends on the material
of the conductor and its temperature. Resistivity is measured
in ohm·metres (Q-m).
Resistivity of the best conductors like copper and aluminium is of__the order of lO‘8 Q·m at room temperature.
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Differential Form of Ohm’s Law. Let us establish a relation between the current density j and the field E at a
point of a conducting medium. We shall confine ourselves
to an isotropic conductor in which the directions of vectors
j and E coincide.
Let us mentally isolate around a certain point in a conducting medium a cylindrical volume element with. generatrices parallel to vector j, and hence to vector E. If the cylinder has a cross—sectional area dS and length dl, we can write
on the basis of (5.8) and (5.9) the following expression for
such cylindrical element:
. E dl
Y ds = pei/as •
After cancelling out common terms we obtain the following
equation in vector form:
U 5.:-..;..E=¤E,| (5.10)
where 0 = 1/p is the conductivity of the medium. The unit
reciprocal to an ohm is called a mlw (Siemens). Consequently,
the unit for the measurement of 0 is mho per metre.
Equation (5.10) is the differential form· of Ohm’s law.
It does not contain any differentials (derivatives), but is
called the differential form since it establishes a relation
between quantities corresponding to the same point in a
conductor. In other words, Eq. (5.10) is an expression for
Ohm’s law at a point.
Methods for Calculating Resistance (R). There are several
methods for measuring resistance and all of them are ultimately based on the application of relations (5.8)-(5.10).
The expedience of using a particular method is determined
by the formulation of the problem and by its symmetry.
The practical applications of these methods are described in
Problems 5.1-5.3 and 5.6.
Charge in a Current-carrying Conductor. If the current is
direct (constant) the excess charge inside a homogeneous
conductor is equal to ze1·o everywhere. Indeed, Eq. (5.5)
is valid for direct current. _Taking into account Ohm’s law
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in the form (5.10) we can rewrite (5.5) as follows:
an as :-. 0,
where the integration is performed over any closed surface
S inside the conductor. For a homogeneous conductor, the
quantity 0 can be taken out of the integral:
art E as Z 0.
According to the Gauss theorem, the remaining integral is
proportional to the algebraic sum of the charges inside the
closed surface S, i.e. proportional to
the excess charge in this surface. How- 1;,, ‘"' B
ever, it can be directly seen from the I
last equation that this integral is a I
equal to zero (since 0 sé 0). This means I
that the excess charge is also equal to FT
zero. Since the surface S is chosen ar- J
bitrarily,the excess charge under these I ·‘—"* ‘
conditions is always equal to zero inside aconductor. _
The excess charge can appear only 5.1
at the surface of a homogeneous conductor at places where it comes in contact with other
conductors, as well in the regions where the conductor
has inhomogeneities.
Electric Field of a Current-carrying Conductor. Thus,
when current flows, an excess charge appears on the surface
of a conductor (inhomogeneity region). In accordance with
(2.2), this means that the normal component of vector E
appears at the outer surface of the conductor. Further, from
the continuity of the tangential component of vector E,
we conclude that a tangential component of this vector also
exists near the surface of the conductor. Thus, near the surface of the conductor, vector E forms (in the presence of the
current) a nonzero angle oc with the vertical (Fig. 5.1). When
the current is absent ot = O.
If the current flows in a steady state, the distribution
of electric charges in the conducting medium (generally
speaking, inhomogeneous) does not change in time, although
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the charges are in motion: at each point, new charges continuously replace the departing ones. These moving charges
create a Coulomb field which is identical to the one created
by stationary charges of the same configuration. This means
that the electric field of stationary currents is a potential
field.
At the same time, electric field in the case of stationary
currents differs significantly from electrostatic, or Coulomb,
field of fixed charges. If charges are in equilibrium, the
electrostatic field inside a conductor is always equal to zero.
The electric field of stationary currents is also an electrostatic (Coulomb) field, although the charges inducing this
field are in motion. Hence, the field E of steady-state currents
exists also inside a current—carrying conductor.
5.3. Generalized Ohm's Law
Extraneous Forces. If all the forces acting on charge
carriers were reduced to electrostatic forces, the positive
carriers would move under the action of these forces from
regions with a higher potential to those with a lower potential,whi1e the negative carriers would move in the opposite
direction. This would lead to the equalization of potentials,
and the potentials of all mutually connected conductors
would become the same, thus terminating the current. In
other words, under the action of Coulomb forces alone, a
stationary field must be a static field.
In order to prevent. this, a direct. current circuit must
contain, besides the subcircuits in which positive carriers
move in the direction of decreasing potential tp, subcircuits
in which positive carriers move in the direction of increasing qv o1· against the electric field forces. In these subcircuits.
the transfer of carriers is possible only through forces that
are not electrostatic. We shall call such forces extraneous.
Thus, a direct cur1·ent can be sustained only with the
help of extraneous forces which are applied either to certain parts of the circuit, or to the entire circuit. The
physical nature of extraneous forces may be quite dive1·se.
Such forces may hecrealed by physical or chemical inhomogeneilies in a conductor, for example, forces resulting
from a contact of co.mlnc.tors of different types (galvanic
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cells, accumulators) or conductors at different temperatures
(thermocouples).
Generalized Ohm’s Law. In order to describe extraneous
forces quantitatively, the concepts of extraneous force field
and its strength E* are introduced. The latter is numerically
equal to the extraneous force acting on a unit positive charge.
Let us now turn to current. density. If an electric field E
generates in a conductor a current of density j = oE, it
is obvious that under the combined action of the field E
and the extraneous force field E*, the current density will
be given by
0 j:o(E+E*).I (5.11)
This equation generalizes the law (5.10) to the case of
iuhomogeneous regions of a conducting medium, and is
called the generalized Ohmfs law in the differential form.
Ohm’s Law! for a Nonuniform Subcircuit. Nonuniiorni
subcircuits are characterized by the presence of extraneous
forces in them.
Let us consider a special, but practically quite important
case when a current flows along a thin. wire. In this case, the
direction of the current will coincide with the axis of the
wire and the current density j can be assumed to be the same
at all points on the cross section of the wire. Suppose that
the cross—sectional area of t.he wire is equal to S (S need not
he the same over the entire length of the wire).
Dividing both sides of Eq. (5.11) by o, forming a scalar
product of the resulting expression with the element dl
of the wire along its axis from cross section 1 to cross section
2 (this direction is taken as the positive direction) and integrating over the length of the wire between the two cross
sections, we obtain
e_22
(1%-,&:SEizi+SE=·=a1. (5.12)
T11
Let us transform the integrand in the first integral: we
replace o by 1/p and j dl hy j,dl, where j, is the projection
of vector j onto the direction of vector dl. Further, we note
that j, is an algebraic quantity and depends on the orienta-
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tion of vector j relative to dl: if j dl then j I >_0; if j fl dl,
then i,< O. Finally, we replace il by I/S, where I, the
current, is also an algebraic quantity (like il). Since I is
the same in all sections of the circuit when we are dealing
with direct current, this quantity can be taken out of the
integral. Cosequently, we get
2 jdl 2 dl
(..6...:1 pg., (5.13)
11
The expression p dl/S defines the resistance of the subcircuit of length dl, while the integral of this expression is
the total resistance R of the- circuit between cross sections
1 and 2.
Let us now consider the right-hand side of (5.12). Here,
R the first integral is the potenO ¥’|I___C_—_-;-_j__O tial difference cp, -— q>,, while
1 2 the second integral is the electromotive force (e.m.f.) Zi, act¢», ing in the given subcircuit:
vn 2
$,2: 5 E* dl. (5.14)
12‘
Fig. 5·2 Like the current I, the electromotive force is an algebraic
quantity: if e.m.f. facilitates the motion of positive carriers
in a certain direction, then $12 > 0; if, the e.m.f. hinders
this motion $12 < 0.
As a result of all the transformations described above,
(5.12) assumes the following form:
I RI‘·:(P1"’(Pz+g12· l (5-15}
This equation is the integral form. of Ohm's law for a nonunijomz subcircuit [cf. Eq. (5.11) which describes the same
law in the differential form].
Example. Consider the subcircuit shown in Fig. 5.2. The resistance
is I`10I1ZCI'0 only in tl'l€ S€gll'lOlllZ R. l0WGI’ p3I‘l» of l.hC llg'\ll'C Sll0WS
the variation of potential q> over this region. Let us analyse the course
of events in this circuit.
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Since the potential decreases over the segment R from left to right,
[ > 0. This means that the current flows in the positive direction
(from I to 2). In the present case, Q1 < Q2, but the current flows from
point I to point 2, i.e. towards increasing potential. This is possible
only because an e.m.f. 6 is acting in this circuit from 1 to 2, i.e. in
the positive direction.
Let us consider Eq. (5.15). It follows from this equation
that points 1 and 2 are identical for a closed circuit, i.e.
Q1 = Q2. In this case, the equation acquires a simpler form:
RI = $, (5.16)
where R is the total resistance of the closed circuit, and 8
is the algebraic sum of all the e.m.f.’s in the circuit.
Next, we consider the subcircuit containing the source
of the e.m.f. between terminals 1 and 2. Then, R in (5.15)
will be the internal resistance of the e.m.f. source in the
subcircuit under consideration, while Q, — Q2 the potential
difference across its terminals. If the source is disconnected,
I O and 25 = Q2 — Q,. In other words, the e.m.f. of
the source can be defined as the potential difference across
its terminals in the open circuit.
The potential difference across the terminals of an e.m.f.
source connected to an external resistance is always less
than its e.m.f. and depends on the load.
Example. The external resistance of a circuit is q times higher than
the internal resistance of the source. Find the ratio of the potential
difference across the terminals of the source to its e.m.f.
Let R2 be the internal resistance of the source and Ra the external
resistance of the circuit. According to (5.15), ’Q2 —-— cg, = (5** — R2],
while according to (5.16), (R2 -1- Ra) I = (9. From t ese two equations, we get
*Pz—<Pi:1_ RJ :1__ Rt I Ra : *1
6 é° 1iz·l·Ra Rz+Ra 1+*1 °
It follows from here that the higher the value of n, the closer the potential difference across the current terminals to its e.m.f., and vice
versa.
Concluding this section, let us consider a picture illustrating the flow of direct current in a closed circuit. Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of potential along a closed
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circuit containing the e.m.f. source on segment AB. For
the sake of cla1·ity of representation, potential tp is plotted
4, along the generatrices of a cylindri" cal surface resting on the current con·¤¤*' ` tour. Points A and B correspond to
I the positive and negative terminals
- ·-{E-_ dl, of the source. It can be seen from the
{Gl I . ||[, figure that the flow of current can be
described as follows: the positive
A B charge carriers "slide" along the inFig. 5-3 clined "chute" from point q>A to. point
cp B along the external subcircunt,
while inside the source, carriers "rise" from point tp B to cp),
with the help of extraneous force shown by an arrow.
5.4. Branched Circuits. Kirchholfs Laws
Calculations of branched circuits, for example, determination of current in individual branches, can be considerably
simplified by using the following two Kirciihojfs laws.
Kirchh0ff’s First Law pertains to the junctions, i.e.
branch points in a circuit, and states that the algebraic
sum of the currents meeting at a junction is equal to zero:
E1, Z 0. (5.17)
Here, currents converging at a junction and diverging from
it are supposed to have opposite signs; for example, we can
assume the former to bepositive and the latter to be negative
(or vice versa, this is immaterial). When applied to Fig. 5.4,
Eq. (5.17) assumes the form I1 —- I2 —}— IB 0.
Equation (5.17) is a consequence of the steady—state con—
dition (5.7); otherwise, the charge at a junction would change
and the currents would not be in steady state.
Kirchhoff’s Second Law. This law is applicable to any
closed contour in a brancleed c.ira:ui.t. and states that the
algebraic sum of the products of cumerzt and rcsista.nce in each
part of a network is equal to the algebraic sum of e.m..j`.’s in
the circuit:
E I,,I{,, == 5;,. (5.18)
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ln order to prove this law. it is sulticient to consider the
case when the circuit consists ol three suhcircuits (Fig. 5,5).
Let ns assume the diret;t.ion ot' circinnyention t.o he clockwise,
1
I;
12 R=
‘ is
I3
1, ‘
2
Fig. Fig.
as shown in the tignre. Applying ()hn1’s law (5.15) to each
of the three suhcircuits, we obtain
[1Ri=(P2""Ps+f1»
I2R2=*l~a"(v1 ‘gz»
]sRc=(P1—‘P:z+1~€s·
Adding these equations and cancelling all potentials, we
arrive at formula (5.18), i.e. Kirchhol`f`s second law.
Thus, Eq. (5.18) is a consequence of (_)llltl’S law for nonuniform subcircuits.
Setting up of a System of Equations. In each specific case,
.lxirchhoff’s laws lead to a complete system of at;_{eln·a.ir
equations which can he used, say, for tinding all the unknown currents in the circuit.
The number of equations of the form (5.17) and (5.18)
must he equal to the nuinher of unknown quantities. tiare
should be taken to ensure that none ol the equations is a
corollary ol any other equation in the system:
(1) if branched circuit has N junctions, independent
equations of type (5.17) can he set, up only lor N 1 junctions, and the equation for the last junction will he a corollary of the preceding equations;
(2) if tl liranched circuit contains several cle. loops.
the indepeiutent equations of type (3.18) can he up only
for loops whicln cannot he ohtaineil hy snperiiuposin;5
the loops consuleretl lielore l·`or eyample, such equations will he irulepeiulent lor loops Z2.! ; sl 234 ol` the
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circuit shown in Fig. 5.6. Equation for the loop 1234
will follow from the two preceding ones. lt is possible to
set up autonomous equations for two other loops, say,
124 and 1234. Then the equation for contour 234 will be a
2` 3
3
4
41
Fig. 5.6 Fig. 5.7
consequence of these two equations. The number of autonomous equations of type (5.18) will be equal to the smallest
number of discontinuities which must be created in a circuit in order to break all the loops. This number is
equal to the number of subcircuits bounded by conductors
if the circuit can be drawn in a plane without intersections.
For example, it is necessary to set up three equations of
type (5.17) and three of type (5.18) for a circuit (Fig. 5.7)
containing four junctions. This is so because the number of
discontinuities (marked by crosses in the circuit) breaking
all the loops is three (the number of subcircuits `is also
equal to three in this case). If we assume the currents to
be unknown the number of discontinuities will be six in
accordance with the number of subcircuits between junctions,
which corresponds to the number of independent equations.
The following procedure should be adopted while setting up equations of type (5.17) and (5.18).
1. The directions of currents are marked hypothetically
by arrows, without caring for the direction of these arrows.
If a certain current turns out to be positive as a result of
calculations, this means that the direction chosen for it is
correct. If, however, the current is found to be negative, its
actual direction will be opposite to the one pointed by the
arrow.
2. Having selected an arbitrary closed loop, we circumvent its sections in one direction, say, clockwise. lf
the assumed direction for any current coincides with the
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direction of circumvention, thezcorresponding {term IR in
(5.18) should be taken with the positive sign; in the opposite
case, the minus sign should be used. The same procedure is
applicable to E: if an e.m.f. increases potential in the direction of circumvention, it should be assigned the positive
sign; the negative sign should be used in the opposite case.
Example. Find the magnitude and direction of the current passing
through resistor R in the circuit shown in Fig. 5.8. All resistances and
e.m.f.’s are assumed to be known. R
There are three subcircuits, and hence,
three unknown currents I, I and I, in
this circuit. We mark (arbitrarilly) the supposed directions of these currents by ar- Xrows (at the right junction). B1 R, I1 I
The circuit contains N = 2 junctions. ·
This means that there is only one inde- I
pendent equation of type (5.17): ’
I + [1 + I2 = 0.
Let us now get up equations of type 8 `
(5.18). According to the number of sub- ’ R2
circuits, there should be two of them. Let F. 5 8
us consider the loop containing R and lg' ‘
R, and the loop with R and R,. Taking
the clockwise direction for circumventing each of these loops, we
can write
We can verify that the corresponding equation for the loop with
If, and R, can be obtained from these two equations. Solving the
system of three equations, we obtain
1: “‘R1<g2‘l'R2<g1
1?iH¤+RRi+RR¤°
Ii we find that as a result of substitution of numerical values into
this equation I > 0, the current actually flows as shown in Fig. 5.8.
lf I < 0, the current flows in the opposite direction.
5.5. .IouIe's Law
The passage of current through a conductor having a
resistance is invariably accompanied by liberation of heat
(heating of conductors). Our task is to find the quantity
of heat liberated per unit time in a certain part of the cir9-0181
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cuit. We shall consider two cases which are possible, viz.
uniform and nonuniform subcircuits. The problem is considered on the basis of the law of conservation of energy and
Ohm’s law.
Uniform Subcircuit. Suppose that we are interested in
the region between cross sections 1 and 2 of a conductor
(Fig. 5.9). Let us find the work
2 donefby the field during a time
{ · . interval dt in the region 12.
go, If the current through the con1 ductor is equal to I, a charge
Q dq = I dt will pass through each
’ cross [section of the conductor
Fig- 5-9 during the time dt. In particular,
this charge dq will enter cross
section 1 and the {same charge will leave cross section 2.
Since charge distribution in the conductor remains unchanged
in this case (the current is direct), the whole process
is equivalent to a transfer of charge dq from section 1 to
section 2 with potentials q>1 and cp, respectively.
Hence the work done by the field in such a charge transfer is
6A = 641 (vi — wz) = I (vi — <1>i>d¢·
According to the law of conservation of energy, an equivalent amount of energy must be liberated in another form.
If the conductor is stationary and no chemical transformations take place in it, this energy must be liberated in the
form of internal (thermal) energy.,Consequently, the conductor gets heated. The mechanism of this transformation
is quite simple: as a result of the work done by the field,
charge carriers (for example, electrons in metals) acquire
an additional kinetic energy which is then spent on exciting
lattice vibrations due to collisions of the carriers with the
lattice sites’ atoms.
Thus, in accordance with the law of conservation of energy, the elementary work 6A = Q dt, where Q is the heat
liberated per unit time (thermal power). A comparison of
this equation with the preceding one gives
Q-—-=I <<m—<vz)·
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Since in accordance with Ohm’s law cpl — rpg = RI,
we get
I Q=RI2. I (5.19)
This is the expression for the well-known J oule’s law.
We shall now derive an expression for the differential
form of this law, characterizing the liberation of heat at
different parts of a conducting medium. For this purpose,
we isolate a volume element of this medium in the form of
a cylinder with its generatrices parallel to vector j, viz.
the current density at the given point. Let dS and dljbe the
cross—sectional area and length of the small cylinder respectively. The amount of heat liberated in this volume during
the time dt will be given, in accordance with Joule’s law, by
GQ =_;,RI2dt=:-9t% (j dS)2 dt=pi2 dV dt,
where dV = dS dl is the volume of the small cylinder. Dividing the last equation' by dV dt, we obtain a formula for
the amount of heat liberated per unit time in a unit volume
of the conducting medium, or the thermal power density of
the current:
I Qd._;pjz_ I (5.20)
This formula expresses J oule’s law in the di]j“erential form:
the thermal power density of current at any point is proportional to the square of the current density and to the resistivity
of the medium at that point.
Equation (5.20) is the most general form, of Joule’s law,
applicable to all conductors irrespective of their shape or
homogeneity, as well as the nature of forces which induce
the electric current. lf the charge carriers are subjected to
electric forces only, we can write, on the basis of Ohm’s law
(5.10),
Qd = j ·E == UE2. (5.21)
This equation is of a less general nature than (5.20).
Nonuniform Subcircuit. If a subcircuit contains a source
Qt
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of e.m.f., the charge carriers will be subjected not only to
electric forces, but to extraneous forces as well. In accordance
with the law of conservation of energy, the amount of heat
liberated in this case will be equal to the algebraic sum of
the works done by the electric and extraneous forces. The
same applies to the corresponding powers: the thermal power
must be equal to the algebraic sum of the powers due to
electric and extraneous forces. This can be easily verified
by multiplying (5.15) by I :
R12 == (wi - @2) I + 6T- (5-22)
The left—hand side of this expression is the thermal power
Q liberated in the subcircuit. In the presence of extraneous
forces, the value of Q is determined by the same formula
(5.19) which is applied to a uniform subcircuit. The last
term on the right-hand side is the power generated by extraneous forces in the subcircuit under consideration. It
should also be noted that the last term (S5!) is an algebraic
quantity and, unlike R12, it reverses its sign when the direction of the current 1 is reversed. '
Thus, (5.22) indicates that the heat liberated in the region between points 1 and2is equal to the algebraic sum of
the electric and extraneous pewers. The sum of these powers,
i.e. the right—hand side of this equation, is called the electric
power developed in the subcircuit. It can then be stated
that for a stationary subcircuit, the thermal power evolved
is equal to the electric power developed in the subcircuit
by the current.
Applying (5.22) to the entire unbranched circuit (cpl =
= wi). we act "
Q L-. $1. (5.23)
In other words, the total Joule heat liberated per unit time
in the entire circuit is equal to t.he power- developed by
extraneous forces only. This means that heat is generated
only by extraneous forces. The role of the electric field
is reduced to redistribution of this heat over different parts
of the circuit.
We shall now derive Eq. (5.22) in the differential form.
For this purpose, we multiply both sides of Eq. (5.11) by
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j, and consider that o 1/p and pjz Od (see (5.20)).
The thermal power density of current in an inhomogeneous
medium can then be written in the form
l.
[ Qu M2 i·(E* E*)- I (5-24)
5.6. Transient Processes in a Capacitor Circuit
Transient Processes. These are the processes involving
a transition from one stationary regime of the circuit to
another. An example of sucha processis the charging and discharging of a I
capacitor, which will be considered in
detail in this section. C *1+
So far, we have considered only di- "" R
rect currentstllt turns out, however, that K
most of the laws obtained in this case
are also applicable to talternating currents. This applies to all cases in which Via- 5-lll
the variation of current is not too rapid.
'I`he instantaneous value of current will then practically
be the same at all cross sections of the circuit. Such currents
and iields associated with them are called quasistutionary
(a more exact criterion for quasistationary currents and
fields is given in Sec. 11.1).
Quasistationary currents can be described by the laws
obtained for constant currents by applying these laws to
instantaneous values of quantities.
Let us new consider the discharging and charging of a
capacitor, assuming that the currents in these processes
are quasistationary
Discharging of a Capacitor. If the plates of a charged
capacitor with capacitance C are connected through a resistor R, a current will flow through the resistor. Let I, q
and U be the instantaneous values of the current, charge
of the positive plate, and the potential difference between
the plates (voltage).
Assuming that the cnrront 1 is positive when it flows
from the positive plate to the negative plate (Fig. 5.10),
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we can write I =· —-—dq/dt. According to Ohm’s law, we
obtain the following expression for the external subcircuit
having resistance H:
RI = U
Considering that I =·-—- ——·dq/di and U == q/C, we can
transform the above equation as follows:
da <1 ___ i-3-;- + -H-6,---- U. (5.25)
After separating the variables in this differential equation
and integrating, we get
q -·== qa>"". (5-26)
where q,, is the initial charge on the capacitor and 1: is a
constant having dimensions of time:
T Z 120. (5.2:*)
This constant is called relaxation time. It can be seen from
(5.26) that 17 is the time during which the capacitor charge
decreases to 1/e of its initial value.
Differentiating (5.26) with respect to time, we obtain
the law of variation of current:
d
I: ——--Bi;-::I,,e* (5.28)
where I0 = qc/·r is the current at the instant i = 0.
Figure 5.11 shows the dependence of the capacitor charge
q on time t. The I vs. t dependence also has the same- form.
Charging of a Capacitor. Consider a circuit in which
a capacitor C, a resistor R and a source of e.m.f. are
connected in series (Fig. 5.12). To begin with, the capacitor
is not charged (key K is open). At the instant t == O the
key is closed, and a current starts to flow through the circuit,
thus charging the capacitor. The increasing charge on the
capacitor plates will obstruct the passage of the current
and gradually decrease it.
The current in the circuit will new be assumed positive
if it flows toward the positive plate of tho. capacitor: I
~ dq/dt. Applying ()hm`s law for a nonuniform subcircuit
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to the loop 161%.2, we get
RI = wi —— wz + 8,
where R is the total resistance of the circuit, including
the internal resistance of the e.m.f. source. Considering
4
70
[R
I 2IC.
6]; rr
0tK
Fig. 5.11 Fig. 5.12
that I == dq/at and (pz —- np, U q/C, we can rewrite
the last equation in the form
. qv ——····*·—
2 ___ 6_q/C Ig q
dt " R ‘ ‘
Separating the variables, we get I
Rdq . ·
———-—-—-rzdl.
e-wc ° ‘
Fig. 5.13
Integrating this equation under
the initial condition q = O at t := 0, we obtain
q W- ..
RC1n(1— gc )_ z,
whence
q=qm(1..g—¢/1), (5.29)
Here q,,, -= EC is the limiting value of the capacitor charge
(for f —+ oo), and 1: : RC.
The current varies with time according to the following
law:
I= I0e· (5.30)
where I0 : Z'!/ll.
The dependences of q and I on t are shown in Fig. 5.13.
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Problems
• 5.1. Resistance of aconducting medium. A metallic sphere of
radius tz is surrounded by a concentric thin metallic shell of radius b.
The space between these two electrodes is filled with a homogeneous
poorly conducting medium of resistivity p. Find the resistance of the
gap between the two electrodes.
Solution. Let us mentally isolate a thin spherical layer between
radii ‘r and r —|— dr. Lines of current at all points of this layer are perpendicular to it, and therefore such a layer can be treated as a cylindrical conductor of length dr and a cross·sectional area 4::r*. Using
formula (5.9), we can write
dr
dR —- P 2;;; .
Integrating this expression with respect to r between a and b, we get
ue. (L-;)
R— 4:1 a b `
¢ 5.2. Two identical metallic balls of radius a are placed in a
homogeneous ploorly conducting medium with resistivity p. Find the
resistance of t e medium between the balls under the condition that
the distance between them is much larger than their size.
Solution. Let us mentally impart charges +q and —q to the balls.
Since the balls are at a large distance from one another, electric field
near the surface of each ball is practically determined only by the
charge of the nearest sphere, and its charge can be considered to be
uniformly distributed over the surface. Surrounding the positively
charged ball by a concentric sphere adjoining directly the ball’s surface, we write the expression for the current through this sphere;
I = 4Jta2j,
where j is the current density. Using Ohm’s law (j = E/p) and the
formula E == q/imeoai, we obtain
I = q/sop.
Let us now find the potential difference between the balls:
U == (pq- — Q)- N 2q/4Jtt·ZoG.
The sought resistance is given by
R = U/I = p/2rm.
This result is valid regardless of the magnitude of the dielectric constant of the medium.
Q 5.3. Two conductors of arbitrary shape are pllaced into an infinite homogeneous slightly conducting medium wit the resistivity p
and the dielectric constant e. Find t e value of the product RC for
this system, where R is the resistance of the medium between the
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conductors and C is the mutual capacitance of the conductors in the
presence of the medium.
Solution. Let us mentally sugply the charges -{-q and ·-q to the
conductors. Since the medium etween them is poorly conducting,
the surfaces of the conductors are equipotential, and the field configuration is the same as in the absence of the medium.
Let us surround, for example, the positively charged conductor by
a closed surface S directly adjoining the conductor and calculate R
and C separately:
UUU
g~ In as oy 12,, as
C_i__ §lD,,dS __ ea,,<§E,,dS
F U " U "` U ’
where the integrals are taken over the given surface S. While calculating R, we used Ohm's law in the form j = oE, and C was calculated with the help. of the Gauss theorem.
Multiplying t ese expressions, we obtain
..,· RC = soc/o = coop.
Q 5.4. Conditionson the boundary of a conductor. A conductor
with resistivity p borders on a dielectric whose dielectric constant is
e. The electric induction at a certain point A at the surface of the conductor is equal to D, vector D being directed away from the conductor
and forming angle on with the normal to the surface. Find the surface
charge density on the conductor and the current density near the
point A.
Solution., The surface charge density on the conductor is given by
0 == Dn = D cos ct.
The current density can be found with the help of 0lun’s law: i =
= E/p. It follows from the continuity equation (5.5) that the normal
components of vector j are equal, and since in the dielectric in =·— 0
(there is no currentg, in the conductor we also have in = 0. Hence,
vector j in the con uctor is tangent to its surface. The same applies
to vector E inside the conductor.
On the other hand, it follows from the theorem on circulation
of vector E that its tangential components on different sides of the
interface are equal, and hence E = E, == D sin cz/ce•, where E., is
the tangential component of vector E in the dielectric. Taking these
arguments into account, we obtain
j __ E __ D sin cz
0 we °
O 5.5. The gap between the plates of a parallel-plate capacitor is
filled consecutively by two dielectric layers 1 and 2 with thicknesses
Z1 and lz, dielectric constants el and ez, and resistivities pl and p,.
The capacitor is under a permanent voltage U, the electric field being
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directed from layer 1 to 2. Find the surface density of extraneous
charges at the interface between the dielectric layers.
Solution. The required surface charge density is given by
U=Dan"·D1n=B082E2"‘8081E1· (1)
In order to determine E1 and E2, we shall make use of two conditions:
since il = iz, it follows that E1/pl == E,/p2, and besides Eli, + E,l2=
= U. Solving the two equations, we find E1 and E,. Substituting these
values into (1), we obtain
8292*8191
0*:---————— U.
p.n+p.». °°
Hence it follows that o == 0 for, slp, = czp,.
Q 5.6. Nonhornogeneous conductor. A long conductor of a circular cross section of area S is made of a material whose resistivity
depends only on the distance r from the conductor axis as p = on/rz,
where a. is a constant. The conductor carries current I. Find (1) field
intensity E in the conductor and (2) the resistance of the unit length
of the conductor.
Solution. (i) In accordance with Ohm’s law, field intensity E is
related to current density j, while j is related to current I. Hence we
can write
I= S j2nr dr: S (E/p) 2nr dr.
The field intensity E is the same at all poi ts of the cross section of
the given conductor, i.e. is independent of r. We can easily verify
this by selecting a rectangular contour in the conductor so that one
side of the contour coincides with, for example, the conductor’s axis,
and then applying to this contour the theorem on circulation of
vector E.
Thus, E can be taken out of the integral, and as a result of integration we obtain
E = 2mzI/S'.
(2) The resistance of a unit length of the conductor can be found
with the heir of the formula H == U/1. Dividing both sides of this
equation by ength l of the section of the conductor, having resistance
R and voltage U, we find
Ru = E/I = 2na/S2.
Q 5.7. 0hm’s law for nonuniform subcircuit. ln the circuit
shown in Fig. 5.14 the e.m.f.’s 6 and 5% of sources, the resistances
R and R•, and the capacitance C of a capacitor are known. The internal resistances of sources are negligibly small. Find the charge on
plate 1 of the capacitor.
Solution. In accordance with Ohm’s law fora closed circuit con-
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taining resistors R and Rp, we can write
(R 6* 601
where the positive direction is chosen clockwise. On the other hand, for
the nonuniform subcircuit aRb of the circuit we have
RI = (Pa —‘ *Pb + 6, 8 R
while for the subcircuit aCb we have
6+q>—·<:>=<v¤—q>· 6 12
s 1 a o li-.| C ob
The joint solution of these equations R0
gives 8¤
___ R
@1-¢:—m(€*6o)· F;g_ 5_44
The charge on plate 1 is determined by the formula q, = C (cpl — q2,)Therefore, the final result is
RC
·¤z" <!;=··§·_m(<3°"6cl·
It can be seen that qi > 0 for 6 > go and vice versa.
O 5.8. The work ol an e.m.f. source. A glass plate completely
fills the gap between the plates of a parallel-plate capacitor whose
capacitance is equal to C• when the plate is absent. The capacitor is
connected to a source of permanent voltage U. Find the mechanical
work which must be done against electric forces for extracting the
plate out of the capacitor.
Solution. According to the law of conservation of `energy, we can
write
Am —|- AS = AW, (1)
where Am is_ the mechanical work accomplished by extraneous forces
against electric forces, A8 is the work of the voltage source in this
process, and AW is the corresponding increment in the energy of the
capacitor (we assume that contributions of other forms of energy to
the change in the energy of the system is negligibly small).
Let us End AW and A S. It follows from the formula W = C U2/2 =·= qU/2 for the energy of a capacitor that for U = const
AW = AC U2/2 = Aq U/2. (2)
Since the capacitance of the capacitor decreases upon the removal of
the plate (AC < 0), the charge of the capacitor a so decreases (Aq <
< 0). This means that the charge has passed through the source against
the direction of the 'action of extraneous forces, and the source has
done negative work
A, = Aq·U. (2)
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Comparing formulas (3) and (2), we obtain
A5 Z: W'.
Substitution of this expression into (1) gives
Am = -—AW or Am = -é-· (c —- 1) C5U*.
Thus, extracting the plate out of the capacitor, we (extraneous
forces) do a positive work (against electric forces). The e.m.f. source in
this case accomplishes a negative work, and the energy of the capacitor decreases:
Am>0, A8<0, AW<0.
0 5.9. Transient processes. A circuit consists of a permanent
source of e.m.f. 6, and a resistor R and capacitor C connected in series. The internal resistance of the source is negligibly small. At the
moment t = 0, the capacitance of the capacitor was abruptly (jumpwise) decreased by a factor of 1]. Find the current in the circuit as a
function of time.
I Solution. We write 0hni°s law for the
inhomogeneous part 1é•’R2 of the circuit
8 I C (Fig. 5.15):
T 2 RI-"=¢1“¢2”éd=U“g·
Considering that U q/C', where C’
R = C/1), we obtain
Fig. 5.15 RI = uq/C -— 6. (1)
We differentiate this equation with respect to time, considering that
in our case (q decreases) dq/dt = -1:
dl __ q dl _ rg
”‘.rr··* c I’ ”1 "’" RC ‘"‘
Integration of this equation gives
I _____ "lt __ —·qt/RC
In *"" ’ I ···* g
where I o is determined by condition (1). Indeed, we can write
R10 = qqe/C —— é".
where qo == 6C is the charge of the capacitor before its capacitance
has changed. Therefore,
I 0 (T) ·-— 1) r$`/R.
0 5.10. A charge qc was supplied to a capacitor with capacitance
C, which at the moment t == 0 was shunted by resistor R. Find
the amount of heat liberated in the resistor as a function of time t.
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Solution. The required amount of heat is given by
i
Q: S R12 dr, (1)
0
from which it follows that first of all we must find the time dependence
I (t). For this purpose, we shall use Ohm`s law for the part IR2 oi
the circuit. (Fig. 5.16):
RI = qa -— we = U »
or
RI = q/C. (2)
Let us differentiate (2) with respect to Q 1 C
time: 2 R
dl 1 dl dt
”w·r‘6‘ ’· T·w@‘· [-4
Integrating the last equation, we obtain
I g _ Fig. 5.16
"‘T.f""nc‘· ’='<·° ""°· <3>
where I. is determined by condition (2) for q == qu, i.e. Ig <= qu/RC.
Substituting (3) into (1) and integrating over time, we get
zi. _ -2:/ac
Q 26. (1 <> >·
6. Mognetic Field in 0 Vocuum
6.1. Lorentz Force. Field B
Lorentz Force. Experiments show that the force F acting
on a point charge q generally depends not only on the position of this charge but also on it.s velocity v. Accordingly,
the force F is decomposed into two components, viz. the
electric component F8 (which does not depend on the motion
of the charge) and the magnetic component Fm (which
depends on the charge velocity). The direction and magnitude of the magnetic force at any point of space depend
on the velocity v of the charge, this force being always
perpendicular to vector v. Besides, at any point, the magnetic force is perpendicular to the direction specified at this
point. Finally, the magnitude of this force is proportional
to the velocity component which is perpendicular to this
direction.
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All these properties of magnetic force can be described
by introducing the concept of magnetic field. Characterizing
this field hy vector B which determines the specific direction
at each point of space, we can write the expression for
magnetic force in the form
Fm = q lv Bl. (6.1)
Then the total electromagnetic force acting on charge q
will be given by `
I Fzqe-g-q[v><m. | (6.2)
It is called the Lorentz force. Expression ((5.2) is universal:
it is valid for constant as well as for varying electric and
magnetic fields for any velocity v of the charge.
The action of the Lorentz force on a charge can in pri_n—
ciple be used for determining the magnitudes and directions
of vectors E and B. Hence, the expression for the Lorentz
force can be considered as the definition of electric and
magnetic fields (as was done in the case of electric field).*
It should be emphasized that magnetic field does not acl
on an electric charge at rest. In this respect; magnetic field
essentially differs from electric field. Magnetic field acts
only on moving charges.
Vect01· B characterizes the force acting due to magnetic
field on a moving charge, and hence in this respect it is
an analog of vector E characterizing the force acting due
to electric field.
A distinctive feature of magnetic force is that it is always
perpendicular to the velocity vector of the charge. Therefore, no work is done over the charge. This means that the
energy of a charged particle moving in a permanent magnetic field always remains unchanged irrespective of the
motion of the particle.
In the nonrelativistic approximation, the Lorentz force
(6.2), like any other force, does not depend on the choice
* Several methods of measuring field B have been worked out. In
the final analysis, they all are based on the phenomena that can be
described by Eq. (6.2).
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of the (inertial) reference system. On the other hand, the
magnetic component of the Lorentz force varies upon a transition from one frame of reference to another (because of v).
Therefore, the electric component qE must also change.
Hence it follows that the decomposition of the total force F
(the Lorentz force) into the electric and magnetic components depends on the choice of the reference system. Without
specifying the reference system, such a decomposition is
meaningless.
Magnetic Field of a Uniformly Moving (Charge. Experiments show that magnetic field .is generated by moving
charges (currents). As a result of the generalization of experimental results, the elementary law dehning the field B
of a point charge q moving at a constant nonrelativistic
velocity v was obtained. This law is written in the form*
no <1lv><rl
I B-jg; ··‘;?·‘» I (6-3)
where no is the magnetic constant, the coefficient
po/fm = °10"' H/m,
and r is the radius vector from the point charge q to the
point of observation. The tail of the radius vector r is
fixed in a given frame of reference, while its tip moves with B
velocity v (Fig. 6.1). Consequently, vector B in the given
reference frame depends not
only on the position of the
.. .... E
time as well.
In accordance with formu- Fig_ 61
la (6.3), vector B is directed °
normally to the plane containing vectors v and r, the rotation around vector v in the direction of vector Bforming
* Formula (6.3) is also valid in the case when the charge moves
with an acceleration, but only at sufficiently small distances r from
the charge (so small that the velocity v of the charge does not noticeably c ange during the time r/e).
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the right-handeil system with vector v (l·`ig. 6.1). lt should
be noted that vector B is axial (pscudovector).
The quantity B is called magncfic induction.
Magnetic induction is measured in teslas (T).
The electric field of a point charge q moving at a non-relativistic velocity is described by the same law (1.2).
Hence expression (6.3) can be written in the form
B anno lv §>< El lv >< El/cz, (6.4)
where c is the electrozlynamic constant (c 1/l/conn), equal
.V V
12q
Fig. 6.2
to the velocity of light. in vacuum (this coincidence is not
accidental).
Example. Comparison oi forces of magnetic and electric interaction
between moving charges. Let two point charges q of a sufficiently large
mass move in parallel to one another with the same nonrelativistic
velocity v as is shown in Fig. 6.2. Find the ratio between the magnetic
Fm and electric F, forces acting, for example, from charge I on
charge 2.
According to (6.2), Fm = qvB and Fc = qi} where v is the velocity
of charge 2 and B and E are the induction of the magnetic and the
intensity of the electric helds created by charge 1 at the point of location of charge 2.
The ratio Fm/F, == vB/E. According to (6.4), in our case B ==
= ul-}/c’, and hence
Fm/F., =-· (vfc)2. (6.5)
Even at sufiiciently high velocities, e.g. v = 300 km/s, this ratio
is equal to 10-*, i.e. the magnetic component of the force is a millionth fraction of the electric component and constitutes a negligible
correction to the electric force.
This example may give rise to the following question:
Are such forces worth investigating? It turns out that. t.hey
81*8, and there are two sound reasons behind this.
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First, we have to deal with beams of particles moving
at velocities close to the velocity of light, for which this
"correction" and the electric force become comparable (it
should be noted that relation (6.5) is also valid for relativistic velocities).
Second, during the motion, say, of electrons, along wires,
their directional velocity amounts to several tens of a millimeter per second at normal densities, while the ratio
(v/c)2 z 10**. It is indeed a negligible correction to the
electric force! But as a matter of fact, in this case the magnetic force is practically the only force since electric forces
disappeared as a result of an almost ideal balance (much
more perfect than 10**) of negative and positive charges
in the wires. The participation of a vast number of charges
in creating current compensates for the smallness of this
term.
In other words, the excess charges on the wires are negligibly small in’°‘comparison with the total charge of carriers.
For this reason, magnetic forces in this case considerably
exceed the electric forces acting ou excess charges of the
wires.
6.2. The Biot-Savarl Law
The Principle of Superposition. Experiments show that
magnetic fields, as well as electric fields, obey the principle
of superposition: the magnetic field created by several
moving charges or currents is equal to the vector sum of the
magnetic fields created by each charge or current separately:
IB=ZB,| we
The Biol:-Savart Law. Let us consider the problem
of determining the magnetic field created by a direct electric
current. We shall solve this problem on the basis of law (6.3)
determining the induction B of the field of a uniformly
moving point charge. We substitute into (6.,3) the charge
p dl’ for q (where dl" is the volume element and p is the
volume charge density) and take into account that in accord10-01ai
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ance with (5.2) pv : j. Then formula (6.3) becomes
__|Q_ [j><r]dV
I dB- lm ——————r,, . (6.7)
If the current I flows along a thin wire with the crosssectional area AS, we have
jdV=jASdl=Idl,
where dl is an element of the length of the wire. Introducing vector dl in the direction of the current I, we can
write this expression as follows:
j dV = I dl. (6.8)
Vectors jdV and I dl are called volume and linear current
elements respectively. Replacing in formula (6.7) the volume current element by the linear one, we obtain
_J£9_ I{dl><rl
‘ dB- Im ——————-———r, . (6.9)
Formulas (6.7) and (6.9) express the Biol-Savart law
In accordance with the principle of superposition the
total iield B is found as a result of integration of Eq. (6.7)
or (6.9) over all current elements:
_____t_{<L `° l.i><rldV . _g>_§ Ildl><rl
B* 4.. .= · 8* in , **.3 · (6-*0)
Generally, calculation of the magnetic induction ot"
a current of an arbitrary configuration by these formulas
is complicated. llowever, the calculations can be considerably simpliiied if current. distribution has a certain symmetry. Let. ns consider several simple examples of determining the magnetic induction of current.
"Example f. Magnetic field oi the line current. i.e. the current
flowing along a thin straight wire of iniinite length (Fig. 6.3).
ln accordance with (6.9), vectors dB from all current elements have
at a point A the same direction, viz. are directed behind the plane of
the hgure. Therefore, the summation of vectors dB can be replaced by
the summation of their magnitudes dB, where
· ____ lJ'(l (TOSG
dB _- -[Il-Tir r2 °
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`It. is clear from the tigure that dl cos ez == r da and r = b/cos ct. l·Ience
I cus cc (IO.
{
(B és: b °
Integrating this expression over all current elements, which is equivalent to the integration over on between -::1/2 and sr/2, we find
__ po 21 (.
B-———!m b , (nil)
Example 2. Magnetic field at the axis of circular current. Figure 6.4 shows vector dB from the current element I dl located to the
B
*’B¤ ` an
»_ “ r
dl rda A
r
da Z
I
\
A,. dm, ,_h`
bAO
I
Fig. 6.3 Fig. 6.4
right. All current elements will form the cone of vectors dB, and it can
be easily seen that the resultant ve¢·lor _B at point A will be directed
upwards along the Z-axis. This means that in order to find the magnitude of vector ll, it is suI`fi¤·ient to sum up the components ol` vectors
dll along the Z-axis. l·Ia¢·h such projection has the form
it., I dl
q T" . J)TT? ··•·•·—•·· ivt
dB_ dB co·=.[ M rz cos fl,
where we took into account that the anglte between the element dl
and the radius vector r is equal to n/2, and hence the sine is equal to
unity. Integrating this expression over dl (which gives 2nR) and taking
into account that cosh R/i- and r == (zi Ii’2)‘/2, we get
_ it., 2nR2I p _
Blu 411 (Z2; R2)3/2 ‘
Hence it follows that. the magnitude ol` vector B at the centre of the
current ring (z = U) and at a distance z >> R is given by
it 2:tI N it 2nH2I _
B;.-.0 B://R~ (b.l3)
10-
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6.3. Basic Laws of Magnetic Field
Like electric held, magnetic held has two very important
properties. These properties, which are also related to the
flux and circulation of a vector held, express the basic laws
of magnetic held.
Before analysing these laws, we should consider the
graphic representation of held B. Just as any vector held,
held B can be visually represented with the help of the
lines of vector B. They are drawn in a conventional way,
viz. so that the tangent to theselines at any point coincides
with the direction of vector B, and the density of the
lines is proportional to the magnitude of vector B at a given
point.
The geometrical pattern obtained in this way makes it
possible to easily judge about the conhguration of a given
magnetic held and considerably simplihes the analysis of
some situations.
Let us now consider the basic laws of magnetic held,
i.e. the Gauss theorem and the theorem on circulation.
The Gauss Theorem for Field B. The flux of B through
any closed surface is equal to zero:
l t5 Baszol (aut)
This theorem is essentially a generalization of experience.
It expresses in the form of a postulate the experimental
result that the lines of vector B have neither beginning
nor end._ Therefore, the number of lines of vector B, emerging from any volume bounded by a closed surface S, is
always equal to the number of lines entering this volume.
Hence follows an important corollary which will be repeatedly used below: the {lux of B through a closed surface S
bounded by a certain contour does not depend on the shape
0] the surface S. This can be easily grasped with the help
of the concept of the lines of vector B. Since these lines
are not discontinued anywhere, their number through the
surface S bounded by a given contour (i.e. the [lux of B)
indeed must be independent of the shape of the surface S.
Law (6.14) also expresses the fact that there are no magnetic charges in nature, on which the lines of vector B begin
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or terminate. In other words, magnetic field has no sources.
in contrast to electric field.
Theorem on Circulation oi Vector B (for the magnetic
field of a direct. current in a vacuum). Circulation of vector B
around an arbitrary contour l` is equal to the product of ui,
by the algebraic sum, of the currents enveloped by the contour l`:
I §Bdl:p.0l, l (6.15)
where I 2],,, and Ik are algebraic quantities. The current is assumed positive if its direction is connected with
the direction ofthe circumvention of the contour through the
right—l1and screw rule. The current having t.he opposite direction isconsideredto be ne alive. { e7 »
This rule is illustrated, in Fig. F
6.5: here currents 1,and I3 are
positive since their directions are ,3 > 0
connected with the direction of ,11),,
contour circumvention through I2 ` 0
the right-haml screw rule, while Fig. 6.5
current I2 is negative.
The theorem on circulation ((5.15) can be proved on the
basis of the Biot-Savart law. In the general case of arbitrary currents, the proof is rather cumbersome and will not
be considered here. We shall treat statement (fi.15) as
a postulate verified experimentally
Let us make one more remark. If current I in ((3.15) is
distributed over the volume where contour l` located,
it can be represented in the form
1"= l jdS. (6:16)
In this expression, the integral is taken over an arbitrary
surtace S stretched on contour I` Current density j in
the integrand corresponds to the point where the area
element. dS is located, vector dS forming the right—handed
system with the direction of the contour circumvention.
Thus, in the general case Eq. (6.15) can be written as
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follows:
c§BdI==.u0 jdS=u0 ljn dS. (6.17)
The fact that circulati of vector B generally differs
from zero indicates that in contrast tn electrostatic field,
field B is not a potential field. Such fields are called
Qortea:. or solenoidal fields.
Since circulation of vector B is proportional to the current I enveloped by the contour, in general we cannot
ascribe to magnetic held a scalar potential which would be
related to vector B through an expression similar to E =
—-Vip. This potential would not be single-valued: upon
each circumventiou ol the current and return to the initial
point, this potential would acquire an increment equal to
ucl. However, magnetic potential rpm can be introduced and
effectively used in the region of space where the currents
are absent.
The Role of the Theorem on Circulation of Vector B.
This theorem plays almost the same role as the Gauss
theorem for vectors E and D. It is well known that lield B
is determined by all currents, while circulation of vector B,
only by the currents enveloped by the given contour. In
spite of this, in certain cases (in the presence of a special
symmetry) the theorem on circulation proves to be quite
effective since it allows ns to determine B in a very simple
way. H
This can be done in the cases when the calculation of
circulation of vector B can be reduced, by an appropriate
choice of the contour, to the product of B (or B,) by the
length of the contour or its part. Otherwise, field B must
be calculated by some other methods, for example, with
the help ol the l5iot—Suvart. law or by solving the corresponding dilferential equations, and the calculation becomes much more difficult.
6.4. Applications ot the Theorem
on Circulation of Vector B
Let us consider several practically important examples
illustrating the effectiveness of the application of the theo-
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rem on circulation of vector B and then see whether this
method is universal.
Example 1. Magnetic iieId’oi§a straight current. Direct current!
flows along an infinitely long straight wire with a circular cross section
0f_ radius a. Find the magnetic held induction B outside and inside the
wire.
It follows from the symmetry of the problem that the lines of
vector B in this case have the form of circles with the centre at the
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Fig. 6.6 Fig. 6.7
wire axis. The magnitude of vector B must be the same at all points
at a distance r from the axis of the wire. Therefore, in accordance with
the theorem on circulation of vector B for a circular contour 1`I
(Fig. 6.6), we have B•2:rrr ¤= pal, whence it follows that outside the
wire
B = (lie/Zn) I/r (r Q a). (6.18)
It should be noted that a direct solution of this problem (with the help
of the Biot-Savart law) turns out to be more complicated.
From the same symmetry considerations it fol ows that inside the
wire the lines of vector B are also circles. According to the theorem on
circulation of vector B for a circular contour P2 (see Fig. 6.6),
B·2m· = polr, where I,. = I (r/cz)? is the current enveloped by the given contour. Whence we find that inside the wire
B (lll)/2TI) Ir/az (r a) (6.19)
The dependence B (rgl is shown in Fig. 6.7. _
If the wire has the s ape of a tube, the induction B outside it is
determined by formula (6.18), while inside the tube magnetic field is
absent. This can also be easily shown with the help of the theorem on
circulation of vector B.
Example 2. Magnetic field of a solenoid. Let current I flow along a
conductor helically wound on the surface of a cylinder. Such cylinder
streamlined by the current is called a solenoid. Suppose that a unit
len th of the solenoid contains n turns of the conductor. If the pitch
of tlie helix is sufficiently small, each turn of the solenoid can be approximately replaced by a closed loop. We shall also assume that the con-
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ductor cross-sectional area is so small that the current in the solenoid
can be considered flowing over its surface.
Experiments and calculations show that the longer the solenoid,
the less the magnetic induction outside it. For an infinitely long sole-,
nord, magnetic field outside it is absent at all.
_ _It is c ear from symmetry considerations that the lines of vector B
inside the solenoid are directed along its axis, vector B forming the
r1ght—‘handed system with the direction of the current in the solenoid.
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Even the above considerations about the magnetic field configuration of the solenoid indicate that we must choose a rectangular contour
as shown in Fig. 6.8. Circulation of vector B around this contour is
equal to Bl, and the contour envelops the current nl] According to
the theorem on circulation, Bl (uml], whence it follows that inside
a long solenoid
B = pon}, (6.20)
i.e. the field inside a long solenoid is uniform (with the exception of
the regions adjoining the solenoid’s endfaces, which is often ignored
in calculations). '1`he product nf is called the number of anipere-turns.
For n = 2006 turns/ni and I = 2 A, the magnetic held inside the solenoid is equal to 5 m'1`.
Example 3. Magnetic field of a toroid. A toroid is a wire wound
around a torus (Fig. 6.9). _
It can he easily seen from symmetry considerations that the lines
of vector B must be circles whose centres lie on the axis OO' oi the
toroid. Hence it is clear that for the contour we must take one of such
circles.
lf a contour lies inside the toroid, itenvelops the current N1, where
N is the number of turns in the toroidal coil and I is the current
in the wire. Let the contour radius be r; then, according to the theorem
on circulation B -2nr gt•».’\’I, whence it follows that inside the toroid
B T: (no/2n) NI/r. (6.21)
A comparison of (6.21) and (6.18) shows that the magnetic field inside
the toroid coincides with the magnetic held N] ol. the straight current flowing along the OO' axis. Tending N and radius H ol the toroid
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to infinity (at a constant toroid cross section), we obtain in the limit
the expression (6.20) for the magnetic field of an infinitely long solenoid.
If the chosen circular contour passes outside the toroid, it does
not envelop any currents, and hence B·2nr = 0 for such a contour.
This means that outside the toroid magnetic field is absent.
ln the above considerations it was assumed that the lines of currentlieinmeridional planes, i.e. the planes passing `through the 'faxis
00* of the toroid. Infreal toroids, the lines of current (turns) do not lie strictly in these planes, and
hence there is a current. component around §`
the OO' axis. This component creates an addi- i
tional field similar to the field of a circular cur- B E
rent.
Example 4. Magnetic field ofa curre¤t··car· 2 y 3
rying plane. Let us consider an infinite conduct- )
ing plane with undirectional current uniformly
distributed over its surface. Figure 6.10 shows 1 ; 4
t.he cross section of such a plane when the cur- Q
rent flows behind the plane of the figure (this ! B
is marked by crosses). Let us introduce the concept of linear cutrrent density i directed along the R
lines of current. The magnitude of this vector Fi 610
is the current per unit length which plays the g' '
role of the "cross—sectional area" _
Mentally dividing the current—carrying plane into thin current
filaments, we can easily see that the resultant field B will be directed
parallel to the plane, downwards to the right of the plane and upwards
to the left of it (Fig. 6.10)..These directions can be easily established
with the help of the right-hand screw rule.
ln order to determine induction B of the field, we shall use the
theorem on circulation of vector B. Knowing the arrangement of the
lines of vector B, we shall choose the contour in the form of rectangle
1234 (Fig. 6.10), Then, iu accordance with the theorem on circulation,
2Bl neil, where l is the length of the contou1· side parallel to the
conducting plane. This gives
B jitter. (6.22)
This formula shows that the magnetic field is uniform on both sides
of the {lane. This result is also valid for a bounded current-carrying
plane, ut only for the points lying near the plane and far from its
ends.
General Considerations. The results obtained in the above
examples could be found *directly with the help of the
Biot-Savart law. However, the theorem on circulation
makes it possible to obtain these results much more simply
and quickly.
However, the simplicity with which the field was calCllllllbd lll l'·l1BSB 9X&IIlpl8S IIIUSI 110l. pI`0dUCB 311 BITOHBOIIS
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impression about the potentialities of the method based
on the application of the theorem on circulation. Just as
in the case of the Gauss theorem for electric field, the number of problems that can be easily solved by using the theorem on circulation of vector B is quite limited. It is sufficient to say that even for such a symmetric current c0nhgu·
ration as the current ring, the theorem on circulation becomes helpless. Despitean apparently high symmetry, the
magnetic field configuration does not allow us, however,
to find a simple contour required for calculations, and the
problem has to be solved by other, much more cumbersome, methods.
6.5. Differential Forms ol Basic Laws
of Magnetic Field
Divergenee of field B. The differential form of the Gauss theorem
(6.14) for field B can be written as
|V·B=——0.| (azz)
L9. the diU€l'g€!ZC€ of B is Equal to ZETO everywhere. As WHS IDBI]tioned above, this means that magnetic field has no sources (magnetic
charges). Magnetic field is generated by electric currents and not by
magnetic charges which do not exist in nature.
Law (6.23) is of fundamental nature: it is valid not only for constant but for varying} fields as well.
Curl of field B. T e important property of magnetic field expressed
by the theorem on circulation of vector B motivates the representation
o this theorem in the differential form which broadens its potentialities as a tool for investigations and calculations.
For this purpose, we consider the ratio of circulation of vector B
to the area S bounded by a contour. It turns out that this ratio tends
to a certain limit as S —> O. This limit depends on the contour orientation at a given point of space. The contour orientation is specified by
vector n (the normal to the plane of the contour around which the
circulation is calculated) the direction of n being connected with the
direction of contour circumvention through the right-hand screw rule.
The limit obtained as a result of this operation is a scalar quantity
which behaves as the projection of a certain vector onto the direction
of the normal n to the plane of the contour around which the circulation is taken. This vector is called the curl nf yield B and is denoted as
curl B. Thus, we can write
lim· (curl B)n, ((;_gA)
S-•0 S
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where on the right-hand side we have the projection oi curl B onto
normal n.
llence, each point of vector field B can be characterized by curl B
whose direction and magnitude are determined by the properties of
the field itself at a given point. The direction of curl B is determined
by the direction of normal n to the surface element S, for which the
quantity (6.24), which defines the magnitude of curl B, attains its
maximum value.
In mathematics, curl B is obtained in coordinate representation. However, for our purposes another fact is more important: it
turns out that formally curl B can be considered as the cross product
of the operator V by vector B, i.e. V X B. We shall be using the
latter, more convenient notation since it allows us to represent the
cross product V X B with the help of the determinant:
V X B=‘ 6/6x 6/6y 6/6z , (6.25)
Bx By B,
where ex, eu, ez are the unit vectors of Cartesian coordinates. This
expression is valid for the curl of not only field B, but of any other
vector field also, in particular, of field E.
. Let us new consider the theorem on circulation of vector B. According to (6.24i, Eq. (6.17) can be represented in the form
lim Lgdl = IJ·afn»
S-•U ·
or (V X 8),, = y.i,,j,,. Hence
\ V X B: uoj, l (6.26)
‘ ‘ ° l th d'fferential form of the theorem on circulation
g`i1$edlo1?rB?l?;?b{*iou;ly: the direction of. curl_ B coincides with that of
vector j, viz. the current density at this point, while the magnitude
of V X B is equal to p;cj. _ _ _
In an electrostatic field, circulation of vector E is equal to zero,
and hence
| V ><E==0· I (is.27)
A vector field whose curl is equal to zero everywhere is a potential
tield. Otherwise it is called the sotenoidal field. Consequently, electrostatic field is a potential field, while magnetic field is a solenoidal neld.
6.6. Ampere's Force
Ampere’s Law. Each charge carrier experiences the
action of a magnetic force. The action of this force is transmitted to a conductor through which charges are moving.
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As a result, magnetic field acts with a certain force on a current-carrying conductor. Let us find this force.
Suppose that the volume density of charges which are
the carriers of current (e.g. electrons in a metal) is equal
to p. We mentally isolate a volume element. dV in the
conductor. It contains the charge (current carrier) equal
to p dV Then the force acting on the volume element dV
of the conductor can be- written by formula (6.1) as follows:
dF =·- p lu >< Bl dV
Since i= pu, we have
I ere.-[5 ><n] dv. I (6.28)
If the current flows along a thin conductor, then, according to (6.8), jdV = I dl, and
I dF=I[dl><Bl, I (6.29)
where dl is the vector coinciding in direction with the
current. and characterizing an element of length of the thin
conductor.
Formulas (6.28) and (6.29) express Ampére’s law. Integrating these expressions over the current elements (volume
or linear), we can find the magnetic force acting on a certain volume of a conductor or on its linear part.
The forces acting on currents in a magnetic held are
called Am,péz·e’s forces.
Example. The force oi interaction between parallel curients.
Find the A1npere’s force with which two infinitely long wires with
currents I, and I2 interact in a vacuum, if the distance between them
is b. Calculate the force per unit length of the system.
Each current element of I 2 is in the magnetic field of the current I 1,
i.e. according to (6.19), the field B, == (al/im) 2I1/b. The angle between the element of current I 2_and vector B, is st/2. Hence, it ollows
from formula (6.29) that the force acting per unit length of the conductor with current 1,, is Fu == I2B,, or
__LiL 2I,I2
Fu —- M b (6.30)
Naturally, the same expression can be obtained lor the force acting
per unit length of the conductor with current. I I.
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Finally, it can he easily seen that currents of the same
direction are at.tracted, while the opposite currents repell
each other Here we speak only about a magnetic force.
It should be recalled, however, that besides magnetic forces
there are electric forces, i.e. the forces due to excess charges
on the surface of conductors. Consequently, if we speak about
the total force of interaction between the wires, it can either
be attractive or repulsive, depending on the ratio between
the magnetic and electric components of the total force
(see Problem 6.7). _
The Force Acting on a Current Loop. The resultant Ampere’s force acting on a current loop in a magnetic field is
defined, in accordance with (6.29), by
F=I 5 [dl >< B], (6.31)
where the integration is performed along the given loop
with current I
If the magnetic held is uniform, vector B can be taken
out of the integral, and the problem is reduced to the calculation of the integral rg; dl. This integral is a closed chain
of elementary vectors dl and hence is equal to zero. Consequently, F == O, i.e. the resultant Arnpere’s force in a uniform magnetic field is equal to zero.
lf, however, the magnetic lield is nonuniform, the resultant force (6.31) generally differs from zero and in each
concrete case is determined with the help of (6.31}. The
most interesting case for further analysis is that of a plane
current loop of sufficiently small size. Such a current loop
is called elementary.
The behaviour of an elementary current loop can be
conveniently described with the help of magnetic moment pu,.
By deiinition, magnetic moment pm is given by
pm [Sn, {6.32)
where I is the current, S is the area bounded by the loop
and n is the enormal to the loop whose direction is connected
with the direction of the current in _tho leop through the
right-hand screw rule (Fig. till). In terms of magnetic held,
the elementai rv loop is completely cliaracterized by its
magnetic moment pm.
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An involved calculation with the help of formula (6.31),
taking into account the small size of the loop, yields the
following expression for the force acting on an elementary
current loop in a nonuniform magnetic field:
OB
I Fzptnjrfs I
where pm is the magnitude of the magnetic moment of the
loop, and 6B/0n is the derivative of vector B along the
F
]g®—········—<'»F pm
‘ Pm
I I*=0
Fig. 6.11 Fig. 6.12
direction of normal n or along the direction of vector pm.
This formula is similar to expression (1.39) for the force
acting on an electric dipole in an electric field.
It follows from formula (6.33) that, like in the case of
electric dipole,
(1) in a uniform magnetic field F = O since 0B/6:2 = O;
(2) the direction of vector F generally does not coincide
with vector B or with vector pm; vector F·coincides in
direction only with the elementary increment of vector B
taken in the direction of vector pm at the locus of the loop.
This is illustrated by Fig. 6.12, where three arrangements
of the loop in the magnetic field of straight current I0
are shown. The vector of the resultant force F acting on the
loop in each case is also shown in the figure (it is useful
to verify independently that it is really so).
If we are interested in the projection of force F onto
a certain direction X, it is sufficient to write expression
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(6.33) in terms of the projections onto this direction. This
gives
GB
Fx: Pm
where 0B,,/on is the derivative of the corresponding projection of vector B again with respect to normal n (or with respect .B
to pm) to the loop.
Example. An elementary current loop
liavinga magnetic moment pm is ar- .—>...X
ranged perpendicularly to the symmetry - pm
axis of a nonuniform magnetic field, vector Em being. directed along vector B. Let
usc oose t e positive direction of the
X-axis as is shown in Fig. 6.13. Since
the increment of projection Bx will be F. 6 13
negative in the direction of vector pm, lg' ‘
F, < 0. Hence yector F is directed to
the left, i.e. to the side where B is greater. If we rotate the current loop (and vector pm) through 90° so that the loop centre coincides with the symmetry axis of held B, in this position Fx = O, and
vector F is directed perpendicularly to the X-axis and to the same
·side as vector pm.
6.7. Torque Acting on a Current Loop
Let us consider a plane loop with a current I in a uniform
magnetic field B. It was shown above (see p. 157) that
the resultant force (6.31) acting on the current loop in
a uniform magnetic field is equal to zero. It is known from
mechanics that if the resultant of the forces acting on any
system is equal to zero, the resultant moment of these forces
does not depend on the position of point. O relative to which
the torques are determined. Therefore, we can speak about
the resultant. moment of Ampére`s forces in our case.
By definition, the resultant. moment. of Ampere’s forces
is given by
M: mg) [r ·< dF|, (6.35)
where dF is defined by formula (6.29). If we perform calculation by formula (6.35) (it is cumbersome and hardly
interesting, hence we omit it here), it turns out that the
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moment of forces for an arbitrary shape of the loop can
be represented in the form
IM: [pm B], I (6.36)
where pm is the magnetic moment of the current loop (pm =
B ISn for a plane loop).*
· It is clearfrom (6.36) that the momF ent M of Ampere’s forces acting on
\ a current loop in a uniform magne¤ · pm tic held is perpendicular both to vec¤‘ G tor pm and to vector B. 'lhe mag/ nitude of vector M is M : p,,.B sin cn,
/ where ci is the angle between vecM F tors pmeand B. y\·’hen pm B, M :. 0
and it is not dilficult to see that. the
Fig. 6.14 position of the loop is stable. When
pm B, M also equals zero but such
a position ol the loop is unstable: the slightest deviation
from it leads to the appearance of the moment of force that
tends to deviate the loop from the initial position still
further.
Example. Let us verify the validity of formula (6.36) by using
a simple example of a rectangular current loop (Fig. 6.14).
It can be seen from the figure that the forces acting on sides a are
perpendicular to them and to vector B. 1-time these forces are directed
along the horizontal (they are not shown in the ligere) and only strive
to stretch (or compress) the loop. Sides ii are perpendicular to B,
and hence each of them is acted upon by the force
F IbB.
These forces tend to rotate theloop so that vector pm becomes directed
like vector B. Hence, the loop is acted upon by a couple of forces
whose torque is equal to the pr duct of the arm a sin ir. of the couple
by the force F, ie.
Jl! = Ii;Ba sit? cz.
* ll the loop is not plane. uia;;ne;i=; s {im == I
where the integral is telen 0*.-er the surface ei stretcheei over the current loop. This integral does not depend on the choice of the surface S
and depends only on the loop over which it is stretched.
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Considering that ab is the area bounded by the loop and Iba = pm,
we obtain
M = pmB sin ci,
which in the vector form is written as (6.36).
Concluding this section, we note that expression (6.36)
is valid for nonuniform magnetic helds as well. The only
requirement is that the size of the current loop must be
sufficiently small. Then the ehect of nonuniformity on the
rotational moment (torque) M can be ignored. This precisely applies to the elementary current loop.
An elementary current loop behaves in a nonuniform
magnetic held in the same way as an electric {dipole in
an external nonuniform electric held: it will be rotated
towards the position of stable equilibrium (for which
pm M B) and, besides, under the action of the resultant
force F it will be pulled into the region where induction B
is larger.
6.8. Work Done upon Displacement ot Current Loop
When a current loop is in an external magnetic held (we
shall assume that this held is constant), certain elements
of the loop are acted upon by Ampere’s forces which hence
will do work during the displacement of the loop. We shall
show here that the work done by Ampere’s forces upon an
elementary displacement of the
loop with current I is given by I
6A = Id€D, (6.37) ® F
where dll? is the increment of the Bm
magnetic flux through the loop s
upon the given displacement.
We shall prove this formula Fig. 6.15
in three stages.
1. Let us hrst consider a particular case: a circuit (Fig. 6.15)
with a movable jumper of length Z is in a uniform magnetic
held perpendicular to the circuit plane and directed behind
the plane ol the ligure. In accordance with (6.29), the jumper
is acted upon by A1npere`s force F IZB. Displacing the
jumper to the right by dx, this force accomplishes positive
11-oisi
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work
BA = F dx = [Bl dx = IB dS, (6.38)
where dS is the increment of the area bounded by the contour.
In order to determine the sign of magnetic flux (D, we
shall agree to take the normal n to the surface bounded by
the contour always in such a way that it forms with the
direction of the current in the circuit a right—handed system
(Fig. 6.15). In this case, the current I will always be a positive quantity. On the other hand, the flux (D may be either
positive or negative. In our case, however, both (D and
dd) = B dS are positive quantities (if the field B were
directed towards us or the jumper were displaced to the
left, d<D <0). In a_ny of these cases expression (6.38) can
be represented in the form (6.37).
2. The obtained result is valid for an arbitrary direction
of the iield B as well. To prove this, let us decompose vector B into three components: B Bn + B, + Bx. The
component B, directed along,the jumper is parallel to the
current in it and does not produce any force acting on the
jumper. The component Bx (along the displacement) is
responsible for the force perpendicular to the displacement,
which does not accomplish any work. The only remaining
component is Bn which is normal to the plane in which
the jumper moves. Hence, in formula (6.38) instead of B
we must take only Bx. But B,,_ dS = dd), and we again
arrive at (6.37).
3. Let us now consider any current loop which is arbitrarily displaced in a constant nonnniform magnetic field
(the contour of this loop may be arbitrarily deformed in
this process). We mentally divide the given loop into infinitely small current elements and consider their infinitesimal
displacements. Under these conditions, the magnetic field
in which each element of current is displaced can be assumed uniform. For such a displacement, we can apply to
each element of current the expression dA = I d'iD for the
elementary work, where d'€D expresses the contribution of
a given element of current to the increment of the flux
through the contour. Summing up elementary works for
all the elements of the loop, we again obtain expression
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(6.37), where dd) is the increment of the magnetic flux
through the entire circuit.
In order to find the work done by Ampére’s forces upon
the total displacement of the current loop from the initial
position 1 to the final position 2, it is sufficient to integrate
expression (6.37):
Q
A: 5 zoo. (6.39)
1
If the current I is maintained constant during this displacement we obtain
A = I((D2 — CD1), (6.40)
where (D, and (D2 are magnetic fluxes through the contour
in the initial and final positions. Thus, the work of Ampere’s
forces in this case is equal to the product of the current
by the incremeiit of the magnetic ilux through the circuit.
Expression (6.40) gives not only the magnitude but also
the sign of the accomplished work.
Example. A plane loop with current I is rotated in magnetic
field B from the position in which n it B to the position in which
n M B, n being the normal to the loop (it should be recalled that the
direction of the normal is connected with the direction of the current
through the right—hand screw rule). The area bounded by the loop is S.
Find the work of Ampére’s forces upon such a displacement, assuming
that the current I is maintained constant.
In accordance with (6.40), we have
A = I [BS - (-BS)] = 2IBS.
In the given case, the work A > 0, while upon the reverse rotation
A < 0.
It should be noted that work (6.40) is accomplished not at the
expense of the energy of the external magnetic held (which does not
change) but at the expense of the e.m.f. source maintaining the current
in the loop. (This question will be considered in greater detail in
Chap. 9.)
Problems
Q 6.l. Direct calculation of induction B. Current I flows along
a thin conductor bent as is shown in Fig. 6.16. Find the magnetic
induction B at point O. The required data are presented in the Figure.
Solution. The required quantity B = B- —|— BV, where B_ is the
11-
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magnetic field created by the rectilinear part of the loop and BV,
by its curvilinear part. According to the Biot-Savart law (see Examplei
on p. 146), we have
U-0
__ ° pol cosada _ MOI
B"_—2l ima cos cz, " 2na tg G"
0
___E9_ I(2n——2<x,)a__ pol __
B"' fm "`a= -2na (“ °‘°l‘
As a result, we obtain
B = (rt — cio + tg cio) pol/2na.
It is interesting to show that for cz, ·—» 0, we arrive at the familiar
expression (6.13).
~—i.
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Fig. 6.16 Fig. 6.17
Q 6.2. A thin isolated wire forms a plane spiral consisting of
a large number N of closely packed turns through which a direct current I is Rowing. The radii of the internal an external loops are a
and b (Fig. 6.17). Find (1) the magnetic induction B at the centre
of the spiral (point O), and (2) the magnetic moment of the spiral for
the given current.
Solution. (1) According to (6.13), the contribution of one turn of
radius r to the magnetic induction is equal to
B1 = pol/2r, (1)
and of all the turns,
B: 5 B1 dN, (2)
where dN is the number of turns in the interval (r, r+ dr),
dN 3 é df'.
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Substituting (1) and (3) into (2) and integrating the result over r
between a and b, we obtain
deli!. A
B-_2(b—a) In a `
(2) The magnetic moment of a turn of radius r is pm, = Irrrz,
and of all the turns, pm = S pm, dN, here dN is defined by formula
(3). The integration gives
IN b°-- 3 IN
pn.:-§_:—,;i:—’f§— <·»=+¤b+b2>.
I 6.3. Current I [lows in a long straight conductor having the
shape of a groove with a cross section in the form of a thin half-ring
.OB
E • 0 f ,0 ¢
- R d ¢> an
Fig. 6.18 Fig. 6.19
of radius R gig. 6.18). The current is directed from the reader behind
the plane oft edrawing. Find the magnetic induction B on the axis O.
Solution. First of all, let us determine the direction of vector B
at point 0. For this purpose, we mentally`divide the entire conductor
into elementary filaments with currents dI. Then it is clear that the
sum of any two symmetric filaments gives vector dB directed to the
right (Fig. 6.19). Consequently, vector B will also be directed to the
rig t.
'Therefore, for calculating the field B at point O it is sufticient to
iind the sum of the projections of elementary vectors dB from each
current filament onto the direction of vector B:
B: { dB sin cp (1)
In accordance with (6.11), we have
an : pg (11/znn, (2)
where dl =: (I/11) dq) (see Fig. 6.19). Substituting (2) into (1), we get
it.,] _. __ tt.,]
B- 2n*R _ blnq)dq)”" nz}? '
0
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O 6.4. Theorem on circulation of B and princifileol sup¢·rposi·
tion. Inside n homogeneous long straight wire of circu ar cross section,
there is a circular cylindrical cavity whose axis is parallel to the conductor axis and diaplaced relative to it by a distance l. A direct currentd of ldensity j ows along the wire. Find magnetic induction B
insi c tie cavity.
Solution. In accordance with the principle of superposition, the
required quantity can be represented as follows:
B = Bo — B', (1)
where Bo is the magnetic induction of the conductor without cavity,
.B1
7Q
l
of 2
Fig. 6.20 Fig. 6.21
while B' is the magnetic induction of the field at the same point due
to the current flowing through the part of the conductor which has
been removed in order to create the cavity.
Thus, the problem implies first of all the calculation of magnetic
induction B inside the so id conductor at a distance r from its axis.
Using the theorem on circulation, we can write 2nrB == gr5nr*j, whence
B = (1/2) por}. This expression can be represented with the help of
Fig. 6.20 in the vector form:
1.
B: ·g Po ll X FlUsing now this formula for Bo and B', we find their difference (1):
B:-*g‘111><r1——i‘;¤1.s><w1=-%*ln><<»-——·-·>1.
Figure 6.21 shows that r = l -i— r', whence r -— r' == l, and
1.
Thus, in our case the magnetic field B in the cavity is uniform, and
if the current is flowing towards us (Fig. 6.21), the field B lies in the
plane of the figure and is directed upwards.
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O 6.5. Principle of superposition. Current I [lows throufgh a long
solenoid, whose cross-sectional area is S and the number o turns n.
Find the magnetic flux through the endface of this solenoid.
Solution. Let the flux of B through the solenoid endface be Q. If
we place another similar solenoid in contact with the endface of our
Bs ‘ -—.··é___»<’-’-—'T~ I Eli .,.
_-Mu "S"
i\\
(¤) tb)
Rig. 6.22 Fig. 6.23
solenoid, the flux through the contacting endfaces will be Q + Q =
= Qu, where figs is the flux through the solenoid’s cross section far
from its endface. Then we have
KD i Qs/2 = p,snIS/2.
By the way, we must pay attention to the following properties
of the held B at the endface of a long solenoid.
1. The lines of B are arranged as s own in Fig. 6.22. This can be
easily shown with the help of superposition principle: if we place on
the right one more solenoid, field B outside the thus formed solenoid
must vanish, which is possible only with the field configuration shown
in the figure.
2. From the principle of superposition, it follows that the normal
component Bn will be the same over the area of the endface, since when
we form a composite solenoid, Bn -|— Bn = Bo, where Bs is the field
inside the solenoid away from its endfac-es. At the centre of the endface
B = Bn, and we obtain B == Bo/2.
Q 6.6. The field of a solenoid. The winding of a long solenoid of
radius a is a thin conducting band of width h, wound in one layer practically without gaps. Direct current I flows along the band. Find
magnetic field B inside and outside the solenoid as a function of distance r from its axis.
Solution. The vector of linear current density l can be represented
as the sum of two components:
I = i-L + ill .
The meaning of vectors il and lu is clear from Fig. 6.23b. In our
case, the magnitudes of these vectors can be found with the help of
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Fig. 6.23a by the formulas
i_L=icos0t=i l/1-sin“a=(I/h) }/i—-(h/2na)’.
in: i sin cL= I/2na.
The magnetic induction B inside the solenoid is determined, in
accordance with (6.20), by the quantity i L , while outside the solenoid,
by i":
B1=t¢¤iL ==<M¤I/h) I/i—(h/2M)“ (r < ¤>.
Ba: poina/r = po]/2nr (r > a),
where we used the theorem on circulation while calculating Ba outside the solenoid: 2mBa = p.¤2:riaiH.
Thus, having represented the current in the solenoid as the superposition of "transverse" and "longitudinal" components, we arrive at
the conclusion that only the longitudinal component of the field B
exists inside such a solenoid and only the transverse component outside it (as in the case of a straight current).
Besides, if we decrease the and width maintaining the current
density unchanged, I -> 0 as h -» O, but I/h = const. In this case,
gnilyalthe field inside the solenoid remains, i.e. the solenoid becomes
1e"
O--6.7. Interaction of parallel currents. Two long wires with
negligible resistance are shunted- at their ends by resistor R and at
the other ends are connected to a
_,_ + source of constant voltage. The
radius of the cross section of each
ll; R wire is smaller than the distance
Fe between their axes by a factor of
..... ” 1] = 20. Find the value of the reF sistance R at which the resultant
¤¤- force of interaction between the
F_ wires vanishes.
lg` Solution. There are excess sur
_ face charges on each wire (irrespective of whether or not the current is flowing through them) (Fig. 6.24)Hence, 1n_add1t1on to the magnetic force Fm, we must take into account
the electric force Fe. Suppose that an excess charge 1. corresponds to
a unit length of the wire. Then the electric force exerted per unit
length of t e wire by the other wire can be found with the help of the
Gauss theorem: ’
1 2k 2?t”
F T- X :1 ——-·-·- •——- :1: —--—° E X énsc l fmeol ’
where I is the distance between the axes of the wires. The magnetic
force acting per unit length of the wire can he found with the help
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of the theorem on- cirulation of vector B:
Fm = (po/Im) 212/l,
where I is the current in the wire.
lt should be noted that the two forces, electric and magnetic, are
directed oppositely. The electric force is responsible for the,attraction
between the wires, while the magnetic force causes their repulsion.
Let us find the ratio of these forces:
Fm/Fc = eopolz/X2. (1)
There is a certain relation between the quantities 1 and 74. (see
Problem 2.8):
-. .. EL 2
L-C,U- lun I., (2)
where U == R1. Hence it follows from relation (2) that
I/Z. = ln qIJ‘t8oR. (3)
Substituting (3) into (I), we obtain
Fm zh lnz q
The resultant force of interaction vanishes when this ratio is equal
to unity. This is possible when R == R0, where
R0:]/.?A}U.=aaon.
lf R < Rn then Fm > Fe, and the wires repel each other. lf, on
the contrary, R > Ro, Fm < F8, and the wires attract each other.
This can be observed experimentally.
Thus, the statement that current-carrying wires attract each other
is true only in the case when the electric component of the interaction can be neglected, i.e. for a sufficiently small resistance R in the
circuit shown in Fig. 6.24.
Besides, by measuring the force of interaction between the wires
(which is always resultant), we generally cannot determine current I
This should be borne in mind to avoid confusion.
I 6.8. The moment of Ampere's forces. A loop with current I
is in the field of a long straight wire with current I0 (Fig. 6.25). 'I`he
plane of the loop is perpendicular to the straight wire. Find the moment
of Ampére’s forces acting on this loop. The required dimensions of the
system are given in the figure.
Solution. Ampere’s forces acting on curvilinear parts of the loop
are equal to zero. On the other hand, the forces acting on the rectilinear
partsi form a couple of forces. We must calculate the torque of this
coup e.
Let us isolate two small elements of the loop (Fig. 6.26). It can be
seen from the figure that the torque of the couple of forces correspond`
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ing to these elements is
dM = 2: tan qa dF, (1)
where the elementary Ampere’s force is given by
dF = I dlB. (2)
The dependence of the magnetic induction B on the distance r
; e\ s
4
·’¤ "< 12
V
[ dl .
Fig. 6.25 Fig. 6.26
from the straight wire can be found with the help of the theorem on
circulation:
B -—-= ucl/2m. (3)
Let us now substitute (3) into (2), then (2) into (1) and, consideing that dl = dr and sr rcos qa, integrate the obtained expression
over r between a and b. This gives
M = (po/rt) [I0 (b — a) sin cp,
vector M being directed to the left (Fig. 6.26).
0 6.9. A small coil with current, having the magnetic moment
pm, is placed on the axis of a circular loop of radius R, along which
current I is flowing. Find the force F acting on the coil if its` distance
from the centre of the loop is l and vector pm is oriented as is shown
in Fig. 6.27.
Solution. According to (6.33), the required force is defined as
F = pm OB/On, (I)
where B is the magnetic induction of the field created by the loop
at the locus of the coil. Let us select Z-axis in the direction of the vector pm. Then the projection of (1) onto this axis will be
FZ = pm 6Bz/dz = pm 6B/dz,
where we took into account that BZ = B for the given direction of
current in the loop. The magnetic induction B is defined by formula
(6.12). whence
EB __ __i3_ p.,,R’ll
dz " 2 (z°+R’)*/"
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Since OB/dz < 0, the projection of the force Fl < 0, i.e. vector F
is directed towards the loop with current I . The obtained result can
be represented in the vector form as follows:
3 p RU l
F: "`E (l2_;_R2)b/2 pm' l Pm
lt should be noted that if pm (and hence
Z—axis as well) were directed oppositely, then I
BZ = ——B and OB,/dz > 0, and hence FZ >O
and vector Fwould be directed to the right, Fig. 6.27
i.e. again oppositely to the direction of pm.
Hence, the obtained direction for Fis valid for both orientations ofpm
9 6.10. Current I flows in a long thin-walled circular cylinder
of radius R. Find the pressure exerted on the cylinder walls.
Solution. Let us consider a surface current element ldS, where
i is the linear current density and dS is the surface element. We shall
'i
s`° _ i’ j
an
,_ 2
‘¤ dg •________.,, ,... ....··..•'•_·;;•,Q,•.Q- · • _,·•§' '
Fig. 6.28 Fig. 6.29
find the relation between the surface and volume elements of the current:
jdV == j6h•6b dl = idS.
The meaning of the quantities appearing in this relation is clarified
in Fig. 6.28. In the vector form, we can write
jdv = ids. (1)
The Ampere‘s force acting on the surface current element. in this
case is determined by the formula obtained from (6.28) with the help
of substitution (1):
dF = [i >< B'] dS, (2)
where B' is the magnetic induction of the field at the point of location
of the given current element, but created by all other current elements
excluding the given one. ln order to find B', we proceed as for calculating electric force (Sec. 2.3). Let B, be the magnetic induction
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of the field created by the surface element itself at a point very close
to its surface (see Fig. 6.29, where it is assumed that the current is
flowing from us). According to (6.22), Bi = (1/2) poi.
Further, using the theorem on circulation of vector B and symmetry
considerations, we can easily see that the magnetic induction of the
field outside the cylinder near its surface is equal to
B = pol/2:tR, (3)
while inside the cylinder the field is absent.
The latter fact indicates that the field B"from the remaining current elements at points 1 and 2 very close to the cylinder surface (see
Fig. 6.29) must be the same and satisfy the following conditions inside
and outside the cylinder surface:
B'=B, and B=B'—|—B)=2B'
Hence it follows that
B' = B/2. (4)
Substituting this result into (2), we obtain the following expression
for the required pressure:
dF 2B' B2
TZ---- 2 ·B,.."2".-——— B';-—•-·
" dS ‘ et at.
Taking into account (3), we finally get
p = p.0I2/8n”R2.
It is clear from formula (2) that the cylinder experiences lateral compression.
7. Magnetic Field in a Substance
7.1. Magnetintion of a Substance.
Magnetization Vector .I
Field in Magnetics. lf a certain substance is introduced
into a magnetic field formed by currents in conductors,
the field will change. This is explained by the fact that each
substance is a magnetic, i.e. it is magnetized (acquires
a magnetic moment) under the action of magnetic field.
A magnetized substance creates its own magnetic field B',
which forms, l30g9lLll91‘ with the primary field B0 created
by conduction currents, the resultant field
B = B0 —{— B' (7.1)
Here B' and B stand for the fields averaged over a
physical infinitely small volume.
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The field B', like the field B0 of conduction currents,
has no sources (magnetic charges). Hence, for the resultant
field B in the presence of a magnetic, the Gauss theorem
is applicable:
I tadsze. l (7.2)
This means that the field lines of B remain continuous
everywhere in the presence of a substance.
Mechanism of Magnetization. At present, it is established that molecules of many substances have intrinsic
magnetic moments due to the motion of intrinsic charges
in them. Each magnetic moment corresponds to a circular
current creating a magnetic field in the surrounding space.
In the absence of external magnetic field, the magnetic
moments of molecules are oriented at random, and hence
the resultan·t’ magnetic field due to these moments is equal
to zero, as well as the total magnetic moment of the substance. This also applies to the substances that have no
magnetic moments in the absence of an external field.
If a substance is placed into an external magnetic field,
under the action of this field the magnetic moments of the
molecules acquire a predominant. orientation, and the substance is magnetized, viz. its resultant magnetic moment
becomes other than zero. In this case, the magnetic moments of individual molecules no longer compensate each
other, and as a result the field B' appears.
Magnetization of a substance whose molecules have no
magnetic moments in the absence of external field proceeds
differently. When such materials are introduced into an
external field elementary circular currents are induced
in the molecules, and the entire substance acquires a magnetic moment, which also results in the generation of the
field B'
Most of materials are weakly magnetized when introduced
into a magnetic. field. Only ferromagnetic materials such
as iron, nickel, cobalt and their many alloys have clearly
pronounced magnetic properties.
Magnetization. The degree of magnetization of a magnetic is characterized by the magnetic moment of a unit
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volume. 'l`his quant.ity is called magnetization and denoted
by J. By definition,
J1-,5%-/_ E PHH
where AV is a physical infinitely small volume surround-ing a given point and pm is the magnetic moment of an
individual molecule. The summation is performed over
all molecules in volume AV
By analogy with what was done for polarization P
[see (3.3)l, magnetization can be represented in the form
J = n (pm}, (7.4)
where n is molecular concentration and (pm) is the average
magnetic moment of a molecule. This formula shows that
vector J is collinear precisely to the average vector (pm).
Hence for further analysis it is sufficient to know the behaviour of vector (pm} and assume that all the molecules
within the volume AV have the same magnetic moment
(pm). This will considerably simplify the understanding of
questions associated with the phenomenon of magnetization. For example, an increase in magnetization J of a material implies the corresponding increase in vector (pm): if
J = 0, (pm) =- O as well.
If vector J is the same at each point of a substance, it is
said that the substance is uniformly magnetized.
Magnetization Currents I'. As was mentioned above, magnetization of a substance is caused by the preferential orientation of magnetic moments of individual molecules in one
direction. The same can be said about the elementary circular
currents associated with each molecule and called molecular
currents. It will he shown that such a behaviour of molecular
currents leads to the appearance of macroscopic currents l'
called magnetization currents. Ordinary currents flowing in
the conductors are associated with the motion of charge
car1·iers in a substance and are called conduction currents (I).
In order to understand how magnetization currents appear,
let us lirst imagine a cylinder made of a homogeneous magnetic. whose magnetization J is uniform and directed along
the axis. Molecular currents in the magnetized magnetic
are oriented as shown in Fig. 7.1. Molecular currents
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adjacent molecules at the points of their contact have opposite directions and compensate each other. The only uncompensated molecular currents are those emerging on the lateral
surface of the cylinder. These currents form macroscopic
surface magnetization current I' circulating over the lateral
I YQ 1*
A .!g¥•Tg·b, I
é3&E·E··:;; • • • •
' ,*.*.3
__, •I•I•t·
I. I,O*|•O
"·" •,•,•_•
———* |O••
·X
Fig. 7.1 Fig. 7.2
surface of the cylinder. The current I ' induces the same macroscopic magnetic field as that of all molecular currents
taken together.
Let us now consider another case: a magnetized magnetic
is nonlwmogeneous. Let, for instance, the molecular currents
be arranged as shown in Fig. 7.2, where the line thickness
corresponds to the intensity of molecular currents. lt follows
from the figure that vector J is directed behind the plane
of the figure and increases in magnitude with the coordinate x. It can be seen that the molecular currents are rmt
compensated inside a nonhomogeneous magnetic, and as
a result, the macroscopic volume magnetization current l'
appears, which flows in the positive direction of the Y-axis.
Accordingly, we can speak about the linear i' and surface j'
current densities, i' being measured in A/m and j' in A/mz
Calculation ol Field B in a Magnetic. It can be stated that
the contribution to held B from a magnetized magnetic
is equal to the contribution that would be created by the
same distribution of currents I' in a vacuum. ln other
words, having established the distribution of magnetization
currents I' we can find, with the help of the BiotSavart law, the field B' corresponding to them, and then
calculate the resultant field B by formula (7.1).
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Unfortunately, the distribution of currents I' depends
not only on the configuration and the properties of a magnetic but on the field B as well. For this reason, in the general
case the problem of finding B in a magnetic cannot be solved
directly. lt remains for us to try and find another approach
to the solution of this problem. The first step in this direction
is the establishment of an important relation between magnetization current I' and a certain property of vector J,
viz. its circulation.
7.2. Circulation of Vector J
It turns out that for a stationary case the circulation of
magnetization J around an arbitrary contour I` is equal
dt _
pi A rl C- -1. '
A ,1 -4 ;"\.._} ° 1.
S fl i ‘
I`
Fig. 7.3 Fig. 7.4
to the algebraic sum of magnetization currents I' enveloped
by the contour I`:
‘§Jdl=I',| (7.5)
where I ’ S j' dS and integration is performed over an
arbitrary surface stretched on the contour F
In order to prove this theorem, we shall calculate the
algebraic sum of molecular currents enveloped by contour I`.
Let us stretch an arbitrary surface S on the contour I`
(Fig. 7.3). lt can be seen from the figure that some molecular
currents intersect the surface S twice (once in one direction
and for the second time in the opposite direction). Hence
such currents make no contribution to the resultant magnetization current through. the surface S.
However, the molecular currents that are wound around
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the contour l` intersect the surface S only once. Such molecular currents create a macroscopic magnetization current I'
piercing the surface S.
Let each molecular current be equal to 1,,, and the area
embraced by it be Sm. Then, as is shown in Fig. 7.4, the
element dl of the contour I` is wound by those molecular
currents whose centres get into the oblique cylinder with
the volume d V Sm cos ot dl, where ot is the angle between
the contour element dl and the direction of vector J at the
point under consideration. All these molecular currents
intersect the surface S once, and their contribution to the
magnetization current is d1' = Imn dV, where rz is the molecular concentration. Substituting into this formula the
expression for dV, we obtain
dI’ = I,,,Smn cos on dl =-— J cos ot dl = J dl,
where we took into account that I ,,,8 _,, pm is the magnetic
moment of can individual molecular current, and ImSmn
is the magnetic moment. of a unit volume of the material.
Integrating this expression over the entire contour I`,
we obtain (7.5). The theorem is proved.
It remains for us to note that if a magnetic is nonhomogeneous, magnetization cur1·ent l' generally pierces the
entire surface (see Fig. 7.3) and not only the region near its
boundary, adjoining the contour F This is why we can use
the expression 1' S j' dS, where integration is performed
over the entire surface S, bounded by the contour I`. In
the above proof, we managed as if to "drive" the entire
current l' to the boundary of the surface S. The only goal
of this method is to simplify the calculation of the current I'
Differential form of Eq.(7.5):
Iv ><.r-sy, | (1.6)
i.e. the curl of magnetization J is equal to the magnetization current
density at the same point of space.
A Remark about the Field of J. The properties of the
field of vector J, expressed by Eqs. (7.5) and (7.6),. do not
imply at all that tl1e field J itself is determined only by the
currents I'. The field of J (which is bounded only by the
12-0181
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sptlti.: region filled by magnetjc) depends on all currents,
viz. liolli on the magnetization currents I' and the conduction currents 1. However, in some cases
-l" with a definite symmetry the situation
is such as if the field of vector J were
determined only by currents I'
Example. Find the surface magnetization
5;:-· ;/gg cu1·rent‘pe1· unit length of a cylinder made
:-;:7 I of a homogeneous magnetic, if its magnet_§`°—"’i; ization is J, vector J being directed everywhere along the cylinder axis.
_g;§ _ -a-T Let us apply Eq. (7.5) to the contour
=* chosen as is shown in Fig. 7.5. It can be
easily seen that the circulation of vector J
FU 7 5 around this contour is equal to the product
'¤·‘ ° Jl. In this case, the magnetization current
is the surface current. If we denote its linear
density l~y i', the contour under consideration embraces the magnetizatlon current. i’L. It follows from the equality Jl = i’l that
== J. (7.7)
lt should be noted, by the way, that vectors i‘” and J are mutually
perpendicular: i' _{_ J.
7.3. Vector H
Theorem on Circulation of Vector H (for magnetic fields
of direct currents). In magnetics placed into an external
magnetic field magnetization currents are induced. Hence
circulation of vector B will now be determined not only
by conduction currents but by magnetization currents as
well:
§Bdl= po (I-|—I'), (7.8)
where I and I' are the conduction .and magnetization currents embraced by a given contour l`
Since the determination of currents I' in the general case
is a complicated problem, formula (7.8) becomes inapplicable in practical respect. It turns out, however, that
we can find a certain auxiliary vector whose circulation
will be determined only by the conduction currents embraced
by the contour I`. Indeed, as we know, the current I ’ is
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(elated to the circulation of the magnetization:
q§Jdl=I’ (7.9)
Assuming that the circulation of vectors B and J is taken
over the same contour l`, we express I' in Eq. (7.8) through
iormula (7.9). Then
§>(-'?’-.-J)a1=1. (7.10)
• P0
Let us denote the integrand of this expression by H.
Thus, we have found an auxiliary vector H,
l 11:3.-J, \ (7.11)
P0
whose circulation around an arbitrary contour l` is equal
to the algebraioasum of the conduction currents I embraced
by this contour:
`§Hdl=I.l (7.12)
This formula expresses the theorem on circulation of vector H: the circulation of vector H around an arbitrary closed
contour is equal to the algebraic sum of the conduction currents
embraced by this contour.
The sign rule for currents is the same as in the case of
circulation of vector B (see p. 149).
It should he noted that vector H is a combination of two
quite different quantities, B/no and J. Hence, vector H
is indeed an auxiliary vector which does not have any deep
physical meaning.* However, the important property of
vector H expressed in the theorem on its circulation justiiies
the introduction of this vector: in many cases, it considerably simplifies the investigation of the lield in magnetics.
Relations (7.11) and (7.12) are valid for any magnetics,
including anisotropic ones.
* The quantity ll is often called magnetic held intensity, but we
shall not be using this term to emphasize again its auxiliary nature.
12•
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lt follows from formula (7.12) that the agnitude of
vector H has the dimensions of the current per unit length.
Hence, H is measured in amperes per metre (A/m).
Differential form of the theorem on circulation of vector H:
Iv ><H==i.’ (7.13)
i.e. the curl of vector H is equal to the density of the conduction
current at the same point of the substance.
Relation Between Vectors J and H. lt. was shown above
that magnetization J depends on the magnetic induction B
at a given point of the substance. However, customarily
vector J is related not with B but with H. We shall confine
ourselves to the analysis of only those magnetics for which
the dependence between J and H is linear, viz.
J = XH, (7.14)
where X is the magnetic susceptibility. It is a dimensionless
quantity typical of each magnetic (that X is dimensionless
follows from the fact that, according to (7.11), the dimensions of H and J are the same).
Unlike electric susceptibility we which is always positive,
magnetic susceptibility X may be either positive or negative.
Accordingly, the magnetics satisfying formula (7.14) are
divided into paramagnetics (X > 0) and diamagrzetius (yg < U).
In paramagnetics, J if H, while in tliamaoguetnz J it H.
It should be noted that in addition to the enagnetics,
there exist ferromagnctirs for which the dependence J (H)
has a rather complicated form: it is not linear, and besides,
it has a hysteresis, i.e. J depends on the prehistory of a magnetic. (Ferromagnetics will be described in greater detail
in Sec. 7.6.)
Relation Between B and H. For magnetics olwyjng (7.11),
expression (7.11) acquires the form (1 §— X) II B.#'u,,.
Hence
B = tttt0H, (7 15)
where it is the permeability of the medium.
u -:1 _ X. (7.16)
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For paramagnetics it > 1, while for diamagnetics u < 1.
It should be noted that in both cases it differs from unity
only slightly, i.e. the magnetic properties of these magnetics
are manifested very weakly.
A Remark about the Field of H. Let us consider a question
which often involves misunderstanding: which currents
determine the field of vector H? Generally, the held of H
(just as the field of B) depends on all currents, both conduction and magnetization. This can be seen even from
(7.15). However, in some cases the field H is determined
only by conduction currents. Vector H is very helpful for
these cases in particular. At the same time, this makes
grounds for the erroneous conclusion that the field of H
always depends on conduction currents and for incorrect
interpretations of the theorem on circulation of vector H
and Eq. (7.13). 'I`his t.heorem expresses onlya certain property of the field Jef H without defining the 'field itself.
Example. A system consists of a long straight wire with current I
and an arbitrary piece of a pagamagnetic (Fig. 7.6). Let us find the
changes in the fields ol` vectors B and ll
and in the circulation otvector It around I.
a certain fixed contour I` upon the
removal of the magnetic.
The field B at each point of space is y
determined by the conduction current! 9
as well as by the magnetization currents 1 /
in the paramagnetic. Since in our case,
in accordance with (7.15), l{ = B/nun, _
this also applies to the field of vector
ll, i.e. it also depends on the conduction Fi 7 (
cur1·ent I and the magnetization cur- g' °)
rents.
The removal of t.he piece of paramagnetic will lead to a change
in the field B, and hence in the field ll. The circulation of vector B
around the contour F will also change, since the surface stretched on
the contour l` will no longer be pierced by the magnetization currents.
Only the conduction current will remain. However, the circulation
of vector It around the conto.ur I` will remain unchanged in spite of
the variation of the field ll itself.
Wben j' = fl Inside a Magnetic? We shall show now that
magnetization curren‘ls inside a magnetic are absent if (1)
the magnetic is homogeneous and (2) there are no conduction
currents in it (j tl). In this case. for any shape of a magnetic and any configuration of the magnetic field, we can be
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sure that volume magnetization currents are equal to zero,
and only surface magnetization currents remain.
In order to prove this, we shall use the theorem on circ_ulation of vector J around an arbitrary contour l` completely lying inside the magnetic. In the case of a homogeneous magnetic, we can, substituting XH for J, take X
in Eq. (7.5) out of the integral and write
1* = xt H ai.
ln accordance with (7.12.), the remaining integral is equal
to the algebraic sum of the conduction currents I embraced
by the contour I`. Hence for a homogeneous magnetic, we
have
I' = XI. (7.17)
This relationship between the currents I' and I is valid for
any contour inside the magnetic, in particular, for a very
small contour, when I' ——> d1' = j§, dS and I ·—>- dI = j,, dS.
Then j§,clS === Xjn dS, and after cancelling dS, we obtain
jj., Xj,,. This equation holds for any orientation of the
small contour, i.e. [or any direction of the normal n to it.
llence the vectors j' and j themselves are related through
the same equation:
j' —..: Xj. (7.18)
Thus it follows that homogeneous magnetic j' 0
if j O, Q.E.D.
7.4. Boundary Conditions for B and I-I
We shall analyse the conditions for vectors B and H at
the interface between two homogeneous magnetics. These
conditions will be obtained, just as in the case oi dielectrics,
with the help of the Gauss theorem and the theorem on circulation. We recall that for vectors B and H these theorems
have the form
§» B JS O, &w H dl-—·= I. (7.19)
Condition for Vector B. Let us imagine a very low cylinder
located at the interface between two···rutagnetics as is shown
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in Fig. 7.7. Then the flux of B in the outward direction {we
ignore the flux through the lateral surface) can be written
in the form
B2,, AS-{~ Bj,,» AS == O.
Taking the two projections of vector I? onto the normal
n to the interface, we obtain BU; = ——-5,,,, and after cancelling AS, the previous equation becomes
R B2,,= Bm, l (7.20)
i.e. the normal component of vector B turns out to be the
n I F2
n · AS l i
2 1.) 2 t
11r
I
JP
tn. N *
Fig. 7.7 Fig. '7.8
same on both sides of the interface. This quantity does not
have a discontinuity.
Condition for Vector H. We shall assume, for higher
generality that a surface conduction current with linear
densiy i flows over the interfacial. surface of the magnetics.
Let us apply the theorem on circulation of vector H to
a very small rectangular contour whose height is negligibly
small in comparison with its length lj (the arrangement of
the contour is shown in Fig. 7.8). Neglecting the contributions from smaller sides of the contour to the circulation,
we can write for the entire contour
where ZN is the projection of vector i onto the normal N
to the contour (vector N forms a right-handeil system with
the direction of contour circumvention). Taking the two
projections of vector H onto the common unit vector of the
tangent. T (in medium 2), we obtain NW -—H,,. Canrelling l out of the previous equation, we get
]11,,,-11,, av,} (7.21)
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i.e. the tangential component of vector H generally has
a discontinuity upon a transition through the interface,
which is due to the presence of conduction currents.
If, however, there are no conduction currents at the interface between magnetics (i = O), the tangential component
of vector H turns out to be the same on both sides of the
interface:
I H,,:H,,. I (7.22)
Thus, if there is no conduction current at the interface
between two homogeneous magnetics, the components Bn
B2r__ _
Bm IG2 “ B2 I
Idz
2I
12
I1!
B, a,I·Bvn I .
G],
BIT Field B Field H
Fig. 7.9 Fig. 7.10
and H., vary continuously (without a jump) upon an transition
through this interface. On the other hand, the components
B, and H,, in this case have discontinuities.
It should be noted that vector B behaves at the interface
like vector D, while vector H behaves like E.
Refractiou of Lines of B. The lines of B undergo refraction
at the interface between two magnetics (Fig. 7.9). As in
the case of dielectrics, we shall find the ratio of the tangents
of angles oil and zzz:
tan oa, __ B2.,/B2,.
ttm ¤n — Bir/Bin.
We shall confine ourselves to the case when there is no con—
duction current at the interface. According to (7.22) and
(7.20), in this case we have
B2t’/I·l2_‘=Bit/pi and B2n=Bin·
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Taking these relations into account, we obtain the law of
refraction of the lines of vector B (and hence of vector H
gg well) similar to (2.25):
tan ot? ___ liz
·—·E'•
Figure 7.10 depicts the fields of vectors B and H near the
interface between two magnetics (in the absence of conduction currents). Here uz > it,. A comparison of the densities of the lines shows that B2 >Bl, while H2 < H,.
The lines of B do not have a discontinuity upon a transition
through the interface, while the H lines do (due to the surface magnetization currents).
The refraction of magnetic field lines is used in magnetic protection.
ll', for example, a closed iron shell (layer) is introduced into an external magnetic field. the field lines will be concentrated (condensed)
mainly on the shell itself. Inside the shell (in the cavity) the magnetic
field turns out toetbe considerably weakened in comparison with the
external field. In other words, the iron shell acts like a screen. This
is used in order to protect sensitive devices from external magnetic
fields. r
1.5. Field in a Homqgemom Magnetic
It was mentioned in Sec. 7.1 that determination of the
resultant magnetic field in the presence of arbitrary magnetics is generally a complicated problem. Indeed, for this
purpose, in accordance with (7.1), the field B0 of conduction
currents must be supplemented by the macroscopic field B'
created by magnetization currents. The problem is that we
do not know beforehand the configuration of magnetization
currents. We can only state that the distribution of these
currents depends on the nature and configuration of the
magnetic as well as on the configuration of the external
field B0, viz. the field of conduction currents. And since we
do not know the distribution of magnetization currents, we
cannot calculate the field B'
The only exception is the case when the entire space
occupied by the field B is filled by a homogeneous isotropic
dielectric Let us consider this case in greater detail. lint
first of all, we shall analyse the phenomena observed when
conduction current flows along a homogeneous conductor
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in a vacuum. Since each conductor is a magnetic, magnetization currents also flow through it, viz. volume currents
given by (7 18) and surface currents. Let us take a contour
embracing our current-carrying conductor. In accordance
with the theorem on circulation of vector J (7.5), the algebraic sum of magnetization (volume and surface) currents is
equal to zero everywhere since J ¤= 0 at all points of the
contour, i.e. I' = IQ -—i— IQ == 0. Hence IQ. = -1;, i.e. the
volume and surface magnetization currents are equal in
magnitude and opposite in direction.
Thus, it can be stated that in an ordinary case, when currents flow along sufficiently thin wires, the magnetic field
in the surrounding space (in a vacuum) is determined only
by conduction currents, since magnetization currents compensate each ether (except for, perhaps, the points lying
very close to the wire).
Let us now fill the space surrounding the conductor by
a homogeneous nonconducting magnetic (for the sake of
definiteness, we assume that it is a paraniagnetic, X >0).
At the interface between this magnetic and the wire, surface
magnetization current I' will appear. It can be easily seen
that this current has the same direction as the conduction
current I (when X >iO).
As a result, we shall have the conduction current 1. the
surface and volume magnetization currents in the conductor
(the magnetic fields of these currents compensate one another
and hence can be disregarded), and the surface magnetization CUl'1‘(3I1tl’ on the nonconducting magnetic. For sufficiently thin wires, the magnetic held B in the magnetic will be
determined as the field of the current I +I'
Thus, the problem is reduced to finding the current I'
For this purpose, we surround the conductor by a contour
arranged in the surface layer of the nonconducting magnetic.
Let the plane of the contour be perpendicular to the wire
axis, i.e. to the magnetization currents. Then-, taking (7.7)
and (7 M) into consideration, we can write
I’:i§i’dl=§>.fdl=X&>/{dl.
Atfcortling to (7.12), it follows that I' XI
The ;oniig·ni·ations of the- magnetization current I' and
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of the conduction current I practically coincide (the wires
are thin), and hence at all points the induction B' of the
iield of the magnetization cir nts differs from the induction B0 of the iield of the conduction currents only in magnitude, these vectors being related in the same way as the
corresponding currents, viz.
B' XB0. (7.24)
Then the induction of the resultant iield B = B0 B'
=(1 + X) B0 or
B u.P»0. (7.25)
This means that when the entire space is filled with a homogeneous magnetic, B increases it times. In other words, the
quantity it shows the increase in the magnetic iield B upon
filling the entire space occupied by the tield with a magnetic.
lf we divide both parts of (7.25) by uno, we obtain
ii"` H H0 (7.26)
(in the case under consideration, lield H turns out to be
the same as in a vacuum).
Formulas (7.24)—(7.26) are also valid when a homogeneous
magnetic nlls the entire volume bounded by the surfaces formed
by the lines of B0 (the iield of the conduction current). In
this case too the magnetic. induction B inside t.he magnetic
is rt times larger than B0.
In the cases considered above, the magnetic induction B'
of the iield of magnetization currents is connected with
magnetization J of the magnetic through the simple relation
B' = n0J. (7.27)
This expression can be easily obtained from the formula
B B0 B' if we take into account that li' XB,) and
B pn0H, where H J/X.
As has already been mentioned above, in other :.ases the
situation is ·h more complicated, and formulas (7.24)(7.27) become inapplicable.
tloncluding the section, let us consider two simple examples
Example 1. Field B in a solenoid. A solenoid having nl ampere—
turns per unit length is tilled with a homogeneous magnetic of the
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permeability p > 1. Find the magnetic induction P of field in
the magnetic.
According to (6.2.0), in the absence of magnetic the magnetic
induction B0 in the solenoid is e ual to pon!. Since the magnetic fills
the entire space where the field differs from zero (we ignore the edge
effects), the magnetic induction B must be p times larger:
B = intron]. (7.28)
In this case, the field of vector H remains the same as in the absence
of the magnetic, i.e. H = HD.
The change in field B is caused by the appearance of magnetization
currents flowing over the surface of the
magnetic in the same direction as the {
conduction currents in the solenoid 'I
winding when p > 1. If, however, p< 1, H
the directions of these currents will be '
opposite.
The obtained results are also valid y
when the magnetic has the form of a / ’ B
very long rod arranged inside the sole- / j
noid so that it is parallel to the sole- / it- A ‘
noid`s axis. ° '
Example 2. The field of straight.
current in the presence of a magnetic.
Suppose that a magnetic fills a long
cylinder of radius a along whose axis Fig 7 H
a given current I flows. The permea· ` `
bility of the magnetic p > 1. Find the _
Zlnagnetic induction B as a function of the distance r from the cyliner axis.
We cannot use directly the theorem on circulation_of vector B
since magnetization currents are unknown. I n this situation, vector ll
is very helpful: its circulation is determined only by conduction currents. For a circle of radius r, we have 2nrH = I, whence
B = pp.0H p,p0I/2nr.
Upon a transition through the magnetic-vacuum interface, the
magnetic induction B, unlike H, undergoes a discontinuity
(Fig. 7.11). _ _
An increase in B inside the magnetic is caused by surface magnetization currents. These currents coincide i.. direction wifh_the cur1·ent I
in the wire on the axis of the system and hence "aniplify’ this current.
On the other hand, outside the cylinder the surface magnetization
current is directed oppositely, but it does not produce any effect
on field B in the magnetic. Outside the magnetic, the magnetic fields
of both currents compensate one another.
7.6. Ferromagnetism
Fcrmmagnelics. In magnetic respect, all substances can
be divided into weakly magnetic (paramagnetics and dna-
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magnetics) and strongly magnetic (ierromagnetics). lt is
well known that in the absence of magnetic lield, paraand diamagnetics are not magnetized and are characterized
by a one-to-one correspondence between magnetization J
and vector H.
Ferronzagnetics are the substances (solids) that. may possess
spontaneous magnetization, i.e. which are magnetized even
J
B
Js -·-—— .
{I
|l
Il
I
0H0H
·¤’Fig. 7.12 Fig. 7.13
in the absence of external magnetic field. Typical ferromagnetics are iron, cobalt, and many of their alloys.
Basic Magnetization Curve. A typical feature of ferromagnetics is the complex nonlinear dependence J (H) or
B (H). Figure 7.12 shows the magnetization curve for a
ferromagnetic whose magnetization for H 0 is also zero.
This curve is called the basic magnetization curve. Even at
comparatively small values of H, magnetization J attains
saturation (JS). Magnetic induction B po (II J) also
increases with H. After attaining saturation, li continues
to grow with H according to the linear law B poll —§·
+const, where const := P-OJ-S. Figure 7.13 represents the basic
magnetization curve on the B-H diagram.
In view of the nonlinear dependence B (H), the permeabil—
ity it for ierromagnetics cannot be defined as a constant
characterizing the magnetic properties of a` specilic ferromagnetic. llowever, as before, it'is assumed that it l>’,¤;,:,,H,
but here it is a function of H (Fig. 7.14) The value u,,,,,,
of permeability for ferroinagnetics may he very large. For
example, for pure iron umm 5,000, while for supermalloy
nnmx : 800,000.
lt should be noted the . the concept of permeability is
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applicable only to tlie hasic magnetization curve since, as
will be shown, the /9 (H) dependence is nouuuique.
hiagnetie Ilysteresis. Besides the nonlinear dependence
B (H) or J {Z1), ferromag·netics also exhibitmagnetic hysteresis: the relation ln·t.weeu /3 and H or J and H turns out to
B1
[J I
iuma 11* ····g\ B •
l' ‘ / A
1/ 3 6
OO
H
I iflir r··;*·
/ I ··•·•"···*·•*•··•·•··> 4 5
9H.·
Fig. 7.14 Fig. 7.15
be ambiguous and is determined by the history of the ferromagnetic’s magnetization. If we magnetize an initially
nonmagnetized ferromagnetic by increasing H from zero
to the value at which saturation sets in (point 1 in Fig. 7.15),
and then reduce H from -l—H, to -—-H1, the magnetization
curve will not follow path I0, but will take path 1 2 3 4.
lf we then change H from —H1 to +H,_ the magnetization
curve will lie below, and take path 45 61.
The obtained closed curve is called the hystere.¤i.—r loop.
The maarinzum hysteresis loop is obtained when ;at.nration
is attained at points 1 and 4. If, however, there is no saturation at extreme points, the hysteresis loops have similar
form but smaller size, as if inscribed into the maximum
hysteresis loop.
l·`ignre 7515 shows that for H O magnetization does not
vanish (point 2) and is characterized by the quantity 1},
<·all'i·d the residual induction. It corresponds to the residual
magnetization J,. The existence of permanent magnets is
associated with this residual magnetization. The quantity B
vanishes (point 3) only under the action of the field H6
which has the direction opposite to that of the field causing
the magnetization. The quantity Nc is called the coercive
jorce.
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The values of B, and HC for different ferroniagnetics vary
over broad ranges. For transformer steel, the hysteresis
loop is narrow (HC is small), while for ferromagnetics used
for manufacturing permanent magnets it is wide (H,. is
large). For example, for ainico alloy, HC 50,000 A/m
and B, = 0.9 T.
These peculiarities of magnetization curves are used in a convenient
practical method for demagnetizing ferromagnetics. A magnetized
sample is placed into a coil through which an alternating current is
passed, its amplitude being gradually reduced to zero. In this case,
the ferromagnetic is subjected to multiple cyclic reverse magnetizations in which hysteresis loops gradually decrease, contracting to the
point where magnetization is zero.
Experiments show that a ferromagnetic is heated upon
reverse magnetization. It can be shown that in this case the
amount of heat Qu liberated per unit volume of the ferromagnetic is numerically equal to the "area" Sn of the hysteresis
loop: ***`
Q,,='§~ HdB= Sn. (7.29)
Curie Point. As the temperature increases, the ability of
ferromagnetics to get magnetized becomes weaker, and in
particular, saturation magnetization becomes lower. At a
certain temperature called the Curie point, ferromagnetic
properties of the material disappear.
At temperatures above the Curie point, a ferromagnetic
becomes a paramagnetic.
On the Theory of Ferromagnetism. The physical nature
of ferromagnetism could be explained only with the help ol
quantum mechanics. The so-called exchange forces may
appear in crystals under certain conditions. These forces
orient. parallel to each other the magnetic moments of elecirons. As a result, regions (1-10 pm in size) of spontaneous
magnetization, which are called domains, appear in crystals.
Within the limits of each domain, a ferromagnetic is magnetized to saturation and has a certain magnetic moment
The directions of these moments are different for different
domains. Hence, in the absence of external field, the resultant
magnetic moment of the sample is equal to zero, and the
sample as a whole is macroscopically nonmagnetized.
When an external magnetic field is switched on, the
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domains oriented along the field grow at the expenm of
domains oriented against the field. ln weak fields, this
growth is i·evei·si|mle. ln stronger [fields, the simultaneous
l‘0()l'i(‘llli|l.lUIl Ul. Il\&\},{`Il0llt‘ lIlUIllt‘|IlS Wllllill l.llO Clllll'0 (l0lIl&\l|I
takes place. 'l`his process is irreversible, which explains
hysteresis and residual magnetization.
Problems
Q 7.i. Conditions at the interface. In the vicinity of point A
(Fig. 7.16) on a magnetie-vacuum interface, the magnetic induction
/I
/
, /"¤
/1 , /
.', ,4* BO l
,7 /)A» ’ V
/ >/ _// @7/9,/ /
,» ji,. // ll n
VQ}/· 4, . %/ /
_ 'I'- // li / · /
/ _1_/ I A
Fig. 7.16 Fig. 7.17
in the vacuum is B0, vector B0 forming an angle an with the normal
to the interface. The permeability of the magnetic is ii. Find the
magnetic induction B in the magnetic in the vicinity of point A.
Solution. The required quantity
I}: V 8;-}-/3;; (1}
Considering conditions (7.20) and (7.22) at the interface, we find
Bn = B,. cos cio,
where H0., is the tangential component of vector H0 in the Viltlllllll.
Substituting these expressions into (t), we obtain
B=—B0 l-/cosz exo-typ? sin`; 0.0.
Q 7.2. Surface magnetization current. A long thin current—carry—
ing conductor with current I is arranged perpemlicularly to a plane
vacuum-magnetic interface (Fig. ill?} The p:~rnieabi1ity of the magnetic is ii. I·`ind the linear current. density i' of the surface magnetization current on this int.erf'ace as a function of the distance r from the
conductor.
Solution Let us first eonsnler the configuration of the surface mag—
netization current. It is clear from Fig. 7.·!7 that this current has the
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radial direction. We shall use the theorem on circulation of magnetization vector J, taking as a contour a small rectangle whose p ane is
perpendicular to the magnetization current in this region. 'l`he arrangement of this contour is shown in Fig. 7.18, where the crosses indicate
the direction of the surface magnetization current. From the equality
Jl = i'l we get i' = J.
Then we can write J == XH, where H can be determined from the
circulation of vector Il around the circle of radius r with the centre
'/·· ·’ I ·, · ·'·',·, I /
%wMm,»7 ’ T, % /
,9 ’ . , ,
/,%
Field B Field H
Fig. 7.18 Fig. 7.19
on. the conductor axis: 2nrH = I (it is clear from symmetry considerations that the lines of Il must be circles lying in the planes perpendicular to the conductor with the current I). This gives
l' = (p. — 1) 1/2:rtr.
O 7.3. Circulation of vector H. A long thin conductor with current I lies in the plane separating the space filled with a nonconducting magnet1c_of permeability it from a vacuum. Find the magnetic
induction B in the entire space as a function of the distance r from
the conductor. Bear in mind that the lines of B are circles with centres
on the conductor axis.
Solution. The lines of H are clearly also circles. Unlike vector B,
vector H undergoes a discontinuity at the vacuumanagnetic interface.
We denote by H and H0 magnetic fields in the magnetie· and vacuum
respectively. Then, in accordance with the theorem on circultaion
of vector H around the contour in the form of a circle of radius r with
the centre on the conductor axis, we have
JIrH —|— rtrH0 = I. (1)
Besides, B B., at the interface, or
Solving Eqs. (1) and (2) together, we obtain
II
ll :——.... _ B: H Z XL.
(1 —{— it) str Mm (1 + it) nr '
13-0181
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The configurations of thg fields B and ll in this case are shown in
Fig. 7.19. We advise the reader to convince himself that for it == 1,
we arrive at the well·known formulas for B and II i n a vacuum.
Q 7.4. Circulation ol vectors H and J. ¢\‘direct current I flows
along a long homogeneous cylindrical wire with a circular cross section
of radius R. The wire is made of a paramagnetic with the susceptibility X. Find (1) field B as a function of the distance r from the axis
of the wire and (2) magnetization current density j' inside the wire.
Solution. (1) From circulation of vector H around the circle of
radius r with the centre at the wire axis, it follows that
r < R, 2:trH = I (r/R)* (H Q r),
r > R, 2nrH = I (H K 1/r).
Figure 7.20 shows the plots of the dependences H (r) and B (r).
(2) Let us use the theorem on circu ation of magnetization J
arouiul the circle of radius r (see Fig. 7.20): 2m-J = I', where I' is
the magnetization current embraced by this contour. We find the
differential of this expression (going over from r to r + dr):
2n d (rl) = dl'.
Since dl' j'2nr dr, the above equation can he transformed as
follows:
,, __ J dl
I —· *,1* l’·&·'j· .
Let us now consider that J = XH = (XI/2nR“) r. This gives
j' = XI/nR’.
It can be easily seen that this current has the same direction as the
conduction current (unlike the surface magnetization current which
has the opposite direction).
Q 7.5. A long solenoid is filled with a nonhomogeneous isotropic
paramagnetic whose susceptibility depends only on the distance r
from the solenoid axis as X == arz, where a is a constant. The magnetic
induction on the solenoid axis is B0. Find (1) magnetization J and (2)
magnetization current density j' as functions of r.
Solution. (1) J = XH. In our case, H is independent of r (this directly lollows from circulation of vector H around the contour shown
in the left part of Fig. 7.21). Hence H = Hu on the solenoid’s axis,
and we obtain
J == ar2H0 = ar2B0/pc.
(2) From the theorem on circulation of magnetization J around
an infinitely narrow contour shown in Fig. 7.21 on the right, it follows
that
Jl — (J —{— dl) l = j,;l dr,
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where l is the contour height and dr its width. Hence
.[ —_ ___ i- r
In-- dr -_ P0 o
The minus sign indicates that vector j' is directed against the normal
vector n which forms the right—hand system with the direction of cirI
Bo
7
/*B
,A
R f dr
/
Fig. 7.20 Fig. 7.21
cumvention of the contour. In other words, j' is directed towards us
in the region of the right contour in the figure, i.e. volume magnetization currents l'orm with vector B_, the left-hand system.
Q 7.6. A permanent magnet has the shape of a ring with a narrow
gap between the poles. The middle diameter of the ring is rl. The gap
width is b, the magnetic induction of the field in the gap is B. Find
the magnitudes of vectors H and J inside the magnet, ignoring the
dissipation of the field at the edges of the gap.
Solution. Using the theorem on circulation ol vector Il around the
dashed circle of diameter d (Fig. 7.22) and considering that there is
no conduction current, we can write
(nd -—- b) HT —|- bB/up = O,
where IIT is the projection of vector ll onto the direction of contour
circumvention (which is taken so that it coincides with the direction
of vector B in the gap). Hence
bB bB
H Z -——·—;———-— z —— ———-—— _ {
' at <¤d—b> ated ( )
The minus sign indicates that the direction of vector ll inside the
magnetic material is opposite to the direction ol vector B at the same
point. lt should be noted that as b » O, II -—» U as well.
The magnitude of magnetization J can be found by formula (7.11),
is·
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taking into account (1):
J />’/thi { H
The relationship between vectors B/po, ll, and J at any point
inside the magnet is shown in Fig. 7.23.
B//40 H
a
B It
Fig. 7.22 Fig. .23
Q 7.7. A winding containing N turns is wound on an iron core
in the I`orm of a torus with the middle diameter d. A narrow transverse
slot of width b (Fig. 7.22) is cut in the core. When current. I is passed
through the winding, the magnetic induction in the slot is B. Find
the permeability ol iron under these conditions, neglecting the dissipation of the lield at the edges of the slot.
Solution. ln accordance wit.h the theorem on circulation ol vector Il
around t.he circle of diameter d (see Fig. 7.22), we have
(ml —- Ii) H bil., Nl,
where II and II0 are the magnitudes of ll in iron and in the slot respectively. Besides, the absence of lield dissipation at the edges means
that
B BOO
Using ·o equations account. that B ==
ltttoll rl, we nhl:
l it dB
* e.,1v1---z»15· ·
Q 7.8. The force acting on a magnetic. 'l`he device shown in
Fig. 7.24 is used tor measuring (with the help ol` a balance) a lorre with
which a small parainagnetic sphere ol` volume V is attracted to the
pole ol` magnet. tl The magnetic induction on the axis of the pole
shoe depends on the height. as B B0e‘*¤x2, where Bn and an are constants. Find (1) the height xm at which the sphere must be placed
so that the attractive torco be maximum and (2) the magnetic susceptibility ot' the parainagnet.ic il` the nnaximum force oi attraction
is Fm.
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.S`olutimi. (1) Let, for the sake of deiiniteness, vector B on the axis
be directed upwards and coincide with the X-axis. 'l`hen, in accordance
with (6.34), F,. pm OB/5;, where we took into account that the
magnetic moment pm is directed as vector B (for paramagnetics) and
hence replaced On by Ox. _
Next, since pm == JV = XIIV and
OB/Ox Z -—2aB0xe`"’“°, we have
Fx = — A.1:e·’¤x2, (1)
where A = 2aBg Xi'/into.
Having calculated the derivative
dFx/dz and equating it to zero, we obtain the following equation for determining xm: 1 — 4ax2 = 0, whence
xnl-;1/ZMQ.
(2) Substituting (2) into (1), we M
Gnd
__- l[0F[]| T
in W T,
where we took into account that it y. 1 for paramagnetics.
Q 7 .9. A long thin cylindrrical rod made of a paramagnetic with
the magnetic susceptibility X and cross-sectional area S is arranged
e x dx
Fig. 7.25
along the axis of a current carrying coil. One end of the rod is at the
centre of the coil, where the magnetic field is B, while the other end
lies in the region where the magnetic held is practically absent. Find
the force with which the coil acts on the rod._
Solution. Let us mentally isolate an element of the rod ol length d.·r
(Fig. 7.25). The force acting on this element is given by
_ OB
dl` __ dpllil-7;}-;% °
Suppose that vector B on the axis oi the coil is directed to the right
(Sue the ilgure), towards positive values of :1:. Then Bx = B, dn = 01,
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and since dpm = JS dz =··- XHS dx, we get
6B XS
dF .—= HSd .—-.——;......BdB.
°° X I 0=¤ wo
Having integrated this equation, we obtain
o
°2
nut 5 Zwt
The minus sign indicates that vector F is directed to the left, i.e. the
rod is attracted to the current-carrying coil.
Q 7.10. A small sphere of volume V, made of a paramagnetic with
magnetic susceptibility X, was displaced along the axis of a currentcarrying coil from the point where the magnetic induction is B to the
region where the magnetic field is practically absent. Find the work
against the magnetic forces accomplished in this case.
Solution. Let us direct the X —axis along the axis of the coil. Then
the elementary work done against the magnetic forces upon the displacement of the sphere by da: is equal to
OB .
6A:-=···FxdI=¤—·pm—5·;z·:~;·dI,
where Fx is the projection of the magnetic force (6.34) onto the X -axis
The minus sign indicates that the work is done against this force.
Suppose that vector B on the axis is directed towards positive
values of x. Then Bx L: B and On == 6.r (otherwise, Bx == ——B and
Bn = -6::, i.e. the derivative 0Bx/dn does not depend on the direction
of vector B). Considering that pu] = J V == XII V, we rewrite Eq. (1)
in the form
6.4: ..X11v-QE dx Z ..iY.. eau.
ee ent
Integrating this equation between B and 0, we obtain
0
A Z .. JEL 5 B as : .L€?Z.._
wo 2ma.
u
8. Relotive Noture of Electric
ond Magnetic Fields
8.1. Electromagnetic Field. Charge Invariance
So far, we have considered electric and magnetic fields
separately, without establishing any clear relation between
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them. This could be done only because the two fields were
static. In other cases, however, it is impossible.
It will be shown that electric and magnetic fields must
always he considered together as a single total electromagnetic
field. In other words, it turns out that electric and magnetic
fields are in a certain sense the components of a single physical object which we call the electromagnetic yield.
The division of the electromagnetic field into electric
and magnetic fields is of relative nature since it depends to
a very large extent on the reference system in which the
phenomena are considered. The field which is constant in
one reference frame in the general case is found to vary in
another reference frame.
Let us consider some examples.
A charge moves in an inertial system K at a constant velocity v.
In this system, we shall observe both the electric and magnetic fields
of this charge, the two fields varying with time. If, however, we go
over to an inergial system K' moving together with the charge, the
charge will be fat rest in th.is’ system, and we shall observe only the
electric field.
_ Suppose two identical charges move in the system K towards each
other at the same velocity v. I n this system, we shall observe both
electric and magnetic fields, both these fields varying. In this case it
is impossible to find such a system K' where only one of the fields
would be observed.
In the system K, there exists a permanent nonuniform magnetic
field (e.g., the field of a fixed permanent magnet). Then in the system
K' moving relative to the system K we shall observe a varying magnetic field and, as will be shown below, an electric field as well.
Thus, it is clear that in different reference frames different
relations are observed between electric and magnetic fields.
Before considering the main points of this chapter, viz.
the laws of transformation of fields upon a transition from
one reference system to another, we must answer the
question which is important for further discussion: how do
an electric charge q itself and the Gauss theorem for vector E
behave upon such transitions?
Charge Invariance. At present, there is exhaustive evidence that the total charge of an isolated system does not
change with the change in the motion of charge carriers.
This maybe proved by the neutrality of a gas consisting
of hydrogen molecules. Electrons in these molecules move
at much higher velocities than protons. Therefore, if the
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charge depended on the velocity, the charges of the electrons and protons would not compensate each other and the
gas would be charged. However, no charge (to 20 decimal
places!) has been observed in hydrogen gas.
Another proof can be obtained while observing the heat—
ing of a piece of a substance. Since the electron mass is
considerably smaller than the mass of nuclei, the velocity
of electrons upon heating must increase more than that of
nuclei. And if the charge depended on the velocity, the substance would become charged upon heating. Nothing fof
this kind zvas ever observed.
‘Further, if the electron charge depended on its velocity,
then the total charge of a substance would change as a result
of chemical reactions, since the average velocities of electrons
in a substance depend on its chemical composition. Calculations show that even a weak dependence of the charge
on the velocity would result in extremely strong electric
fields even in the simplest chemical reactions. But nothing
of this kind was obse1·ved in. this case either.
Finally, the design and operation of all modern particle
accelerators are based on the assumption that a particle’s
charge is invariable when its velocity is changed.
Thus, we arrive at the conclusion that the charge of any
particle is a relativistic invariant quantity and does not
depend on the"particle’s velocity or on the choice of the
reference system.
Invariance of the Gauss Theorem for Field E. lt turns
out, as follows from the generalization of experimental
results, that the Gauss theorem ®EdS = q/eo is valid
not only for fixed charges but for moving charges also. In
the latter case, the surface integral must be taken for a definite instant of time in a given reference system.
Besides, since different inertial reference systems are
physically equivalent (in accordance with the relativity
principle), we can state that the (lauss theorem valid
i`or all inertial systems of reference.
8.2. Laws oi Transformation for Fields E and B
While going over from one reference system to another,
fields E and B are transformed in a certain .way. The laws
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of this transformation are established in the special theory
of relativity in a rather complicated way. For this reason,
we shall not present here the corresponding derivations and
will pay main attention to the content of these laws, the
corollarios following from them, and the application of
these laws for solving some specific problems,
Formulation of the Problem. Suppose we have two inertial
systems of reference: the system K and the system K ’ moving
relative to the first system at a velocity vo. We know the
magnitudes of the fields E and B at a certain point in space
and time in the system K. What are the magnitudes of the
fields E' and B' at the same point in space and time in the
system K'? (Recall that the same point in space and time
is a point whose coordinates and time in the two reference
systems are related through the Lorentz transformationsf)
As was mentioned above, the answer to this question is
given in the theory of relativity from which it follows that
the laws of transformation of fields are expressed by the
formulas ·°*'
Ein = Er Bi = Bm
I E,-r [v,><B] I 1;,-[v,,><1=_:];c= (8.1)
E_L:;*··""*·‘**...., B_L2·*"‘_"*‘.—;‘*"‘_-".
I/1——B“ 1/1-B*Here the symbols H and _{_ mark the longitudinal and transverse (relative to the vector vo) components of the electric
and magnetic fields, [il vn/c, and c is the velocity of light
in a vacuum (cz 1/sou").
Written in terms of projections, these formulas have the form
E, 1£_.,—·v,,B, B, H B_.,—+-¤>,,H,/cz
·’ 1/1-—a ’ “ MT-—r2 ’ (8-2)
E; Ez"l‘U0By ’ B; Uz""'U0Ey(Cz ’
1/i—¤· 1/1—r»= _
where it is assumed that the X- and X '-axes of coordinates are directed
. x·=..;1’;·L., ,,·=y_ ,·:,_ ,»=..Li#£lL_
V`1 —(v»/c)? V`i —<·vo/cv
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along the vector vu, the Y'-axis is parallel to the Y·axis and the Z'-axis
to the Z—axis.
It follows from Eqs. (8.1) and (8.2) that each of the vectors
E' and B' is expressed both in terms of E and B. This is
an evidence of a common natm·e of electric and magnetic
fields. Taken separately, each of these fields has no absolute
meaning: speaking of electric and magnetic fields, we must
indicate the system of reference in which these fields are
considered.
It should be emphasized that the properties of electromagnetic field expressed by the laws of its transformation
are local; the values of E' and B' at a certain point in space
and time in the system K' are uniquely determined only by
the values of E and B at the same point in space and time
in the system K.
The following features of the laws of field transformation
are also very important.
I. Unlike the transverse components of E and B, which
change upon a transition from one reference system to another, their longitudinal components do not change and remain
the same in all systems.
2. Vectors E and B in different systems are connected
with each other through highly symmetric relations. This
can be seen most clearly in the form of the laws of transformation for the projections of the fields lsee (8.2)].
3. In order to obtain the formulas of the inverse transformation (from K' to K), it is sufficient to replace iu formulas (8.1) and (8.2) all primed quantities by unprimed
ones (and vice versa) as well as the sign of vo.
Special Case of Field Transformation (oo Qc). If the
system K' moves relative to the system K at a velocity
vo <c, the radicals in the denominators of formulas (8.1)
can he replaced by unity, and we obtain
Ei = Eu, Bi = Btn
E1: El —}- [vo B], BQ ==By —-[vo >< E]/cz. (8.3)
Hence it follows that
|n* :12 + iv, X Bp, 11*.;-1;.-iv., >< Eye.! isa)
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It should be noted that the first formula in (8.4) can be
dire`ctly obtained in a very simple way. Let a charge q
in the system K have a velocity vo at a certain instant t.
The Lorentz force acting on this charge is F zz qE »(—
-|— q [vo >< Bl. We go over to the inertial system K' moving
relative to the system K at the same velocity as the charge q
at the instant t, viz. the velocity vo. At this instant, the
charge q is at rest in the system K', and the force acting
on the immobile charge is purely electric: F' qE' If
vu <c (as in the case under consideration), this force is
invariant (F' = F), whence we obtain the first formula in
(8-4)- . . . .
However, the. transformation formulas for magnetic hold
can be obtained only with the help of the theory of relativity
as a result of rather cumbersome calculations.
Let us consider a simple example of the application of
formulas (8.4).
Example. A,}.arge metallic plate moves at a constant nonrelativistic
velocity v in a"`uniform magnetic field B (Fig. 8.1). Find the surface
density of charges induced on the surfaces of the plate as a result of
its motion. .·
Let us go over to the reference sys- B
tem fixed to the plate. In· accordance
with the first of formulas (8.4), in this
system of reference a constant uniform electric field V
E' = [v >< B]
will be observed. lt is [directed towards
us. Under the action of this external Fin 81
field, tl1e charges will be displaced so °` '
that positive charges will appear on
the front surface of the plate and negative charges, on the hind surface.
'l`he surface density 0 of these charges will be such that the field
created by these charges inside the plate completely compensates the
external field E', since in equilibrium the resultant electric field inside
the plate must be equal to zero. Taking into account relation (1.11),
we obtain
o = r0E' = r0vB. {
It should be noted that while solving this problem, we could follow
another line of reasoning, viz. from the point of view of the reference
frame in which the plate moves at the velocity v. ln this- system there
will be an electric field inside the plate. lt appears as a result of the
action of the magnetic component of the Lorentz force causing the
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displacement of all the electrons in the plate behind the plane of
Fig. 8.1. As a result, the front surface of the plate will be charged
positively and the hind surface, negatively, and the electric field
appearing in the plate will be such that the electric force qE compensates the magnetic component of the Lorentz force, q [v >< Bl, whence
E == -——[v >< B]. This field is connected with the surface charge density
through the same formula o = e0vB.
Both approaches to the solution of the given problem are equally
justified.
Relativistic Nature of Magnetism. Formulas (8.1) and
(8.2) for the transformation of fields lead to a remarkable
conclusion: 'the appearance of the magnetic field is a purely
relativistic effect following from the existence in nature
of the limiting velocity c equal to the velocity of light in
a vacuum.
If this velocity (and hence the velocity of propagation of
interactions) were infinite, no magnetism would exist at all.
Indeed, let us consider a free electric charge. Only electric
field exists in the system K where this charge is at rest. Consequently, according to (8.1), no magnetic field would
appear in any other system K' if c tended to infinity. This
field appears only due to the fact that c is finite, i.e. in the
long run due to the relativistic effect.
The relativistic nature of magnetism is a universal physical
fact, and its origin is associated with the absence of magnetic charges.
Unlike most of relativistic effects, magnetism can he
easily observed in many cases, for example, the magnetic
field of a current—carrying conductor. The reason behind
such favourable circumstances is that the magnetic field
may be created by a very large number of moving electric
charges under the conditions of the almost complete vanishing of the electric held due to practically ideal balance of
the numbers of electrons and protons in conductors. ln
this case the magnetic interaction is predominant.
The almost complete compensation of electric charges
made it possible for physicists to study relativistic effects
(i.e. magnetism) and discover correct laws. For this reason,
the laws of electromagnetism, unlike Newton’s laws, have
not`been refined after the creation of the theory of relativity.
Field Varies Rather than Moves. Since the relations be-tween electric and magnetic fields vary upon a transition

.. _....8·2·
to another reference system, the fields E and B must be
treated with care. For instance, even the concept of the
force exerted on a moving charge by a moving magnetic
field does not have any precise meaning. The force is determined by the values of the quantities E and B at the point
where the charge is located. lf as a result of motion of the
sources of the fields E and B their values at this point change,
the force will change as well. Otherwise the motion of the
sources does not affect the magnitude of the force.
Thus, while solving the problem about the force acting
on a charge, we must know E and B at the point of location
of the charge as well as its velocity v. All these quantities
must be taken relative to the inertial reference frame we are
interested in.
The expression "mov K B .K'|
ing field" (if it is used) , _ l
should be intlgrpreted as II vo
aconvenient way of the ,q I
verbal description of a
.7I
varying field under cen'- (_ ____ _
tain conditions, and nothing more. Fig. 8.2
The following simple
example will illustrate the factithat upon a transition
from one reference frame to another the lield must be
treated with care.
Example. A charged particle is at rest between the poles of a magnet lixed in the system K. Let us go over to the system K' that moves
to the right (Fig. 8.2) at a nonrelativistic velocity vo relative to the
system K. (1) Can we state that the charged particle moves in the magnetic lield in the system K'? (2) Find the force acting on this particle
in the system K'
YDS, the p{1I`lLlClC TILOUCS lll the m.dg}lc?UC It SllOUlll be DOl.C(l,
however, that it moves in the magnetic held and not relative to the
magnetic field. It is meaningful to say that a particle moves relative
to the reference system, a magnet, or other objects. However, we cannot
state that a particle moves relative to the magnetic ileld. The latter
statement has no physical meaning. All this refers not only to magnetic
but to electric tields as well.
(2) In order to find the force, we must take into account that the
electric lield E’ lvu >< B] directed towards us (Fig. 8.2), will
appear in the system K' In this system, the charge will move to the
left at the velocity ——v0, and this motion will occur in crosseilelectric
and magnetic lields. For the sake of deliniteness, we suppose that the
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charge of the particle is q > 0. Then the Lorentz force in the system K'
is
F'=*1E'+Ql*‘VoXBl-‘:QlVoXBl“qlVoXBl=0
which. however, directly follows from the invariance of the force upon
nonrelativistic transformations from one reference frame to the other.
8.3. Corollaries ofthe Laws of Field Transformation
Some Simple Corollaries. Several simple and useful relations follow in some cases from transformation formulas
(8.1).
' If the electric field E alone is present in the system K
(the magnetic field B == 0), the following relation exists
between the fields E' and B' in the system K'
B' = -—lv0 >< E']/cz. (8.5)
Indeed, if B : 0, then El EL/l/1 — [52 and B], : 0,
Bl ¤= -—-[vo >< El/cz l/1 -— BZ —lv0 ><i *E'l/cz, where we
took into account that in the cross product we can write
either E or El (the same applies to the primed quantities).
Considering that B' B], + Bl B1, we arrive at formula (8.5).
2. If the magnetic held B alone is present in the system K
(while the electric field E = O), then for the system K'
we have
E' = [vo >< B']. (8.6)
lnieed, if E = O, then Bl = By/l/1-— [52 and E], == 0,
El = lv., >< Bl/l/1 -— [:5*. Substituting Bl for B and then
B' for Bl in the last cross product, we arrive at formula
(8.6).
Formulas (8.5) and (8.6) lead to the following important
conclusion: I j only one of the yields (E or B) is present in the
system K, the electric and magnetic fields in the system K'
are mutually perpendicular (E' _L B'). It should be noted
that the opposite statement is true only under certain additional limitations imposed on the magnitudes of the vectors E and B.
Finally, since Eqs. (8.5) and (8.6) contain only the quantities referring to the same system of reference, these equa-
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tions can be easily applied to the fields varying in space and
time. An illustrative example is the field of a uniformly
moving point charge.
Field of Freely Moving Relativistic Charge. The formulas
for field transformation are interesting above all by that
they express remarkable properties of electromagnetic field.
Besides, they are important from a
purely practical point of view since
they allow us to solve some problems
in a simpler way.
For example, the problem of determining the field of a uniformly mov- l
ing point charge can be solved as a q V
result of transformation of a purely
Coulomb field which is observed in the
reference system fixed to the charge.
Calculations show (see Problem 8.10)
that the lines of the field E created by
a freely moving charge q have the form
shown in Fig. 8.3, where 'v is the ve- Fig- 8-3
locity of the charge. This pattern corresponds to the instant “picture" of the electric field configuration. At an arbitrary point P of the reference system, vectorE is directed along the radius vector r drawn from the
point of location of the charge q to point P.
The magnitude of vector E is determined by t.he formula
1 q i—B’
E °"zEiE§7i‘(1-c=sa¤=e>¤/=· (SJ)
where B = v/c, il is the angle between the radius vector r
and the vector v corresponding to the velocity of the charge.
The electric field is "flattened" in the direction of motion
of the charge (see Fig. 8.3), the degree of flattening being
the larger the closer the velocity v of the charge to the velocity c of light. It should be also borne in mind that the field
shown in the figure "moves" together with the charge. That
is why the field E in the reference frame relative to which
the charge moves varies with time.
Knowing the field E, we can find the field B in the same
reference system:
i . Po Q lv >< fl 1- B“
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This formula is a corollary of relation (8.5) in which we have
replaced the primed quantities by unprimed ones and v
by —-v.
When v <c ([5 < 1), expressions (8.7) and (8.8) are transformed to (1.2) and (6.3) respectively.
8.4. Electromagnetic Field Invarianis
Since vectors E and B characterizing electromagnetic field
depend on the system'of reference (at the same point in
space and time), a natural question arises concerning the
invariants of electromagnetic field, i.e. the quantitative
characteristics independent of the reference system.
It can be shown that there exist two such invariants which
are the combinations of vectors E and B, viz.
IE-B=inv. and E2-a=12¤:mv.| (se)
The invariance of these quantities (relative to the Lorentz
transformations) is a consequence of field transformation
formulas (8.1) or (8.2). This question is considered in greater
detail in Problem 8.9.
The application of these invariants allows us in some
cases to find the solution quickly and simply and make the
corresponding conclusions and predictions. We shall list
the most important conclusions.
1. The invariance of E•B immediately implies that if E _L B
in some reference system, i.e. E ·B = 0, in all other inertial systems
E' _1_ B' as well.
2. It follows from the invariance of E2 — c2B2 that if E = cB
(i.e. E2 -— c2B2 =- 0), in _any other inertial system E' = cB’ as well.
3. If in a certain reference system the angle between vectors E
and B is acute (obtuse) (this means that E •B is greater (less) than zero),
in any other reference system the angle between vectors E' and B'
will be acute (obtuse) as well.
4. If in a certain reference system F ;> cB (or E < cB). (whicl:
means that, E2 -— r2B2 is greater (or less) than (zero), in any other
reference system E' > cB' (or E' { cB"· as well.
5. lf both invariants are equal to zero, then E _1_ B and le? == cB
in all reference systems. lt will be shown later that this is precisely
observed in electromagnetic waves.
6. lf the invariant E•B alone is equal to zero, we can hud a reference system in which either E' = 0 or B' = O. The sign of the other
invariant determines which of these vectors is equa to zero. The
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opposite is also true: if E = 0 or B = 0 in some reference system,
t en E' _|_ B' in any other system. (This conclusion has already been
drawn in Sec. 8.3.)
And finally one more remark: it should be borne in mind
that generally fields E and B depend both on coordinates
B
K Ku K KI
I·;> -1-- I
lv" "’° r C
v
1 ' I r'
4 __—— *1 _—_—
Fig. 8.4 Fig 8.5
and on time. Consequently, each invariant of (8.9) refers
to the same point in space and time of the field, the coordinates and timeaof the point in different systems of reference
being connected through the Lorentz transformations.
Problems
Q 8.1. Special case of lield transl`ormation.A nonrelativistic
point charge q moves at a constant velocity v. Using the transformation formulas, find the magnetic f`1eldB of this charge at a point whose
position relative to the charge is defined by the radius vector r.
Solution. Let us go over to the system of reference K ’ fixed to the
charge. ln this system, only the Coulomb field with the intensity
. __ 1 q
E _ [men r’ r'
is present, where we took into account that the radius vector r' = r
in the system K' (nonrelativistic case). Let us now return from the
system K' to the system K that moves relative to the system K' at
the velocity ·—-v. For this purpose, we shall use the formula for the
field B from (8.4), in which the role of primed quantities will be played
by unprimed quantities (and vice versa), and replace the velocity Vo
by -—v0 (Fig. 8.4). In the case under consideration, Vo = v, and hence
B = B' —l— [v >< E']/c2. Considering that in the system K' B' = 0
and that cz = i/coun, we find
B : ix q [v >< r]
4Jt r3 °
We have obtained formula (6.3) which was earlier postulated as
a result of the generalization of experimental data.
i£—0i8i
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Q 8.2. A large plate made of homogeneous dielectric with the
permittivity iz moves at a constant nonrelativistic velocity v in a uniform magnetic field B as shown in Fig. 8.5. Find the polarization P
of the dielectric and the surface density o' of bound charges.
Solution. In the reference system fixed to the plate, in addition to
the magnetic field, there will be an electric field which we shall denote
by E6. In accordance with formulas (8.4) of field transformation, we
have
E6 ¢= Iv >< B].
The polarization of the dielectric is given by
-1
P=><¤0E’ so-9-,;- tv >< Bl.
where we took into account that according to_(3.29), E' == Eg/e. The
surface density of bound charges is
—1
|o'| =P==s°j——-—vB.
c
At the front surface of the plate (Fig. 8.5), o' > U, while on the opposite
face o' < 0.
Q 8.3. Suppose we have an uncharged long straight wire with
a current 1. Find the charge per unit length of this wire in the reference
system moving translationally with a nonrelativistic velocity vo
along the conductor in the direction of the current I .
Solution. In accordance with the transformation formulas (8.4),
the electric field E' == [vo >< B] will appear in the moving reference
system, or
E;. == ——i.¤0it0I/2J‘tr (1)
where r is the distance from the wire axis.
The expression for B in this formula was obtained with the help
of the theorem on circulation.
On the other hand, according to the Gauss theorem (in the moving
system) we have
L`;. = }.’/2:ts,,r, (2)
where lt' is the charge per unit length of the wire.
A comparison of (1) and (2) gives
It' ——v0I/cz,
,__where c2 = 1/espn. The origin of this charge is associated with the
Lorentz contraction experienced by the "chains" of positive and negative charges (they have different. velocities!).
Q 8.4. There is a narrow beam of protons moving with a relativistic velocity v in the system of reference K. At a certain distance from
the beam, the intensity of the electric field is equal to E. Find the
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induction B' of the magnetic field at the same distance from the beam
in the sgstem K' that moves relative to the system K at the velocity vo
in the irection of the proton beam.
Solution. This problem can be solved in the most simple way with
the help of formulas (8.1). But first we must find the induction B in
the system K at the same distance from the beam where the intensity E
is iven.
ijsing the theorem on circulation of vector B and the Gauss theorem for vector E, we find
B pal/2m·, I·.` A/2:ru¤°r,
where r is the distance from the beam, I = kv is the current, and A
is the charge per unit length of the beam. It follows from these formulas
that
B/Iz` = sono!/A == v/cz,
where cz = 1/cops. Substituting the expression for B from this formula into the last of transformation formulas (8.1), we obtain
li: B, 2 If I U °-°- .
¢’ I/1 -— (vi/¢>‘
lf in this case vo < v, the lines of B' form the right-handed system
with the vector vs. lf va > v, they form the left—handed system (since
the current I ’ in the system K' in this case will flow in the opposite
direction).
Q 8.5. A relativistic charged particle moves in the space occupied
by uniform mutually perpendicu ar electric and magnetic lields E
and B. The particle moves rectilinearly in the direction perpendicular
to the vectors E and B. Find E' and B' in the reference system moving
translationally with the particle.
Solution. It follows from the description of motion of the particle
that its velocity must satisfy the condition
vB = E. (1)
In accordance with the transformation formulas (8.1), we have
E. __: E+·lv >< Bl :0,
V 1-·|:l”
since in the case under consideration t.he Lorentz force (and hence
the quantity E + lv X Bl) is equal to zero.
According to the same transformation formulas, the magnetic
field is given by
B, _ B- [v X E]/c’
Vi-ii"
The arrangement of vectors is shown in Fig. 8.6, from which it follows
that lv X E] tf B. Consequently, considering that according to (1)
14*
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v = E/B, we can write
8,: B—·E*/Bc* : B (1-{$2)
1/‘F—‘¤= 1/¢"‘-cv ’
or in the vector form
B' = B }/1-(E/cB)¤.
We advise the reader to verify that the obtained expressions satisfy
both field invariants.
Q 8.6. The motion of a charge in crossed fields E and B. Anonrelativistic particle with a specific charge q/m moves in a region where
EY
E
VX
v¤E
11B°
B' z
Fig. 8.6 Fig. 8.7
uniform, mutually perpendicular fields E and B have been created
(Fig. 8.7). At the moment t = 0 the particle was at point O and its
velocity was equal to zero. Find the law of motion of the particle,
.1: (t) and y (t).
Solution. The particle moves under the action of the Lorentz force.
It can be easily seen that the particle always remains in the plane XY.
Its motion can be described most easily in a certain system K' where
only the magnetic field is present. Let us find this reference system.
It follows from transformations (8.4) that E' = 0 in a reference
system -that moves with a velocity Vo satisfying the relation E ==
= -[vc X B]. lt is more convenient to choose the system K 'whose
velocity Vo is directed towards the positive values on the X-axis
(Fig. 8.7), since in such a system the particle will move perpendicularly
to vector B' and its motion will be the simplest.
Thus,·in the system K' that moves to the right at the velocity
vo = E/B, the field E' = 0 and only the field B' is observed. In accordance with (8.4) and Fig. 8.7, we have
B' = B — [vo >< E]/cz = B (1 -— vg/cz).
Since for a nonrelativistic particle vo < c, we can assume that B' = B.
In the system K', the particle will move only in the magnetic field,
its velocity being perpendicular to this fléld. The equation of motion
for this particle in the system K' will have the form
mv§/R = qvqB. (I)
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This equation is written for the instant ¢= 0, when the particle
moved in the system K' as is shown in Fig. 8.8. Since the Lorentz
force F is always perpendicular to the velocity of the particle, vo =
= const, and it follows from (1) that in the system K' the particle
will move in a circle of radius
R = mv•/qB.
Thus, the particle moves uniformly with the velocity vo in a circle
in the system K ’ which, in turn, moves uniformly to the right with
the same velocity vo = E/B. This motion can be compared with the
motion of the point q at the rim of a wheel (Fig. 8.9) rolling with the
angular velocity oi = va/R = qB/m. _
Figure 8.9 readily shows that the coordinates of the particle q
at the instant t are given by
x=v,,t-—R sin coiza (cot-—sin mi),
y=R—Rcoscot=a (1—cos cot),
where a = mE/qB’ and co = qB/m.
Q 8.7. There is only a uniform electric field E in an inertial sys
tem K. Find the magnitudes and directions of vectors E' and B' in
the system K' mdving relative to the system K at a constant relativistic
velocity Vo at an angle oz, to vector E.
Solution. According to transformation formulas (8.1) and taking
into account that B = 0 in the system K, we obtain
E'"= E cos ot, EQ : E sin <z/ \/1-8*, B=v,/c.
Hence the magnitude of vector E' is given by
E' =l/EQ? }— E}- E 1/(1 -8* cos’ on)/(1-8*)
and the angle ot' between vectors E' and Vu can be determined from
the formula
tan ot' = EQ/Ejt = tan ci} V1- 8%
The magnitude and direction of vector B' can be found in a similar
way:
Bi=0» Bl = ·—{Vo><El/(C2 I/i—B°)» B' =Bl·
This means that B' _|_ va, and
B' = v,,E sin cz/(c2 I/1--5*)_ O _8.8. Uniform electric and magnetic fields E and B of the same
direction exist in a system of reference K. Find. the magnitudes of
vectors E' and B' and the angle between these vectors in the system K ’
moving at a constant relativistic velocity va in the direction perpendicular to vectors E and B.
Solution. In accordance with formulas (8.1), in the system K'
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the two vectors E' and B' will be also perpendicular to the vector vo
(Fig. 8.10). The magnitudes of the vectors E.' and B' can be found by
the formulas
E»__l/ E'+(voB)° B·=l/ B“+(voE`/¢’)’
__ {-·-(vo/c)’ ’ 1."(v0/c)‘ •
The angle between the vectors E" and B' can be found fromits tangent through the formula
tan <x' = tan (ab-} ab) = (tan ak —|· tan ab)/(1 —— tan ak tan cab).
Since tan oié = voB/E and tan ab = vol?/c’B (Fig. 8.10), we obtain
, __ v,,(B°-(-E’/c’)
This formula shows that as vo -» c (B -+ 1), the angle a' —» n/2. The
l"
I-.
/': B
@ B O ' _•**•
ly * "° ’
F
—-——-in- /4
Vo O X' O X
Fig. as Fig. 8.9
opposite is also true: if we know E and B in one reference system, and
the angle between these vectors is less than 90°, there exist reference
systems where the two vectors E' and B' are parallel to one another.
Q 8.9. Invariant E•B. Using transformation formulas (8.1)
show that the quantity E-}! is an invariant.
Solution. In the system K', this product will be
E··B*=<1·:i+E1>-i ni+Bl>=Ei-Bi»+¤1·Bl· in
Let us write the last term with the help of formulas (8.1):
»»E—B-B—E*
EJJBLZ ( 1 l‘l"0X lpibil [Vox ll/°)_ (2)
Considering that the vectors EL and B L are perpendicular to the
vector vo, we transform the numerator of (2) to the form
El·Bi—(vo/<>)” Ei B]. ==Bl·Bi (l -—tl“). (3)
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where we used the fact that [vo X B_L]•[vo X EL] = v§BJ_EJ_ X
X cos a = v3BJ_ •E_L (Fig. 8.11). The remaining two scalar products
in (2)` are equal to zero since the vectors are mutually perpendicular.
‘1‘ us, the right-hand side of (1) becomes
E{,·B,Q—|—E1·Bl=E,,·B,,~|—E_L·Bl =E·B
Q•E•D•
Q 8.10. Field E of a uniformly moving charge. A point charge q
moves uniformly and rectilinearly with a relativistic velocity v.
· J; [ -2 B1
*‘ @,¤si] ”*
W·
17 . , V
{ {~»—»·1 1
Fig.·8.10 Fig. 8.11
Find the intensity E of the field created by this charge at a point whose
radius vector relative to the charge is equal to r and forms an angle 0
with the vector v.
Solution. Suppose that the charge moves in the positive direction
of the X -axis in the system of reference K. Let us go over to the system K' at whose origin this charge is at rest (the axes X' and X of
these systems coincide, while the Y'- and Y-axes are parallel). In ‘the
system K' the field E' of the charge has a simpler form:
._ 1 q .
E " YE re " *
and in the X 'Y’ plane we have
. __ 1 q . .__ 1 q .
E==" `2.?i§`F@"* Ev" am., r·¤ ” (1)
Let us now perform the reverse transition to the initial system K,
which moves relative to the system K' with the velocity ·—-v. At the
moment when the charge passes through the origin of the system K,
the projections a: and y of vector r are connected with the pro]ections
::' and y' of vector r' through the following relations:
:c=r cos 0:-;z:'|/1-5* y=r sin 0=y' (2)
where B = v/c. Here we took into account that the longitudinal dimensions undergo the Lorentz contraction, while the transverse dimensions
do not change. Besides, in accordance with the transformations inverse
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to (8.2), we obtain
Ex=E:r• Ey=EQ/ }/1--5*.
Substituting into these expressions (1) where z' and y' are replaced
by the corresponding expressions from formulas (2), we get
i q .1: 1 q u
E i ··——————- —-—-— ---—·——·-—·-· 7;,- -—-_— -...-.— ..........;.............
x fine., r'° l/{_Q gz ’ Ev fine, r’° l/1..52 °
It should be noted that Ex/Ev = zr/y, i.e. vector E is directed
radially along the vector r. The situation is such as if the effect of lag
were absent altogether. But this is true only when v = const. If,
however, the charge moves witih ian acceleration, the field E is no longer
ra ia .
K K'} dlt ;emains for us to find the magnit:
q V u e o vector E
| E___l/`E2_,_E2 ___ 1 _Q___/7·"+!l’
Il " x' y " fine, r'°l 1-43* °
QT- °" V Since :2 -l— y’ = rz and
*’‘‘* ,.·s=(,,·a+y·z)s)s
_ (............1__ B2
in accordance with (2), the electric field intensity will be given by
F Z ..t. .1. _....L;EE......
' 4ne,, r* (1 -·—l’»’ sin° a‘>)"/2 °
Q 8.11. Interaction between two moving charges. The relativistic
particles having the same charge q move parallel to each other at the
same velocity v as is shown in Fig. 8.12. The separation between the
particles is l. Using expression (8.7), find the force of interaction between the particles.
Solution. In this case, the angle between the vector v of one of the
particles and the direction towards the other particle is 0 = 90°.
Hence, in accordance with formula (8.7), the electric component of
the Lorentz force is given by
1 q’
F°"°E `"`ZE i· ;/rigs “’
while the magnetic component of the Lorentz force is
sa
F .-= B: ik-fi.;-.— 2
m qv lm ls}/1.,,Bs ’ ll
where we took into account that in the case under consideration B
is related to E through formula (8.5) from which it follows that B =
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= vE/c2, c2 = 1/espn. It should be noted that the ratio
Fm/F,. : e0u0v’ = (v/c)*,
just as in the nonrelativistic case (6.5). It can be seen that as v -» e,
the magnetic component of the force Fm tends to Fe.
The resultant force of interaction (repulsive force) is given by
` 1 •v;Y·
1· -:.1**,,-- Fm ;— ZE? Ti- i/1-pa.
9. Electromagnetic Induction
9.1. Fairaday's Law ot Electromagnetic Induction.
Lenz's Law
In the previous chapter it was established that the relation
between the "componenis" of an electromagnetic field, viz.
electric and magnetic iields, is
mainly determined by the C
choice of the reference system. In
· ¢ .•'4••· [
other words, the two components Ianni of electromagnetic field are in- I§}=!=l.—_. Lterrelated. We shall show here ` .:|:I=.`n
that there exists a still closer
connection between the E— and I
B—iields, which is exhibited in
phenomena of electromagnetic Z Q
induction.
Faraday’s Discovery. In 1831 Fi8· 9-i
Faraday made one of the most
fundamental discoveries in electroilynninics-the phenomenon of electromagnetic induction. It consists in that
an electric current (called the induced current) appears in
a closed conducting loop upon a change in the magnetic flux
(i.e. the flux of B) enclosed by this loop.
The appearance of the induced current indicates that the
induced electromotiue force Y', appears in the loop as a result
of a change of the magnetic flux. It is important here that
5*, does not at all depend on how the change in the magnetic
ilnx th was realized and is determined only by the rate of
its variation, i.e. by dd)/dt. Besides, a change in the sign
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of the derivative dd)/dt leads to a change in the sign or
“direction" of fi.
Faraday found out that the induced current may be generated in two different ways. This is illustrated in Fig. 9.1,
which shows the coil C with current I (the coil creates the
magnetic field) and the loop L connected to the galvanometer G which indicates the induced current.
The first way consists in the displacement of the loop L
(or its separate parts) in the field of the fixed coil C.
In the second case, the loop is fixed but the magnetic
field varies either due to the motion of the coil C or as a result
of a change in the current I in it, or due to both reasons.
In all these cases the galvanometer G indicates the presence of induced current in the loop L.
Lenz’s Law. The direction of the induced current (and
hence the sign of the induced e.m.f.) is determined by Lenz’s
law: the induced current is directed so that it counteracts the
cause generating it. In other words, the induced current
creates a magnetic flux which prevents the variation of the
magnetic flux generating the induced .e.m.f.
If, for example, the loop L (Fig. 9.1) is drawn to the
coil C, the magnetic flux through the loop increases. The
current induced in the loop in.this case is in the clockwise
direction (if we look at the loop from the right). This current
creates the magnetic flux "directed" to the left, which prevents an increase in the magnetic flux, which causes the
induced current.
The same situation takes place if we increase the current
in the coil C, keeping fixed the coil and the loop L. On the
other hand, if we decrease the current in the coil C, the current induced in the loop L will reverse its direction (it will
now be directed counterclockwise if we look from the right).
Lenz’s law expresses an important physical fact, viz. the
tendency of a system to counteract the change in its state
(electromagnetic inertia).
Faraday’s Law of Electromagnetic Induction. According
to this law, the e.m.f. induced in a loop is defined by the
formula
lg, -1*%*., | (0.1)
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regardless of the cause of the variation of the magnetic {lux
embraced by the closed conducting loop. The minus sign
in this equation is connected with a certain sign rule. The
sign of the magnetic flux (D is determined by the choice of
the normal to the surface S bounded by the loop under
consideration, while the sign of 8, depends on the choice
of the positive direction of circumvention of the loop.
As before, we assume that tl1e direction of the normal ll
to the surface S a11d the positive direction of the loop circumvention are connected through the right—harzd screw rule*
(Fig. 9.2). Consequently, when we choose
(arbitrarily) the direction of the normal,
we define the sign of the flux cb as well as
the sign (and hence the"direction")of the
induced e.m.f. E,. +
With such a choice of positive directions
(in accordance with the right-hand screw Fig- 9-2
rule), the quantities K, and dd)/dt have
opposite signs. "
The unit of the magnetic {lux is the weber (Wb). If the
rate of variation of the mhgnet-ic flux is 1 Wb/s, the e. m.f.
induced in the loop is equal to 1 V [see (9.1)].
Total Magnetic Flux (Magnetic-flux Linkage). If a closed
loop in which an e.m.l`. is induced contains not one but N
turns (like a coil), 8, will be equal to the sum ofthe e.m.f.s
induced in each turn. And if the magnetic flux embraced by
each turn is the same and equal to tbl, the total flux cb through
the surface stretched over such a complex loop can be
represented as
<D Neb,. (9.2)
This quantity is called the total magnetic {lux, or _the
magnetic-flux linkage. In this case, the e.m.f. induced in
the loop is dehned, in accordance with (9.1), by the formula
::2 °-°N .
* Il these two directions were connected through the left·hand
screw rule, Eq. (9.1) would not contain the minus sign.
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9.2. Origin oi Electromagnetic Induction
Let us now consider the physical reasons behind the
appearance of induced e.m.f. and try to derive the law of
induction (9.1) from what we already know. Let us consider
two cases.
A Loop Moves in a Permanent Magnetic Field. Let us
first take a loop with a movable jumper of length l (Fig. 9.3)
Suppose that it is in a uniform mag
E:{vy_B] netic field perpendicular to the plane
of the loop and directed behind
the plane of the figure. We start
( Q . _ moving the jumper to the right with
B. v velocity v. The charge carriers in
the jumper, viz. the electrons, will
also start to move with the same
Fig. 9.3 velocity. Asaresult, each electron
will be acted upon by a magnetic
force F = -e lv >< Bl directed along the jumper. The
electrons will start moving downwards along the jumper,
which is equivalent to electric current directed upwards.
This is just the induced current. The charges redistributed
over the surfaces of the -conductors will create an electric
held which will induce a current in the remaining parts of
the loop.
The magnetic force F plays the role of an extraneous force.
The field corresponding to it is E* = F/(-——e) == lv >< Bl.
It should be noted that this expression can also he obtained
with the help of held transformation formulas (8.4).
Circulation of vector E* around a closed contour gives,
by definition, the magnitude of the induced e.m.f. In the
case under consideration, we have
8; = -—-vBl, (9.4)
where the minus sign is taken in accordance with the adopted
sign rule: the normal n to the surface stretched over the
loop was chosen so that it is directed behind the plane of
Fig. 9.3 (towards the field B), and hence, according to
the right-hand screw rule, the positive direction of circumvention is the clockwise direction, as is shown in the figure.
In this case, the extraneous iield E* is directed against the
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positive direction of loop circumvention, and hence 8,
is a negative quantity.
The product vl in (9.4) is the increment of the area bounded
by the loop per unit time (dS/dt). Hence vBl -.-= B dS/dt =
= dd)/dt, where d€D is the increment of the magnetic flux
through the area of the loop (in our case, d€D >0). Thus,
gt = --d<D/dt. (9.5)
It can be proved in the general form that law (9.1) is
valid for any loop moving arbitrarily in a permanent nonuniform magnetic held (see Problem 9.2).
Thus, the excitation of induced e.m.f. during the motion
of a loop in a permanent magnetic held is explained by the
action of the magnetic force proportional to [v >< Bl,
which appears during the motion of the conductor.
It should be noted by the way that the idea of the circuit
shown in Fig. 9.3 forms the basis of all induction generators
in which a roibr with a winding rotates in an external magnetic held.
A Loop Is at Rest in ·a Varying Magnetic Field. In this
case also, the induced current is an evidence of the fact that
the magnetic held varying with time creates extraneous
forces in the loop. But what are these forces? What is their
origin? Clearly, they cannot be magnetic forces proportional
to [v >< Bl, since these forces cannot set in motion the
charges that have been at rest (v = O). But there are no
other forces _besides qE and q lv >< Bl! This leaves the only
conclusion that the induced current is due to the appearance
of an electric held E in the wire. It is this held which is
responsible for the induced e.m.f. in a hxed loop placed
into a magnetic held varying with time.
Maxwell assumed that a magnetic held varying with time
leads to the appearance in space of an electric held regardless
of the presence of a conducting loop. The latter just allows
us to reveal the existence of this electric held due to the
current induced in the loop.
Thus, according to Maxwell, a magnetic held varying
with time generates an electric held. Circulation of vector E
of this held around any hxed loop is dehned as
hadn: -i’;,‘-2. (9.6)
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Here the symbol of partial derivative with respect to time
(0/dt) emphasizes the fact that the loop and the surface
stretched on it are hxed. Since the flux (D = 5 B dS (the
integration is performed around an arbitrary sur ace stretched over the loop we are interested in), we have
6 __ S 6B
-5 S B as - _ -5}-as.
In this equality, we exchanged the order of differentiation
with respect to time and integration over the surface, which
is possible since the loop and the surface are fixed. Then
Eq. (9.6) can be represented in the form
‘ GB
§>E dl - -—— 5 -5;- dS. (9.7)
This equation has the same structure as Eq. (6.17) the role of the
vector j being played by the vector -08/Ot. Consequently, it can
be written in the itlerential form the same as Eq. (6.26), i.e.
V >< E = -6B/ol. (9.8)
This equation expresses a local relation between electric and magnetic
helds: the time variation of magnetic field B at a given point determines
the curl of vector E at the same point. The fact that Vx E differs from
zero is an evidence of the presence of the electric held itself.
The fact that the circulation of the electric held induced
by a varying magnetic held differs from zero indicates that
this electric held is not a potential held. Like magnetic field,
it is a vortex held. Thus, electric held can be either a potential
held (in electrostatics) or a vortex held.
In the general case, electric held E may be the sum of the
electrostatic held and the held induced by a magnetic
held varying in time. Since the circulation of the electrostatic
held is equal to zero, Eqs. (9.6)-(9.8) turn out to be valid
for the general case as well., when the held E is the vector sum
of these two fields.
Betatron. The vortex electric held has found a brilliant application
in the induction electron accelerator, viz. bemzron. This accelerator
consists of a toroidal evacuated chamber arranged between the poles
of an electromagnet (Fig. 9.4). The variation of the current in the
electromagnet winding creates a varying magnetic held which induces
a vortex e ectric held. The latter accelerates the electrons and simultaneously retains them on an equilibrium circular orbit of a certain
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radius (see Problem 9.5). Since the electric field is a vortexltield,
the direction of the force acting on the electrons always coincides with
the direction of motion, an the electrons
continuously increase their energy. During the _ ,
time when the magnetic field increases (~ 1
ms), the electrons manage to make about a NXQQJW
mi lion turns and acquire an energy up to 400
MeV (at such energies, the e1ectrons’ veloc- J
ity is almost equal to the velocity of light ...zI'iE$\\.
c in vacuum). I ’ —
The induction accelerator (betatron) re- l
sembles a transformer in which the role of __ { /
the secondary winding consisting oi a single Mg- 3-*
turn is played by an electron beam.
Conclusion. Thus, the law of electromagnetic induction
(9.1) is valid when the magnetic flux through a loop varies
either due to the motion ol the loop or the time variation
of the magnetic iield (or due to holh reasons). However,
we had to resort to two quite dijfereut phenomena for explaining the lginw in these .two cases: for the moving loop we
used the action of the magnetic force proportional to lv )>< BI
while for the magnetic field varying with time, OB/Ot,
the concept of vortex electric field E was employed.
Since there is no unique and profound principle which
would combine these phenomena, we must interpret the law
of electromagnetic induction as the combined effect of two
entirely different phenomena. These phenomena are generally independent and nevertheless (which is astonishing)
the e.m.f. induced in a loop is always equal to the rate of variation of the magnetic flux through this loop.
In other words, when the field B varies with time as well
as the configuration or arrangement of the loop in the field,
the induced e.m.f. should be calculated by formula (9.1)
containing on its right-hand side the total time derivative
dd)/dt that automatically takes into consideration the two
factors. In this connection, law (9.1) can he represented
in the form
A Od) A2
:·: ---— ,_ 9
§Edl at .j>[v Bjdl. (9.
The expression on the right—hand side of this equation is
the total deri·rative dd)/dt. Here the first term. is due to
the time variation of the magnetic iield, while the second
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is due to the motion of the loop. The origin of the second
term is explained in greater detail in Problem 9.2.
Possible Difficulties. Sometimes we come across _a situation when the law of electromagnetic induction in the form
(9.1) turns out to he inapplicable (mainly because of the
difficulties associated with the choice of the contour itself).
I
z"'°··-_`\°3
\\
1*.% ’
Q \,-ii ZE: 2;) ,
)
-=:—‘·1=r=-‘.e:·Z:. V R
Fig. 9.5 Fig. 9.6
In such cases it is necessary to resort to the basic laws, viz.
=·-: --6B/Ot. These laws express the physical meaning of the
law of electromagnetic induction in all cases.
Let us consider two instructive examples.
Example i. A conducting strip is displaced at a velocity v through
a region in which a magnetic field B is applied (Fig. 9.5). ln the
figure, this region is shown by the dotted circle where the held B is
directed towards us. A galvanometer G is connected to fixed contacts
(arrows) touching the moving strip. Will the galvanometer indicate
the presence of a current?
At first sight, the question seems not so simple, since in this case it
is difficult to choose the contour itself: it is not clear where it should
be "closed" in the strip and how this part of the contour will behave
during the motion of the strip. If, however, we resort to the Lorentz
force, it becomes immediately clear that the electrons in the moving
strip will be displaced upwards, which will create an electric current
in the galvanometer circuit, directed clockwise.
It should be noted that the idea of this experiment formed the basis
of MHD generator in which the internal (thermal) energy is directly
converted into electric energy. Instead of a conducting strip, a plasma
(consisting of electrons and positive ions) is blown at a high speed
through the generator} In all other respects, the situation is the same
as in the case of the conducting strip.
Example 2. 'l`he dotted circle in Fig. 9.6. shows the region in which
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g permanent magnetic field B is localized (it is directed perpendicularly
to the plane of the figgire). This region is encircled by a fixed metallic
ring R. By moving t e sliding contacts to the other side of the ring
(see Fig. 9.6), we introduce the magnetic flux tb into the closed contour containing a galvanometer G (1-—-initial position, 2—f1nal posi·
tion). Will the galvanometer show a current pulse?
Applying formally the law (9.1), we should conclude that there
will be an induced current. But it is not so. There is no current since
in this case both 0B/dt and the Lorentz force are equal to zero: the
magnetic field B is constant and the closed loop moves in the region
where there is no magnetic field. Thus, we have none of the physical
reasons underlying the law of electromagnetic induction.
On an Apparent Paradox. We know that the force acting
on an electric charge in a magnetic held is perpendicular
to its velocity and hence accomplishes no work. Meanwhile,
during the motion of a current-carrying conductor (moving
charges!) Al`ll[)(i>l'€’S forces undoubtedly accomplish some
work (electric motor!). What is the matter?
This seeming contradiction disappears if we take into
account that the motion of the current-carrying conductor
in the magnetic Gold is inevitably accompanied by electromagnetic induction. And since the e.m.f. induced in the
conductor performs work cri the charges, the total work of
the forces of the magnetic field (the work done by Ampere’s
forces and by the induced e.m.f.) is equal to zero. Indeed,
upon an elementary displacement of a current loop in the
magnetic field, Ampere’s forces perform the work (see
Sec. 6.8)
GAA = I d€D (9.10)
while the induceo"`e.’m.f. accomplishes during the same time
the work
GAi = {QI dt = ——-I dd) (9.11)
where we took into account that 5, = —-cZ<D/dt. It follows
from these two formulas that the total work is
GAA -}— GA, = O. (9.12)
Thus, the work of the forces of the magnetic field includes
not only the mechanical work (due to Ampére’s forces)
but also the work done by the e.1n.f. induced during the
motion of the loop. These works are equal in magnitude and
opposite in sign, and hence their sum is equal to zero.
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The work of Ampére’s forces is done not at the expense
of the energy of the external magnetic field but at the expense
of the power supply which maintains the current in the loop.
In this case, the source performs additional work against
the induced e.m.f., equal to GAM >= —-2?,I dt = I dd),
which turns out to be the same as the work GA A of Ampére’s
forces.
The work GA which is done during the displacement of
the loop against the impeding Ampére’s forces (which
appear due to the current induced in accordance with Lenz’s
law) is transformed into the work of the induced e.m.f.:
GA : ——GAA = GA,. (9.13)
From the point of view of energy, this is the essence of the
operation of all induction generators.
9.3. Selhinduction
Electromagnetic induction appears in all cases when the
magnetic flux through a loop changes. It is not important
at all what causes the variation of this flux. If in a certain
loop there is a time—varying current the magnetic field of
this current will also change. And this leads to the variation
of the magnetic flux through the contour, and hence to the
appearance of induced e.m.f.
Thus, the variation of current in a circuit leads to the
appearance of an induced e.m.f. in this gircyit. This phenomenon is called self—inducti0n. _"”'
Inductance. If there are no ferromagnetics in the space
where a loop with current I is located, field B and hence
total magnetic flux CD through the contour are proportional
`to the current I, and we can write
(D = LI (9.14)
where L is the coefficient called the inductance of the circuit.
In accordance with the adopted sign rule for the quantities
CD and I, it turns out that (D and I always have the same
signs. This means that the inductance L is essentially a
positive quantity.
The inductance L depends on the shape and size of`-the
loop as well as on the magnetic properties of the surrounding
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medium. lf the loop is rigid and there are no ferromagnetics
in its neighbourhood, the inductance is a constant quantity
independent of the current I.
The unit of inductance is henry (H). In accordance with
(9.14) the inductance of 1 H corresponds to the loop the
magnetic flux through which is equal to 1 Wb at the current
of 1 A, which means that 1 H = 1 Wb/A.
Example. Find the inductance of a solenoid, neglecting edge effects.
Let the volume of the solenoid be V, the number of turns per unit
length n, and the magnetic permeability of a substance inside the
solenoid u.
According to (9.14), L = (D/I. Consequently, the problem is reduced to the determination of the total magnetic flux CD, assuming
that the current I is given. For the current I , the magnetic field in the
solenoid is B -·= upon!. The magnetic flux through a turn of the solenoid is (D, = BS = |in0nIS, while the total magnetic flux piercing N
turns is
(D == N(D1 == nl•BS =-= p.p°n2VI,
where V = Sl. ,.Hénce the inductance of the solenoid is
L = p.p°n’V. (9.15)
On Certain Difficulties. It should be noted that the determination of inductance with the help of formula L = CD/I
is fraught with certain difficulties. No matter how thin the
wire may be, its cross—sectional area is finite, and we simply
do not know how to draw in the body of the conductor a geometrical contour required for calculating LD. The result
becomes ambiguous. For a sufficiently thin wire this ambiguity is immaterial. However, for thick wires the situation is
entirely different: in this case, the result of calculation of L
may contain a gross error due to the indeterminacy in the
choice of the geometrical contour. This should be always
kept in mind. We shall later show (see Sec. 9.5) that there
exists another method of determining L, which is not subject
to the indicated drawbacks.
of Self-induction. According to (9.1), a variation
of the current in the circuit leads to the appearance of the
e.m.f. of self—induction Zi,
{gz ..-‘%: —%(I.I). (9.16)
lf the inductance L remains constant upon a variation of
the current (the configuration of the circuit does not change
is•
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and there are no ferromagnetics), then
Zi,= —L -f-é (L=const). (9.17)
The minus sign. here indicates that $8 is always directed
so that it prevents a change in the current (in accordance
with the Lenz’s law). This e.m.f. tends to keep the current
constant: it counteracts the current when it increases and
sustains it when it decreases. In self·induction phenomena,
the current has "inertia" Therefore, the induction effects
strive to retain themagnetic flux constant just in the same
way as mechanical inertia strives to preserve the velocity
of a body.
Examples of Self-induction Eiiects. Typical manifestations of self—induction are observed at the moments of connection or disconnection of an electric circuit. The increase
in the current before it reaches the stead y·state value after
closing the circuit and the decrease in the current when
the circuit is disconnected occur gradually and not instantaneously. These effects of lag are the more pronounced the
larger the inductance of the circuit.
Any large electromagnet has a large inductance. If its
winding is disconnectedafrom the source, the current rapidly
diminishes to zero and creates during this process a huge
e.m.f. This often leads to the appearance of a Voltaic arc
between the contacts of the switch which is not only very
dangerous for the electromagnet winding but may even prove
fatal. For this reason, a bulb with the resistance of the
same order of magnitude as that of the wire is normally
connected in parallel to the electromagnet winding. In this
case, the current in the winding decreases slowly and is not
a hazard.
Let us now consider in greater detail the mode of vanishing
and establishment of the current in a circuit.
Example 1. Current collapse upon the disconnection of acircuit.
Suppose that a circuit consists of a coil of constant inductance L,
a resistor R, an ammeter A, an e.m.f. source 25 and a special key K
(Fig. 9.7a). Initially, the key K is in the lower position (Fig. 9.7b)
an a current I o = E/R flows in the circuit (lwe assume that the resistance of the source of e.m.f. it is negliiib y small). _
At the instant t = 0, we rapidly turn ey K clockwise from the
lower to the upper position (Fig. 9.7a). This leads to the following:
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the key short·circuits the source for a very short time and then disconnects it from the circuit without breaking the latter.
The current through the inductance coil L starts to decrease, which
leads to the appearance of self-induction e.m.f. 8, = —L dI/dt
LL
oIR’
Ig -—._--_'-._’-i_-1’—-.
2
a I °K is K I
(al tb) 0 r
Fig. 9.7 Fig. 9.8
which, in accoigdance with Lenz’s law, counteracts the decrease in
the current. Atibach instant of time, the current in the circuit will be
determined by Ohm’s law I = 5,/R, or
· dI
RI .- -— I. -2}-. (9.18)
Separating the variables, we obtain
dl R
*T· -7: ‘“·
Integration of this equation over I (between Ig and I) and over t
(between 0 and t) gives ln (I/Is) = ——-RL/t, or
I-=I,,e"" (9.19)
where ·r is a constant having the dimension of time:
·r = L/H. (9.20)
It is called the time constant (or the relaxaton time). This quantity
characterizes the rate of decrease in the current: it follows from (9.19)
that 1: is the time during which the current decreases to (1/e) times its
initial value. 'I`he larger the value of ·r, the slower the decrease in the
current. Figure 9.8 shows the curve of the dependence I (t) describing
the decrease of current with time (curve 1).
Example 2. Stabilization of current upon closure of a circuit.
At the instant t = 0, we rapidly turn the switch S counterclockwise from the upper to the lower position (Fig. 9.7b). We thus connected the source 35 to the inductance coil L. The current in the circuit starts to grow, and a self-induction e.m.f., counteracting this
increase, will again appear. In accordance with Ohm’s law, RI ==
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= 5 + 5,, or
dl
RI-3-L-ET. (9.21)
We transpose 8 to the left-hand side of this equation and introduce
a new variable u = RI -— ii, du == R dI. After that, we transform
the equation thus obtained to
du/u = —dt/1,
where ·c = L/R is the time constant.
Integration over u (between — if and RI - 25) and over t (between 0 and t) gives n [(RI - 8)/(—‘é)] = —-t/1, or
I =I,, (i—e""), (9.22)
where I e == 5/R is the value. of the steady—state current (for t —» cc).
Equation (9.22) shows that the rate of stabilization of the currentis
determined by the same constant 1. The curve I (t) characterizing the
increase in the current with time is shown in Fig. 9.8 (curve 2).
On the Conservation of Magnetic Flux. Let a current
loop move and be deformed in an arbitrary external magnetic field (permanent or varying). The current induced in
the loop in this case is given by
I- $[+5; __ ——·i—
" R _ R dt ‘
lf the resistance of the circuit R = 0, dd)/dt must also be
equal to zero, since the current I cannot be infinitely large.
Hence it follows that (D = const.
Thus, when a superconducting loop moves in a magnetic
held, the magnetic flux through its contour remains constant.
This conservation of the flux is ensured by induced currents
which, according to Lenz’s law, prevent any change in the
magnetic flux through the contour.
The tendency to conserve the magnetic flux through
a contour always exists but is exhibited in t.he clearest form
in the circuits of supercoiiductors.
Example. A superconducting ring of radius rz and inductance L
is in a uniform magnetic field B. In the initial position, the plane of
the ring is parallel to vector B, and the current in the ring is equal
to zero. The ring is turned to the position perpendicular to vector B.
Find the current in the ring in the final position and the magnetic
induction at its centre.
_ The magnetic llux through the ring does not change upon its rotation and remains equal to zero. This means that the magnetic fluxes
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of the iield of the induced current and of the external current through
the ring are equal in magnitude and opposite in sign. Hence LI =
= :ra’B, whence
I = na“B/L.
This current, in accordance with (6.13), creates a field B I = np0aB/2L
at the centre of the ring. The resultant magnetic induction at this
point is given by
Bm: B- B, = B (1 —- npqa/2L).
9.4. Mutual Induction
Mutual Inductance. Let us consider two fixed loops 1
and 2 (Fig. 9.9) arranged sufficiently close to each other.
lf current I, flows in loop 1, it creates through loop 2
the total magnetic flux (D, proportional (in the absence of
ferromagnetics) to the current 1,:
(D2 Z ·[t21I1· (9-23) ·
...12
Similarly, if current I2 flows in _
loop 2, it creates throilgh the
contour 1 the total magnetic
flux
(D, == L,2I2. (9.24) [1
The proportionality factors [,,2 Fig. 9.9
and L2, are called mutual inductances of the loops. Clearly, mutual inductance is numerically equal to the magnetic flux through one of the
loops created by a unit current in the other loop. The coefficients L2, and L,2 depend on the shape, size, and mutual
arrangement of the loops, as well as on the magnetic permeability of the medium surrounding the loops. These coefficients are measured in the same units as the inductance L.
Reciprocity Theorem. Calculations show (and experiments
confirm) that in the absence of ferroinagnetics, the coefficients L,2 and L2, are equal:
I L,2=L2,. I (9.25)
This remarkable property of mutual inductance is usually
called the reciprocity theorem. Owing to this theorem, we
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do not have to distinguish between L12 and L2, and can
simply speak of the mutual inductance of two circuits.
The meaning of equality (9.25) is that in any case the
magnetic flux (D, through loop 1, created by current I
in loop 2, is equal to the magnetic flux (D, through loop 2,
created by the same current I in loop 1. This circumstance
often allows us to considerably simplify the calculation,
for example, of magnetic fluxes. Here are two examples.
Example 1. Two circular loops 1
and 2 whose centres coincide lie in a
2 plane (Fig. 9.10). The radii ofthe loops
are al and a. Current I flows in
_ loop 1. Find the magnetic flux (D, emF!8• 9-10 braced by loop 2, if al < a,.
{ The direct calculation of the flux (D,
/ is clearly a rather complicated problem
since the configuration of the field
itself is comtplicated. However, the
application o the reciprocity theorem
I (bq? greatly simplifies the solution of the
/ problem. Indeed, let us pass the same
current I through loop 2. Then the
magnetic flux (D, created by this cur/ rent through loop I can be easily
qfl.6 found, provided that al < agi it is sufFi 9 1 ` ficient to multiply the magnetic inducg' ° tion B at the centre of t e loop (B =
=u¤I/2a,) by the area mz? of the circle
and take into account that (D, = (D, in accordance with the reciprocity theorem.
_ Example 2. A loop with ciu·rent I has the shape of a rectangle.
Find the magnetic flux (D through the hatched half-plane (Fig. 9.11)
whose boundary is at a given distance from the contour. Assume that
this half-plane and the loop are in the same plane.
In this case too, the magnetic field of current I has a complex configuration, and hence it is very difficult to directly calculate t e flux (D
in which we are interested. However, the solution can be considerably
simplified by using the reciprocity theorem.
Sulppose that current I flows not around the rectangular contour
but a ong the boundary of the half—plane, enveloping it at infinity.
The magnetic field created by this current in the region of the rectangular loop has a simple configuration-this is the field of a straight
current. Hence we can easil find the magnetic flux (D' through the
rectangular contour (with the help of simple integration). In accordance
with the reciprocity theorem, the required flux (D (D' and the
problem is thus solved.
H0wever, the presence of ferromagnetics changes the
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situation, and the reciprocity theorem becomes inapplicable.
Let us verify this with the help of the following concrete
example.
Example. A long ferromagnetic cylinder of volume V has two windings (one over the other). One winding contains n, turns (per unit
length, while the other contains n, turns. Find their mutual in uctance
ignoring the edge effects.
According to (9.23), L2, CD,/I,. This means that we must create
current I, in winding I and calcula-te the total magnetic flux through
all the turns of winding 2. If winding 2 contains N, turns, we obtain
@2 z N2B,S,
where S is the cross-sectional area of the cylinder. Considering that
N2 = ngl, where I is the cylinder length, and B, = p.,usn,I,, where
p., is the magnetic permeability for current I,, we write (D,
= p,pqn,n,VI,, where )’ = IS. Hence
L21 = l*1P¤”1”2V
Similarly, wewcan find Lu:
L12 : l·l2lJ‘°n1n2V•
Since the values of u, and °u2 in the last two expressions are generally
dinerent (they depend on currents I, and I2 in ferromagnetics), the
values of L2, and L,2 do not coincide.
Mutual Induction. The presence of a magnetic coupling
between circuits is manifested in that any variation of
current in one of the circuits leads to the appearance of
an induced e.m.i. in the other circuit. This phenomenon
is called mutual induction.
According to Faraday’s law, the e.m.f.’s appearing in
contours I and 2 are given by
gw —.iz—— ‘—L·¤ an
. dd). ll .
fz := -—- -7} :·. —— [J2, fg}-L , (9.2b)
respectively. Here we assume that the contours are fixed
and there are no ferromagnetics in the surroundings.
Taking into account seli—induct.ion, the current. appearing,
say, in contour 1 upon a change in currents of both circuits
is determined according to ()hm’s law through the formula
dl dl
RlIl=$1"°L1 ·E;·L··Lia EL;
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where E, is the extraneous e.m.f. in contour 1 (besides
induced e.m.f.s) and L, is the inductance of contour 1.
A similar equation can be written for the current I 2 in
contour 2.
It should be noted that transformers, devices intended
for transforming currents and voltages, are based on the
principle of induction.
On the Sign of L,2. Unlike inductance L which, as was
mentioned earlier,·is essentially a positive quantity, mutual
inductance L1, is an algebraic quantity (which may, in
particular, be equal to zero). This is
due to the fact that, for instance, in
(9.23) the quantities (D2 and I1 refer
to dijjerent contours. It immediately
. follows from Fig. 9.9 that the sign
L,,>0 L,,< 0 of the magnetic flux (D2 for a given
direction of current I I will depend on
(¤) (b) the choice of the normal to the surface bounded by contour 2 (or on the
Fig. 9.12 choice of the positive direction of circumvention of this contour).
The .positive directions for currents (and e.m.f.s) in both
contours can always be chosen arbitrarily (and the positive
direction of contour circumvention is uniquely (through
the right-hand screw rule) related to the direction of the
normal n to the surface bounded by the contour, i.e. in the
long run with the sign of the magnetic flux). As soon as
these directions are specified, the quantity L,2 should be
assumed to he positive if the fluxes of mutual induction
through the contours are positive for positive currents,
i.e. when they coincide in sign with self-induction fluxes.
ln other words, L,2 > 0 if for positive currents the contours "magnetize" each other. Otherwise, L1, < O. In special
cases, the positive directions of circumvention of the contours can be established beforehand so that the required
sign of the quantity L,2 can be obtained (Fig. 9.12.).
9.5. Magnetic Field Energy
Magnetic Energy of Current. Let us connect a fixed circuit
containing induction coil L a-nd resistor R to a source of
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e.m.f. 8,,. As we already know, the current in the circuit
will start increasing. This leads to the appearance of a self—·
induced e.m.f. E,. In accordance with Ohm’s law, RI ==
= 80 + Z, , whence
Let us find the elementary work done by extraneous forces
(i.e. the source of $0) during time dt. For this purpose, we
multiply the above equality by I dt:
$0] dt = RP dt — 8,I dt.
Taking into account the meaning of each term and the relation @3, = -d€D/dt, we can write
It can be seen that in the process of current stabilization,
when the flux varies so that d€D > O (if I > O), the work
done by the source of E0 turns out to be greater than the
Joule heat liberated in the circuit. A part of this work
(additional work) is performed against the self—induced
e.m.f. It should be noted that after the current has been
stabilized, d€D = 0, and the entire work of the source of {E0
will be spent for the liberation of the Joule heat.
Thus, the additional work accomplished by extraneous
forces against the self—induced e.m.f. in the process of current
stabilization is given by
\6Aa"" as Idflll (9-27)
This relation is of a general nature. It is valid in the
presence of ferromagnetics as well, since while deriving it
no assumptions have been made concerning the 1nagnet.ic
properties of the surroundings.
Here (and below) we shall assume that there are no ferro
magnetics. Then d€D = L dI, and
6A°dd LI dI. (9.28)
Having integrated this equation, we obtain Aadd
= LI2/2. According to the law of conservation of energy,
any work is equal to the increment of any kind of energy.
It is clear that a part of the work done by extraneous forces
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(35,,) is spent on increasing the internal energy of conductors
(it is associated with the liberation of the Joule heat), while
another part (during current stabilization) is spent on something else. This "something" is just the magnetic field, since
its appearance is associated with the appearance of the
current.
Thus, we arrive at the conclusion that in the absence of
ferromagnetics, the contour with the induction coil L
and current I has the energy
1 2__ 1 ___ <D*
IW:.--E-LI -——2—I<I>--2-E.l (9.29)
This energy is called the magnetic, or intrinsic, energy of
current. It can be completely converted into the internal
energy of conductors if we disconnect the source of E0
from the circuit as shown in Fig. 9.7, i.e. if we rapidly turn
the key K from position b to position a.
Magnetic Field Energy. Formula (9.29) expresses the
magnetic energy of current in terms of inductance and current (in the absence of ferromagnetics). In this case, however,
the energy like the electric energy of charged bodies, can be
di1·ectly expressed in terms of magnetic induction B. Let
us show this first for a simple case of a long solenoid, ignoring
field distortions at its ends (edge effects). Substituting the
expression I, =.- pp.0n”V into (9.29) we obtain
W = (1/2)LI2 = (1/2)p.p,,n“I”V
And. since nl = H == B/ppc,. we have
B* B·H
W ZW0 V 2 V (9.30)
This formula is va1_id for a uniform field filling the volume V
(as in the case of the solenoid under consideration).
'I`he general theory shows that the energy W can be expressed in terms of B and H in any case (but in the absence
of ferromagnetics) through the formula
QW: S -B-;LdV.' (9.31)
The integrand in this equation has the meaning of the
energy. contained in the volume element dV.
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Thus, as in the case of the electric field energy, we arrive
at the conclusion that the magnetic energy is also localized
in the space occupied by a magnetic f:`1eld.
It follows from formulas (9.30) and (9.31) that the magnetic energy is distributed in space with the volume density
B·H B’
Iw- 2 - zppo (9.32)
It should be noted that this expression can be applied
only to the media for which the B vs. II dependence is
linear, i.e. p in the relation B upoli is independent of H.
In other words, expressions (9.31) and (9.32) are applicable
only to paramagnetics and diainngnetics. ln the case of
ferroinagnetics, these expressions are inapplicable*
lt should also be noted that
the magnetic energy is an essen- dy
tially positive ,,,quant.ity. This ""
can be easily seen from the last
two formulas. W
Another Approach to the Sub- I
stantiation of Formula (9.32). Let
us prove the validity of this formula
by proceeding"the other way round", F. 9 1.,,
i.e. let us show thatif formula (9.32) lg' ’ `
is valid, the magnetic energy of the
current loop is W == LP/2.
For this purpose, we consider the magnetic field of an arbitrary
loop with current I (Fig. 9.13). Let us imagine that the entire field is
divided into elementary tubes whose generatrices are the held lines
of B. We isolate in one such tube a volume element dV = dl dS.
According to formula (9.32), the energy -E-BH dl dS is localized iu
this volume.
Let us now find the energy dW in the volume of the entire elementary tube. For this_ purpose, we integrate the latter expression along
t e tube axis. The flux dill B dS through the tube cross-section is
* This is due to the fact that in the long run expressions (9.3i)
and (9.32) are the consequences of the formula 6A add =¤ I d<i> and of
the fact that, in the absence of hysteresis, the work 6A add is spent only
on increasing the magnetic energy dW. For a ferromagnetic medium,
the situation is different; the work 6A“dd is also spent on increasing
the internal energy of the medium, i.e. on its wheating.
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constant along the tube, and hence dfb can be taken out of the integral:
dm d<D
Here we used the theorem on circulation of vector H (in our case, projection H) = H).
Finally, we sum up the energy of all elementary tubes:
W-1%] gd(D=I(D/2=L[2/2,
where 4D =·= LI is the total magnetic flux enveloped by the current
loop, Q.E.D.
Determination of Inductance from the Expression for
Energy. We have introduced the inductance L as the proportionality factor between the total magnetic flux (D and
current. I There is, however, another possibility of calculating L from the expression for energy. Indeed, comparing
formulas (9.31) and (9.29), we see that iu· the absence of
ferromagnetics,
1.:% -@1-(iv. (9.33)
1 . net
The value of ·L found in this way is free of indeterminacy
associated with the calculation of the magnetic flux (D
in formula (9.14) (see p. 227). The discrepancy appearing
sometimes in determining L through formula (9.33) and
from the expression (9.14) for the flux is illustrated in
Problem 9.9 about a coaxial cable.
9.6. Magnetic Energy ot Two Current Loops
Intrinsic and Mutual Energies. Let us consider two fixed
loops 1 and 2, arranged near one another at a sufficiently
small distance (so that there is a magnetic coupling between
them). We assume that each loop includes its own source
of constant e.1n.f. Let us close each loop at the instant
t : 0. ln each loop, its own current will start being established, and hence self-induced e.m.f. 2*,, and the e.n1.f. 5,
of mutual induction will appear. The additional work done
in this case by the sources of constant e.m.f. against 55,
and f, is spent, as was shown above, for creating the magnetic energy.
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Let us find this work over the time dt:
6Aadd ‘—(gs1 fix) I1 df "" (Fez `l" gis) I2 dt 3 dW·
Considering that Z`,. —-L.dI./dt, K,. = —-L., dl./dt,
etc. we transform this formula as follows:
dW : L.I. dl. + L.2I. dl, L2]. dl. LMI. dl..
Taking into account the fact that L.2 = L2., we represent
this expression in the form
dit" = d (L.1f/2) -1- d (L2];/2.)
~·-d (-3
whence
[2
L I2 L I? . .
IW: ——§—i- I,.2[.I.._\ (£I_.&4) F·1g.9.14
'l`he first two terms in this expression are called the intrinsic
energies of cuuents I. and I2, while the last term, the mutual
energy of the currents. Unlike the intrinsic energies of currents, the mutual energy is an algebraic quantity. A change
in the direction of one of the currents leads to the reversal
of the sign of the last term in (9.34), viz. the mutual energy.
Example. Suppose that we have two concentric loops with currents
I and I, whose directions are shown in Fig. 9.14. The mutual energy
ol these currents (W., = L 2I.I2}1depends on three algebraic quantities
whose signs are determined by t e choice of positive directions of circumvention of the two loops. It is useful to verify, _however, that the
sign of W. (in this case W.2 > O) depends only on the mutual orientation of the currents themselves and is independent of the choice of
the positive directions of circumvention of the loops. We recall that
the sign of the quantity L., was considered in Sec. 9.4.
Field Treatment of Energy (9.34). There are some more
important problems that can be solved by calculating the
magnetic energy of two loops in a different way, viz, from
the point of view of localization of energy in the field.
Let B. be the magnetic field of current I., and B2 the
field of current I2. Then, in accordance with the principle
of superposition, the field at each point is B B. ii- B2,
and according to (9.31), the field energy of this system of
currents is IW : 5 (B2/Zitp.,) dV Substituting into this
formula B2 Bf -i— B; -}- 2B.B., we obtain
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_`C"""}§`—_"`T_Z;?=""_—*`—KT`iT*`_"
ll/V = ——i—dV 5————?———dV 5-—!—-?>-dV.| 9.35
I 2}*}*41 + 2}*}*0 + Plio I ( )
The correspondence between individual terms in formulas
(9.35) and (9.34) is beyond doubt.
Formulas (9.36.) and (9.35) lead to the following important
sequences.
1. The magnetic energy of a system of two (or more)
currents is an essentially positive quantity (W >0). This
follow. from the fact that W OC \ B2 dl', whore the integrand
contains positive quantities. t
2. The energy of currents is a nonadditive quantity (due
to the existence of mutual energy).
3. The last integral in (9,35) is proportional to the product 1,I2 of currents since H, OC I, and /}*2 OC /2. The pro—
portionalilzy factor (i.e. the remaining integral) turns out
to be symmetric with respect to indices 1 and 2 and hence
can he denoted by L,2 or L2, in accordance with formula
(9.34). Thus, L,2 L2. indeed.
4. Expression (9.35) leads to another definition of mutual
inductance 1.,2. Indeed, a comparison of (9.35) and (9.34)
gives
ih 1 ) y ‘
L·2*··7;n‘ l ‘" ‘9·3"’
9.7. Energy and Forces in Magnetic Field
The most general method for determining the forces acting
in a magnetic field is the energy method, in which the expression for the magnetic field energy is used.
We shall confine ourselves to the case when the system
consists of two loops with currents I1 and I2. The magnetic
energy of such a system can be represented in the form
W (I1<.l>,, —i— I2<D2), (9.37)
where LD, and (D2 are the total magnetic fluxes piercing
loops I and .2 respectively This expression can be easily
obtained from formula (9.34) by representing the last term
in it as the sum (1x2) 1..,21,Iz A- (1x2) LMIQII and then taking
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into account that
According to the law of conservation of energy, the work
6A* done by the sources of e.m.f. included into circuits 1
and 2 is converted into the heat 6Q and is spent to_ increase
the magnetic energy of the system by dW (due to the motion
of the loops or the variation of currents in them as well as
to accomplish the mechanical work 6Am (as a result of a
displacement or deformation of the loops):
6A* = 6Q —|- dW -1-- 6Am. (9.39)
We assumed that the capacitance of the loops is negligibly
small and hence the electric energy can be ignored.
Henceforth, we shall be interested not in the entire work
6A* of the source of e.m.f. but only in its part which is done
against the induced and self-induced e.m.f.s (in each loop).
This work (which was called the additional n=ul.·) is equal
w 6A“‘“" = -——(%?n + $.1) It di -— (@32 + ¢‘ I
Considering that E, + 2, —-dd)/dt fo: loop, we
can write the expression for theadditional wor the form
6A“dd = I1 dd), —l— I2 dflk,. (9.40)
It is just this part of the work of the e aonrces (the
work against the induc.ed and self-inllnen nits) that
is associated with the variation of the lluxes ¢l>, and (D2
and spent for increasing the magnetic energy of the system
as well as for accomplishing the mechanical work:
I1 d<D1 —l— I2 d<D2 == dW —l- 6.1,,,. (9.41)
This formula forms the basis for calculating the mechanical
work 6Am and then the forces acting in a magnetic field.
Formula (9.41) can be used for obtaining simpler expressions for 6Am by assuming that either all the magnetic fluxes
through the loops, or currents flowing in them remain unchanged during a displacement. Let us consider this in
greater detail.
i. If the fluxes are constant (03;, == const), it immediately
10-owl
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follows from (9.41) that
ISA", = -— .lW |q>,| (9.42)
where the subscript (D indicates that the increment of the
magnetic energy of the system must be calculated at constant
fluxes through the loops. The obtained formula is similar
to the corresponding formula (4.15) for the work in an electric field.
2. If the currents are constant (Ik = const), we have
|6A,,,:-dW |,.| (9.43)
Indeed, for Ik = const, it follows from formula (9.37) that
dWIi = Q (I. di!). + I2 @2).
i.e. in this case, in accordance with (9.40), the increment
of the magnetic energy of the system is equal to half of the
additional work done by the-sources of e.m.f. Another half
of this work is spent for doing mechanical work. In other
words, when the currents are constant, dW|, = 6A,,,,
Q.E.D.
It should ·be emphasized that the two expressions (9.42)
and (9.43) obtained by us define the mechanical work of
the same force, i.e. we can write
F·dl = ·——dW|q, -= dW|,. (9.44)
In order to calculate the force with the lielp of these
formulas, there is no need, of course, to choose a regime in
which either magnetic fluxes or currents would necessarily
remain constant. We must simply find the increment dW
of magnetic energy of the system provided that either (Dk =const or Ik = const, which is a purely mathematical
operation.
The value of the obtained expressions (9.42) and (9.43)
lies in their generality: they are applicable to systems consisting of any number of contours-one, two, or more.
Let us consider several examples illustrating the application of these formulas.
Example l. Force in the case of one current loop. Suppose that
we have a current loop, where AB is a movable jumper (Fig; 9.15).
The inductance of this loop depends in a certain way on t e coor-
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dinate x, i.e. L (az) is known. Find the Ampere`s force acting on the
jumper, in two ways: for I = const. and lor ¢D = const.
XOXX
B12\
l·`ig. 9.15 l·`ig. 9.16
In the case under consideration, the magnetic energy of the system
can be represented, in accordance with (9.29), as fol ows:
W = LI2/2 = (D2/2L,
where cb = LI. Let us displace tl1e jumper, for example, to the right
by dz. Since 6Am = Fx dx, we have
F ___0W| __ I2 OI.
A-_ OI [_ 2 0.12 °
or
F__ GW r_<D2 0L_i6L
x— 0.2: lip- 2L* 0;: _ 2 0x ’
Le. the calculations carried out with the help of the two formulas
give, in accordance with (9.44), the same result.
Example 2. Interaction between two current-carrying coils. Two
coils 1 and 2 with currents I1 and I2 are mounted on a magnetic core
(Fig. 9.16). Suppose that the mutual inductance of the coils depends
on their separation x according to a known law L12 (x). Find the force
of interaction between the coils.
The magnetic energy of the system of two coils is given by formula
(9.34). For determining the force of interaction, we shall use expression (9.43). Let us displace coil 2 through a distance dn: at constant
currents I, and I2. 'l`he corresponding increment of the magnetic
energy of the system is
dW lj =I1I2 dL,2 (as).
Since the elementary mechanical work 6Am = l·`2x dr, according to
(9.43) we obtain
OL. .1:
Fax = [ile il .
Let currents I1 and I2 magnetize each other. Then L12 > O, and lor
da: > 0 the increment d/,,2 < U, i.e. [*2,, -< U. Consequently, the lorce
exerted on coil 2 by coil 1 is the attractive force: vector l·`2 is directed
to the left in the ligure.
16*
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Example 3. Magnetic pressure acting on solenoid winding.
Let us mentally increase the radius of the solenoid cross section
by dr, retaining the current I through the winding constant. Then
Anipere`s forces will accomplish the work 6Am = d W |;. In the case
under consideration, we have
6Am = pS dr,
where p is the required pressure and S is the lateral surface of the
solenoid, and
[P B*
dW |;;<d (EE V) E-FJS dr.
llere we took into account the fact that when I = const, B =·= const
as well. Equating these two expressions, we obtain
P = B:/2|»l·°•
Magnetic Pressure. The expression for pressure obtained
in Example 3 can be generalized for the case when the magnetic field is different (B1 and B2) on different sides of a surface with current (conduction current or magnetization ourrent). In this case, the magnetic pressure is given by
B·B·
p,_.).;:2.!.*.1.-..;.§.lla.|_ (g_45)
The situation is such as if the region with a higher magnetic
energy density were theregion of higher pressure.
Relation (9.45) is one of the basic relations in magnetohydrodynamics which studies the behaviour of electroconducting liquids (in electrical engineering and astrophysics).
Pnblcms
• 9.1. Induced e.m.f. A wire in the shape of a parabola y =-· k:*
is in a uniform magnetic field B perpendicular to the plane XY.
A jumper translates without initial velocity and at a constant acceleration a from the apex of the parabola (Fig. 9.17). Find the e.m.f.
induced in the formed contour as a function of the coordinate y.
Solution. By definition, 6, =·= d<I>/dt. Having chosen the normal n
to the plane of the contour in the direction of vector B, we write dib =
= B dS, where dS = 2;: dy. Considering now that sr = V y/k, we
obtain __
2%: --}}-2 }/y/k dy/dt.
During__the motion with a constant acceleration, the velocity dy/dt =·—·
= \/2ay, and hence
gi T: -1Jy V 8a/k.

._........_.__.. .--_..._..%**.€>
This formula shows that 5) K y. The minus sign indicates that 6;
in the figure acts counterclockwise
Q 9.2. A loop moves arbitrarily. A closed conducting loop is moved
arbitrarily (even with a deformation) in a constant nonuniform mag-netic field. Show that Faraday`s law (9.1) will be fulfilled in this case.
Y.
.3n
‘ x dS
I
\— //
0 X r2 " df dS=[drxd|]
Fig. 9.17 Fig. 9.18
Solution. Let ui. consider an element dl of loop length, which at
a given instant moves at a velocity v in the magnetic field B. In
accordance with formulas (8.4) of field transformation, in the reference
system fixed to the given element the electric field E = [v X B] will
beobserved. It should be noted that this expression can be also obtained with the help of the Lorentz force, as it was done at the beginning of Sec. 9.2.
Circulation of vector E around the entire contour is, by definition,
the induced e.m.f.:
t£)=<§[v><B]dl. (4)
Let us now find the corresponding increment of the magnetic flux
through the loop. For this purpose, we turn to Fig. 9.18. Suppose that
the loop was displaced from position P1 to I`, uring time dt. lf in
the first position the magnetic flux through the surface S1 stretched
over the oop was fb., the corresponding magnetic flux in the second
position can be represented as (D1 —|— dd), i.e. as the flux through the
surface S + dS. Here dd) is the required increment of the magnetic
flux through the narrow strip dS between contours I`1 and P2.
Using Fig. 9.18, we can write
d<D SB·ds= S B-[dr><dl]=-—<S)[dr><B]dl. (2)
Here (1) the direction of normal n is matched with the direction of
circumvention of the contour, viz. with vector dl (right—handed system); (2) the direction of vector ds, viz. the area element of the strip,
is matched with the choice of normals n, and (3) the following cyclic
transposition is used in the scalar triple product:
a·{b >< e] = b·[c >< al = c·[a >< bl = -{b >< a]·c,
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Dividing expression (2) by dt, we find
dd:/dz:—-c§[v><B] dl, (3)
where v = dr/dt. It remains for us to compare (3) with (1), which
gives ii, = —d<D/dt.
_ _Q 9.3._ A flat coil with a large number N of tightly wound turns
1s_1n a uniform magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the coil
(Fig. 9.1Q). The external radius of the coil is equal to o. The magnetic
fieldvariesrm time according to the law B = B0 sin, cot. Find the
maximum (value of the e.m.f. induced in the coil.
Solution. Since each turn of the coil
practically does not differ from a circle. the
e.m.f. induced in it is given by
ei = — dfb/dt = —:rtr2B0w cos mt,
where r is the radius of the turn under consideration. The number of turns corresponding
to the interval dr of the values of the radius
is dN = (N/a) dr. The turns are connected in
series, hence the total e.m.f. induced in the
coil is
Fig. gi: Sl Bi (T)
Having integrated this expression, we obtain the following for the
maximum value of the induced e.m.f.:
Zim (1/3)mz2NB0w.
Q 9.4. A coil of N turns with the cross~sectional area S is placed
inside a long solenoid. 'l`he coil is rotated at a constant angular velocity
m around the axis coincidingl with its diameter and perpendicular
to the axis of the solenoid. T e magnetic Held in the solenoid varies
according to the law B B0 sin cot. Find the e.m.f. induced in the
coil, if at the instant t = U the coil axis coincided with the axis of
the solenoid. '
Soilution. At the instant t, the total magnetic flux through the
coil is
{D = NBS cos wt ·-= NBOS sin mt·cos wt = (1/2)NB0S sin 2mt.
In accordance with l*`araday’s law, we have
(gg = -—d<D/dt = —(1/2)NB5S·2o> cos 2oit === ——NB0Sco cos 2mt.
Q 9.5. The betatron condition. Show that electrons in a betatron
will move in an orbit of a constant radius ro provided that the magnetic
field Bo on the orbit is equal to half of the value (B) of the magnetic
field averaged over the area inside the orbit, i.e. B0 == ig)
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Solution. Let us write the relativistic equation for motion of an
electron,
dp/dt = eE —}— e [v >< Bol, (1)
where E is the vortex electric lield, in terms of the projections onto
the tangent 1 and the normal n to the trajectory. For this purpose,
1g 1'+dT b
0
"nl
I
dia a O'
Fig. ,-9.20 l·`ig. 9.21
we write the electron momentum as p pt and find its time derivative
dp _ dp dt _ dp _ ie?
`EF"E`T+p dt " dt T l m rc "’ (2)
where we took into account that p = mv, m being the relativistic
mass, and d1:/dt (v/r0)n (this can be easily seen from Fig. 9.20).
Indeed, dt = d<p·n == (vdt/r,,)n, and the rest is obvious.
Besides, according to l·`araday°s law, 2m·0E |d<l>/dtl, where
(D = rtr§ (B). Hence
[Lil. H
E 2 dt <->· <3>
Let us now write Eq. (1), taking into account (2) and (3), in terms
of the projections onto the tangent and `the normal to the trajectory:
dp __ __ ro d
·ar·—"E·“ 2 ww <’*>
rz
m—-.:evB0.
"0
The last equation can be written, after cancelling v, in the form
p = er0B0.
We differentiate this equation with respect to time, considering
that ro.: const:
EL;. e.-, E5.
dt dl
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A comparison of Eqs. (5) and (4) gives
d1d
———·· B = —— ·—-— H .
dz ° 2 dz ( >
ln particular, the last condition will be satisfied when
1
Practically, it is attained by manufacturing pole pieces in a special
form (in the form of a hlunt-nosed cones).
Q 0.6. Induced current. A square wire frame with side a and
a long straight conductor with a direct current In lie in the same plane
(Fig. 9.21). The inductance of t.he frame is L and its resistance is H.
The frame has been rotated through 18U° around the axis OO' and
then stopped. Find the amount of electricity that has passed through
the frame. The distance b between the axis OO' and the straight wire
is assumed to be known.
Solution. According to Ohm's law, the current I appearing in the
frame during its rotation is determined by t.he formula
d<D dl
'RI = ·—---·—— -—-—,
dt L dl
Hence the required amount of electricity (charge) is
1‘1
q--- I dt -- ---7; (d<D I,dI).—: ——-T?-(Aff) LAI).
Since the frame has been stopped after rotation, the current in it
vanishes, and hence AI 0. lt remains for us to find the increment.
of the flux ND through the frame (MD (D2 —- (D,).
Let us choose the normal n to t.he plane of the frame, for instance,
so that in the final position n is directed behind the plane of the figure
(along B). Then it can be easily seen that in the final position (D2 > 0,
while in the initial position <D, < 0 (the normal is opelosite to B),
and ACD turns out to be simply equal to the flux throug the surface
bounded by the final and initial positions of the frame:
b+a
A*l’=¤’2+l (Di l= ll Ba df.
br-a
where B is a funct.ion of r, whose form can be easily found with the
help of the theorem on circulation.
Finally, omitting the minus sign, we obtain
__ MD u,,aI,, b+a
("" It znn lu 1»-is ·
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It can be seen that the obtained quantity is independent of the inductance of the circuit (the situation would be different if the circuit were
superconducting).
Q 9.7. A jumper 12 of mass m slides without friction along two long
conducting rails separated by a distance I (Fig. 9.22). 'l he systemus
in a uniform magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the circuit.
L1
1
v
R ®n X
28K
Fig. 9. Fig. 9.23
The left ends Gif the rails are shunted through resistor H. At the instant
t = 0, the jumper received the initial velocity vo directed to the right.
Find the velocity of the gumper as a function of time, ignoring the
resistances of the jumper nd of the rails as well as self—inductance of
the circuit.
, Solution. Let us choose the positive direction of the normal n
to the plane of the circuit away from us. This means that the positive
direction of circumvention of the circuit (for induced e.1n.f. and current) is chosen clockwise, in accordance with the right—hand screw
rule. It follows from Ohm’s law that
dfb dS
[1-··-—-———-::—-I)'—-——-t"'.‘;——]}’ '
I? dt dt lv, (1)
where we took into account that when the jumper moves to the right,
dib > 0. According to Lenz’s law, the induced current! causes the
Ampére force counteracting the motion, directed to the left.
Having chosen the X—axis to the right, we write the equation of
motion of the jumper
m dv/dt = IIB, (2)
where the right-hand side is the projection of the Ampére force onto
the X·axis (this quantity is negative, but we omit the minus sign
since, as can be seen from (1), current I < 0).
Eliminating I from Eqs. (1) and (2), we obtain
dv/v = ——a dt, a == Bzlz/mi-?.
The integration of this expression, taking into account the initial
condition, gives
ln (v/vp) = -—at, v == ::,0*0*
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O 9.8. The role of transient processes. lin the circuit shown in
Fig. 9.23, the e.m.f. C.? of the source, its internal resistance R and the
inductances L and L2 of superconducting coils are known. Find the
currents established in the coils after key K has been closed.
Solution. Let us use Kirchhofi’s laws for electric circuits ESL,
and ‘6L2:
__ dl, __ dI2
R[—·‘é,*‘L1"EZ'*y L2?'2".
A comparison of these expressions shows that L, dll = L2 dI2, while
for stabilized currents we have
Lille Z LzI2o• (U
Besides,
[10+120:10:%/R- (2)
From these equations, we iind
I ;.§.........L¤ I -j§; .L.¤.
‘° R L1+L2 ’ *°" R L.+L. ·
Q 9.9. Calculation of inductance. A coaxial cable consists of
internal solid conductor of radius a and external thin—wall conducting
tube of radius b. Find the inductance of a unit length of the cable,
considering that the current distribution over the cross section of the
internal conductor is uniform. The permeability is equal to unity
everywhere.
Solution. In the case under consideration, the inner conductor is
not thin, and hence the inductance should be determined in terms of
the energy rather than through the magnetic flux. In accordance with
(9,33), we can write
b
1 ‘ B2
0
where r is the distance from the cable axis. In order to evaluate this
integral, we must find the dependence B(r). Using the theorem on
circulation, we have
_MIMII
Br<o" 2]-:02 "· Bo<r<b;‘ 2;; T • Br>h:0· (2)
The form of these dependences is shown in Fig. 9.24. On account of
(2), integral (1) is split into two parts. As a result of integration, we
obtain
- .I·.&>. L - b
Lu" za (4* l“Ti)·
It should be•noted that an attempt to determine this quantity in
terms of magnetic flux by the formula Ln = (Du/I leads to a different
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erroneous result, namel , instead of 1/4, 1/2 is obtained in the aren.. . Y . . P
theses. lhe thinner the central wire, `1.C. the larger the ratio bla,
the smaller the relative difference in the results of calculation by these
two methods, viz. through the energy and through the flux.
O 9.10. Mutual induction. A long straight wire is arranged along
the symmetry axis of a toroidal coil of rectangular cross section, whose
B
b.
'\ a
\j& { ·
v1` l
“ " ' l lll
Fig`; 9.24 Fig. 9.25
dimensions are given in l·`ig. 9..25. '1`he number of turns on_ the coil
is N, and the permeability of the surrounding medium is unity. lrind
the amplitude of the e.m..i`. induced in this coil if the current I =
= Im cos wt flows along the straight wire.
Solution. '1`he required e.m.f'. 8, —-dd)/dt,. where (D 7 Nd),
and (D, is the magnetic flux through the cross section of the coil:
Ii
` . ` im h d Mah! In Q
(I" lgndb 52nrI T- 2:1 a’
ll
where Bn is determined with the help of the theorem on circulation
of vector B. 'laking the time derivative of (D, and multiplying the
obtained result hy N, we find the following expression for the amplitude
value ol induced e.m.l`.:
_ thm! N b
Q 9.ii. Calculation of mutual inductance. Two solenoids of the
same length and of practically the same cross section are completely
inserted one into the other. The inductances of solenoids are L1 and L2.
Neglecting edge effects, find their mutual inductance (modulo).
Solution. lly definition, the mutual inductance
[*12 Z (D1/I2, (il
where ih, is the total magnetic flux through all the turns of solenoid 1
provided that current lg flows in solenoid 2. The flux (Di Z 1\i!?;·Si
where Nl is the number of turns in solenoid 1, S is thc <*F0$S‘S°"t'°"°
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area of the solenoid, and B2 = up.°n2I2. Hence formula (1) can be
written (after cancelling I2) as fo lows:
I Liz I = uu¤¤2Ni$= i¤e¤¤r~2V. (2)
where we took into account that N1 = nil, where l is the solenoid
length and lS V is its volume. Expression (2) can be represented
in terms of L2 and L2 as follows:
I I-iz l= I/intent? I/lY!4»¤§V== I/Lilelt should be noted that this expression defines the limiting (maximum)
value of | [112 |. ln general, ‘| I.-,2] <
Q 9.l2. Reciprocity theorem. A small cylindrical magnet M is
placed at the centre of a thin coil of radius a, containing N turns
(Fig. 9.26). The coil is connected to a ballistic galvanometer. The
resistance of the circuit is R. After the magnet had been rapidly removed from the coil, a charge q passed through the galvanometer.
Find the magnetic moment of the magnet.
Solution. ln the process of removal of the magnet, the total magnetic flux through the coil was changing, which resulted in the emergence of induced current defined by the following equation:
. H; ee -- E12 - L EL
.- —- -———-4-,% V
"" I We multi-ply both sides of this
-—- equation by dt and take into
account that I dt = dq. This
Fig. 9.26 gives
Rdq= —d<D·——LdI.
Having integrated this expression, we obtain Hq = —A€D — L AI.
Considering now that AI = 0 (the current was equal to zero at the
beginning as well as at the end of the process), we obtain
q= Aff)/R = (D/R, (1)
where fb the magnetic flux through the coil at the beginning of the
process (we omitted the minus sign since it is immaterial).
Thus, the problem is reduced to the calculation of the flux CD through
the coil. This quantity cannot be determined directly. This difficulty,
however, can he overcome by using the reciprocity theorem. We mentally replace the magnet by a small current loop creating in the surrounding space the same magnetic field as the magnet. I f the area of
the loop is S and the current is I , their product will give the magnetic
moment pm of the magnet: pm IS. According to the reciprocity
theorem, /.,2I == L2,I and the problem is reduced to determining the
magnetic flux through the area S of the loop, which creates the same
current 1, but flowing in the coil. Assuming the field to be uniform
within the loop, we obtain
(D = BS = p.aNIS/2a. (2)
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lt remains for us to substitute (2) into (1) and recall that IS = pm.
Then q = 110Npm/2aR, and
pm = 2aRq/p0N.
IO. M¤xwell's Equciions.
Energy of Electromagnetic Field
40.1. Displaeunent Caveat
Mnxwell’s Discovery. The theory of electromagnetic field
founded by Faraday was mathematically completed by
Maxwell. One of the
most important new S' S'
ideas put forward by ·- {'$`\ S {'\\ S
Maxwell was the idea I I I 2;:+,, ` n
of symmetpy in the "' } `° ( &•
mutual dependence \_/’ 1“ \_,·/ P
of electric and magnetic fields. Name- (al (b)
ly, since a time-var- Fig. 10.1
ying magnetic field
(OB/Gt) creates an electric field, it should be expected that
a time—varying electric field (GE/Gt) creates a magnetic field.
This idea necessitating the existence of a new in principle
phenomenon of induction can be approached, for example,
by the following line of reasoning. We know that according
to the theorem on circulation of vector H,
§r1d1:.Sgds. (10.1)
Let us apply this theorem to the case when a preliminarily
charged parallel plate capacitor is being discharged through
a certain external resistance (Fig. 10.1a). For the contour l`
we take a curve embracing the wire. We can stretch various
surfaces on this contour, for example, S and S'. ~These two
surfaces have "equal rights". However, current I flows through
surface S, while through surface S' there is no current!
It turns out that the circulation of vector H depends on
the surface stretched over a given contour (?l), which is
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obviously ruled out (and never happened in the case of
direct currents).
Is it possible to change somehow the right-hand side of
(10.1) to avoid this inconvenience? Fortunately, this can
be done in the following way.
First, we note that surface S' "cuts" only the electric
field. In accordance with the Gauss theorem, the flux of
vector D through a closed surface is D dS = q, whence
0D ___ 6q
§)·—éTdS—-5-F. (10.2)
On the other hand, according to the continuity equation
(5.4), we have
· - ..21.
(§;es— at . (10.3)
Summing up the left- and right-hand sides of Eqs. (10.2)
and (10.3) separately, we obtain
@(3+%;}.) es=0. (10.4)
This equation is similar to the continuity equation for
direct current. It can be seen that in addition to the density j
of the conduction current, there is one more term 0D/dt
whose dimensions are the same as for current density. Maxwell termed this addend the density of displacement current:
jd = 6D/dt. (10.5)
The sum of the conduction and displacement currents is
called the total current. Its density is given by
. . 6D
Ji ==1+-5 · (W6)
According to (10.4), the lines of the total current are continuous in contrast to the lines of conduction current. If
conduction currents are not closed, displacement currents
close them.
We shall show now that the introduction of the concept of
total current eliminates the difficulty associated wit.h the
dependence of circulation of vector H on the choice of the
surface stretched over contour I`. It turns out that for this
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it is sufficient to introduce on the right—l1and side of Eq.
(10.1) the total current instead of conduction current, viz.
the quantity
. OD
Indeed, the right-hand side of (10.7) is the sum of conduction current I and displacement current Idzlt = I + Id.
Let us show that the total current It will be the same for
surfaces S and S' stretched over the same contour I`. For
this purpose, we apply formula (10.4) to the closed surface
composed of surfaces S and S' (Fig. 10.1b). Taking into account the fact that for a closed surface the normal n is directed outwards, we write
It (S') + It (S) = 0Now, if we direct the normal n' for surface S' to the same
side as for surface S, the first term in this expression will
change the sign, and we obtain
It (S') = It (S).
Q.E.D. '
Thus, the theorem on circulation of vector H, which was
established for direct currents, can be generalized for an arbitrary case in the following form:
) §>Hd1: S (5+%-)ds. l (10.8)
In this form, the theorem on circulation of vector H is always valid, which is confirmed by the agreement of this
equation with the results of experiments in all cases without
any· exception.
Differential form of Eg. (10.8):
|v..H...j+g·;,I (10.9,
where the curl of vector ll is determined by the density] of conduction
C\lI‘l‘0Tlt» 8I'l(l (III)/Of of flISpI8C0ll'l0IlI, Cll·l'I`0TlI. at tht} S3m0 [IOIIIIQ.
Several Remarks about Displacement Current. It should
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be kept in mind that displacement current is equivalent to
conduction current only from the point of view of its ability
of creating a magnetic field.
Displacement currents exist only when an electric field
varies with time. In dielectrics, displacement current consists of two essentially diHereut
___\ P components. Since vector D =
’ \ i = e,,E~|— P, it follows that the denS / ,\ sity 0D/dt of displacement current is the sum of the densities
t of the "true" displacement current,
\ / c,,6E/615, and of the polarization
\ current 6P/dt. The latter quantity
·' appears due to the motion of
bound charges. There is nothing unFig_ w_2 expected in the fact that polari` zation currents excite a magnetic
field, since these currents do not differ in nature from conduction currents. A new in principle statement consists in
that the other component of the displacement current,
e,,0E/dt, which is not connected with any motion of charges
and is only due to the variation of the electric field, also
excites a magnetic field. Even in a vacuum, any temporal
change of an electric field excites in the surrounding space
a magnetic field.
The discovery of this phenomenon was the most essential
and decisive step made by Maxwell while constructing the
electromagnetic field theory. This discovery was as valuable
as the discovery of electromagnetic induction, according to
which a varying magnetic field excites a vortex electric field.
It should also be noted that the discovery of displacement
current by Maxwell was a purely theoretical discovery of
primary importance.
Let us consider an example in which displacement eur·
rents are manifested.
Example. A metallic positively charged sphere is in animiaitc
homogeneous conducting medium (Fig. fU.2). Electric currents Bening
in radial directions should excite a magnetic field. Let us find the
direction of vector B at an arbitrary point P.
First of all, it is clear that vector B cannot have a radial component. Otherwisc, the flux of B through the surface S of the sphere
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(Fig. 10.2) would differ from zero, which is in contradiction with
Eq. (7.2). Consequently, vector B must be perpendicular to the radial
direction at the point P. But this is also impossible, since all directions
perpendicular to the radial direction are absolutely equivalent. It
relniains lor us to conclude that magnetic tield is equal to zero everyW CH}?. _
The absence of magnetic field in the presence of electric current
of density j indicates that in addition to conduction current j, displacement current ja is also present in tl1e system. This current is such that
the total current is equal to zero everywhere, i.e. jd == -— j at each
point. This means that
»..»-_;.--_i...ea
’d"" 4nr* " lirtrz " at *
where we took into account. that I) = q/4:1:-2 in accordance with the
Gauss theorem.
10.2. Ma"xweII's Equations
Maxwell’s Equations in the Integral Form. The introduction
of displacement current brilliantly completed the macroscopic theory of electromagnetic held. The discovery of displacement current (6D.f_6t) allowed Maxwell to create a
unified theory ofelectric and magnetic phenomena. Maxwell’s
theory not only explained all individual phenomena ofelectricity and magnetism from a single point of view, but also
predicted a number of new phenomena whoseexistence was
subsequently conlirmed. _
Hitherto, we considered separate parts of this theory.
Now we can represent the entire theory in the form of a system of fundamental equations in electrodynamics, called
Ma:1:well’s equations for stationary media. In all, there are
four Maxwell’s equations (we are already acquainted with
each of these equations separately from previous sections;
here we simply gather them together). In the integral form,
the system of Maxwell‘s equations is written as follows:
OB
| tnat-: - ( Was, §nas: S psv, (10.10)
" . . 6D
l·pHdl=S (3-;——5F)dS, &BdS=O, (10.11)
i........_.....................e.............._.....
where p is the volume density of extraneous charges and j
is the density of conduction current.
I'?-0181
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'l‘!tese equations express in a concise form all our knowletlsg about. electromagnetic field. The content of these equations consists in the following.
1. Circulation of vector E around any closed contour is
equal, with theminussign, to the timederivative of the magnetic flux through an arbitrary surface bounded by the given
contour. lfere E is not only vortex electric field butalso electrostatic field (whose circulation is known to be equal to
zero).
2. The flux of D through any closed surface is equal to
the algebraic sum of extraneous charges embraced by this
surface.
3. Circulation of vector H around an arbitrary closed contour is equal to the total current (conduction current plus
displacement current) through an arbitrary surface bounded
by this contour.
4. The flux of B through arbitrary closed surface is
always equal to zert
It follows from Max wc||`s equations for circulations of vectors E and H that electric and magnetic fields cannot be
treated as independent: a change in time in one of these fields
leads to the`emergence of the other. Hence it is only a combination of these fields, describinga unique electromagnetic
field, that has a sense.
If the fields are stationary (E =—. const and B const),
Maxwell’s equations split into two groups of independent
equations
§Edl=0, §DdS=q,
, _ (10.12)
ttnaizr, épnasze.
In this case, the electric and magnetic fields are independent of one another, which allowed us to study first a constant electric field and then, independently, constant magnetic field. ,
It should be emphasized that the line of reasoning which
has led us to Maxwell’s equations can by no means be considered their proof. These equations cannot be"derived" since
they are the fundamental axioms, or postulates of electrodynamics, obtained with the help of generalization of exper-
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imental results. These postulates play in electrodynamics
the same role as Newton’s laws in classical mechanics or the
laws in thermodynamics.
Differential Form of Maxwell’s Equations. Equations
(10.10) and (11.11) can be represented in differential form,
i.e. in the form of a system of differential equations, viz.
V E:-——-gg, V·D=p, (10.13)
.. . 0D .
Vx I`I;‘]—l·—?£-·, V·B=0. (10.14)
Equations (10.13) show that there may be two causes for
an electric field. First, its sources are electric charges, both
extraneous and bound (which follows from the equation
V·D =: p, if we take into account that D == e0E + P and
V-P = — p',th€n V·EO(p + p'). Second, the field Ealways
emerges when a magnetic field va1·ies in time (which expresses Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction).
On the other hand, Eqs. (10.14) indicate that the magnetic field B can be excited by moving electric charges (elect.ric currents), by varying electric fields, or by both factors
simultaneously (this follows from the equation V >< H
= j k 0D,0t, if we take into account that H B/n0—J and
V >< J j'; then V >< B OC j +j' —~l— OP/Ot r-l- e00E/Ot,
where j' is the magnetization current density and 6P/dt is
the polarization current density. The first three currents are
associated with motion of charges, while the last current
is due to a time—varying field E). As follows from the equation V·B = 0, there are no sources of magnetic field in nature (called, by analogy, magnetic charges) that would be
similar to electric charges.
The importance of Maxwell’s equations in differential
form consists not only in that they express the basic laws
of electromagnetic field, but also in that the fields E and B
themselves can be found by solving (integrating) theseequutions.
Together with the equation of motion of charged particles
under the action of the Lorentz force,
dp/dt - qE —\— q lv >< Bl, (10.15)
11•
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Maxwell’s equations form a fundamental system of equations. In principle, this system is sufficient for describing all
electromagnetic phenomena in which quantum effects are
not exhibited.
Boundary Conditions. Maxwell’s equations in integral
form are of a more general nature than their differential
counterpart., since they remain valid in the presence of a
surface of discontinuity, viz. the surface on which the properties of the medium or fields change abruptly. On the other
hand, ·Maxwell’s equations in the differential form presume
that alla quantities vary continuously in space and time.
However, the differential form of Maxwell’s equations
can be imparted the same generality by supplementing them
with the boundary conditions which must be observed for an
electromagnetic field at the interface between two media.
These conditions are contained in the integral form of
Maxwell’s equations and are already familiar to us:
Din ;D2n‘| Elf ;E2‘[$ Btn ;B2ntH1t :—-HZT
(10.16)
(here the first and last conditions refer to the cases when there
are neither extraneous charges nor conduction currents on the
interface). It should also be noted that these boundary conditions are valid both for constant and for varying fields.
Material Equations. Maxwell’s fundamental equations
still do not form a complete system of equations for the electromagnetic field. These equations are insufficient for determining the fields from given distributions of charges and
currents.
Maxwell’s equations should be supplemented with relations which would contain the quantities characterizing in` dividual properties of a medium. These relations are called
material equations. Generally, these equations are rather complicated and are not as general and fundamental as Maxwell‘s equations.
Material equations have the simplest form for sufficiently
weak electric fields which vary in time and space at a comparatively low rate. In this case, for isotropic media
containing no ferroelectrics and ferromagnetics, the material
equations have the following (already familiar to us) form:
D = ec,,E, B = uu,,H, j == o (E —\— E*), (i0.i7'
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where e, p, and 0 are the well-knownconstants characteriz;
ing the electric and magnetic properties of the medium
(permittivity, permeability, and electroconductivity), and
E* is the strength of the extraneous force field due to chemical or thermal processes
10.3. Properties oi MaxweI|'s Equations
MaxweIl’s Equations Are Linear. They contain only the first
derivatives of fields E and B with respect to time and spatial coordinates, and the first powers of densities p and j
//""\\
5}/ \x Q! QP.
I or or Bt
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Fig. 10.3 Fig. 10.4
of electric charges and currents. The linearity of Maxwell’s
equations is directly connected with the principle of superposition: if any two fields satisfy Maxwell’s equations,
the sum of these fields will also satisfy these equations.
Maxwell’s Equations Include the Continuity Equation. This
expresses the law of conservation of electric charge. In
order to make sure of this, let us take an infinitely small
contour F, stretch over it an arbitrary finite surface S
(Fig. 10.3), and then contract this contour to a point, so
that surface S remains finite. In the limit, <$H dlvanishes,
surface S becomes closed, and the first of Eqs. (10.11) becomes
<§(i+-%."—> dS=¤—
Hence it follows that
(ids: -mg-§Dds: —-Q},
which is just the continuity equation (5.4). 'l`hiS Gq\¤8ti0¤
States that the current {lowing from a volume V throu8h 8
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closed surface S is equal to the decrease in charge in this
volume per unit time.
The same. law (viz. the continuity equation) can also be
obtained from Maxwel1’s differential equations. For this
purpose, it is sufficient to take the divergence of both sides
of the first of Eqs. (10.14) and make use of the second of Eqs.
(10.13). This gives V- j = — dp/Ot.
MaxweI’s Equations Are Satisfied in All Inertia! Systems of
Reference. They are relativistic invariants. This is a consequence of the relativity principle, according to which all
inertial systems of reference are equivalent from the physical point of view. The invariance of Maxwell’s equations
(with respect to Lorentz’ transformations) is confirmed by
numerous experimental data. The form of Maxwell’s equations remains unchanged upon a transition from one inertial
reference system to another, but the quantities contained in
them are transformed in accordance with certain rules. The
transformation of vectors E and B was considered in Sec. 8.
Thus, unlike, for example, Newton’s equations in mechanics, Maxwell’s equations are correct relativistic equations.
On the Symmetry of Maxwell’s Equations. Maxwell’s
equations are not symmetric relative to electric and magnetic fields. This is again due to the fact that there are electric
charges in nature, but as far as it is known at present, magnetic charges do not.exist. However, for aneutral homogeneous nonconducting medium, where p = 0 and j = 0,
Maxwell’s equations acquire a symmetric form, since E
is related to OB/Gt in the same way as B to 6E/Ot:
V X E= ——0B/0t,V ·D=0,
V X H = OD/Ot, V ·B = 0. (10.18)
The symmetry of equations relative to electric and magnetic fields does not involve only the sign of the derivatives
OB/6t and 6D/Ot. The difference in signs of these derivatives
indicates that the lines of the vortex electric field induced
by a variation of field B form a left—hand screw system with
vector 6B/Ot, while the lines of the magnetic field induced
by a variation of D form a right-hand sc1·ew system with
vector OD/dt (Fig. 10.4).
On Electromagnetic Waves. Maxwell’s equations lead to
the following important conclusion about the existence of a
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new in principle physical phenomenon: electromagnetic field
may exist independently, without electric charges and currents. A change in its state in this case necessarily has a
wave nature. Such fields are called electromagnetic waves.
In a vacuum, these waves always propagate at a velocity
equal to the velocity of light c.
It also turned out that displacement current (GD/0t)
plays in this phenomenon a primary role. It is its presence,
E lf
E llllll? '
ri tlll
"· Lé.-`~
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Fig. 10.5 “ Fig. 10.6
along with the quantity OB/Ot, that makes the appearance
of electromagnetic waves possible. Any time variation of a
magnetic field induces an electric field, while a variation of
an electric field, in its turn, induces a magnetic field. This
continuous\interconversion or interaction of the fields preserves them, and an electromagnetic perturbation propagates in space.
Maxwell’s theory not only predicted the existence of electromagnetic waves, but also made it possible to establish
all their basic properties. Any electromagnetic wave, regardless of its specific form (it can be a harmonic wave or an
electromagnetic perturbation of any form) is characterized
by the following properties:
(1) the velocity of its propagation in a nonconducting
neutral nonferromagnetic medium is equal to
v=c/Vg., where c=1,/VQ; (10.19)
(2) vectors E, B, and v (wave velocity) are materially per
pertdicular and form a rig/it-hand screw system (Fig. 10.5)
This right-handed relation is an intrinsic property of an
electromagnetic wave, iudepentlent of the choice of coordinate system;
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(3) vectors E and B in an electromagnetic wave always oscillate in phase (see Fig. 10.6 showing a "ph0tograph" of
a wave), the instantaneous values E and B at any point being connected through the relation E = vB, or
I/ee0E ==)/pp.-, H. (10.20)
This means that E and H (or B) simultaneously attain their
maximum values, vanish, etc.
Maxwell's brilliant success in the development of the electromagnetic theory of light was due to his understanding of
the possibility of existence of electromagnetic waves, following from differential equations (10.18).
10.4. Energy and Energy Flux. Poynting's Vector
P0ynting’s Theorem. Proceeding from the idea of energy
localization in the field itself and on the basis of the principle of energy conservation, we should conclude that if
energy decreases in a certain region, this may only occur
due to its "l'lowing out" through the boundaries of the region
under consideration (the medium is assumed to be stationary).
ln this respect, there is a formal analogy with the law
of conservation of charge expressed by Eq. (5.4).'l`hemean—
ing of thislaw consists in that a decrease in charge per unit
time in agiven volumeis equal to the flux of vector j through
the surface enclosing this volume.
In _a similar manner, for the law of conservation of energy
we should assume that in addition to the energy density w
in a given region, there exists a certain vector S characterizing the energy flux density.
If we speak only of the energy of an electromagnetic field,
its total energy in a given volume will change due to its flowing out of this volume as well as due to the fact that the
field transfers its energy to a substance (charged particles),
i.e. accomplishes work over the substance. In macroscopic
form, this statement. can be written as follows:
I ..-igiz start P, l (10.21)
where dA is a surface element.
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This equation expresses Poynting’s theorem: a decrease
in energy per unit time in a given volume is equal to the energy
{lux through the surface bounding this volume plus the work
per unit time (i.e. power P) which is accomplished by the field
over the charges of the substance inside the given volume.
In Eq. (10.21), W ==\~ w dV, where w is the held
energy density, and P= Sj·E dV, where j is the current
density and E is the electric held strength. The above expression for P can be obtained as follows. During the time
dt, held E will do the work 6A = qE·u dtoverapoint charge
q, where u is the charge velocity. Hence the power of force
qE is P =·= qu·E. Going over to the volume distribution of
charges, we replace q by p dV, where p is the volume charge
density. Then dP = pu·E dV j·E dV It remains for us
to integrate dP over the volume under consideration.
It should he noted that power P in (10.21) can be either
positive or negative. The latter takes place when positive
charges of the substance move against held E, or negative
charges move in the opposite direction. For example, such
a situation is observed at the points of a medium where in
addition to an electric held E, the held E"‘ of extraneous
forces is also acting. At such points, j = o (E + E*),
and if E* fl E, and E* >E in magnitude, the product
j·E in the expression for P turns out to be negative.
Poynting obtained the expressions for the energy density
w and vector S by using Maxwe1l’s equations (we shall not
present this derivation here). If a medium contains no ferroelectrics and ferromagnetics (i.e. in the absence of hysteresis),
the energy density of an electromagnetic held is given by
’w=-Ei-I-2··l··l?·;i·. I (10.22)
It should be noted that individual terms of this expressionhave been obtained by us earlier [see (4.10) and (9.32)].
The density of the electromagnetic energy flux, which is
called Poynting vector, is dehned as
IS-: [E >< H]. I (10.23)
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Strictly speaking, Maxwell’s equations cannot give unambiguous expressions for the two quantities w and S.
The expressions presented above are the simplest from an infinite number of possible equations. Therefore, we should
treat these expressions as postulates whose validity should
be confirmed by the agreement with experiments of their
corollaries.
Several following examples will demonstrate that although
the results obtained with the help of formulas (10.22)
and (10.23) may sometimes seem strange, we will not be
able to find in them anything incredible, any disagreement
with experiment. And this is just the evidence that these
expressions are correct.
Example 1. Energy flux in an electromagnetic wave (in vacuum).
Let us ca culate energy dW passing during time dt through a unit area
perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the wave.
lf we know the values of E and B in the region of location of the
unit area, then
dW = wc dt,
where w is the energy density, w == e°E2/2 —i— MHZ/2. In accordance
with (10.20), for an electromagnetic wave we have
80E2 = ILQH2.
This means that the electric energy density in the electromagnetic
wave at any instant is equal to the magnetic energy density at the
same point, so we can write for the energy density
w = eqE2.
Then
dW= e,,E’c dt= 1/eo/no Ez dt.
Let us now see what we shall obtain with the help of Poynting
vector. The same quantity dW can be represented in terms of the magnitude of vector S as follows:
dW=S d¢=EH dt-·== I/80/llc E2 dt.
Thus, both expressions (for w and for S) lead to the same result
(the last two formulas).
Example 2. Evolution of heat in a conductor. Let a current I [low
through a straight circular wire of radius a (Fig. 10.7). Since the wire
has a resistance, a certain electric field E is acting along it. The same
value of E will be at the wire surface in a vacuum. Besides, the presence of current generates a magnetic field. According to the theorem
on circulation of vector H, near the surface ol the wire we have
2naH = I , H = I/2na. Vectors E and `H are arranged so that the
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Poynting vector is directed inside the wire normally to its lateral surface (Fig. 10.7) Consequently, the electromagnetic ener y flows into
the wire from the surrounding space! But does it agree with the amount
of heat liberated in the conductor? Let us .
calculate the flux of electromagnetic energy I
through the lateral surface of a section of
the wire of length l:
EH•2nal = 2:wH·El = I·U =·- RI2, . B
where U is the potential difference across ""`°- §"`
the ends of this section and R is its resist- H
ance. Thus, we arrive at the conclusion that
the electromagnetic energy flows into the ·
wire from outside and is completely converted into Joule’s heat. We must agree
that this is a rather unexpected conclu· _
8i0n_ Fig. 10.7
It should be noted that in a power
source, vector E is directed against current I
I, and hence in the vicinity of the source ................—.. vt,
the Poynting vector is directed outside:
in this region, electromagnetic energy flows ··········—*·—·—· ipa
into the surrounding space. In other words, I
it turns out that the energy from the source F. 10 8
is transmitted not along .the wires but lg' °
through the space surrounding a conductor
in the form of the flux of electromagnetic energy, viz. the flux of vector S.
Example 3. Figure 10.8 shows a section of a balanced (twin) line.
The directions of currents in the wires are known as well as the fact
that the wires' potentials are cp, < q>2. Can .
we find where (to the right or to the left) the E
power source (generator) is?
The answer to this uestion can be ob- cp
tained with the help of the Poynting vector. ,_
In the case under consideration, between the H
wires, vector E is direct.ed downwards while ‘
vector H is directed behind the lane of the
figure. Hence, vector S ==[E >< I-Il)is direc€.··d
to the right, i.e. the power source is on the Fig. 10.9
left and a consumer is on the right.
Example 4. Charging of a capacitor. Let us take a parallelsplate
capacitor with circular plates of radius a. Ignoring edge effects (field
dissipation), {ind the electromagnetic energy flux through the lateral
"surface" of the capacitor, since only in this region the Poynting vector
is directed inside the capacitor (Fig. 10.9).
_ On this surface, there is a varying electric field E and a magnetic
held II generated by its variation. According to the theorem on circulation of vector li, it follows that 2ncH = rm? OD/Bt, where the
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right—hand side contains the displacement current through the contour
shown in Fig. 10.9 by the dashed line. Hence H == (1/2) a 0D/(it. ll
the distance between the plates is h, the flux of vector S through the
lateral surface is
EH2:mh= E -2; fg? 2mh=E lg? V, (1)
where V === rta”h is the volume of the capacitor. We shall assume that
this flux is completely spent for increasing the capacitor’s energy.
Then, multiplying Eq. (1) by dt, we obtain the increment of the capacitor’s energy during the time dt:
dW=EdD-V==d 1/):4 (-E;)-Q-V)
Having integrated this equation, we llnd the formula for the energy W
ol a charged capacitor. Thus, everything i-s all right in this case too.
10.5. Electromagnetic Field Momentum
Pressure of Electromagnetic Wave. Maxwell showed theoretically that electromagnetic waves, being reflected or absorbed by bodies on which they are incident, exert pressure
on these bodies. This pressure appears as a result of the action
of the magnetic Held of a wave on the electric currents
induced by the electric held of the same wave.
Suppose an electromagnetic wave propagates in a homogeneous medium capable ol absorption. The presence of absorption means that Jonle’s heat with the volume density
oE“ will be liberated inthe medium. Hence o ak 0, i.e.
the absorbing medium is conductive.
The electric held ofthe wave excites in this medium an electric current with a density j = oE. As a result, Ampere’s
force Fu lj >< Bl o [E >< Bl will act on a unit volume
of the medium. This force is directed towards the propagation of the wave (Fig. 10.10) and causes the pressure of the
electromagnetic waver
In the absence of absorption, the conductivity o = 0
and Fu == 0, i.e. in this case the electromagnetic wave does
not exert any pressure on the medium.
Electromagnetic Field Momentum. Since an electromagnetic wave exerts a pressure on a substance, the latter acquiresacertain momentum. However, if in a closed system
consisting of a substance and an electromagnetic wave only
the substance possessed a momentum, the law of conservation ot momentum would be violated.
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The momentum of such a system can be conserved only
provided that the electromagnetic field (wave) also possesses
a momentum: the substance acquires the momentum due
to that transferred to it by the electromagnetic held.
E
i
P0
•_*·•l*•·*D•
"'T'
F.~iE·Bi
Fig. 10.10 Fig. 10.11
Let us introduce the concept of momentum density G of
electromagnetic field as the quantity numerically equal to
the momentum of the held in a unit volume. Calculations
which will bcromitted here show that the momentum density
is given by
°I G=S/cz, I (10.24)
where S = [E >< Hl is Poynting’s vector. Just as vector
S, momentum density G is generally a function of time and
coordinates.
In accordance with (10.20), for an electromagnetic wave
in a vacuum we have V e0E -= I/u0H. Hence the energy density w and the magnitude S of Poynting’s vector are respectively equal to
w=e,,E2/2+ p.0H2/2= e0E2, S= EH: l/eo/po E2.
lt follows that S = w/I/sono. And since Venn, = 1/c,
where c is the velocity of light in vacuum, S = wc. Taking
into account (10.24), we obtain that for an electromagnetic
wave in a vacuum
I G=w/c. U (10.25)
The same relation between energy and momentum is inherent (as is shown in the theory of relativity) in particles
with zero rest mass. This is quite natural since, according to
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quantum—mechanical notions, an electromagnetic wave is
equivalent to the flow of photons, viz. the particles with zero
rest mass.
Some More Remarks on the Pressure of Electromagnetic
Waves. Let us calculate, using formula (10.25), the pressure exerted by an electromagnetic wave on a body when the
wave is incident normal to its surface and is partiallyreflected in the opposite direction. In accordance with the law of
conservation of momentum, po := pg --l— p, where po, pg are
the momenta of the incident and reflected waves, while p
is the momentum transferred to the body (Fig. 10.11). Having projected this equality onto the direction of the incident wave and referring all the quantities to unit time and
unit cross—sectional area, we obtain
P =P0 +1%: <G>c +<G'>c.
where (G) and (G' > are the average values of the momentum
density for the incident and reflected waves. It remains for
us to take into account relation (10.25) between (G) and
(w) as well as the fact that (w') : p(w), where p is the
rejlectioncoejjicicnt. As a result, the previous expression becomes
p =-— (1 + P) (w). (10.26)
Here the quantity p is just the pressure of the electromagnetic wave on the body. In the case of total reflection, p
=1 and pressure p = 2 (w) while for total absorption,
p=-0 andp= (uz).
It should be added that the pressure of electromagnetic
radiation is usually very low (the exception is the pressure
of high-power laser radiation beams, especially after beam
focusiD8» and the pressure of radiation inside hot stars).
For example, the pressure of solar radiation on the Earth
amounts to about 10‘“ Pa, which is smaller than the atmospheric pressure by a factor of 10‘°. In spite of insignificant
values of these quantities, experimental proof of the
existence of electromagnetic waves-, viz. the pressure of
light, was obtained by Lebedev. The results of these experiments were in agreement with the electromagneticthcory of
light.
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Problems
Q 10.1. Displacement current. A point charge q moves uniformly
along a straight line with a nonrelativistic velocity _v. Find the vector
of the displacement current density at a point P lying at a distance r
from the charge on a straight line (1) coinciding with its trajectory;
(2) perpendicular to its trajectory and passing through the charge.
dD
D.
J
2, "
::0/JR ···-··
I
’{
H n dD *
qV0Rr
vdt _
Fig. 10.12 Fig. 10.13
Solution. The displacement current density jd OD/0t. Hence,
the solution of the problem is reduced to determining vector D at
the indicated points and to finding its time derivative. In both cases,
D T qe,/4¤r2, where er is the unit vector of r. Let us Iind the derivative
OD Ot
(1) At point P1 (Fig. 10.12, where it is assumed that q > 0), we
have
OD ___ 2q Gr 8 _ 24v
dt —` 4nr° 6: "— 4nr* ’
where we took into account that for Eoint P, the derivative Or/Ot = —v.
If point P, were not in front of the c argc (in the direction of its motion)
but behind it, vector jd would be directed in the same way and would
have the same magnitude.
Thus, for q > 0, vector ld 11 v, and vice versa.
(2) At point P2 (Fig. 10.12), | dD |/D = v dt/r, and hence we can
write
OD/0t = -—qv/4nr’.
If q > O, fd it v, and vice versa.
O 10.2. A current flowing in a long straight solenoid with the
radius R of cross section is varied so that the magnetic field inside t_he
solenoid increases with time according to the law B = Biz, where B
is a constant. Find the displacement current density as :1 function of
the distance r from the solenoid axis.
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Solution. In order to find the displacement current density, we
must, in accordance with (10.5), first find the electric held strength
(here it will be a vortex Iie d). Using Maxwell’s equation for circu ation of vector·E, we write
2nrE = avg OB/ot, E -= rbi (r < R);
2m·E = nR2 OB/Ot, E =—-· R“Bt/r (r > R).
Now, using the formula jd = So OE/dt, we can find the displacement
current density:
jd = eobr (r < R); jd = soBR’/r (r > R).
The plot of the dependence id (r) is shown in Fig. 10.13.
Q 10.3. A parallel-plate capacitor is formed by two discs the space
between which is filled with a homogeneous, poorly conducting medium.
The capacitor was charged and then disconnected from a power source.
Ignoring edge effects, s ow that the magnetic field inside the capacitor
is absent.
Solution. Magnetic field will be absent since the total current (conduction current plus displacement current) is equal to zero. Let us
prove this. We consider the current density. Supgose that at a certain
instant the density of conduction current is j. O viously, `j Q D and
D = on, where o is the surface charge density on the positively charged
plate and n is the normal (Fig. 10.14).
The presence of conduction current eads to a decrease in the surface
charge density 0, and hence in D as well. This means that conduction
current will be accompanied by the displacement current whose density is
id == OD/Ot = (do/dt) n = ·—·jn == —-—j.
Hence it follows that, indeed
it = i -l— ia = 0.
O 10.4. The space between the plates of a parallel—plate capacitor
in the form of circular discs is filled with a homogeneous poor y conducting medium with a conductivity o and permittivity e. Ignoring
edge effects, find. the magnitude of vector H between the plates at
a istance r from their axes, if the electric field strength between the
plates varies with time in accordance with the law E ==
= Em cos cot.
Solution. From Maxwell’s equation for circulation of vector H,
it follows that
2nrH-== (j,,~i—es° ::1-*.
Taking into account 0hm’s law in == oE‘,, (t), we obtain
H=-E- (En ji--?-9- -Q;-{E-) :—{-gi'}-(o cos 0.¤t·—-8800.) sin wt).
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Let us transform the expression in the parentheses to cosine. For this
purpose, we multiply and divide this expression by j == \/0* —{- (ee,,co)”
and then introduce angle 6 through the formulas 0/f = cos 6, cc,,w// =
=sin 6. This gives
H ==—; rE,,, }/o“—|—(ce0c0)2 cos (cot—|—6).
O 10.5. A point charge q moves in a vacuum uniformly and
rectilinearly with a nonrelativistic velocity v. Using MaxweIl’s
P
0r
¤l .. lv ,.
qY
Fig. 10.*lX Fig. 10.15
equation for the circulation o*f vector H, obtain the expression for H
at a point P whose position relative to the charge is characterized by
radius vector r (Fig. 10.15).
.-Solution. It is clear from symmetry considerations that for a contour around which the circulation of vector H should be taken, we
must choose a circle with centre 0 (its trace is shown in Fig. 10.16
by the dashed line). Then
0
wherejR is the radius of the circle.
q~ Let us find the flux of vector D through a surface bounded by this
circle. For the sake of simplicity, we shall take a spherical surface
with the radius of curvature r (Fig. 10.16). Then the flux of D through
an elementary ring of this spherical surface is
DdS=E?-;;2nr sina'·rda'=g:isin¤'da’,
while the total [lux through the selected surface is
S DdS=-%(1--—cos oc). (2)
V Now, in accordance with (1), we differentiate (2) with respect to
une:
6 q . da
5;•SDdS=-§·SlI1G.·—&·;··,
18-oral
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For the displacement of the chai-ge from point 1 to point 2 (Fig. 10.17)
over the distance vdt, we have v dt·sin cr. = r doc, whence
da. v sin ct
W--?-‘—· <’·>
Substituting (4) into (3) and then (3) into (1), we obtain
H = qvr sin 0./4nr’, (5)
where we took into account that R = r sin cz. Relation (5) in vector
form can be written as follows:
.. .2_ ....i* >< *1
H- rm »—¤ ·
Thus we eee that expression (6.3) which we have postulated earlier
is a corollary of Maxwell’s eqmitions.
O10.6.CurioiE.Acertain region of an inertial system of reference
contains a magnetic iield of magnitude B = const, rotating at an
P
D
s
4 ’°
,, A _
vI
I I' l
Is 1
II
n4"·
J2O
Fig. 10.16 Fig. 10.17
angular velocity co. Find V X E in this region as a function of vectors
co and B.
Solution. It follows from the equation V X E = —-6B/Ot that
vector V >< E is directed oppositely to vector dB. The magnitude of
this vector can be calculated with the help of Fig. 10.18:
\ dB |=B¢o dt, I dB/dt I =Bw.
Hence
V >< E = -[o >< B].
Q 10.7. Poynting‘s vector. Protons having the same velocity v
form a beam of a circular cross section with current I. Find the direction and magnitude of Poynting’s vector S outside the beam at a
distance r from its axis.
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Solution. Figure 10.19 shows that S it v. Let us find the magnitude of S: S = EH, where E and H depend on r. According to the
Gans theorem, we have
ZJTTE = MEG,
where 1 is the charge per unit length of the beam. Besides, it follows
from the theorem on circulation of vector H that
2:rtrH = I.
Having determined E and H from the last two equations and taking
into account that I = Av, we obtain
S = EH = I’/4n’c°vr’.
• 10.8. A current flowing through the winding of a long straight
dB
E
n\S
H’\V
Q • ' •••$•° ' •.• °••* ':' '·• I ¤ · . ·
\
\JI
Fig. 10.18 1·‘ig. 10.19
solenoid is being increased. Show that the rate of increase in the energy
of the magnetic field in the solenoid is equal to the flux of Poynting’s
vector through its lateral surface.
Solution. As the current increases, the magnetic field in the solenoid
also increases, and hence a vortex electric field appears. Suppose that
the radius of the solenoid cross section is equal to a. Then the strength
of the vortex electric field near the lateral surface of the solenoid
can be determined with the help of Maxwell’s equation that expresses
the law oi electromagnetic induction:
8B a OB
ZJTGE-Tldzw,
The entgfy flux through the lateral surface of the solenoid can be represen as follows:
c>—z11 2:11-:1 =z 0 B2
°‘ “ " " at ( 2,1, ) ·
where I is the solenoid length and mzzl is its volume.
Thus, we see that the energy flux through the lateral surface of the
solenoid (the flux of vector S) is equal to the rate of variation of the
magnetic energy inside the solenoid:
TD = S·2:tal = GW/dt.
t8•
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Q 10.9. The energy from a source of constant voltage U is transmitted to a consumer via a long coaxial cable with a negligibly small
resistance. The current in the cable is I. Find the energy flux through
the cable cross section, assuming that the outer conducting shell of
the cable has thin wal s.
E Solution. The required energy flux is defined by the formula
rQ
vT vi· @:5 S·"—*" ·’*· <*>
0
Fig' 1020 where S=EH is the flux density,
2:tr dr is the elementary ring of
width dr within which the value of S is constant, and a and b are the
radii of the internal wire and of the outer shell of the cable (Fig. 10.20).
In order to evaluate this integral, we must know the dependence
S (r), or E (r) and H (r).
Using the Gauss theorem, we obtain
2m-E = A./es, (2)
where A is the charge per unit length of the wire. Further, by the theorem on the circulation we have
2:trH = I. (3)
After substituting E and H from formulas (2) and (3) into expression
(1) and integrating, we get
Mb
"’·@;aT‘” 1:- <*>
The values of X, a, and b are not given in the problem. Instead,
we know U. Let us find the relation between these quantities:
b
Ab
U-·SEdV—•2·5—t·é:lD·:1*,
G
A comparison of (4) and (5) gives
G) = UI.
This coincides with the value of power liberated in the load.
O 10.10. A para1le1·p1ate air capacitor whose plates are made
in the form of disks of radius a are connected to a source of varying
harmonic voltage of frequency co. Find the ratio of the maximum values
of magnetic and electric energy inside the capacitor.
Solution. Let the voltage across the capacitor vary in accordance
with the law U = Um cos cot and the distance between the capacitor
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plates he h. Then the electric energy of the capacitor is equal to
We:-E-9;; nazh = 2*%; U3, cos' cot. (1)
The magnetic energy can be determined through the formula
BI
W = K —-— dv. 2
m . 2Pu ( )
The quantity B required for evaluating this integral can be found
from the theorem on the circulation of vector H: 2m-H = m-’ OD/6:.
Hence, considering that H = B/po and OD/0: = ·—e• (Um/h) oa sin cot,
we obtain
B=%e°p,L(';-lib-"-lsinmtl. (3)
It remains for us to substitute (3) into (2), where for d V we must
take an elemmtary volume in the form of a ring for which dV =
= 2:rr dr·h. As a result of integration, we obtain
Wm = A Sin, wt.
_ 16 h
The ratio of the maximum values of magnetic energy (4) and electric energy (1) is given by
Wm Ella! ___l g g
WB IDS! F- 8 prozac w •
For example, for a = 6 cm and co = 1000 s·‘, this ratio is equal to
5 X iO'”’.
II. Electric Oscilloiions
11.1. Equation 01 an Oscillalory Circuit
Quasi-steady Conditions. When electric oscillations occur,
the current in a circuit varies with time and, generally speaking, turns out to be different at each instant of time in different sections of the circuit (due to the fact that electromagnetic perturbations propagate although at a very high but
still finite velocity). There are, however, many cases when
instantaneous values of c1u·rent prove to be practically the
same in all sections of the circuit (such a current is called
quasistationary). In this case, all time variations should occur
so slowly that the propagation of electromagnetic perturba-
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tions could be considered instantaneous. If l is the length of
a circuit, the time required for an electromagnetic perturbation to cover the distance l is of the order of 1 = l/c.
For a periodically varying current, quasi—steady condition
will be observed if
1: = l/c < T,
where T is the period of variations.
For example, for a circuit of length l = 3 m, the time
·c = 10*8 s, and the current can be assumed to be quasistaKKR
C
.[:t;: L3 % L? C. Oi
eL
il? E l
(a) (b) 6
Fig. 11.1 Fig. 11.2
tionary down to frequencies of 10** Hz (which corresponds to
T = ‘I0’° S).
In this chapter, we shall assume everywhere that in the
cases under consideration quasi-steady conditions are observed and currents are quasistationary. This will allow us to
use formulas obtained for static fields. In particular, we shall
be using the fact that instantaneous values of quasistationary currents obey Ohm’s law.
Oscillatory Circuit. In a circuit including a coil of inductance L and a capacitor of capacitance C, electric oscillations may appear. For this reason, such a circuit is called an
oscillatory circuit. Let us find out how electric oscillations
emerge and are sustained in an oscillatory circuit.
Suppose that initially, the upper plate of the capacitor
is charged positively and the lower plate, negatively (Fig.
11.1a). In this case, the entire energy of the oscillatory circuit is concentrated in the capacitor. Let us close key K.
The capacitor starts to discharge, and a current flows through
coil L. The electric energy of the capacitor is converted into the magnetic energy of the_coil. This process terminates
when the capacitor is discharged completely, while current
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in the circuit attains its maximum value (Fig. 11.1b).
Starting from this moment, the current begins to decrease,
retaining its direction. It will not, however, cease immediately since it will be sustained by self-induced e.m.f. The current recharges the capacitor, and the appearing electric field
will tend to reduce the current. Finally, the current ceases,
while the charge on the capacitor attains its maximum value.
From this moment, the capacitor starts to discharge again,
the current flows in the opposite direction, and the process
is repeated.
If the conductors constituting the oscillatory circuit have
no resistance, strictly periodic oscillations will be observed
in the circuit. In the course of the process, the charge on the
capacitor plates, the voltage across the capacitor and the
current in the induction coil vary periodically. The oscillations are accompanied by mutual conversion of the energy
of electric and magnetic fields.
If, howeverqr the resistance of conductors R sk O, then, in
addition to the process described above, electromagnetic
energy will be transformed into Joule’s heat.
Equation of an Oscillatory Circuit. Let us derive the equation describing oscillations in a circuit containing seriesconnected capacitor C, induction coil L, resistor R, and
varying external e.m.f. 8 (Fig. 11.2).
First, we choose the positive direction of circumvention,
e.g. clockwise. We denote by q the charge on the capacitor
plate the direction from which to the other plate coincides
with the chosen direction of circumvention, Then current in
the circuit is defined as
I = dq/dt. (11.1)
Consequently, if I > O, then dq > O as well, and vice versa
(the sign of I coincides with that of dq).
In accordance with Ohm’s law for section IRL2 of the
circuit, we have
RI = qa -—- wz + E., + K?. (M2)
where Els is the self—induced e.m.f. In the case under consideration,
$8 = —— L dl/dt and (pi, —— cp, 4: q/C
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(the sign of q must coincide with the sign of the potential
difference q>2 -— cp, since C >0). Hence Eq. (11.2) can be
written in the form
L-2%-+n1+-g,-zs, (11.3)
or, taking into account (11.1),
d*q dq 1 __
This is the equation of an oscillatory circuit, which is a linear second-order nonhomogeneous differential equation with
constant coefficients. Using this equation for calculating
q (t), we can easily obtain the voltage across the capacitor
as UC = (pz —-— cpl = q/C and current I by formula (11.1).
The equation of an oscillatory circuit can be given a different form:
2Bq+c0§q=8/L, \ (11.5)
where the following notation is introduced:
2B = R/L, w§ = 1/LC. (11.6)
The quantity 01,, is called the natural frequency of the circuit
and B is the damping factor. The meaning of these quantities
will be explained below.
If E = 0, the oscillations are usually called free oscillations. They will be undamped for R = 0 and damped for
R =;&. 0. Let us consider consecutively all these cases.
11.2. Free Eleclrlc Oscillation:
Free Undamped Osclllations. If a circuit contains no external e.m.f. 8 and if its resistance R = 0, the oscillations
in such a circuit will be free and undamped. The equation
describing these oscillations is a particular case of Eq. (11.5)
when £ = 0 and R = 0:
•q+co;q=0, (11.7)
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The solution of this equation is the function
q = qm cos (wot + ot), (11.8)
where q,,, is the maximum value of the charge on capacitor
plates, oi, is the natural frequency of the oscillatory circuit,ando·.is the initial phase. The value of coo is determined
only by the properties of the circuit ·itself, while the values
of q,,, and on depend on the initial conditions. For these conditions we can take, for example, the value of charge q
and current I = q at the moment t = O.
According to (11.6), too = 1/I/LC; hence the period of
free undamped oscillations is given by is
T0=2nl/FC (11.9) ’
(Thomson’s formula).
Having found current I lby differentiating (11.8) with
respect to time] and bearing in mind that the voltage across
the capacitor plates is in phase with charge q, we can easily
see that in ifree undamped oscillations current I leads in
phase the voltage across the capacitor plates by xt/2.
While solving certain problems, energy approach can also be used.
Example. In an oscillatory circuit, free undam d oscillations
occur with energy W. The capacitor plates are slowly moved a art
so that the frequency of oscillations decreases by a factor of r]. Which
work against e ectric forces is done in this case?
The required work can be represented as an increment of the energy
of the circuit:
_ . _ 9%. 1 1 c
*‘··”’ ‘”’··7 (rf"?) ="’ (F"‘)·
On the other hand, mq Q 1/1/E, and hence 1] = coé/co• = V C/C',
and consequently
A = W (1]* —— 1).
Free Damped Oscillations. Every real oscillatory circuit
has a resistance, and the energy stored in the circuit is gradually spent. on heating. Free oscillations will be damped.
We can obtain the equation for a given oscillatory circuit
by putting 8 = 0 in (11.5). This gives
q-{-2131 +m:q=0. (11.10)
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It can be shown (we shall not do it here since we are interested in another aspect of the problem) that for B2 < mj,
the solution of this homogeneous diHerential equation has
the form
4 •F‘ : -6:
`/4..¢ Q Qme cos (mt-{—a),
` ... (11.11)
0 I where
<•>=V¤>3··B2
Fig. 11.3 :4 (-;L·)2, {11.12)
and qm and ct are arbitrary constants determined from the
initial conditions. The plot of the function (11.11) is shown
in Fig. 11.3. It can be seen that this is not a periodic
function since it determines damped oscillations.
Nevertheless, the quantity T = 2:1/co is called the period of damped oscillations:
...21*..: .....Z`n....... ig iq
T-C I/¤*S···B’ 1/i-··(B/¢·>»)" ( )
where T0 is the period of free undamped oscillations.
The factor q,,,e"B* in (11.11) is called the amplitude of
damped oscillations. Its dependence on time is shown in Fig.
11.3 by the dashed line.
Voltage across a Capacitor and Current in an Oscillatory
Circuit. Knowing q (t), we can find the voltage across a capacitor and the current in a circuit. The voltage across a
capacitor is given by
UC:.g_.;-(Q;-e·¤' cos (mt+oc). (11.14)
The current in a circuit is
I ; gi? q,,,e·B‘[-—flcos(o1t—l—c1.)—oJsin(wt—!—<1)].
We transform the expression in the brackets to cosine. For
this purpose, we multiply and divide this expression by
l/wz --l— [lz : os, and then introduce angle 6 by the formu-
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las
—— [5/mo = cos 6, to/mo = sin 6. (11.15)
After this, the expression for I takes the following form:
I = coq,_,,e‘B* cos (wt + on + 6). (11.16)
It follows from (11.15) that angle 6 lies in the second quadrant (st/2 < 6 < 11). This means that in the case of a nonzero resistance, the current in the circuit lem voltage inphase
(11.14) across the capacitor by more than rz/2. It should
be noted that for R = O this advance is 6 = nz/2.
The plots of the dependences U C (t) and I (t) have the form
similar to that shown in Fig. 11.3 for q (t).
Example. Au oscillatory circuit contains a capacitor of capacitance
C and a coil with resistance R and inductance L. Find the ratio between the energies of the magnetic and electric fields in the circuit at
the moment when the current is at a maximum.
According to equation (11.3) for an oscillatory circuit,
dl? q ._
When the current is at a maximum, dI/dt = 0, and RI = -—q/C.
Hence the required ratio is
Wm/We = L/CH2.
Quantities Characterizing Damping.
1. Damping factor [S and relaxation time 1, viz. the time
during which the amplitude of oscillations decreases by a
factor of e. It can be easily seen from formula (11.11) that
t = 1/B. (11.17)
2. Logartthmic decrement 2. of damping. It is defined as the
Naperian logarithm of two successive values of amplitudes
measured in a period T of oscillations:
_ <¤ (0 __ .
2,-ln a(t_‘_T) -f}T, (11.18)
where a is the amplitude of the corresponding quantity
(q, U, or I). In a different form, we can write
2. = 1/Ne, (11.19)
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where N, is the number of oscillations during the time 1:,
i.e. the time required for the amplitude of oscillations to
decrease to 1/e of its initial value. This expression can be
easily obtained from formulas (11.17) and (11.18). __
If damping is small ([32 < m§), then to z mo = 1/VLC
and, in accordance with (11.18), we have
kx 8-211/w,,=nR]/C/L. (11.20)
3. Q-factor of an oscillatory circuit. By definition,
Q == at/it = :rtN,,, (11.21)
where 7t is the logarithmic decrement. The smaller the damping, the higher the Q·factor. For a weak damping (B2 <
< mfg), in accordance with (11.20), we have
ole .1%. 1/.% (11.22)
Here is one more useful formula for the Q·factor in the case of
a weak damping:
Qzznigr, (11.23)
where W is the energy stored in the circuit and 6W is the decrease in this energy during the period T of oscillations. Indeed, the energy W is proportional to the square of the amplitude value of the capacitor charge, i.e. W OC_e"’B’.
Hence the relative decrease in the energy over the period is
6W/W = 2BT = 2h. It remains for us to take into account
the fact that according to (11.21), 2. = st/Q.
Concluding the section, it should be noted that when
[P} mg, an aperiodic discharge of the capacitor will occur
instead oi oscillations. The resistance of the circuit for which
the aperiodic process` sets in is called the critical resistance:
Rc, = 2 VL/C. (11.24)
Let us consider two examples.
Example 1. An oscillatory circuit has a capacitance C, inductance L,
and resistance R. Find the number of oscillations after which the
amplitude of current decreases to 1/e of its initial value.
¢\1lT€Dt Hmplltudé B`-Bt) d€Cl‘E&S€S to {/B of HS lHll»i8l
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value during the time 1: = 1/B. During this time, Ng oscillations will
occur. If T is the period of damped oscillations, then
N<==·%=···¥···· Lz? \/(&)z·r‘·
2¤/ V ¤>3—B“ “ B
Considering that m3 = 1/LC and B= R/2L, we obtain
1 1/ 4L
"·=·e; m"Example 2. Find the time during which the amplitude of current
oscillations in a circuit with a given Q-factor wil decrease to 1;.11
of its initial value, if the frequency of damped oscillations is equ
to cn.
Since the current amplitude 1,,, 0( e'B’» the time in during which
the amplitude decreases by a factor of 1] is determined by the equation
·q == eB¢•. Hence
to = (l¤ *1)/BOn the other hand, the Q-factor is also related to B:
Q = :rr/A. = sr/BT = to/2B.
Eliminating B from the last two equations, we obtain
:0:1-‘ lI] TI.
11.3. Forced Electric Oscillations
Steady·state Oscillations. Let us return to equations (11.3)
and (11.4) for an oscillatory circuit and consider the case
when the circuit includes a varying external e.m.f. Z3 whose
dependence on time is decreased by the harmonic law:
E = 5,,, cos cot. (11.25)
This law occupies a special place owing to the properties of
the oscillatory circuit itself to retain a harmonic form of oscillations under the action of external harmonic e.m.f.
In this case, the equation for an oscillatory circuit is
written in the form
L ig- +RI+—g,—=§S,,,‘cos cet, (11.26)
or
1;+ 2Bq + cotq = (8,,,/L) cos mt. (11.27)
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As is known from mathematics, the solution of this equation is the sum of the general solution of the homogeneous
equation (with the zero right-hand side) and a particular
solution of the nonhomogeneous equation.
We shall be interested only i11 steady-state oscillations,
i.e. in the particular solution of this equation (the general
solution of the homogeneous equation exponentially attenuates and after the elapse of a certain time it virtually vanishes). It can be easily seen that this solution has the form
q = qm cos (cot ——i|>)_, (11.28)
where qm is the amplitude of charge on the capacitor and ip
is the phase shift between oscillations of the charge and of
the external e.m.f. 8 (11.25)._ It will be shown that qm
and xp depend only on the properties of the circuit itself and
the driving e.m.f. SS. It turns out that ip > 0, and hence q
always lags behind S in phase.
In order to determine the constants qm and ip, we must substitute (11.28) into the initial equation (11.27) and transform the result. However, for the sake of simplicity, we shall
proceed in a different way: first find current I and then substitute its expression into (11.26). By the way, we shall solve the problem of determining the constants qm and ip.
Differentiation of (11.28) with respect to time t gives
I = —- mgm sin (cot —ip) = onqm cos (cot -——q> —|— srt/2).
Let us write this expression as follows:
I = Im cos (cot —— cp), (11.29)
where I mis the current amplitude and qa is the phase shift
between the current and external e.m.f. E,
Im = coqm, qa = tp —— rt/2. (11.30)
We aim at finding Im and qa. For this purpose, we proceed as
follows. Let us represent the initial equation (11.26) in the
form
UL + UR —§— UC = 8m cos mt, (11.31)
where the left~hand side is the sum of voltages across induction coil L, capacitor C and resistor R. Thus, we see that
at each instant of time, the sum of these voltages is equal
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to the external e.m.f. Taking into account relation (11.30),
we write
UR:RI: RIM cos (mt—cp), (11.32)
00:-%-: -9-C"icos (wt--—1p):—é%-cos (mt—(p——%) , (11.33)
dI .
U,_:L -:17: —·wLI,,,s1n(mt-—q>)
:mLI,,,cos (e¢..q>+%), (11.34)
Vector Diagram. The last three formulas show that U R
is in phase with current I, U C lags behind I by rt/2, and U L
Im
oLI,,, ____
6;; El
I(wL·6%,-) Im |
,Ir1
I W Rim Axis—eYc`¤Tn·¤1t (
LE 0 Up (J
Fig. 11.4 Fig. 11.5
leads I by n/2. This can be visually represented with the
help of a vector diagram, depicting the amplitudes of vol*8898
and their vector sum which, according to (11.31), is equal
to vector 5m (Fig. 11.4).
Considering the right triangle of this diagram, we can
easily obtain the following expressions for 1,,, and cp:
1 ...:.........£~..z...... 11.35
”‘ i/1z•+(e1.-1;ec)= ’ ( )
a¤(p= . (11.36)
Thus, the problem is solved.
It should be noted that the vector diagram obtained above
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proves to be very convenient for solving many specific
problems. It permits a visual, easy, and rapid analysis of
various situations.
Resonance Curves. This is the name given to the plots of
dépendences of the following quantities on the frequency m
of external e.m.f. E: current I, charge q on a capacitor, and
I -—·-_
‘· I UL
UCm I I
.I
. II 6 — ·· *···—
C5 III In I I
0 wo w 0 wo w
Fig. 11.6 Fig. 11.7
voltages U R, UC, and U L defined by formulas (11.32)(11.34).
Resonance curves for current 1,,, (co) are shown in Fig.
11.5. Expression (11.35) shows that the current amplitude
has the maximum value for mL -—— 1/ mC = O. Consequently,
the resonance frequency for current coincides with the natural frequency of the oscillatory circuit:
..1, ,.,,, = 10, ==1/1/-ITU. (11.37)
The maximum at resonance is the higher and the sharper
the smaller the damping factor B = R/2L.
Resonance curves for the charge q,,, (oi) on a capacitor are
shown in Fig. 11.6 (resonance curves for voltage UC,
across the capacitor have the same shape). The maximum of
charge amplitude is attained at the resonance frequency
<»>qm=V<·>§—2B“» (11-38)
which comes closer and closer to mo with decreasing B.
In order to obtain (11.38), we must represent q,,,,in accordance with (11.30), in the form q,,, == Im/to where Im is
defined by (11.35). Then
= ......§.:.~U:........ 11 as
q'" 1/(<73`:<7>‘F'-”I?`—@ ( ` )
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The maximum of this function or, which is the same, the
minimum of the radicand can be found by equating to zero
the derivative of the radicand with respect to co. This gives
the resonance frequency (11.38).
Let us now see how the amplitudes of voltages U Ru UC,
and U L are redistributed depending on the frequency to
of the external e.m.f. This pattern is depicted in Fig. 11.7.
The resonance frequencies for U R, UC and U L are determined by the following formulas:
(OR res = wor
we ws= wal/1- 2(B/<·>¤)”» (11-40)
wi. »..S=¤>¤ V1-2 (B/<¤¤)2·
The smaller the value of B, the closer are the resonance frequencies for all quantities to the value coo.
Resonance Curves and Q—factor. The shape of resonance
curves is connected in a certain way with the Q-factor of an
oscillatory circuit. This connection has the simplest form
for the case of weak damping, i.e. for B2 < m§. In this case,
Ucres/gm = Q (11-11)
(Fig. 11.7). Indeed, for B2<co§, the quantity (ores z coo
and, according to (11.33) and (11.35), Ucm ,.,,3 = 1,,,/co,_,C =
= €,,,{co0CR, or UC", ,,,$/Em = VLC/CR = (1/R) I/L/C
which is, in accordance with formula (11.22), just the Qfactor.
Thus, tlie Q-factor of a circuit (for B2 < wg) shows how
many times the maximum value of the voltage amplitude
across the capacitor (and induction coil) exceeds the amplitude of the external e.m.f.
The Q-factor of a circuit is also connected with another
important characteristic of the resonance curve, viz. its
width. It turns out that for B2 < cog
Q = mo/om, (11.42)
where coo is the resonance frequency and ow is the width of
the resonance curve at a "height" equal to 0.7 of the peak
height, i.e. at resonance.
Resonance. Resonance in the case under consideration is
I/g
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the excitation of strong oscillations at the frequency of external e.m.f. or voltage. This frequency is equal to the naturalfrequency of an oscillatory circuit. Resonance is used
for singling out a required component from acomposite voltage. The entire radio reception technique is based on resonance. In order to receive with a given radio receiver the
station we are interested in, the receiver must be tuned. In
other words, by varying C and L of the oscillatory circuit,
we must attain the coincidence between its natural frequency
and the frequency of radio waves emitted by the radio
station.
The phenomenon of resonance is also associated with a certain clarzgerz the external e.m.f. or voltage may be small, but
the voltages across individual elements of the circuit (the
capacitor or induction coil) may attain the values dangerous
for people. This should always be remembered.
11.4. Alternating Current
Total Resistance (Impedance). Steady—state forced elect.ric
oscillations can be treated as an alternating current llowing in a circuit having a capacitance, inductance, and resist31109. Ifnder the action of external voltage (which plays
the role of external e.m.f.)
U Um cos ret, (11.43)
the current in the circuit varies according to the law
I = Im cos (mt -— cp), (11.44)
where
__ Um __mL—-1/mC
Im—— ’ t3l'l(p— R .
The problem is reduced to determining the current amplitude and the phase shift of the current relative to U.
The obtained expression for the current amplitude Im (oa)
can be formally interpreted as Ohm`s law for the amplitude
values of current and voltage. The quantity in the denominator of this expression, which has the dimension of resistance, is denoted by Z and is called the total resistance, or
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impedance: .
Z ::.·]/R2 -5- (wl, -1/a>C)2. (11.46)
It can be seen that for co = wo ·= 1/I/I-Z', the impedance
has the minimum value and is equal to the resistance R.
The quantity appearing in the parentheses in formula
(11.46) is denoted by X and is called the reactance:
X --= wl. —- 1/wC. (11.47)
Here the quantity mL is called the inductive reactance,
while the quantity 1/mC is called the capacitive reactance.
They are denoted X L and XC respectively. Thus,
X .==wL, X =1/mC X=X ——X ,
L " _i._ L L (11.4:2)
z = 1/122+ X2.
It should be noted that the inductive reactance grows with
the frequencypm, while the capacitive reactance decreases
with increasing co. When it is said that a circuit has no capacitance, this must be understood so that there is no capacitive reactance which is equal to 1/wC and hence vanishes
if C -» oo, (when a capacitor is replaced by a short—circuited section).
Finally, although the reactance is measuredlin the same
units as the resistance, they difierin principle. This difference
consists in that only the resistance determines irreversible
processes in a circuit such as, for example, the conversion
of electromagnetic energy into J oule’s heat.
Power Liberated in an A.C. Circuit. The instantaneous
value of power is equal to the product of instantaneous
values of voltage and current:
P (t) = UI Umlm cos mt cos (wt —— cp). (11.49)
Using the formula cos (cot -— cp) = cos not cos cp -l—
-l- sin mi sin cp, we transform (11.49) as follows:
P (t) ,_-A U,,,.!,,, (cosz mt cos cp-}- sin mt cos wt sin cp).
Of practical importance is the value of power averaged
over a period of oscillation. Considering that (cosz mt) -·=
1/2 and (sin not cos cet} = O, we obtain
(P) = Q-"{2£'!'— cos cp. (11.50)
19*
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This expression can be written in a different form if we
take into account that, as follows from the vector diagram
(see Fig. 11.-1), Um cos ip = RI",. Hence,
(P)¤—;-RI$,,. (11.51)
This power is equal to that of the direct current I == Im/L/-2.
The quantities
I:I,,,/V2, U=U,,,/V2 (11.52)
are called ejfcctive (root-mean—square) values of current and
voltage. All ammeters and voltmeters are graduated for
r.in.s. values of current and voltage.
The expression for the average power (11.50) in terms of
r.m.s. values of current and voltage has the form
(P} = UI cos cp, (11.53)
where the factor cos ip is usually called the power factor.
Thus, the power developed in an a.c. circuit depends not
only on the voltage and current but also on the phase angle
between them.
When rp >-= rt/2, the value (P} == O regardless of the values of U and I. In this case, the energy transmitted over a
quarter of a period from a generator to an external circuit
is exactly equal to the energy transmitted from the external
circuit to the generator during the next quarter of the period
so that the entire energy "oscillates" uselessly between the
generator and the external circuit.
The dependence of the power on cos ip should be taken into
account while designing transmission lines for alternating
current. If loads being fed have a high reactance X, cos cp
may be considerably less than one. In such cases, in order
to transmit the required power to a consumer (for a given
voltage of the generator), it is necessary to increase current
I, which leads to an increase of useless energy lossesin feeding wires. Hence, loads, inductances and capacitances should
be always distributed so as to make cos cp as close to one
as possible. For this purpose, it is sufficient to make reactance
X as small as possible, i.e. to ensure the equality of inductive and capacitiye reactances (XL XC).
When the conductors forming an a.c. circuit are in motion,
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the concept of electric resistance becom.es wider since in addition to the conversion of electric energy into Joule’s
heat, other types of energy transformations are also possible. For example, a part of electric energy can be converted
into mechanical work (electric motors).
Problems
O 11.1. Free undamped oscillations. Free undamped oscillations
occur in an oscillatory circuit consisting of a capacitor with capacitance
C and an induction coil with inductance L. The voltage amplitude
on the capacitor is Um. Find the e.m.f. of self—induction in the coil at
the moments when its magnetic energy is equal to the electric energy
of the capacitor.
Solution. According to Ohm`s law,
RI = U ·l· (65
where U is the voltage across the capacitor (U == cpl —- tcp,). In our
case, R = 0 and_q,hence $8 = —U.
It remains for- us to find voltage U at the moments when the electric
energy of the capacitor is equal to the magnetic energy of the coil.
Under this condition, we can write
CU$,, ___ CU2 _1_ LI2 _2 CU?
2 "` 2 ' 2 " 2 ’
whence | U| = Um! _
As a result, we have |Z$8l = Umf \/2.
0 11.2. An oscillatory circuit consists of an induction coil with
inductance L and an uncharged capacitor of capacitance C. The resistance of the circuit R = 0. The coil is in a permanent magnetic tield.
The total magnetic flux piercing all the turns of the coil is (D. At the
moment t = 0, the magnetic held was abruptly switched ofi. Find
the current in the circuit as a function of time t.
Solution. Upon an abrupt switching off of the external magnetic
field at the moment t = 0, an induced current appears, but the capacitor still remains uncharged. In accordance with 0hm’s law, we have
dd) dI
R' Z ‘w "L rarIn the given case R = 0, and hence -§— Ll = 0. '1`his gives CD = lgo,
where I 0 is the initial current (immediately after switching off ne
field).
After the external field has been switched off, the process is described by the following equation:
_ _ q dI 1
O" C L dz ( )
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Diherentiation of this equation with respect to time gives
·;+.g6 1:0.
This is the equation of harmonic oscillations. We seek its solution
in the form
I == Im cos (coat + ot).
The constants Im and on can be found from the initial conditions
I (0).;-1,,, i(O)=O
(the second condition follows from Eq. (1), since at the initial moment
t = 0 the capacitor was uncharged). From these conditions we find
cs = 0 and Im = I,. As a result, we obtain
I = I a cos coat = (GJ/L) cos coat,
.where oi. = 1/}/L-CT
Q 11.3. Q-factor of a circuit. An oscillatory circuit with a low
damping has a capacitance C and inductance L. ln order to sustain
in it undamped harmonic oscillations with the voltage amplitude Um
across the capacitor, it is necessary to supply the average power (P).
Find the Q-factor of the circuit.
Solution. Since damping is low, we can make use of formula (11.23):
Q = 2nW/6W, (1)
where W = C'U¥,,/2 and 6W = (P) T, T bei_n_g_the period of damped
oscillations. In our case, T z T0 = 2:: }/LC. Having substituted
these expressions into (1), we obtain
_ va I/Y?
Q" 2(P) 1. ·
O 11.4. Damped oscillations. An oscillatory circuit includes a
capacitor of capacitance C, an induction coil of inductance L, a resistor
of resistance R, and a key. The capacitor was charged with the key
open. When the key was closed, a current began to flow. Find the ratio
o the voltage across the capacitor at time t to the voltage at the initial
moment (immediately after closing the key).
Solution. The voltage across the capacitor depends on time in the
same way as the charge does. Hence we can write
U=U,,,e'B‘ cos (o>¢+o¤). (1)
At, the initial moment t i= 0, the Vol U (0) ’=j Vm·¢>¤¤ ¤» ‘Vh¤¥•
Um is the ,ampl1tuqe· at this momentfqlve must End U` (0)/ Um, i.e.
this purpose, we shall use another initial condition: at the
moment t -·= 0, current I = = 0. Since q = CU, it is sufficient to
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differentiate (1) with respect to time and equat.e the obtained expression to zero at t = O. We obtain —-B cos on —— to sin ot =¤ O, whence
tancx = —-Bfm. The required ratio is
-gd-[2-=cos or: ———— ..L_..—————=-—;—————— (2)
-‘¤· 1 1--t=¤¤“¤ 1 1·r·(fl/wl`:
The quantities Um and U (U) are shown in Fig. 11.8.
Considering that to? cog —- B2, we transform (2) as follows:
U (0)/Um= I/i—(i)/<¤a)'*= V ‘1-—/f2C/4L.
where we took into account that B = R/2L and cog = 1/LC.
Q 11.5. In an oscillatory circuit with a capacitance C and inducU
U"] \
vw) ` _ R
C’O
rqL
0¢
Fig. 11.8 Fig. 11.9
tance L damped oscillations occur, in which the current varies with
time in accordance with the law I (t) = Ime·B¢ sin wt. Find the voltage across the capacitor as a function of time.
Solution. Let us choose the clockwise direction as the positive
direction of circumvention (Fig. 11.9). According to Ohm’s law for
section IRL2 of the circuit, we have RI = cp, — q>2 + E5,. In our
case, %, = +LI and cpz — tpl = q/C = UC, where q is the charge on
plate 2. Hence Ohm’s law can be written as
UC = -121.. Li
Having substituted into this formula the expression for I (t) and
its derivative, we obtain
..B[
Ug= £{-';§—- (-—-B sin coz—o>cos on).
Let us transform the expression in the parentgzses to sine. For
this purpose, we multiply and divide it by )/mz —i— {12 = on, and introduce angle 6 through the formulas
—B/ton —·= cos 6, to/ein = sin 6. (1)
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Then
UC e`B' sin (o>t——6) == Im }/L/Ce"°' sin (mt·—6),
where angle 6 is, in accordance with (1), in the second quadrant, i.e.
assumes the values rr/2 < 6 < rm. Thus, the voltage across the capacitor
lags behind the current in phase.
Q 11.6. Steady-state oscillations. An induction coil of inductance
L and resistance R was connected at the moment t = 0 to a source of
external voltage U = Um cos tot. Find the current in the circuit as
a function of time.
Solution. In our case, RI = U —— LI, or
l—§— (R/L) I =- Um cos wt.
The solution of this equation is the general solution of the homogeneous
equation plus the particular solution of the nonhomogeneous equation:
-U
I t -..-:.-12 (R/L)’=—-—-— c s cot- . ,
() ¢ I/R2+m2L2 0 ( Q)
where A is an arbitrary constant and angle cp is defined by condition
(11.36): tan qa = mL/R.
The constant A is found from the initial condition I (0) = 0.
Hence A = —(U,,,/]/R2 —;- ¢o°2L2) cos tp. This gives
U_
I (1) E lz [cos (wt-—rp)——·e (R/Ll! cos qa].
For a sufficiently large t, the second term in the brackets becomes
negligibly small, and we obtain the steady-state solution I (t) Q
K cos (mt — cp).
011.7. Forced oscillations. A section of a circuit consisting of
a series-connected capacitor and resistor R, is connected to a source
of varying voltage with the amplitude Um. The amplitude of the
steady-state current turned out to be I m. Find the phase angle between
the current and external voltage.
Solution. In the case under consideration,
U = Um cos wt, I = Im cos (wt — ap),
where tp is defined by formula (11.36): tantp = -1/¢oCR.
The unknown value of capacitance C can be found from the expression for the current amplitude: Im = Um! V R2 + (1/wC)’, whence
C=1/0J]/(L',,,/l,,,)'·*—R2.
Having substituted this expression into formula for tan tp, we obtain
l¤¤ <P= -— l'/(Um/RIml’"‘*i·
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In our case qv < O, which means that the;_current leads the external
voltage (Fig. 11.10).
011.8. An a.c. circuit, containing a series-connected capacitor
and induction coil with a certain resistance, is connected to the source
---- U ;
I/
. R [rr Rim J /
'/
M 1 ""°} ° U 1
ii'- 1 /
wC Um l im `""""E/mo
wC
****1* U1
Fig. 11.10 Fig. 11.11 Fig. 11.12
of external alternating voltage whose frequency can be altered without
changing its arilplitude. At frequencies ml and coz the current amplitudes in the circuit proved to be the same. Find thc resonance frequency
of the current. ,
Solution. According to (11.35), the amplitudes are equal under the
condition
1|1
l“’1L‘m‘<?1-l°’=’*"2»:2~"l· "’
The maximum of the resonance curve for current corresgnds to the
frequency equal to the natural frequency coo = 1/ \/LC. Further.
let wl < cou < co, (the opposite inequality is also possible, it will
not affect the final result). Equality (1) can then be written in a more
general form: cox/co, — ml = co, — mg/o>,, or
(g ....q)1=_-(gg
Z 01 tn, ’
Cancelling out mz —— co, on both sides of this equality, we obtain
1= m3/colmz, whence
wc = {/mlm,.
|11.9. Vector diagram. A circuit consisting of a series—c0nnected
capacitor of capacitance C and induction coil with resistance R and
inductance L is connected to an external voltage with the amplitude
Um and frequency co. Assuming that current in the circuit leads in
phase the external voltage, construct the vector diagram and use it
for determining the amp itude of voltage across the coil.
Solution. The vector diagram for the case under consideration is
shown in Fig. 11.11. It is readily seen from this diagram that the
20-0181
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amplitude of voltage across the coil is
Ur.am=Im l/R’+¤>’l·’»
where Im == Umf V H’ + S<oL — 1/0JC)’. ln the presence of resistance
the voltage across the coi leads the current by less than at/2.
|i1.10. Power in an a.c. circuit. A circuit consisting of a seriesconnected resistor R with no inductance and an induction coil with
a certain resistance is connected to the main system with the r.m.s.
voltage U. Find the thermal power developed in the coil if the r.m.s.
values of voltage across the resistor R and the coil are equal to U,
and U, respectively.
Solution. Let us use the vector diagram shown in Fi . 11.12. In
accordance with the law of cosines we obtain from this ¢§agram
U“=U{+U§——-ZUIU, cos cpl,. (1)
The power developed in the coil is
P2:=IU2c0s(PL• (2)
where I = U1/R.
Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), we obtain
P,==(U°—-·U§—-U§)/2‘R.

1. Notations for Units oi Measurement
A ampere min minute
C cou omb Mx maxwell
eV electronvolt N newton
F iarad Oe oersted
G gauss Q ohm
fl gram rad radian
henry s second
hr hour S siemens
Hz hertz T tesla
I joule V volt
K kelvin W watt
m meter Wb weber
2. Decimal Prelixes for Units of Measurement
T, there-, 10** d, deci-, 10** n, nano, 10**
G, giga-, 10* c, centi-, 10** p, pico-, 10***
M, mega-, 10* m, milli-, 10**
k, kilo-, 10* p, micro-, 10**
ln, hecto-, 10*
dn, deca-, 10*
3. Units oi Measurement of Electric and Magnetic
Quantities in SI and Gaussian Systems
Unit ot meaQuantity }i%:` Rat
SI | ccs
Force F N" dyne 10*
Work, energy A, W J mg 10*
Charge q C C SE unit 3 x 10*
20*
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Table 3. Cont.
U Unit ot meaoaimmy ’*¥;§,;‘; '“'°’”°°* aaa;-·L;”‘_-{i
SI | ccs
Electric field strength E V/m CGSE unit il(3 X 10*)
Potential, voltage cp, U V CGSE unit 1/300
Electric moment p C·m CGSE unit 3x 10**
Polarization P C/m? CGSE unit 3 x 10*
Vector D D C/m* CGSE unit 121: X 10*
Capacitance C F cm 9 X 10**
Current I A CGSE unit 3 X 10*
Current density j A/111* CGSE unit 3x 10*
Resistance R Q CGSE unit 1/(9 X 10**)
Resistiv ity p 9-111 CGSE unit 1/(9 X 10*)
Conductance 2 S CGSE unit 9 X 10*1
Conductivity c S/m CGSE unit 9 X 10*
Magnetic induction B T G 10*
Magnetic {lux, magneticflux linkage CD, ‘I’ Wb Mx 10*
Magnetic moment pm A·m* CGSE unit 10*
Magnetization J A/m CGSE unit 10**
Vector H H A/m Oe 4u X 10**
Inductance L H cm 10*
4. Basic Formulas of Electricity and IIQIINEIII
in SI and Gaussian Systems
Relation i SI I Ganslan enum
Field E of a point 1 q q
charge E="""'”4,w° if Ez}?
Field E in a parallelplate capacitor and E: 0 E: 4****
at the surface of a ece e
conductor
Potential of the field 1 q q
of a point charge q’=`7{,'{j"",T‘ q’="}"
2
Reggioéi between E E: ___V_q), q,1__%= S E dl
1
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Table 4. Cont.
Relation | SI I Gaussian system
Circulation of vector
E in an electros- § E dl = 0
tntic field
Electric _m0ment of a p = ql
dipole
Elgglgnia dipole P m F=P—·i;: » M={P><E1.W=—p·E
Relation between polarization and field P = x.e,E P = xE
strength
Deiinition of vector D D = 20E-}- P D = E -[-4nP
Beggioén between D D = 880E D = BE
G?;caswrtll;eorem for § D dszq § D ds: [mq
Capacitance of a ca- __
pacitor C " q/U
Capacitance of a par- S S
allel—plate capaci- C = fl. C = .}....
Energy of system of ___ i
charges W- *5 E wr
Total energy of in- 1
teraction W"? S pq) dv
Energy of capacitor W = qU /2 = CU’/2 == q°/2C
Electric tield energy __ E ·D __ E ·D
w —_ 2 w __ 8]]
Continuity equation S j ds: ....2*% V .j = -.%.
0hm‘¤ kw !~’1'=<P¤-—q>»+$¤¤» _ i-=¤(E+E*>
]oule·Lenz law = RIB, QW =_. pj:
Lorentz force F=qE+q[v><B] I F=qE-}—%—[v><B]
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Table 4. Cont.
R¢l&ti0n U SI U Gaussian system
Field B of a moving B_ po q[vX;·] B_ [ QUVXT]
<=h¤*g¤ “ 4¤` ‘ r3 "`"E‘ r3 ‘
niet-semi 1aw dB ..., .*.2. lL>i£;£’l’ dp, = J. Dill}!
4312 T3 c rs
__Ll9_1 [dI;»< rl __ 1 I[dl><r[
dB·4¤ "‘J=~· "B··T——¤"·
Field I? h
(a) 0 straig t 2I 1 2I
°“"°“* B:`&li:?T BZTT
(b) at the centre of B__ po 2nI B 1 Zn!
¤ 1<><>v ·· za; T · T T
(c) in solenoid B: pon] B==—-é-?-— nl
AH1l>é1‘B`S law dF = I [dl >< B] dli = -{-· [dl >< Bl
t
dF=[j><B]dV dF=—EL[i><B]dV
Force of interaction
between parallel pu I _H£.. F = 2I 112
currents 4n b U b
Magnetic moment of [
a current loop Pm = I3 U pm = —E- IS
Magnetic dipole p ‘ 6B
in field B m F=Pm"‘;)‘,‘;"» M=[pm><B]
Work done in displaceII'l6l1t. of 3 CuI‘I°€Ill3 A:] ((])2...([)‘) A :__!_ { my __Q, U
loop C 2 I
Circulation of mag- H ‘ [ '
netization ($1 dl: 1 J d· ’= ··é··· I
Definition oi vector ll _ H ez B,/po-J H = B -- 4:1.1
Circulation of vector ' _, lm
Il in a stal.io!ie1‘yU II dl ¤; [ r§, [-{ dl .; ........ [
field I J U "
Relations between:
J and H J =·-XII
and XE g1===1—|—)(_ ‘ [`u=1+4nX
¥l and H B=[1p.¤H U B==[1H
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Table 4. Cont.
Relation I SI I Gaussian system
Laws of transfcrme- , _, 4
ticner lieldsEandB E :E+l"oXBl *4 :E+·;· lVc><Bl
for Un << c 1 1
B'=B—--E-é-[v0><E] B'==B—--—;—[v0>(E]
Electromagnetic held E·B:i¤V
invariants E2——c2B2= inv E2-- B2: inv
Induced e.m.f. .: __..d(D. ,.. .- ...1.. .....d(D
l $1 dt gl_ C dt
lnductance of a soleneid L: Ml¢c¤”V L: ’*”W*”V
E.m.f. of self-induc- _ _ dl __ 1 dl
tion *$~ Le? ‘6¤····:¢Lw
Energy ct thedmag- LI? 4 Lp
netic field of a cur- W=*§" W:T ·§*‘
rent
Magnetic field energy wz B·H w_ B·H
density 2 " 8n
Displacement. current _ ap _ 4 ap
d¤¤Sil>y ld :` at ld: 4c az
Maxwell’s equations · . ~ 4 * ·
in integral form §Edl=- Sees @Ed1=-7-5 Bds
§pd5=Spdv §D6S=4:ncSpdV
§Hd1=5(;+n)ds §Hdl==
im
:7 i (*+2;) ds
E §)BdS=O .§ncs=0
M8X\V0ll’S 9ql13l.l0DS\ __ • __ 1- °
in differential {erm V XE: "‘B V X E‘ "`T B
i V .1) : p V ·D = 4¤¢>
- C ' · T- · D I
\ v><H-¤—f—D vxa-.—é—(i+,m)
V•B=O l
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Tab!. 4. Cont.
Relation l SI l Gaussian system
Relation between E __ ___
and H in electro- E t/ece-=H t/pp, E V e ==H V p.
magnetic wave
P0ynting’s vector S= [E X H] S= —£t—· [E X H]
Density of electro- 4 1
magnetic held me- G ==—-3,- [E >< Hl‘ 6:-23}- [E X II
mentum °
5. Some Physical Constants
Velocity of light in vacuum c= 2.998 X 108 m/s
. . __ 6.67X 10*11 ma/(kg·s*)
Grav1tat1ona1 constant} G-{ 6.67 X 104 cms/(gm,)
Acceleration of free fall g=9.807 m/s’
Avogadro constant N A =.- 6 .022 X 10*3 mole‘*
Charge of electron or proton e = { FCCGSE units
Rest mass of electron mc:.-0.911 X 10·°° kg
. e __ 1.76><10¤ C/kg
Specnlic charge of electron —;-ng-.. { 527 X 101., CGSE units/g
Rest mass of proton mp-=1.672 ><10·2‘* kg
Electric constant e,,=0.885 X 10*11 F/rn
1/!me,,= 9 X 10° m/F
Magnetic constant po = 1.257 X 10·° H/m
no/41:: 10*7 H/m
Relation between velocity c=1/V eopo
of light and eo and no

Subject Index
Ampére, 117 electrodynamic, 144
magnetic, 143
Coulomb, 12
Betatron, 222 current, I
boundary conditions, 80, 92, 192 alternating, 290I`i
for B and H- 182H conduction, 174
direct, 178
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102 polarization of, 67
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dielectric susceptibility, 71 electrostatic shielding, 51
dipole, e.m.f.,
electric, 34, 44 induced, 244
energy of, 38 of self-induction, 227
moment of, 34ff energy,
dipole moment, 71 of charged capacitor, 99f, 139
intrinsic, 68 of charged conductor, 99f
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